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ABSTRACT

rDzogs chen, the "Great Perfection", is a philosophical

and meditational system of Tibetan Buddhism. It is the

counterpart of the Ch'an in Chinese Buddhism and Zen in

Japan.

Western writers on Tibetan Buddhism have viewed it as a

survival of the Ch'an which was once known in Tibet in the

eighth century A.D., but declined after the breakup of the

Tibetan empire in the mid-ninth century A.D. This view is

mainly derived from the attitude of the Tibetan Buddhist

orthodox schools who regarded rDzogs chen as a resurrection

of Ch'an the practice of which according to the Tibetan

historical tradition was officially banned after the

famous Sino-Indian Buddhist controversy around 790 A.D.

in Tibet.

The other interesting aspect of rDzogs chen is that it

is a teaching adhered to by the Buddhist school, the

rNying ma pa as well as by the Bonpo (followers of the Bon

religion in Tibet).

Although studies in Tibetan Buddhism have advanced much

in recent years, the origin and historical development of

rDzogs chen has remained totally unknown. The present

Study therefore focuses mainly on the origin of its theories
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such as "Primordial Purity" which it sees as the basis for

spiritual development, and its historical and literary

development. The sources for this study are mainly ninth

century documents from Central Asia and texts belonging to

the tenth and eleventh centuries from Tibet itself. They

shed new light on the origins of rDzogs chen and its

philosophical conceptions.
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INTRODUCT ION

With the foundation of bSarn-yas, the first Buddhist

monastery, in 775 A.D. Buddhism took a decisive step to

becoming the state religion of Tibet. It was officially

inaugurated by the king Khri Srong-lde-btsan (742-797)

in his edict in 779 A.D. 1 If Buddhism was adopted as the

official religion, it was partly because its practice

already dated back to the reign of Srong-btsan sgam-po

(d.649) and partly also because of its philosophical views

which were thought to be more rational than those of other

current beliefs known to the Tibetans such as Manicheism,

Nestorianism, Taoism or the pre-Buddhist religion which

according to the Tibetan historical tradition is Bon.2

The choice of Buddhism was not merely an expediency.

Before choosing it, Khri Srong-lde-btsan made a critical

evaluation which suggests that it was not simply because of

his faith in it, but because of his predilection for the

reasoning (gtan tshigs) on which the religion was believed

to have been based and with which it was professed.

It was at the age of twenty in 761 A.D. that he began

to contemplate the idea of taking up again the religion which

had been subjected to a ban since the assassination of his

father Khri lDe-gtsug-btsan in 755 A.D. It was also about

this time that the bKa' mchid was written and issued as

the conclusion of his critical reflection upon the faith

and after discussion with his vassals and ministers. It is
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a contemporary account concerning the adoption of the

religion which eventually led to the decision to found

bSain-yas. 3 This king therefore not only restored Buddhism

but also took a further step in making it his official

religion.

The adoption of it as the state religion took place in

a period when the Tibetan empire was at its apogee. Its

political and military power reached the four corners of

Asia: in the east, Chang-an, the capital of the Tang

Dynasty was captured in 762 and the Chinese who had

previously discontinued paying tributes to the Tibetans were

again obliged to give 50,000 silk rolls each year; in the

west, Gilgit was made a vassal state; in the north, Turkestan

became virtually a part of the empire; in the south, the

Pla kings of Bengal were made to pay tributes.

The cause of the Tibetan decline.

Although the adoption of Buddhism as the state religion

at the summit of the empire gave birth to an influx of

foreign religious culture, it also ironically marked the

beginning of the Tibetan political decline.

The doctrine of "cause and effect" in Buddhism is the

ideology crucial to promoting its spread. Kings merely

become subordinate and at best auxiliary agents for

maintaining the propagation of the faith. They themselves

like other beings cannot escape from going through the

Samsric transmigration. How this ideology came to be

reconciled with the world vision of the ancient Tibetans is
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still little known. According to the indigenous belief,

the Tibetan kings were direct descendants of the gods of

Phyva. They caine down from heaven to reign over the black

headed people. Moreover, they were gods like the Phyva

themselves and so were imbued with supernatural qualities

such as byin, "splendour" of body for the overpowering of

policical and military opponents and 'phrul, "magic sagacity"

of mind enabling them to sustain the order of the world.4

Nevertheless, Buddhism seems to have adjusted itself, as

it usually did in the countries where it spread, to the

native beliefs by assimilating the indigenous conception of

kingship and the notion of royal powers to its own notions:

the term byin came to be used in conjunction with riabs to

form the word byin riabs (adhithna) and 'phrul with rdzu,

rdzu 'phrul (riddhi) or with other similar Buddhist terms.

Both the terms, subsequently almost entirely lost their

original and early connotation. The kings themselves became

simply chos rgyal (dharmarja) and were finally subjected to

the Buddhist moral code. They later had fears about taking

any more military actions, because of contamination by

sdig pa (papa), "sin". The confession for a king probably

Khri gTsug-lde-btsan (805-838), in which a Sino-Tibetan

border conflict involving killing men and animals is

recorded, can still be read.5

Another major factor which is political and economic and

which seems to have enhanced the decline is the establishment

of the Buddhist monastic institution and more precisely the
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system of maintenance which began to evolve from the time

of the ordination of the first seven Tibetan monks. The

model of the monastic discipline of bSam-yas was the Vinaya

of the Miilasarvastivdin tradition, one of the earliest

Sravaka sects which was once flourished in north-western

India. As a Buddhist monk,	 ntaraksita who ordained the

seven Tibetans, belonged to this tradition. It seems that

most of the seven Tibetans were selected from noble families

and were ordained after the completion of bSain-yas. gSal-

snang known as Ye-shes dbang-po was from the family dBa'

who had played from the very beginning a considerable part

in the unification of the Tibetan war-like states in the

reign of King gNam-ri slon-btsan. dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po

seems to have been a married man before he became a monk and

from an early age, he was in the service of the government.
F-

He was instrumental in arranging the invitation to SantarakMita.

His inclination towards Indian Buddhism therefore goes back

to his early days before his ordination and later in the

philosophical debate between the Indian and Chinese factions,

he was a key figure. After the death of Sntaraksita he was

immediately appointed by Khri Srong-lde-btsan as the first

Tibetan abbot of bSam-yas with the title bCom-ldan-'das-kyi

Ring- lugs 6

On the cultural level, nevertheless, the edifice of the

main temple and those fourteen surrounding it in bSam-yas

represent the greatest artistic achievement during the reign

of Khri Srong-lde-btsan and indeed in ancient Tibetan history.

The architectural design of the whole complex was based on

the Buddhist theories of cosmogony. The interior decorations
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of each temple, such as images, frescoes and other

iconographical works were executed according to the Buddhist

legends as related in the siltras as well as in certain tantras.

The ground floor of the main temple was decorated according

to the Tibetan style whilst the second and the third floors

were in the Chinese and Indian styles respectively witnessing

to the conception of the new faith as being a universal

religion .'

The beginning of the Tibetan monastic culture.

ntarakita was the founder of the Buddhist philosophical

school known as Yogcramadhyamaka 8 and it was mainly this

Mahynic philosophy that prevailed at bSam-yas. His theories

were later defended and developed by his disciple Kamalala

in his famous work the Madhayamak1oka. 9 However, this

philosophical tradition itself soon became insignificant in

Tibet; it was overtaken by the more purist Madhyamaka, the

Prsañgika from the eleventh century onwards. The Buddhism

which was propagated in bSam-yas was therefore a combination

of the early Miilasarvastivdin tradition as the basis of its

monastic system and Yogicramadhyamaka as its principal

philosophy.

The monastic establishment initiated the development of a

whole new religious culture on an unprecedented scale. The

learning of foreign languages was instituted. With it came

the activities of translating Buddhist texts from Sanskrit

and Chinese into Tibetan. Foreign Buddhist masters soon

flocked into bSam-ye. Tibetan monks for the first time were
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able to begin to contemplate writing Buddhist treatises.

The tradition maintains that it was some time during

this period that the king commissioned Ba-gor Vairocana to

go to India with a companion in search of more Buddhist

texts and new doctrines, especially the doctrine which

Padrnasambhava only began to teach just before he left Tibet,

but was unable to finish)° Vairocana is considered to be

one of the first seven Tibetan monks and also the one who

introduced rDzogs chen into Tibet from India.

The activities of translating Buddhist sitras mainly

from Sanskrit continued in a vigorous manner, but whether

tantras should also be translated seems to have been a

subject of discussion in the "Religious Council", 11 and an

object of particular attention to dBa' Ye-shes dBang-po.

According to a certain version of BZh, most of the tantras

were considered to be unsuitable for the Tibetans to practise

(including Atiyoga tantras) and were therefore not permitted

to be translated. Only the Ubhaya type of tantras were

thought to be suitable. 12 However that may be, certain

tantras were probably already translated. We know that a

special temple known as bDud-'dul sngags-pa gling was

dedicated to the tantric13 divinities in bSam-yas.14

However, the development of Buddhist learning and the

importation of foreign religious culture from all sides soon

reached its climax with the famous Sino-Indian Buddhist

controversy. It was officially encouraged and the king was

determined to see the Buddhism of the winner chosen for the
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country. In this, scholars see a political motive working

against the Chinese party. While one faction was following

the logically orientated Indian Buddhism, the other advocated

the quietistic approach of Chinese Buddhism, the Ch'an. The

debate lasted about three years from 792 to 794. The question

of which side won the debate is still unsettled among

historians, but the Tibetan historical tradition claims that

it ended in favour of Indian Buddhism, and that the king

issued a decree confirming the latter's superiority, and

that from that time on, Tibetan Buddhists should uphold the

philosophy of Ngrjuna)5

The debate however had an adverse effect on the

development of the monastery. Vairocana was banished to

Tsha-ba-rong; Hva-shang Mahyaia, the Chinese monk was

expelled to Tun-huang and KamalaIla,the Indian master

was murdered in sGra-bsgyur-gling in bSam-yas. 16 Khri Srong-

lde-btsan himself according to the tradition withdrew into

retreat in Zung-kar in order to practice meditation in 797,

17but he probably died in that year. 	 A bitter struggle of

succession to the throne among his sons followed. The

monastery itself then for a short while seems to have fallen

into decay and, soon certain tantric teachings were

"wrongly practised" (log par spyod pg).

When the monastery regained its vitality during the

reign of Khri lDe-srong-btsan (776-815), the "Religious

Council" once again took up the question of the unsuitability

of the tantras as a teaching for the Tibetans. Around 814

it was finally settled that if a lo-ts--ba wished to make a
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translation of a tantra he must ask for authorisation from

the "Religious Council" and it is interesting to notice

what a contemporary document has to say in this connection:

"(All lexical work) must be presented to the

'Religious Council' presided over by the

bCom-ldan-'das-kyi Ring-lugs at the Palace

and to the 'Editorial Board'. If approved,

it can then be added to the dictionary

(1 . e. Mahvyutpatti).

The Tantras are to be kept hidden in

accordance with their basic texts. Their

contents should not be disclosed to those

who are unsuitable to receive them. Recently

some tantras were allowed to be translated

and practised, but there were people who,

unable to understand the intention behind

them, took the literal meaning and practised

them wrongly. It is known that terms have been

collected from tantras and then translated

into Tibetan, but from now on unless authorised,

neither dharanl nor tantras are permitted to

be translated and no vocabulary is to be
,,18collected from them.

During the reign of Khri gTsug-lde-btsan (805-838), it is

said that certain types of tantras, particularly Ma rgyud

were forbidden to be translated into Tibetan. 19 All this

shows that during the royal period, tantras were looked

upon with suspicion and their spread subjected to restriction

despite the fact that they were a flourishing faith in the

Buddhist monastic universities in India at the time. However,

what surprises us is that the "Religious Council" presided

over by the abbot of bSam-yas was a very powerful and
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fastidious body which certainly tried to control the

spread of tantric teachings in the country. The other

main task of this body was to maintain the monastic

communities on the basis of the Vinaya as pure as possible

like the tradition of the Miilasarvastivda itself. All

this explains why the early Buddhist catalogues, like the

iDan dkar ma mentions hardly any tantras or the

Mahvyutpatti contains such a small number of tantric terms.

In spite of the watchfulness of the "Religious Council",

one would expect that certain people followed the tantric

teachings all the same and as will be seen it became the

dominant faith during the period following the collapse

of the monastic institution and the central authority.

The role of the semi-legendary figure, Padmasambhava,

in introducing Tantrism into Tibet has been an object of

much eulogy in retrospect by the rNying ma pa, but there

is no good evidence for proving what he really taught in

Tibet apart from the reference in BZh according to which he

taught the Kila cycle and this is supported by a Tun-huang

document, but again there it already appears like a mythical

story. 2° In the narration of BZh, he is in fact invited by

ntaraksita as his aid and his role appears only as an

"exorcist", but his "exorcism" soon provoked displeasure

among the ministers and he was finally obliged to leave Tibet

even before bSam-yas was founded. 21 His part in establishing

Buddhism therefore looks very insignificant. This, moreover,

concords with the generally unfavourable attitude towards

Tantrism in this period.
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The system for the maintenance of the monastic communities.

After the completion of bSam-yas and the ordination of

the monks, it was agreed that the monastic community, which

was soon increased to three hundred monks, would be maintained

by the state which also provided the funds for the offerings

in the temples.

The provisions for its livelihood were known as rkyen or

rkyen ris, "reserved provision". However, it is stated that

the abbot, Ye-shes dbang-po soon requested the king that

the "Religious Council" be given an over-ruling position to

the "Council of Ministers" (zhang blon gyl 'dun sa), that the

abbot must have the right to participate in the meetings of

the latter, and that an independent system of maintenance for

the monastic communities be created in such a way that no one

else can interfere with them. The king and his government

finally consented to the intransigence of the abbot: two

hundred families for the fund of the religious offerings in

the temples, and three families to provide the provisions

of each monk. There were, therefore, 1100 families working

for the monks in bSam-yas alone. This lay community was

called lha ris, "domain of the gods". They were exempted

from civil and military service as well as from all taxation.

22The monastery had absolute authority over them.

A few decades later, this same system was further

strengthened. Instead of three families, the king Khri

gTsug-lde-btsan (805-838) ordered seven families to be

allocated to each monk living in all the religious communities.23
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Supposing the number of monks in bSam-yas, which was three

hundred, still remained the same, the monastery alone

would now have possessed 2100 families plus two hundred

families for the fund of the offerings. Already in the

reign of the king Khri lDe-srong-btsan (776-815), important

religious figures, for example, Nyang Ting-nge-'dzin, who

was a monk and served as a tutor as well as a minister, was

given a large territory in Nyang as his own estate where

he built the famous temple Zhva'i lha-khang. 24 The king

Khri gTsug-lde-btsan consented to a minister for the

erecting of a temple in sTod-lung. This temple had only

four monks, but all the same, it was given a certain amount

of land with people to work on it as well as livestock.25

Buddhist monastic communities therefore began from the

very beginning to have their own properties in much the

same way as the nobles, however contradictory to the Vinaya

principles it would seem. The only difference seems to be

that the nobles worked for the state whereas the monastic

communities did not.

Right from the time of dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po, ecclesiastical

interference in the affairs of the state would seem to be

inevitable, for, on the one hand, the "Religious Council"

seems to have been in a position from which it could

influence political decisions; on the other, absolute

monastic authority over an already large section of the

population could have been a counter-check to the lay

government. Khri Srong-lde-btsan's religious policy there-

fore created a contradiction which ultimately led to the
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destruction of his own line by a member of the ecclesiastical

body which he himself instituted and so of the empire

within the space of only sixty-five years from the date of

the foundation of bSam-yas.

Persecution of the monastic establishment.

At the time lHa-sras Dar-ma, later popularly known by

the nick-name Glang Dar-ma, ascended the throne in 838,

Tibetans were still largely in control of Central Asia and

certain north-western regions of China, particularly of

Tun-huang. They were also maintaining large garrisons on

the Sino-Tibetan borders.

On the religious scene, the monastic establishments

continued to thrive, but events took a sudden turn. The

Tibetan Buddhist historians consider this king as the enemy

of their faith because he is believed to have persecuted

Buddhism which according to them became as a result almost

non-existent after the king's death. However, a closer

look at the early documents show that Buddhism, on the

contrary, was a flourishing religion, at least in its

tantric aspect, after the disappearance of the king. 26 It

was, therefore, not a question of persecution of the faith

as a religion, but its monastic establishments, for by the

time of Glang Dar-ma's reign, they already constituted a

wealthy and powerful body totally independent of the state.

The motive of the persecution was therefore political as
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well as economic and it took place around 841. There is

no good evidence that the Bon religion was involved in

this conflict as certain authors have stated.27

In the narration of BZh, Glang Dar-ma would seem to be

anti-Chinese. His suspicion of the intentions of Srong-

btsan sgam-po's Chinese wife and his disrespect of the image,

Jo-bo, which she brought to Tibet 28 and the Chinese

description of him as having a wicked character 29 seem to

suggest that in his time Sino-Tibetan relations were again

hostile as they had been most of the time in the royal

period in spite of the peace treaty between the two countries

concluded only about two decades earlier.

Glang Dar-ma's attack on the monastic institution was

mainly aimed at dismantling the maintenance system of the

religious communities and it is no wonder that this action

should have provoked the wrath of the monastic community.

iHa-lung dPa-gyi rdo-rje is the usual name of the person

who murdered the king and in an early document this name

is given as the 9th in a series of names of religious masters

in bSam-yas beginning with dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po, the first

abbot. We therefore presume that it was the 9th abbot of

bSam-yas who murdered the king in 842 A.D.3°

The age of the diffusion of Tantrism.

After the assassination of Glang Dar-ma, Tibetan history

enters into its darkest period. It stretches from 842 to

about 1000. Yet the political, religious and cultural

developments that began during this period would seem to have
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made a large contribution to the Tibetan Buddhist cultural

"Renaissance" which emerged again from the beginning of the

eleventh century.

As there are very few contemporary records we can say

very little exactly what went on during this long period.

All the same, two distinctive developments seem to stand

out: on the one hand, the disintegration of Tibetan unity

(a reversion to the state in which it was formerly in the

reign of King gNam-ri slon-btsan), and the political,

economical and social anarchy that followed; on the other,

the resurgence of the banned Buddhist tantric teachings

after the break-up of the monastic establishments and the

disappearance of the somewhat pedantic and purist "Religious

Council".

The murder of the king by the Buddhist monk left no clear

successor to the throne. The dispute in the royal family

concerning the legitimacy of the succession to the throne,

which was occupied by Khri 'Od-srung when he was of age,

paved the way for a general discontent of the people (kheng

log) in 929. It gradually developed into a civil war between

two factions: one was led by the dBa' family and the other,

the 'Bro family. The political rivalry between the two was

already noticeable in the Sino-Indian Buddhist controversy.

While the dBa' favoured Indian Buddhism, the 'Bro, Chinese

Buddhism.

Eight years after the break-up of the central authority,

the Tibetans soon began to lose their grip on the foreign

territories in Turkestan. They were driven out from the
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Chinese region of Tun-huang which had been under Tibetan

occupation since 787.

As the civil war raged, certain members of the royal

family were forced to migrate to western Tibet while some

others to north-eastern Tibet, Amdo. In mNga'-ris a

dynasty was founded which later played a considerable part

in the re-establishment of Buddhism in the eleventh century.

In central Tibet, political and social chaos was total.

The ancient royal tombs were looted around 937 and temples

and monasteries were abandoned.

It was in this confused state that the tantric teachings,

especially the Mahayoga tantras began to be taken up.

Buddhist tantrism unlike the monastic system, does not require

communal organisation nor does it depend on lay support like

the monastic community. Any married man or a householder

can take up the teaching provided that he is initiated by

a qualified master. However, certain categories of tantras

teach doctrines which are usually considered as "extremist".

It was this type of tantras, mostly Mahyoga whose practice

was formerly banned that now re-appeared without fear of

restriction by any kind of authority.

Guhyagarbha, 31 the basic work of the Mahyoga tantras seems

to be one of the tantras which was now popular. It is reputed

to have been translated during the eighth century from

Sanskrit, but in later centuries it came to be regarded as

not authentic since it professes the doctrines of sbyor,

"sexual union" and sgrol, "deliverance" amongst others. The

practice of these doctrines was widespread during the period

in question. A contemporary document shows that the practice
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created not only confusion in the understanding of Buddhist

doctrines in general, but also brought about economic and

social problems as it required the use of domestic animals

as a fee for receiving religious instructions as well as for

sacrifice and taking married or unmarried females as

partners. 32

The formation of a new philosophical doctrine:
rDzogs chen, the "Great Perfection".33

In contrast to the monastic establishment in the royal

period, tantric teaching was now the dominant belief, but

beside this mainstream of tantrism, a new philosophical

speculation seems to have begun to develop. It is this

philosophy which, borrowing the term rDzogs chen from the

Guhyagarbha or similar tantras to designate itself, was

to leave a strong imprint on Tibetan Buddhism in later

centuries. Whether this philosophy existed or not in the

eighth century is at present a matter of guess work, for

we find no evidence to prove either case. It is, however,

interesting to notice in passing that in an old fresco

from bSain-yas depicting the complex of the monastery, a

small temple is shown to be dedicated to the doctrine of

rDzogs chen, but its existence is not mentioned even in

BZh. It must therefore have been built in a much later

period.

However, in this philosophy, the Mahayoga tantric teachings

are given a different philosophical interpretation linking

them to its central theories of ye nas ihun gyis grub pa,

"Primeval Spontaneity" and gdod nas dag pa or ka dag,
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"Primordial Purity". 34 In all this, the Ch'an teaching

certainly played its part in the theoretical development,

but only in one of its many aspects. rDzogs chen then

came to constitute the ninth, Atiyoga, of the nine

categories of Buddhist doctrines, a classification also

elaborated in the same period.

rDzogs chen is therefore essentially and necessarily

a syncretism of the Mahyoga tantric teachings on the one

hand, the theories of "Primeval Spontaneity" and "Primordial

Purity" on the other.

Amongst the early masters, Buddhagupta 35 is one whose

work has come down to us showing the stages of the development

of the doctrine. The latter certainly inspired gNyan dPal-

dbyangs to write several short treatises on the doctrine.36

37	 .Another work, the Rig pa'i khu byug, 	 which is considered

by the tradition to be a translation of Vairocana, is

equally important in the development of the philosophy.

These works a little later served as the primary sources

for gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes in writing the unique work,

bSam gtan mig sgron. 38 gNyan dPal-dbyangs is considered

by the tradition as a master of gNubs. All these masters

were primarily adepts of the Mahyoga tantric teachings.

With the emergence of gNubs and his work, rDzogs chen by

the tenth century became a well-established philosophical

doctrine, but nevertheless always remained a side development

of the mainstream of tantric Buddhism in the period.

As there was no authoritative body of any kind, monastic

or otherwise, to check the unreined development of tantric
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practice, a variety of rituals connected with Mahyoga

tantras came into existence. Towards the end of the tenth

century, iHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od, who was formerly a king

of mNga'-ris and belonged to the line of the Tibetan royal

descendants migrated to western Tibet, therefore began to

have grave doubts whether those Buddhist practices which

were popular in his time were genuine. To this effect, he

issued an edict stating his disapproval and warning of the

consequences. 39 His critical views of the tantras and

determination to put an end to the doubtful religious

practices eventually resulted in the coming of Atia to

Tibet in 1042, and thus began a new phase of Buddhism in

the Land of Snows.

Tibetan Buddhism (Lamaism): Co-ordination of Sütrayna
and Mantray.na.

The mission for which Atia was destined to come to Tibet

was mainly to refute the Buddhist tantric practices which

prevailed in the country and so to put Buddhism on the

right course, but then tantric teachings in Indian monasteries

themselves had already long since been part and parcel of

Buddhist practice.

lHa-btsun Byang-chub-'od, the grand nephew of the

lHa Bla-ma, is believed to have put seven questions to Atis

concerning tantric teachings as then known to him, 4° the

principal one being whether it was appropriate for Buddhist
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monks to take up the tantric teachings. To answer these

questions, Atia composed the short but very influential

work, the Bodhipathapradlpa 41 explaining that a Buddhist

monk can and must practise the tantric teachings, but

42
without breaking his monastic vows. 	 Moreover, the tantric

teaching is in fact to be regarded as essential for the

attainment of Buddhahood. Atia's work therefore inspired

the development of the doctrine according to which a Buddhist

monk must be bound to monastic vows whilst following the

tantric teachings in a co-ordination of Sütraynic and

Mantraynic (mdo sngags zung 'brel gyi theg pa) doctrines.

Most of the Buddhist schools which began to appear in the

eleventh century in Tibet largely accepted this doctrine as

the fundamental tenet of their Buddhist practice. However,

a certain segment of the Buddhists all the same remained

Tantrists, especially the rNying ma pa.

The position of the rNying ma pa tradition.

As the new doctrine of the co-ordination of Sitrayna and

Mantrayna set about consolidating and translations of tantras

previously unknown in Tibet began to appear, those who clung

faithfully to the tantric tradition, which only began after

the persecution of monasticism came to be identified as

the rNying ma pa, The "Ancients". This identity led into

a compromising position. They, like the Bonpo with their

master Dran-pa nam-mkha', claim that their tradition is a

continuity of the early Buddhist establishment by Padmasambhava
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in the royal period. However, we have so far found no

early records proving this. Their tradition seems to be

therefore the survivor of the tantric teachings which

flourished only after the murder of Glang Dar-ma. Largely

because of this, the rNying ma pa were continually viewed

as "unorthodox" and their tantras mostly as "unauthentic"

which however by the time of Ratna gling-pa (1403-1478)

ran into the hundreds and came to constitute the composite

collection known as rNying ma rgyud 'bum.

rDzogs chen, too, is naturally viewed in the same

perspective. In the mid-eleventh century, the great master,

Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-po, therefore felt the need to defend

this doctrine. To this effect, he wrote his important work,

ThCh, 43 but without avail. It continued to be relentlessly

regarded as "not genuine" Buddhist teaching, and so has

been a controversial subject throughout the centuries. Yet,

the place of rDzogs chen in Tibetan Buddhism in general is

unique, for it is the only doctrine that has been adhered to

not only by the rNying ma pa, but also by the non-Buddhist,

the Bonpo. No early texts have so far been found showing

since when the latter began to embrace this doctrine, but

there is ample evidence that it certainly goes back to the

eleventh century if not earlier. Certain theories in rDzogs

chen were conceived in conjunction with early popular and

native beliefs, such as the dissolution of the material

body into lights which is textually attested in rDzogs chen

only from the eleventh century.
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In spite of the aloofness of the rDzogs chen philosophy,

it always had a leaning towards eclecticism, perhaps due

to the positive character of its philosophical outlook.

A number of Tibet's greatest luminaries and eclectic

figures are to be found within this tradition, for example,

Kiong-ehen Rab-'byams (1308-1363) and rDo-rje gling-pa

(1286-1345). Later in the seventeenth century great

dGe lugs pa masters like Pan-chen Blo-bzang chos-rgyan

(1567-1662), not to mention the Vth Dalai Lama, declared

themselves to be adherents of this philosophy. It is

therefore no exaggeration to say that at last it became

a non-sectarian philosophy upheld both by various Buddhist

sects and the Bonpo. This universal tendency was further

enhanced by the nineteenth century Eclectic Movement led

by such great masters, 'Jazn-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse (1820-1892)

and Kong-sprul Yon-tan rgya-mtsho (1811-1899) and on the

Bonpo side, Shar-rdza bKra-shis rgyal-mtshan (1859-1935).

Even though Tibetan civilisation is now being eradicated

in its own land under foreign domination, it is most

encouraging to notice that, on the basis of eclectic

thought, it is still taught not only in the places where

Tibetan Buddhism prevails but also in a number of Tibetan

Buddhist meditation centres recently established in Europe

and America under the auspices of its leading masters like,

Rev. Namkhai Norbu.
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bKa' gtsigs (	 Richardson 1980).

2 Cf. bKa' yang dag pa'i tshad ma ( Stein 1980,
pp.330-337).

bKa' mchid, KhG Ja, f.110a3-111b2.
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Cf. Macdonald 1971, pp.337-39.
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concerning Chinese Turkestan, London 1951, Vol.11, p.79.

6 BZh pp.9-13.
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were most of the other temples in bSazn-yas during the
Chinese "Cultural Revolution" late 1960s.

8 PT 814 (D. S. Ruegg, "Autour du lTa ba'i khyad par de
Ye shes sde", JA Tome CCLXIX, 1981, p.217).
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Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India, Otto Harrassowitz,
Wiesbaden, 1981, pp.94,96.

10 Cf. BZh pp.26,64.
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lha chos kyi 'dun sa (KhG ff.114a5); bcom ldan 'das kyi
ring lugs kyi mdun ('dun) sa (GB p.73-4-5). This
"Religious Council" is also described as 'dun sa che ba
whereas the "Council of Ministers" (zhang blon gyi 'dun sa)
is 'dun sa chung ngu (KhG Ja, f.114a5, 136b6).

It is not known how the "Religious Council" functioned
in relation to the "Council of Ministers" which according
to the Annals (PT 1288) were held one in summer and
another in winter in different places. On the other hand,
the Annals are almost totally silent with regard to the
religious events.
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BZh p.52; Cf. also p.217, n.2.

13 By the term "tantric" I understand all the teachings
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rung la/ bar du bsgyur cing (PT: zhing) spyod du gang gis
kyang/ idem p0 dag du bshad pa ma khrol (PT: khrel) nas sgra
ji bzhin du 'dzin cing log par spyod pa dag kyang 'byung
(PT: byung)/ sngags kyi rgyud kyi nang nas thu zhing bod
skad du bsgyur (PT: sgyur) ba dag kyang byung zhes gdags

(PT: gda's kyis)/ phyin chad gzungs sngags dang rgyud
blad nas bka' stsal te/ sgyur du bcugs pa ma gtogs pa/
sngags kyi rgyud dang sngags kyi tshig thu zhing bsgyur
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myi gnang ngo)/ GB p.73-4-5.

19 KhG Ja, f.132b7-133a1. In the mid-eleventh century, the
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1980, p.17).

20 BZh p.26; PT 44.

21
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23 ibid., p.74; KhG Ja, f.133a1.
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27 H. Hoffmann, The Religions of Tibet, London 1961, p.81.
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See p. 244.

32 PT 840 (Karmay 1981).

The term rdzogs chen is often translated by "Great
Achievement" (BA p.128 et passim), but achievement suggests
something that is achieved through strenuous effort. This
contradicts the central point of the rDzogs chen philosophy
which conveys not only the concept of "spontaneity" and
"effortlessness", but also that which is already perfected
from the very beginning (ye nas lhun rdzogs).

In later literature, the word is given as an
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known (Cf. p.83, n.26). On the other hand, in PT 849
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See p.316.
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38 See p.153.
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THE LEGEND OF VAIROCANA

rDzogs chen is considered to have been introduced into

Tibet by Vairocana in the eighth century from India. It

is therefore important to examine first the various existing

accounts of this illustrious figure in later and early

Tibetan Buddhist and Bonpo sources. Without having some

idea of the activities of Vairocana which are woven into

the development of rDzogs chen thought, we can make no way

in this uncharted territory of Tibetan religious studies.

Vairocana is said to be one of the first of seven Tibetans

ordained by ntarakita as a Buddhist monk following the

Sarvastimiilavda tradition at the newly founded first

monastery of bSam-yas and was given the name Vairocanaraksita.

Later in the rNying ma pa tradition, he appears as a

pupil of Padmasambhava and so figures among his twenty-five

prominent disciples. He is often considered even as if

equal status to Padmasambhava himself. However, above all,

he is known to have been a great lo-ts-ba. This role of

his in establishing Buddhism is acknowledged by all later

Tibetan Buddhist schools. Thus, in the eleventh century

the bKa' gdams pa master, rNgog lo-ts-ba Blo-ldan shes-rab

(1059-1109), who himself was also renowned as a lo-tsa-ba,

eulogizes him in these words:

"Vairocana is equal to the sky.

sKa ba dPal-brtsegs and Cog ro Klu'i rgyal-mtshan are like

the sun and moon,

Rin-chen bzang-po(958-1055) is simply like the great star

in the early morning (Venus),

I am merely a glow-worm."1
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However, it is not only in Buddhist tradition that Vairocana

possesses such an aura of prestige, but also in the Bonpo

tradition in which he is presented as an eclectic figure

upholding both faiths. This particular role which he plays

at a time when Bon is said to have been under persecution is

an important factor in later eclectic spiritual movements in

the nineteenth century.

Vairocana's activities, however, are not confined to

religion only, if we are to believe the Tibetan tradition.

On the one hand, he is credited with having made translations

of medical texts, particularly the rGyud bzhi from Sanskrit.

On the other, he is said to have made translations of works

on astrology from Chinese.

Behind these legends, however, lay a personage of whom

practically nothing is known historically. A general

hagiographical account and the story of his journey to India

2are to be found in Vairo 'dra 'bag,	 but it is a work of

which some parts go back only to the thirteenth century and

other parts are of much later origin. It presents itself in

the main as an historical account of the diffusion of rDzogs

chen in different countries notwithstanding its title. As

it is the only text which gives a fairly detailed narration

of the legends of Vairocana, I consider it, nevertheless,

to be useful to give here a summary particularly of the

chapters concerned with the life story of Vairocana and his

translation activities before discussing other documents

which have a connexion with him.
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Chapter I (f.la-5b4).

It is concerned with the mythical account of the

diffusion of rDzogs chen variously named here as the

doctrine of non-action (rtsol med kyi bstan pa), the

doctrine of precepts (man ngag gi chos), or Atiyoga in

'Og-min (Akanitha). It is preached by four kinds of

Kya, viz. Ngo-bo nyid-sku (Svabhvakya), Chos-sku

(Dharmakaya), Longs-sku (Sambhogakya) and gSang-ba'i

sku in four different heavens.

Chapter II (f.5b4-17a2).

This part deals with the origin of Vajrayna. After

dwelling summarily upon the general history of Buddhism,

it goes on to deal with the origin of tantric teachings.

It gives a detailed story of King Tsa and his manuscript

volumes of tantras. 3 Atiyoga is presented as forming a

part of the triple division of bskyed rdzogs, the

different stages of meditation through which an adept

4
must go.

Chapter III (f.17a1-21a3).

It takes up the legendary account of the diffusion of

Atiyoga in three kinds of heaven without however naming

them (in fact they are: Akanistha, Sumerusikhara and

Alakvati )
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Chapter IV (f.21a3-24b2).

It is entitled "the history of the doctrine of non-action

in the world". It first narrates the legends of

dGa'-rab rdo-rje. In Ocç1iy.na, a king called Dha-he-na ta-

10 has a son called Thu-bo Ra-dza ha-ti (Rjahasti) and a

daughter Bharani. She becomes a nun. One day Vajrapii

transforms himself into a golden duck and pecks on her

bosom while she is strolling on the shore of a lake. A

year later she gives birth to a boy who recites the

rDo rje sems dpa' nam mkha' che6 as soon as he is born.7

He is given the name dGa'-rab rdo-rje. Vajrapii shows

himself to the boy and gives him instructions in Atiyoga

and other tantric doctrines. The great pandita, 'Jam-dpal

bshes-gnyen, contemporaneous with him resolves to have a

debate with him as he hears that dGa'-rab rdo-rje is a

follower of rDzogs chen, the doctrine of non-action and

the doctrine that transcends all those of Siitrayna and

Vajrayna. dGa'-rab rdo-rje finally overpowers 'Jarn-dpal

bshes-gnyen who then becomes a disciple of the former.

'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen then composes the rDo la gser zhun8

as a compendium of his master's teachings.

Chapter V (f.24b2-43a2).

This is concerned with the transmission of Atlyoga through

different lineages of masters.

1. dGa'-rab rdo-rje

2. 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen

3. Dha-he-na ta-b

4. Thu-bo Ra-dza ha-ti (Rjahasti)
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5. Ba-ra-ni (Bharanl)

6. Klu'i rgyal-po

7. gNod-sbyin-ma Byang-chub-ma

8. sMad-'tshong-ma Ba-ra-ni (Bharanl)

9. mKhan-po Rab-snang of Kha-che (Cashmere)

10. mKhan-po Mahraja of O-rgyan (Oclçliyana)

11. Sras-mo Go-ma de-byi (Gomadevi)

12. A-tsan-tra alo-ke (Acinty.loke?)

13. Ku-ku ra-dza (Kukkurja, the First)

14. Drang-srong Bha-shil-ta (Bhsita)

15. sMad-'tshong-ma bDag-nyid ma

16. Na-ga dzu-na (Ngrjuna)

17. Kukkurja (the Second)

18. 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen (the Second)

19. De-va ra-dz (Devarja)

20. Bhu-ta kug-ta (Buddhagupta)

21. Shri sing-ha pra-pa-ta (rIsirnhaprabh)9

22. dGe-slong-ma Kun-dga'-ma

23. Bi-ma-la mi-tra (Vimalamitra)1°

Nothing much is known about the historicity of most of

the personages mentioned in this list. It is presented in

a way that at first gives the impression of their being

successive teachers, but in fact the text itself states that

the names given here are not necessarily all in a diachronic

order (go rim nges pa med pa). This is precisely the point,

for the first five names of the list are names of members of

one family except 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen. Two names on the
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list, '3am-dpal bshes-gnyen and Kukkurja occur twice, but

are indicated only by the word "former" (snga ma), when

they appear the first time, and "latter" (phi ma),the

second time. The inclusion of names such as Devaraja,

Nagarja and ,gNod-sbyin (yaksa) proves that it is in fact

not a list of names of people only. More unconvincing is

the mentioning of Ngrjuna, the originator of the

Madhyamaka school. This clearly reveals the motive of the

fabrication. It is to show that even the greatest Buddhist

philosopher had practised their doctrine. As will be seen

below, Vairocana meets both dGa'-rab rdo-rje and 'Jam-dpal-

bshes-gnyen in India while it would seem that they were

masters of the remote past. The existence of most of the

personages in the list is therefore historically speaking

out of spatio-temporal context. However, some of the names,

for example, the first four, Nos.10, 13 and the last four

are mentioned in SM (p.316). It is therefore certain that

these names have been known at least from the tenth century.

However, what is striking is that PK gives a totally different

list of names, not twenty-three, but twenty-five in the same

context. 1 ' This list, moreover, includes many of the names

of well known Indian Buddhist panditas. Only one name,

Buddhagupta is common to both lists. In both cases, the

motive of the creation is to prove the authenticity of

rDzogs chen as is also the case with the Ch'an, 12 but it

would seem that the people mentioned in the list of the

'Dra 'bag have much more to do with rDzogs chen than those

in the list of PK. Both lists were probably compiled in a

period when rDzogs chen faced critics concerning its origin.
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Chapter VI (f.43a2-48b6).

It is entitled "The coming of the doctrine of non-action

to Tibet". At first, it takes up briefly the subject of

the general history of Buddhism in Tibet. It then

relates how the search for Atiyoga was undertaken.

King Khri Srong-lde-btsan in a former life was born

in India as a monk called Avadhüti practising Atiyoga.

Because of this, he now realises not only that Atiyoga

is a teaching that transcends all other doctrines that

were already known in Tibet or India.' 3 Meanwhile, a

number of boys are called in to learn Sanskrit, but soon

they proved to be incapable of learning it. Padmasambhava

then sees by his clairvoyance 14 a boy called Gan-jag

thang-ta, aged eight living at sNye-mo bye-mkhar in

gTsang with his father Ba-gor He-dod and mother Bran-za

dKar-skyid) 5 He is the rebirth of Ananda, the Buddha's

attendant. (According to another version of the story

in the same text, the boy was born to parents of

different names living on the banks of the confluence

of the rivers of Nyang and gTsang 16 and is a rebirth of

a monk called sPur-na (Punya) in rGyal-mo tsha-ba-rong.) 17 --

The king as soon as he hears of him from Padmasambhava

sets out with seven horsemen in search of him and

eventually finds him playing near his home in the absence

of his parents which gives the king the chance to talk

to him freely. The king is struck by his intelligence

and convinced that the boy was the one seen by Padmasambhava.
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He tells the parents that the boy must go to bSam-yas

to be educated and takes him there. He is made to

learn Sanskrit and after seven years, he distinguishes

himself and begins to make translations. He was chosen

to be one of the seven members to be ordained by

ntaraksita and was given the name Vairocana, hence

Ba-gor Vairocana.

Summoning his people including monks and ministers,

the king tells them that in India there is a doctrine

(such as that mentioned above) and he needs two men to

go in search of it. Vairocana rises up among the people

and says that he will go. Another young man called

Legs-grub also rises and says that he will accompany

Vairocana.

Chapter VII (f.48b6-62a2).

The family of Vairocana objects to his journey, but to

no avail. The two monks set out from Avaloketevara temple

where they spend their last days in bSarn-yas. In a dream

Vairocana perceives that one day he will be banished from

bSam-yas, but that the expulsion will give him a good chance

to convert the people of Tsha-ba-rong. The next day, the

two monks leave bSam-yas for India. The difficult problems

which they face on the way include snow, harrassment from

malignant spirits, robbers, wild beasts, attacks from the

toll-collectors at the crossings of gorges and rivers, the

death of their only horse, arrests and imprisonments, and

attacks from poisonous snakes. They go through what is

called the "sixteen kinds of hardship" (dka' ba bcu drug).
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After arriving in central India, they begin to make

enquiries about masters in whose presence they could

study. They go round in markets, villages and

monasteries asking who is the abbot of this or that

Z-r.	 18.
monastery or hermitage. All agree that brlsimha is

the most learned and that he resides in a place called

Dhahena, (in other texts the name is of a place in

Oddiyana).	 However, just before the two Tibetans arrive

there, a doctrinal dispute breaks out between two nuns

concerning the theory of the "Single circle" (thig le nyag

gcig), 19 which dispute is taken to be a bad omen for the

disclosure of the precepts of Atiyoga to coreigners

especially to the Tibetans. Thereupon many works on

the precepts are hidden in Vajrsana and are sealed up

by both the community in Dhehena and the king (whose name

and place are not mentioned). A proclamation is made

saying that whoever reveals the precepts will be punished.

Their access to Dhahena therefore becomes even more

difficult. Finally they manage to bribe a woman who

works for the community fetching water. They send

through her a message to Srisirnha who then lets them in.

They inform him that they were sent by King Khri Srong-

lde-btsan to obtain the doctrine of Atiyoga which enables

one to attain Buddhahood in the space of one lifetime.

risirnha says to them that because of the dispute which

took place earlier, all paitas in the place have bad

dreams and that the works on precepts are all hidden away.
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However, he realises that the doctrine of non-action

would bring great benefit to Tibet and advises the

Tibetans that they first must study sutras and tantras,

which they do in the presence of other panditas of the

place. They also meet in the same place dGa'-rab rdo-

ne and 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen who in turn advises them

to go back to Srlsimha for the doctrine.

rIsirnha and the Tibetans disguising themselves go

to Vajrsana and take out the works on Atiyoga from the

hidden place and then come back to Dhahena.

Chapter VIII (f.62a2-66b4).

This part mainly deals with the story of the two Tibetans

studying in the presence of risirnha. During the day,

they study tantras from other masters and during the night

rIsirnha teaches them Atiyoga in utter secrecy. The

teaching is based on the eighteen texts known as Sems sde

bco brgyad: 20

1. Rig pa'i khu byug (Kaneko No.8,1)21

2. brTsal chen sprugs pa (Kaneko No.8,3)

3. Thig le drug pa (Kaneko No.10,10)

4. Khyung chen iding ba (Kaneko No.8,2)

5. Mi nub rgyal mtshan22

6. Yld bzhin nor bu

7. rJe btsan dam pa (Kaneko No.10,3)

8. Yid spyod rgyal 0

9. Rin chen kun 'dus (Kaneko No.10,4)
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10. bDe 'jam (Kaneko No.10,1)

11. Srog gi 'khor 10 (Kaneko No.10,5)

12. Nam mhka'i rgyal p0 (Kaneko No.10,11)

13. bDe ba 'phra bkod (Kaneko No.10,7)

14. sPyi 'chings

15. rDo la gser zhun (Kaneko No.14)

16. rTse mo byung rgyal (Kaneko No.10,2)

17. rMad du byung ba (Kaneko No.20)

18. - ? (rDzogs pa spyi gcod) (Kaneko No.10,8)

Considerable confusion reigns over this list among

the rNying ma pa works. Each claims to have eighteen,

but often gives only sixteen or seventeen as in the

present case. The titles also vary from one source to

another. The above titles however can be found in NyG

more or less in the same order. 23 Except the Nos. 5, 6

and 8 the rest of the titles appear in SM. They

therefore would seem to go back to the Xth century or

earlier. The first five titles of the list are called

the "Five early translations" (snga 'gyur inga) on the

grounds that they are believed to have been translated

by Vairocana in bSam-yas before his expulsion. The

remaining thirteen of the list are known as the "Thirteen

later translations" (phyi 'gyur lnga), because they are

said to have been translated by Vimalamitra when

Vairocana returned to bSam-yas from Tsha-ba-rong (f.109a)4
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After having taught the Tibetans, Srisirnha asks if

they are satisfied. Legs-grub replies that he is so

and leaving his companion behind, he departs, but gets

killed on the way by robbers in India at the age of

forty-f our. Vairocana however replies that he is not

satisfied with the teaching. He lies down looking

unhappy. His master wonders if he is unwell. Vairocana

then expresses his feelings in a song:

"A person like me, Vairocana,

Has no physical illness,

But my spirit is ill, for I have heard, but not understood.

My spirit is ill, for I have seen, but ccxild not make contact.

My spirit is ill, for I have experienced, but not been satisfied.

My spirit is ill, for I have gained no confidence in the eighteen

Sans sde texts.

I thus beg yxi again for a medicine to cailete my studies. ,,25

Vairocana is then introduced to numerous other texts.

Finally he believes that he understands the significance

of the "Six Thig le" 26 and the "Five Che ba" 27 among

other doctrines connected with Atlyoga. He also studies

other subjects, such as medicine28 and tantric sdhanas

29	 -such as Phur pa.	 Srisirnha then advises that it is time

that he returned to Tibet, because of the texts which he

and Vairocana had taken out from the hidden place, and

that the panditas of the place are not all that happy.

Srisirnha further tells him to obtain the feat of "swift-

footedness" (rkang-mgyogs) so that he will be able to

travel fast.
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Chapter IX (f.66b4-70a4).

Vairocana succeeds in obtaining the magic for travelling

fast and then leaves India for Tibet.

Chapter X (f.70a4-76a2).

After the departure of Vairocana, the panditas in Dhahena

who again have bad dreams gather together and discuss

their dreams. They realise that the cause of bad

dreams was the Tibetans who have taken their hidden

texts with them. They plead with their king to pursue

Vairocana, but the latter by this time has already

arrived in Li country (Khotan) where he meets a nun

called Tshul-khrims-sgron. After giving her instructions

30in Atiyoga, he leavesLi and arrives in Nepal 	 where he

spends a month before setting out for Tibet. He at

last arrives in bSam-yas and immediately informs the

king and queen of his arrival by writing and at the same

time he asks them to ignore any bad news of him they

may hear from Indian panditas.

Chapter XI (f.76a2-92a2).

This chapter deals mainly with the expulsion of Vairocana

to rGyal-mo Tsha-ba-rong. 3' After a short while,

Vairocana is received by the king who gives him a large

quantity of gifts and asks for instructions in Atiyoga.

The former refuses the gifts saying that he has taken

vows not to exchange his doctrine against gifts, and

that he would instruct him only during the night when
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nobody else is around him. Vairocana then settles in

the palace and occupies himself with making translations

of numerous Buddhist texts including the first five of

eighteen Sems sde texts as well as the Kun byed rgyal po.32

He also makes translations of works on medicine,33

astrology 34 and Bon texts.35

The king now wishes to give a feast to commemorate

Vairocana's achievement, but the latter requests him to

postpone it saying that he had a bad dream in which the

sun and moon shone only in Tsha-ba-rong.

Meanwhile, in India a dispute breaks out between the

paiitas and their king in Dhahena, both parties suspect

that the other has revealed the hidden texts to the

Tibetans. Finally the Indians agree to spreading calumny in

Tibet by saying that what Vairocana had attained in India

is not the doctrine of Atiyoga, but magic spells which in

the long run would do harm to Tibet.

So in Tibet, ministers inform the king of the rumour

and show their concern about the situation. They demand

that Vairocana should be punished, but the king disagrees.

Ngan Ta-ra klu-gong, 36 a minister, insists on the need

for execution. The king contrives a way out. A beggar

who physically resembles Vairocana is seized, disguised

as Vairocana and then thrown into a river while Vairocana

is told to hide himself in a hollow pillar of the palace.

One night Queen dMar-rgyan discovers Vairocana and breaks

the secrecy to the ministers (her motive for telling is

Vairocana's refusal to comply with her love for him which
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becomes clear later on). 37 The king finds himself under

pressure again and is forced to agree to his expulsion

if not to his execution. Vairocana defends himself by

singing several songs about the work which he has done

for the sake of Tibet, the hardship that he undertook

in going to India, and his acquisition of rare doctrines

and knowledge, but to little avail. He then accuses the

Queen of the intrigue despite her full knowledge of the

fact that he for the sake of Tibet left his own parents

and worked in India for so many years and that now he

has the capacity for serving the people and country.

She expresses her regret and begs him not to go away.

However, Vairocana accepts Tsha-ba-rong as the place for

his banishment saying that he was born there formerly

and that the time has come to preach his doctrine there.

the king asks him for advice as to what he should do with

regard to Buddhism in the latter's absence. Vairocana

tells him that Vimalamitra must be invited and then

continue the work of translation of Buddhist works.

Vairocana then departs for iyal-mo Tsha-ba-rong.38

Chapter XII (f.92a2-99b6).

It deals mainly with the conversion of g.Yu-sgra snying-po.

Vairocana arrives in Tsha-ba-rong, but is taken to be

a spy (rtog chen pa) from Tibet. He is thrown into a

pit full of frogs, but he saves himself from it by

explaining why he has to come to Tsha-ba-rong. Unconvinced

by what he says, they throw him again into another pit,

this time full of lice telling him that if there is no sign
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of attack from the Tibetans before seven weeks, he would

be released. After the ultimatum, no sign of attack is

reported and Vairocana is seen in the pit to be in good

form. The people realise that he is no ordinary person.

He then explains to them that he was formerly born in

their royal family and was called sPur-na who became a

monk. The members of the royal family are surprised by

the fact that there was at one time a monk with the same

name in the family. They now ask him to forgive them

for all they have done to him. After a while Vairocana

perceives the death of the king in Tibet. 39 He soon

becomes a religious master of the royal family. A young

prince called g.Yu-sgra snying-po is converted and

Vairocana begins to teach him and others. Vairocana

believes that the young prince is in fact the rebirth

of his old companion, Legs-grub who was killed in India

and so he is now considered by Vairocana to be perfectly

suitable for receiving instructions in Atiyoga. However,

Vairocana sets a number of conditions according to

which g.Yu-sgra must defend his master under any

circumstances and obey all orders from him. One of

these is to go to Tibet and work for the master's return.

g.Yu-sgra becomes his principal disciple in Tsha-ba-rong

and receives all the teaching. He then withdraws into

a retreat for five years which enables him to practise

the teaching. Here ends chapter XII.
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The rest of the text is not divided into chpters, and

there is no mention of what this section is concerned with,

but it takes up the topics of Vairocana's journey to China,

g.Yu-sgra's travel to Tibet and back, and finally Vairocana's

own return to Tibet. Here is a summary of the section:

Vimalamitra is invited to Tibet from India as

Vairocana had advised, but the king dies before

Vimalamitra arrives in Tibet. He settles in

bSam-yas. When Vairocana hears of his arrival,

he sends g.Yu-sgra to Tibet to work with

Vimalamitra (f. lOOa-101a5).

Vairocana then leaves for China where he meets

19 masters, two of them are nuns. He goes from

one to another asking their views on Atiyoga.

All of the Chinese masters have names in Sanskrit

and not a single Chinese place name is given

(f.106a6-106b1).

This section on the journey to China is an independent

work arbitrarily inserted into the text, a fact proved not

only by its absence in other manuscript copies of the

'Dra 'bag and in works which tell the same story, but also

by its own epilogue: "Instructions of the scholars,

siddhas, and dakinls. May this work be encountered by those

who have extinguished their defilement and (wish) to end

their sarsric lives" The motive of the fabrication seems

to be the desire to lorify Vairocana's life by the idea that

it was not only in India that Vairocana met the masters

of the doctrine, but also in China, and thus his accomplish-

ment in obtaining all the instructions in the doctrine that
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existed. Moreover, what is implied by this piece is also

the wish on the part of its author to indicate the possible

existence of the doctrine in China and thus the connection

between the doctrine and the Ch'an.

Vairocana returns from China to Tsga-ba-rong

and sees g.Yu-sgra (who in fact had already left

for Tibet and has not yet returned) and gives

him the instructions which he obtained from the

Chinese masters (f.106b1-107a5).

This is another insertion, because it simply does not fit

in the sequence of the story.

g.Yu-sgra arrives in bSam-yas. He is justly

taken to be a foreigner (mtha' mi) and so has

some difficulties in communication. He meets

gNyags Jff.nakumra who invites him to his

dwelling place and then hears all the news of

Vairocana. gNyags immediately asks him for

instructions in the doctrine. g.Yu-sgra then

meets Vimalamitra, but the two foreign masters

clash, each claiming to have some royal connection

in their own countries. There ensues a debate

and other contests between them, but finally

they come to terms. Both masters then begin to

teach (f.107a5-111a5).

Having restored the fame of Vairocana in Tibet again,

g.Yu-sgra leaves Tibet for Tsha..barrong. On the way, he

meets several Tibetans to whom he preaches and who later
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become famous masters o:f the Kiong sde trend,

like sBazn Sangs-rgyas mgon-po. g.Yu-sgra

arrives back in Tsha-ba--rong and Vairocana

is pleased to see his loyal, industrious and

courageous disciple who has successfully

prepared for Vairocana's return to Tibet.

Vairocana now envisages returning to his own

country at last. But meanwhile Vimalamitra

also requests the royal house to invite Vairocana

back from Tsha-ba-rong. Three messengers are

sent and they meet Vairocana, but he refuses

to travel with them. He announces his return

to the royal family and the people, who are

reluctant to let him go. Vairocana promises

them that he will come back once more and

leaves his disciple sBam Sangs-rgyas mgon-po

in his place to teach. Vairocana finally takes

his leave with g.Yu-sgra. On the way, they

come across sBam Mi-pham mgon-po who becomes a

disciple of Vairocana. They arrive at bSarn-yas

at a time when the Tibetans are observing the

mourning of the death of Mu-ne btsan-po, one

of the sons of Queen dMar-rgyan. Vairocana

is effusively welcomed by the royal family,

ministers and the monks of bSam-yas (f.11laG-

11 8b 2).

Vairocana joins once again with the panditas

and 10-ts-ba in the work of translation in

sGra-bsgyur-gling. He makes translations of
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various texts. In the translator's

colophon of the siltras he wrote his name

as Ye-shes-sde; in the case of the tantras,

Vairocana; in the case of Bon texts,

Gan-jag tang-ta; in the case of texts on

astrology, Indravairo; in the case of texts

on medicine, Chos-'bar (f.118b2-120b4).

This is simply a fancy, for Ye-shes-sde is well known

as one of the greatest translators living towards the end

of the VIlith century. He is usually known as Zhang

sNam-nam Ye-shes-de, belonging to the family of sNarn-nam.

Gan-jag thang-ta, as we have seen, is Vairocana's own lay j

name and no Bon texts are ever known to have existed with a

colophon containing this name as a translator. On the

other hand, some Bonpo texts do exist as translated works

by Vairocana. 4° As for Indravairo and Chos-'bar, they seem

to be pure fabrications. However, this claim has a

persistent character as it occurs in several versions of

Vairocana's life story contained in the bKa' tharg literature.

PK seems to have been the first among the bKa'thang to imply

such a claim when it states that "Ye-shes-sde is the one

who has many names" in a context where Vairocana is the

central figure.4'

After staying for one year in the hermitage

of mChims-phu, Vairocana again leaves for

Tsha-ba-rong to see the people there as he

promised. On the way back from there, he stops

at Byams-chen in Kham for a while. Then he

goes back to bSam-yas, but resides at the hermitage
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of mChims-phu (120b4-122a5).

The rest of the section of the text is devoted

to his prophecies (f.122b-125a). One of the

names given in the prophecy is rDo-rje gling-pa,

an extremely important eclectic figure in the

development of the rDzogs chen thought in the

XIVth century. We shall have occasion to come

back to him below. Just before the death of

Vairocana his old hostess in Li, Tshul-khrims-

sgron, comes to invite him to her country.42

His seven disciples, such as sBam, g.Yu and

gNyags beg him to narrate the story of his

travels in India, his studies of Buddhism,

especially the discovery of Atiyoga and its

history in India; his promotion of Buddhism in

Tibet and his missionary work in Tsha-ba-rong.

The 'Dra 'bag is then presented as Vairocana's

oral response to the request of his seven

disciples who wrote it down. It then explains

the significance of the title: "as the reading

of this work resembles to the seeing of the

actual countenance of Vairocana, it is entitled

the mask that resembles" (f.125a3-125b6).

Several other titles are also given, but the title

'Dra 'bag is the one with which the work is

usually known.
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The summary which I have made is based on the xylographic

edition of the work. Dharma seng-ge, the editor, has given

in his editorial colophon, some interesting information with

regard to the condition of the text and the circumstances

in which he edited it. He specifies two different versions

of the work. One was first hidden by a Zhang-gnas gsar-pa

and later rediscovered by Jo-sman. This version according

to the rNying ma pa tradition is gter ma, i.e. the trans-

mission of the authorisation to use, the text is interrupted

by the process of concealment and recovery. The other

version caine to a 'Bro-ban bKra-shis 'byung-gnas who

revised the text and this is according to the tradition

is bka' ma, i.e. the authorisation has been transmitted from

one person to another without having been interrupted. The

editor has, however, not bothered to give any hint concerning

the dates and identification of the persons mentioned above.

The name Jo-sman, as I have suggested elsewhere, is identical

to Jo-mo sman-mo (1248-1283), one of the wives of Guru Chos-

dbang (1212-1270). According to Dharma seng-ge, the

bka' ma version has been revised supplementing (kha bkang ba)

it with passages from PK.	 The revision of 'Bro-ban of the

bka' ma version is therefore posterior to O'rgyan gling-pa

(1323-1374). He further states that the revision has caused

disorder in the sequence of the story and many other defects.

The gter ma version, he writes, is genuine (shin tu yid ches

pa'i gnas) and moreover, contains a number of precepts

(zhal gdams), but it is a version that the ordinary reader

would find difficult to believe. The bka' ma version was
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therefore chosen to be engraved. 43 He also indicates the

existence of the latter in three separate sections with

titles, such as rGya 'bag for Vairocana's work in India,

Bod 'bag, for his life in Tibet and Tsha 'bag for his sojourn

in Tsha-ba-rong. The present edition, Dharma seng-ge says,

is based on an earlier xylographic edition, but this old

edition was not only written in a bad script, but also full

of mis-spellings which obliged him to compare it with

six different other manuscript copies. G. Tucci's charge,

that Dharma seng-ge "wrote" it, is therefore singular to

44
say the least.	 However, there are things which are

anomalous: first, the editor makes no remark regarding the

section on Vairocana's trip to China; second, he has inserted

his name Dharma sing-ha (f.123a6) among the names figuring

in the prophetical part purporting that he too is one of the

emanations of Vairocana - a tendency, characteristic of the

rNying ma pa and Bonpo.

Dharma seng-ge lived around the end of the nineteenth

century. Judging from his comments in the editorial colophon,

he was a very keen critic, a rare quality for such a fervent

Buddhist as he was. Thusually describes himself as the

"Madman from Kham" (khams smyon). Being aware of all the

defects and contradictions still inherent in the work, he is

obviously not satisfied with his editorial work and he

pleads to future learned readers to examine it carefully

(f. 129a5-l30a5).
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Here some words must be said with regard to the method

which I have adopted in summarising this work. In spite

of Dharma seng-ge's statement that the present text is the

bka' ma version, it contains two or even more different

versions of one episode in juxtaposition in many places,

for example, chapter III is largely an overlapping part of

chapter I, the account of the twenty-three masters in

chapter V is divided into different lineages which suggest

the existence of different versions, two different versions

concerning the parents of the boy Gan-jag thang-ta. In

these cases, I have only indicated the existence of the

different versions, but not summarised them. The work also

contains long sections of mystical songs and a number of

verses, in which the dialogues between two people are

mostly written, have not been summarised. In short, the

summary has made an attempt to keep to the main points in

the sequence of the story and not to diverge when other

subjects arise in the text.

The 'Dra' 'bag is claimed not only as a hagiographical

account of Vairocana, but also as a history of rDzogs chen

in general. However, historicity cannot be attested in any

connection whether when it is about people (other than the

Tibetan kings and ministers) or places (particularly in India).

There is great uncertainty whether Dhahena was really a

place name, if so it is not evident whether it was in India

or in Oddiyana. As hagiography, it is naturally written

within the framework of Buddhist doctrinal structure and

ideology. The characters who have a major role to play are
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all predestined. Khri Srong-lde-btsan knows the existence

of Atiyoga in India through the fact that he was formerly

born there as a monk practising the doctrine. Vairocana

formerly was Ananda hence his work in general for promoting

Buddhism and particularly his conversion of the barbaric

people of Tsha-ba-rong to Buddhism. He does this, because

he was also formerly born in the royal family of that

country. Legs-grub, having accompanied Vairocana to India,

leaves for Tibet alone and is killed on the way in India

so that he would be born in Tsha-ba-rong as g.Yu-sgra snying-po

in order to assist Vairocana in his missionary work there.

The inevitable question then arises whether there is any

historicity behind all these legends of Vairocana. In a

field such as Tibetan Buddhist studies one can only talk in

terms of textual evidence in such a case as this. It is

therefore a matter of tracing back in time to see from

what periods the texts talk about Vairocana. The 'Dra 'bag

45is quoted at length in ChR completed in 1362. 	 The version

it contains is identical with the xylographic edition

excepting the section on Vairocana's trip in China which

is absent there.

The next source which is older and deals with the life

story of Vairocana is	 by Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer (1136-

1209). In this work, the 'Dra 'bag is mentioned neither

in the section devoted to the story nor in the epilogue

where the author gives a bibliographic list of the historical

works which he consulted for his extremely important

historical work. However, the story, although told in a
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very condensed form, is essentially the same as that of

the 'Dra 'bag.	 We have already noted the minor differences.

It seems therefore that the elaboration of the 'Dra 'bag,

particularly its early parts, dates from the late thirteenth

century and certainly existed in its present form before 1362.

The next historical work which gives an important place

to Vairocana - one of the earliest but post tenth century

work - is the well known BZh. Certain authors have recently

ascribed it as late as to the fourteenth century, 46 but it

is difficult to reconcile this to the fact that we know that

Sapan Kun-dga' rgyal-mtshan (1181-1282) mentions it by title47

and Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer (1124 or 36-1204) incorporated a

48long section of it in his MNy. 	 In BZh, Vairocana is

specifically mentioned by his father's name Ba-gor He-dod

and is described as one of the first Tibetans who became

Buddhist monks and later participated on the Indian side in

the great Buddhist controversy which raged between Indian and

Chinese parties in Tibet in the latter half of the eighth

century. Further on it is stated that Padmasmabhava, after

staying for a while, is forced to leave Tibet, but before he

took his departure he expounded MTPh to his followers.

Moreover, it is said, that Padmasambhava left Tibet without

being able to finish his teaching so that Khri Srong-lde-

btsan was not satisfied with this state of affairs. 49 He

then sent Vairocana and his companion Legs-grub to India in

search of the unfinished teaching. However, they came back

without any Indian panditas and due to calumny spread by the

Indians, Vairocana was banished to Tsha-ba-rong. Vimalamitra,
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it continues, was then invited to Tibet and Khri Srong-lde-

btsan obtained from him the instructions which Padrnasambhava.

had to leave unfinished. 50 Although this story is rather

reticent concerning the identification of the teaching, it

nevertheless gives the impression that it is connected with

MTPh and that Padrnasambhava left Tibet without being able

to complete its exposition of which we shall have more to

say later on.5'

SM whose composition belongs probably to the tenth century

mentions Vairocana three times, but each time in an interlinear

note. 52 As the name is mentioned in connexion with the

rDzogs chen doctrines, it undoubtedly refers to Ba-gor Vairocana.

However, the earliest document which attests the name is PT 44.

This Tun-huang document certainly belongs to no later than

the ninth century. In this document, it is stated that

Vairocana participated in the invocation ritual of the divinity

Phur pa with Padmasambhava and some other adepts in the cave

of Brag-dmar, near bSam-yas. This attestation indeed justifies

the claim of the later rNying-ma-pa tradition according to

which Vairocana was a disciple of Padmasambhava. The cave

is more often known as mChims-phu brag-dinar. Brag-dmar is

the birth place of the king Khri Srong-lde-btsan.

Another Tun-huang document, PT 7311, which is a fragment

of the Praj pramit texts, has a complete translation colophon.

It runs: "the Indian updhyya ilendrabodhi, 	 kyaprabh and

Vairocana made revisions (of this text)". This is almost

exactly identical to another one at the end of a text in the

Tanjur where the only difference is that Vairocana's name is
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preceded by the official title Zhu chen gyi lo-ts-ba and that

the name is extended by the syllables raksita. These colophons

no doubt refer to Ba-gor Vairocana as a translator. 53 Granted

that Vairocana was a great translator as the tradition maintains,

one would expect to find his name in the ancient catalogues of

the Kanjur, such as TD, but it is mentioned only once. 54 It

is reported that his name occurs in the 'Phang thang ma which

however at present cannot be verified. 55 Nevertheless, a

large number of tantras are said to have been translated by

him and these are collected together known as Vairo rgyud 'bum56

which is largely an overlapping of certain parts of the

collection of	 Q.

Vairocana in the Bonpo tradition

The character with which Vairocana is presented in the

Bonpo historical tradition is somewhat different from the

Buddhist. The Tibetan historical tradition maintains that in

the eighth century, Bon as a native faith saw Buddhism as a

new and foreign religion implanted into the country and soon

adopted as the state religion with the foundation of bSam-yas.

The ensuing clash between the Bonpo and Buddhists obliged the

then Bonpo leading master Dran-pa nam-mkha' to consent to

adopt the Buddhist faith. During his abjuration he co-operated

with the Buddhists to establish the new religion. This

presentation of Dran-pa nam-mkha' therefore exemplifies an

approach to different religions in a spirit of impartiality.

Hence an idea of eclectic practice is born with him at least

from the twelfth century in Bonpo historical works. However,
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the real motive of his acceptance of the Buddhist doctrine

is, it is said, to save the Bonpo religious works from

destruction at the hands of the persecutors. Vairocana

originally was, according to this tradition, a Bonpo and

called Ba-gor g.Yung-drung-gsas.	 Later he became a Buddhist

and was also a disciple of Dran-pa nam-mkha' from whom he

inherited the eclectic spirit in his religious practices.

He joined his Bonpo master and other priests in concealing

Bonpo texts. 57 In certain Bonpo works, it is stated that

Dran-pa nam-mkha' himself revised certain Bonpo works making

them conform to Buddhist theories and then preached them to

Vairocana who thus embraced both faiths. 58 The name

Vairocana is therefore in this work often preceded by the

phrase the "non-differentiator between Bon and Buddhism"

(bon chos khyad med). This tradition of the eclectic character

of Vairocana was originally unique to the Bonpo tradition.

However, it was taken over by the Buddhists who have then

much amplified it. Twenty-four out of forty-seven gter-ston

given in PK are considered to be rebirths of Vairocana and

most of them have a direct connexion with Bon 59 notwithstanding

the pronounced antipathy of PK to Bon. This eclectic trait

particularly manifests in rDo-rje gling-pa who believed

himself a rebirth of Vairocana and produced certain Bonpo rDzogs

chen works. 6° He made a considerable contribution in promoting

the impartial spirit of later centuries, particularly in the

Eclectic Movement.

Vairocana's emanations, however, are by no means confined

to the number of gter ston mentioned in PK. Some Bonpo

gter ston and other masters are equally considered as emanations
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of him. 61	His reappearances in embodying gter ston and other

great teachers cover the space of nine centuries from the

eleventh to the nineteenth centuries.

On the occasion of each of the two great rNying ma pa

renaissances, Vairocana plays a key role. He incarnates in

the person of gTer-bdag gling-pa (1646-1714) in reviving the

rNying ma pa school through the foundation of the monastery

of sMin-grol-gling in 1676 and g.Yu-sgra, his chief disciple,

now also reappears as the younger brother of gTer-bdag

gling-pa, Lo-chen DharmarI (1654-1717) whose cooperation with

his elder brother is no less important. it is, however, in his

embodiment in the person of Kong-sprul Yon-tan rgya-mtsho

(1811-1899) that the eclectic character of the Bonpo tradition

most strikingly emerges. Kong-sprul was a Bonpo by birth

and education in his early age, but later he became a

proselyte of the Buddhist faith with the adoption of the name.

bsTan-gnyis g.yung-drung gling-pa which signifies his embrace

of both the doctrines. It is not simply by chance that

Vairocana's former Indian masters, 'Jadpal bshes-gnyen

and Vimalamitra now concurrently reincarnate in the person

of 'Jazn-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse (1820_1892),62 for it is this

master who lends his spiritual guidance to Kong-sprul in

carrying out the Eclectic Movement. The revelation of the

existence and history of this movement which is now well known

is due to the studies of E. G. Smith. 63 If 'Jam-dbyangs

mkhyen-brtse has written a biography of Padmasambhava according

to the Bonpo tradition in which Padmasambhava is a son of

Dran-pa naxn-mkha' and the twin brother of Tshe-dbang rig-'dzin,

and adopting a Bonpo name, Mi-shigs g.yung-drung 'byung-gnas,64
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it is because of the circumstances in which his illustrious

disciple, Kong-sprul, is now the embodiment of Vairocana and

both the master and disciple were in the process of endeavouring

to establish the Ris-med Movement.6

If Vairocana's role is of special importance in spiritual

life, he is very rarely represented either in the form of an

image or in painting compared to other religious figures in

Tibet 66

There does not seem to be any doubt that Vairocana had a

real existence and that he was a lo-tsa-ba living in the

latter part of the eighth century. However, the existence

of the Tun-huang manuscript version of the Rig pa'i khu byug,67

the first of the eighteen Sems sde texts which do not bear

Vairocana's name cautions us not to take too seriously the trad-

itional account of Vairocana being the translator of the

"Five early translations". On the other hand, Vairocana's

association with rDzogs chen is nevertheless attested in

works, like SM, and therefore goes back to the tenth century.

However, Professor Tucci's suggestion that Vairocana was in

all probability a follower of the Ch'an, but that the

orthodoxy had covered it up, remains highly hypothetical.68
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NOTES

1 be ro tsa na nain mkha'i mtha' dang
ska cog rnam gnyis nyi zia zung ci
nfl chen bzang p0 tho rangs skar C
kho bo de drun srin bu me khver t

r'lsoa ziog seng ge nga ro,
Palampur, 1972, p.147.

2 The full title: rJe btsun thams cad mkhyen pa be ro tsa
na'i rnam thar 'dra 'bag chen mo.

3 See Karmay 1981.

Cf. P.21+3.

For references, see Karmay 1981, p.198, n.17.

6 One of the 25 rDzogs chen tantras listed in	 f.370;
Cf. Kaneko Nos. 9,13.

This shows the existence of the idea of the virgin mother
in Tibet. A similar story is also told in Bonpo texts, see
Karmay 1972, p.xxi.

8 One of the 18 Sems sde texts, see below.

See n.18.

'°This number varies: 21 (f.71a2), 25 (f.78a2), 23 (f.92a6,
97b2, 10b64). According to TY, the last 7, i.e. from
No.17 to 23 are called bdun brgyud, "Seven successions".
This probably refers to the rdzogs chen rgya gar bdu brgyud,
Cf. p.162, n.141.
It must be noted that both Zangs gling ma (f.43b) and
(f.369) do not give any list. The only master who is
mentioned and whom Vairocana meets is risirI1ha.

f.119b4.

12See p .162, n.LfO.
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13 According to	 (f.368), it is rDo-rje sems-dpa' who
prophesied it to the king, but in TY (p.141) Padmasambhava
taught the Man ngag dbang chen 'byains pa to his followers
just before his departure from Tibet and Khri Srong-lde-
btsan understood that the master had quoted certain rDzogs
chen texts in the above work and therefore realised the
existence of the doctrine in India, Cf.P.60.

14 In BZh (pp.26-27), it appears that Padmasambhava is no
longer in Tibet when Vairocana is called to bSam-yas.

15 It is this version that is found in PK (f.116a).

16 According to TTGL (pp. 71-72), the place is on the eastern
bank of the river gTsang-po and to the east of bSam-'grub-
rtse (gZhis-ga-rtse), near a village called Zangs-kar.

17 See n.31.

18 He is the principal master in whose presence Vairocana
studies Atiyoga in India, but as to his origin, there are
conflicting stories in rNying ma pa sources: a Srisirha
was born to a king named Grub-byed and queen Nan-ta-ka in
Sing-ga-la (Singhala), 'Dra 'bag, f.30b3, 42a3; another
was born in China and was a teacher of Vimalaznitra
(Kiong-chen rab-'byams, 1308-1363, Bla ma yang tig, Derge
edition, Kha, f.4a; Tshig don mdzod, f.121b); still another
one was a son of a king named sKar-rgyal in gSer-gling
(Suvarnadvlpa) and a master of Padmasaxnbhava (PK, f.63a);
a rIsirnhaprabhã assists Vairocana in making translations
of several texts on rDzogs chen. Cf. Karmay 175, p.149.

19 Cf.206, n.55.

20 According to	 (f.370) and Chos 'byung gter mdzod
(Vol.11, f.2) the Tibetans were taught the 25 tantras first
and then the 18 texts.

21 On this text, see pp.87, 101.

22	 Ka, ff.424-30. This is simply missed out in Kaneko's
catalogue.

23 In Kaneko's catalogue, the Nos. 1,2,4 of the 18 texts are
grouped under No.8, but in fact they are independent works
as they occur in the 'Dra 'bag and in many other works.
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24 However, according to Grub mtha' mdzod (f.179a5), the
Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 15 are the sNga 'gyur inga, but
Sog-ziog-pa points out that No.T5 does not belong to
this group (bDag p0 nfl po che'i chos 'byung la/ zhal
snga nas blo bzang pas dgag pa mdzad pa. collected Works,
Vol.11, No.10, pp.257-58). Therefore, there is no
uniform list for all these texts in the rNying ma pa
sources.

25 f.63a4: bdga 'dra bai ro tsa na lags ste/
gzhan gyl. nad de ma mchis tel
thos te ma go rang sems na/
mthong ste ma 'phrad rangs sems na/
myong ste ma tshims rang sems na/
nad gzhi sems sde bco brgyad la/
gdengs ma rnyed pas rangs sems na/
de itar nad kyis brdung (gdung) ba la/
mthar phyin sman cig da bzod (gzod) zhu

26 On these, see p.206,n.55.

27 See pp.113, n.18; 200, n.40.

28 See n.33.

29 Cf.p.61.

30 The narration of Vairocana's trip to Li (Khotan) and Nepal
is absent in both	 (f.369-76) and Chos 'byung gter mdzod
(Vol.11, f.38-39), and in PK (f.122b6), he passes through
Nepal, but not Li, Cf. n.42.

31 The location of this place is uncertain. 'Bri-gung dPal-
'dzin states that it is rGyal-mo-rong, but Sog-ziog-pa
objects strongly and states that it is Tsha-ba-rong as it
occurs in BZh (	 pp.265-66). The region of rGyal (also
rGya)-mo-rong is situated in South-west Amdo whereas
Tsha-ba-rong is in Kham near mount Rong-btsan kha-ba dkar-po.
This geographical confusion in fact stems from the two
early sources: while BZh (p.64) has Tsha-ba-rong, Sog-
zlog-pa states that the bKas bead 'bring po has rGyal-mo-rong.
(The bKas-bcad 'bring po is GB which contains no historical
account of Vairocana in the copy found in the Tenjur of the
Peking edition. Did he see the bKas bead chung ngu?
According to Bu-ston, it was already not available in his
time, bsTan 'gyur dkar chag yid bzhin nor bu'i za ma tog,
p.563).
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32 Kaneko No. 1, Cf. also P.363.

According to ChR (Vol.11, f.41), Vairocana made a
translation of the rGyud bzhi and specifies the 4 medical
texts. However, this tradition cannot be proved to be
valid, Cf. S. G. ICarmay, "Vairocana and the rGyud bzhi"
(under press).

34	 . .The tradition is persistent that Vairocana translated
certain texts from the Chinese in the eighth century,
Cf. Vth Dalai Laina, rTsis dkar nag las brtsazns pa'i dris
lan nyin byed dbang po'i snang ba, Lhasa edition, f.28b-29a;
sDe-srid Sangs-rgyas rgya-mtsho, 'Byung rtsis kyi khog 'bug,
chapter 20 of the Phu lugs rtsis kyi legs bshad mkhas pa'i
mgul rgyan vaidurya dkar po'i do shal, Zhol edition, f.150a.

Cf. n.40.

36 The famous minister in whose honour is erected the tall
inscription in front of the Potala known as Zhol rDo-ring
(Richardson 1952, pp.1-34). He was the chief minister
around the year 783. However, there are conflicting accounts
of him in other sources, e.g. BZh (pp.2'7,3O,42) where a
similar name is described as a champion of Bon as in the
'Dra 'bag and then banished.

The name of this queen, who belongs to the Tshe-spong clan,
is rMa-rgyal idong-skar in Tun-huang documents. She is
the only wife who bore three sons to the king among the
five wives. In the bka' thang literature, she is presented
as a champion of Bon as in the case of 'Dra 'bag and as
concupiscent with regard to Vairocana. This theme, however,
is absent in the Zangs gling ma, the earliest bka' thang,
but much developed in bTsun mo bka' thang which in fact is
borrowed from an episode of the Bonpo work, gZer mig. The
latter in turn has taken over the theme of Potiphar's wife
(Blondeau 1975-1976, p.118; Kvaerne 1979, pp.187-89).

38 Apart from the causes which are apparent in our text for
the expulsion, e.g. the calumny spread by the Indians, and
the incurring of the queen's enmity, a certain tradition
also attributes it to the myth of Vairocana's composition of
the Guyhagarbha tantra ( 	 p.2'75).

According to BZh (p.65), he was still active when Vimalainitra
came to Tibet.
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40 e.g. Theg pa rim pa mngon du bshad pa'i mdo rgyud, Kalempong
1960, f.8b2, Cf. Karmay 1972, p.311, 1.22.

41 The same account is also given in bKa' thang gser phreng
(or Pu ru'i bka' thang), but further exaggerated by Padma
gling-pa (1450-1221) in his 0 rgyan padma 'byung gnas kyi
'khrungs rabs sangs rgyas bstan pa'i chos 'byung mun sel
sgron me, Delhi 1978, Vol.11, f.4.

42 As we have noted (n.30) in several sources consulted,
Vairocana does not pass through Li (Khotan) - geographically
impossible anyway - when he returns to Tibet from India.
This piece of the story does not fit in. It may have to do
with the identification of Li with Nepal at one time. Also
this last section of the 'Dra 'bag is extremely confused
(f.125a3-127b5). ChR which quotes the 'Dra 'bag textually
(Vol.11, f.22-201) does not mention Vairocana's passing
through Li, but it does state, however, that he went
finally to Li with the nun. The involvement of Li and the
nun in the life story of Vairocana is curious. Is it a
confusion or deliberate? I incline to think that it is
the latter on the part of the author of the 'Dra 'bag. The
reason is that a monk with the same name, Vairocana, does
occur in Li yul chos kyl lo rgyus although this monk has no
connexion whatsoever with Ba-gor Vairocana, see PT 960
(R. E. Emmerick, Tibetan texts concerning Khotan, London
Oriental Series, Vol.19, London 1967, pp.'78-79).

The blocks were kept in bsTan-rgyas-gling in Lhasa where
those of Dharma senge's own works in one volume were also
kept (sPar tho phyogs tsam bkod pa phan bde'i pad tshal
'byed pa'i nyin byed, Three Karchaks, Gedan sungrab minyam
gyunphel series, Vol.13, Delhi 1970, p.236. This edition
was reproduced and published by Khochen Trulku, Dehra Dun,
1977.

MBT II, p.114, n.1.

In the colophon of the new edition of this work, a note
identifies the author rGyal-sras thugs-mchog-rtsal with
Klong-chen rab-'byams. I pointed out the contradictions
which emerge in the dates if we accept the identification
(Karmay 1981, p.200, n.30). It is now certain that
rGyal-sras thugs mchog-rtsal is not identical with Kiong-
chen Rab-'byarns. The Vth Dalai Lama, for example, treats
them as different authors (GCh, Vol.4, p.409).

46 Imaeda 1975, p.126.
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sKyes bu dam pa main la springs pa'i yi ge, Sa skya bka'
'bum, Vol. 5, No.830, p.332-1-4: rgyal bzhed, dpal(sBa)
bzhed 'bangs bzhed ...../

48 Although Nyang-ral does not acknowledge the fact that he
has borrowed a long section of BZh the section in question
can be traced to BZh	 f.462,l.5-526,13; BZh pp.53, 1.9-
86m 1.5).

Here	 (f.478, 1.5) has a totally different wording in
the same context: de nas btsan pos snga 'gyur dag par
byed pa'i 'phro lus pa la thugs ma tshims nas paiiçlita mkhas
pa tshol bar bya dgongs pa dang... . / - "There the king was
not satisfied with the incomplete revision of the earlier
translations and was thinking of inviting another paiç1ita. . .".

50 Cf. BZh pp.26, 64-65; according to'Dra 'bag, the king died
before Vimalamitra's arrival, cf. p.1.

51 p. 3L1.1, et seq.; 	 Cf. also n.13.

52 pp.315,328,416.

Other Tun-huang documents also show Vairocana as a
translator: PT 1582, 1583. According to Bu-ton six
different translations of the longest versiothe
Prajuiprarnita existed, and one of them was made by
Vairocana (DS p.923) and Bu-ston
which are attributed to Vairocana
1054).

Lalou 1953, p.335 (671).

QJ p.781.

56 See Bibliography.

Cf. Sources for a history of Bon, text No.1, p.44; Legs
bshad mdzod (Karmay 1972, pp.151-52, 160, 181).

58 Srid pa rgyud kyi kha byang chen mo by Khod-po Blo-gros
thogs-med (b.1280), Dolanji 1976, p.259; sPyi rgyud ye
khri mtha' sel gyi 10 rgyus chen mo skos kyi mchong, p.775:
bon chos phyogs med.

TTGL pp.101-245.

60 Cf.pp.381, et seq.

also gives several works
(DS pp.924, 1045, 1046,
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61
Legs bshad mdzod, Karmay 1972, p.152; Sources for a
history of Bon, No.4, pp.96,98; No.5, p.111.

62 TTGL p.449.

Irtroduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopaedia of Indo-Tibetan
culture, Delhi 1970, pp.1-78.

64 For a most lucid and revealing study of the biography,
see A. M. Blondeau, mKhyen-brce: .....

65 ,	 .	 .
Ju Mi-pham rnazn-rgyal (1846-1912), the prominent disciple
of Kong-sprul and so closely connected with the movement
also has a Bonpo name, Mi-shigs g.yung-drung 'od-dkar and
has composed several Bonpo works, such as the Srid-pa
'phrul gyi ju thig gi dpyad don snang gsal sgron me
(Derge edition, 407 folios).

66	 .	 .	 .
Two images of him are reported to have existed in bSam-yas,
bSam yas dkar chag, SPS Vol.14, pp.128,140.

67 See p. 76.

68 MBT II, pp.110-115.
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THE ANCIENT DOCUMENTS ON RDZOGS CHEN FROM TUN-HUANG

Among the Tun-huang Tibetan manuscripts of Sir Aurel Stein

preserved in the India Office Library in London, I was able

in 1973 to discover three works relevant to rDzogs chen.

Two of them are texts which one might call prototypes of the

later literature of the rDzogs chen tradition. The third

one is merely a list of different successions of religious

masters including some of the rDzogs chen tradition in three

different places in Tibet in the eighth and ninth centuries A.D.

I used these works as sources for my lectures on rDzogs chen

at the Sorbonne in 1973 and 741 The existence of these

manuscripts has not previously been noted by any of the

Tibetologists writing on the rNying ma pa in general or on

rDzogs chen in particular.2

Fortunately, unlike many of the Tun-huang manuscripts,

these are complete and sufficiently clear so that there is

no difficulty in reading them. In the catalogue of

De la Valle Poussin, the manuscripts bear the following

numbers: 594, 647 and 689/2 respectively.3

Tun-huang document No.1 (IOL 647)

IOL 647 will be treated here at first since it contains

one of the fundamental texts of the rDzogs chen tradition.

It consists of five folios in the ordinary Tibetan format.

Each of the folios has six lines from left to right and the

folios are paginated in the usual way from la to 5b.
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Folio ib, however, does not contain any part of the actual

work, but a list of teachings associated with Prajpãramit.4

It is scribed in an obviously different hand from the rest of

the manuscript. In spite of this textual interpolation, the

text is continuous from folio la to 2a judged in the light of

the grammatical structure and also from the point of view of

the subject-matter. I have found no other copy of the same

work for comparison. The insertion of the list of the

Prajpramit teaching which is totally extraneous to the

doctrines of rDzogs chen, cannot therefore be explained in

the present condition of the manuscript. The style of the

manuscript is the 'bru ma script. It is the early style of

this script later very popular in certain regions of Kham,

e.g. Khyung po and of Amdo, e.g. Zung chu. The Bonpo ritual

works in these regions are often written in this form of

the script. The folios are made of two sheets of paper

stuck together with horizontal lines in the centre and

vertical lines on the margin on the right and left-hand sides.

The script itself is all in black ink. Like the early

Buddhist manuscripts, to hold them together, each of the

folios has two round marks in the centre on either side,

but they have not been pierced through.

The manuscript in fact contains two works: a basic

text (rtsa ba) and a commentary ('grel ba) though no such

terms are used in the works themselves. For convenience,

let us call the first part the basic text which in fact

consists of only six verses plus the words of salutation at
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the beginning. Neither the title of the text nor the name

of the author are given. The second part of the manuscript

begins on folio la, line 4 and is continuous right through

excepting the textual interpolation which has already been

noted. It finishes on folio 5a, line 6. The folio 5b

contains certain mantras almost illegible and bears no rela-

tion to the texts. Undoubtedly the manuscript belongs to

the genre of comemntary on a basic text, but the commentator

preferred not or overlooked to mention the name of the

author of the basic text and that of his own.

The basic text

Although the commentary does not explicitly mention any

title for this basic text as such, it gives three indications

in the following way: the "Cuckoo of Intellect" is the

example, the "Ornament of the appearance which brings one
5

to realisation" is the meaning, the "Six vajra words" are

the number (rig pa'i khu byug ni dpe/ rig byed snang ba'i

rgyan ni don/ rdo rje tshig drug ni grangs/). These are

in fact the titles of the basic text, a fact confirmed by

another indication in the same commentary: "keep in mind

the principle of the "Cuckoo of intellect" (rig pa'i khu

byug gi don yid la brnag par bya'o/). 6 It is quite common

among the rDzogs chen texts to have several titles for one

work, but more often just two. While one contains a simile

(dpe) another conveys the actual subject (don) of the work.

It is also the case with the manuscript IOL 5947 which will

be discussed later. In the present case, Rig pa'i khu byug

is the title of the basic text containing the simile whereas
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Rig byed snang bai rgyan is the real title. However, in

KhT another commentary of the text, a further elaboration

has been made concerning the titles. According to this,

there are three titles: Byang chub sems given from the

8
viewpoint of the subject (don las btags pa), Sa gcig pa

or Rig byed snang ba'i rgyan given from the viewpoint of the

quality (che ba las btags pa), Khu byug as the simile

las mtshan du btags pa).9

The basic text also forms as the thirty-first chapter of KG

under the title rDo ne tshig drug, but with the title Rig

pa'i khu byug, it occurs as the first text of the group of

the eighteen Sems sde texts which we have already met)°

The significance of the metaphor in the title, the Cuckoo is

not explained in the commentary, but the fact that the basic

text was known by this title before the eleventh century A.D.

is well attested by the quotations from it in SM. There it

is quoted twice mentioning simply Khu byug.

However, according to KhT there are four kinds of

significance in the metaphor: "as the cuckoo comes from

India (i.e. from the south) to Tibet either on the 8th or

28th of the first summer month, so those who take up the

practice of rDzogs chen are either very intelligent

but not learned or those who are very learned; as the cuckooTs

singing gives pleasure so does the teaching of rDzogs chen to

its adepts; when the cuckoo comes, plants and trees grow,

helping the animals to nourish themselves, when one hears

the teaching of rDzogs chen, it causes one to attain realisa-

tion; as the singing of the cukoo overpowers other birds so is

the teaching of rDzogs chen superior to all other teachings."2
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Similar explanations are also given in TY'3 and Vairo 'dra

14bag.

The role of this bird in Bonpo tradition is very important.

Above all, it is a sacred bird for the simple reason that

the Bon Master gShen-rab Mi-bo is thought to have come down

to earth from heaven in the form of this bird,' 5 hence also

the importance of the blue colour for the Bonpo. In the

Bonpo rDzogs chen tradition, there are nine imaginary sages

through whom the teachings of rDzogs chen are considered to

have been transmitted, not by means of verbal communication,

but rather telepathically (dgongs brgyud). The sixth of

the nine beings is called Bar-snang khu-byug, the "Cuckoo

of the space".' 6 The second of the nine Bonpo rDzogs chen

texts known as Sems sde dgu is also entitled Rig pa'i khu

byug, 17 and according to Gab pa dgu bskor, it was first

taught in the following way: "Ye-gshen gtsug-phud18

transformed himself into a cuckoo on a juniper tree' 9 and

sang clearly the "Cuckoo of intellect", the Enlightened Mind"

(ye gshen gtsug phud kyis/ g.yu lo 'bar ba'i sdong po'i steng

du/ 'dab chags khu byug tu sprul nas/ gsung ihang ihang snyan

par bsgrags pa'i don! byang chub sems rig pa khu byug ces

bya'o/)° This cuckoo is evidently identical to the sage

Bar-snang khu-byug mentioned above. However, the Bonpo text

of the same title is at present not available for comparative

research, therefore its origin remains unknown. However,

2,4
from the few lines quoted in BS	 the two texts do not seem

to be identical, but on the other hand, it could have hardly

been simply coincidental that they have such an identical

title. As the Tun-huang text undoubtedly dates back to the
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ninth century A.D. if not eighth century, the Bonpo must

have borrowed it from this Buddhist version, probably

around the eleventh century A.D. but as is often the case,

the Bonpo explanation of the metaphor of the title is more

fitting than the confused Buddhist ones.

In another Bonpo work entitled 'Grel bzhi rig pa'i rgya

mtsho, the intellect (rig pa) is compared to a cuckoo and

it states that the doctrine of rDzogs chen must be expounded

in five different ways and each of the ways is compared to

the quality of one animal: the soaring of a garuda

(khyung chen lding ba), the leap of a lion (seng ge'i

mchong stabs), the walk of a swan (jang mo'i 'gros), the

song of a cuckoo (khu byug gsung), and the drawing in of a

tortoise (rus sbal gyi bskum thabs). The metaphor of the

cuckoo is explained in the following words: "for example,

the cuckoo, king of the birds, comes in between winter

and summer and when it sings most distinctly to announce

the coming of the summer season, it pleases living beings.

In the same way this teaching, if propagated .....gives the

pleasure to the enlightened intellect" (dper na bya ne khu

byug bya ba des! dbyar dgun gyi mtshams su 'ongs nas/ skad

lhang lhang sgrags pas/ sems can thazns cad spro bskyed pa

bzhin du/ gsung 'dis kyang ......rig pa byang chub kyi sems la/

sems kyi spro ba bskyed pa'o/).22

It is therefore evident that the cuckoo has two functions:

one is as the Master of the Intellect (rig pa'i ston pa) who

is in the form of the bird, hence the name Bar-snang khu-byug

and the text which contains the teaching transmitted through

him bearing the title Khu byug. In this sense, the bird itself
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has the position of a sage. On the other hand, in the

second case, it is taken simply as a simile like the ones

in the Buddhist texts mentioned above. Just as the cuckoo

announces the coming of the summer season so does the teaching

of rDzogs chen which awakens the dormant Rig pa byang chub kyi

sems in all living beings.

However, it is no less important to note also that in

other Buddhist traditions, Rig-pa'i khu-byug (Vidhyakokila)

is the name of an Indian personage appearing in a lineage

through which the practice of the Bodhicittotpdasamaya is

transmitted reaching ultimately Atia, but nothing much is

known of this master. 23	The practice of Bodhicitta here

is a question of a vow in which one is moved by an infinite

compassion towards all living beings and so resolves to

lead them to salvation. Once this determination is produced

in thought, the adept is then qualified to be considered as

Bodhisattva in the tradition of the Abhisainaylazpkra teachings.

However, Bodhicitta in rDzogs chen tradition is already existent

in all living beings from the very beginning. On this topic

we shall come back in another chapter. There is no known

source that gives the slightest clue to this mysterious link

between the title of our rDzogs chen text and the name of

the Indian master connected with the tradition of the

Bodhicitta vow. This master does not seem to have anything

to do with rDzogs chen. On the other hand, the term Bodhicitta

as in other Buddhist teachings plays an important role in

rDzogs chen as the "Primordial basis". It is therefore quite

probable that there was a connexion between them at a certain

stage in the development of the rDzogs chen doctrine, but

how this came about remains unresolved in the light of present
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research.

The commentary

There are in fact at least three works which could be

classified as commentaries of the basic text. Besides

the one attached to the basic text in our Tun-huang manuscript,

two can be found in Vairo rgyud 'bum: TY and KhT. TY is a

commentary fairly close to the text which it purports to

elucidate, but unfortunately incomplete. On the other hand,

in KhT the verses are commented upon in a scholastic style

so that the distance is very great between the verse and the

explanations offered. However, none, including the Tun-huang

manuscript, gives any name as its author. The commentary in

the Tun-huang document is obviously the oldest. We shall

therefore concentrate on this and then note down when the

others differ on important points. It begins with the

question why the name Kun-tu bzang-po has been given here

rather than Vajrasattva who according to all tantras is the

"Chief of all yogas" (rnal 'byor kun gyf gtso bo). The

answer to the question is that when it is about striving towards

a goal and when there are different grades as to the goal that

one obtains, Vajrasattva is mentioned, but that with rDzogs

chen doctrines one pursues nothing of the kind. Therefore

Kun-tu bzang-po is preferred. It must be pointed out at the

outset that this Kun-tu bzang-po has nothing to do with the

Bodhisattva Samantabhadra who occurs frequently in siitras.

In both the rNying ma pa and Bonpo traditions Dharmakya is

generally represented by him in the system of the three-fold

"Buddha body". In rDzogs chen, Kun-tu bzang-po is merely a

synonym of Rig pa byang chub kyi sems.
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After having dwelt upon the salutatory part, the commentary

begins to deal with the actual basic text. It tries to

elucidate it verse by verse in a very concise manner so

that inevitably it is encrusted with obscurity to the

extent that any effort to make sense out of it is almost

bound to be arbitrary. But then it is evident that the

commentary itself embodies interpretatiors which are often

further from the point than one might expect. Many elements

of different origins are brought in to explain the doctrines.

Thus there are the tantric elements such as the concepts

of "deliverance" (sgrol ba) and "sexual union" (sbyor ba)

which make up the four "vows" (tha tshig rnam bzhi). These

two here stand for the first two categories of the four basic

rules of the Vinaya (rtsa ba bzhi), viz, killing (srog gcod

) and fornication (ml tshangs bar spyod pa). The remaining

two elements of the four "vows" are identical to those of

the Vinaya. However, from the standpoint of rDzogs chen

system, it Is considered that no acceptance or rejection can

have a place in rDzogs chen, for the four "vows" are

"intrinsically embodied" (ihun gyis grub pa nyid du gnas

) in the Byang chub kyi sems.	 The other tantric elements

are the five kinds of passions termed here as mi spang ba'i

dam tshig, the "vows concerning that which is not to be

rejected". The author of the commentary states that there

are various teachings which are only "intentional". They

do not teach the truth fully. The only doctrine that embodies

the truth is the doctrine of rDzogs chen, but at the same time

that doctrine has never been pronounced, for the "theory and
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practice of Kun-tu bzang-po are already inborn in all

living beings" (kun tu bzang po'i lta spyod ni/ 'gro ba kun

la zin pa'i chos nyid yin/). 	 Finally the commentary

finishes by emphasising spontaneity in relation to the

three tantric elements, viz. "achievement" (dngos grub),

"vows" (dam tshig) and "rituals" (mchod sbyin).

Identification of the basic text

As already mentioned, this basic text constitutes as the

thirty-first chapter of KG under the title rDo rje tshig drug.

In this work, it is presented as follows: "then, the

mind that is enlightened, the king who creates all, pronounced

his own nature which is the spontaneity of complete non-action.

0h	 listen, the Great Being" (de nas byang chub kyi sems kun

byed rgyal po des! kun byed nyid kyi rang bzhin bya med rdzogs

pa ihun gyis grub pa 'di gsungs so/ kye sems dpa' chen p0

nyon cig/). At this point the text of the rDotshig drug

begins and ends with the following words: "so he said.

The six vajra words, the thirty-first chapter of the Byang

chub kyi sems kun byed rgyal p0".24

The basic text is also presented as the first work of the

25
group of the eighteen texts of Sems sde. 	 In this group

it purports to have been a translation from Sanskrit as also

in the case of KG with the title Santidarpa and in Tibetan

rDzogs pa chen p0 sa gcig pa, the Great Perfection, the

"single stage", 26 but they hardly correspond to each other.
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Apart from a few variants in the orthography, the text

is exactly the same as the other contained in KG and the

Tun-huang manuscript. It finishes: "the end of the Cuckoo

of Intellect, the Enlightened Mind" (Byang chub kyi sems

pa khu byug rdzogs so/).27

The basic text contains the original germ of the

fundamental ideas of what we may call the rDzogs chen

theories. It also serves as the basic structure on which

later texts are built, expanded and elaborated. In the

certain cases, it has been entirely incorporated, for

example, in KG as we have already noted. But in the

Byang chub sems kyl mdo 'grel chen p0 bcu, the six verses

have been expanded into many more lines. 28 In another

work, they are split up and put into different parts of

the work in order to fit in different contexts, e.g. bKra

shis pa'i rig pa'i khu byug gi rgyud 9 In yet another

tantra entitled rDzhogs pa chen p0 chos nyid byang chub sems

bkra shis ml 'gyur gsal bar gnas pa'i rgyud, the six verses

suddenly appear at the end of its chapter 8 where they are

used to exalt the rDzogs chen doctrine. They are preceded

by the following lines:

"Free from striving,

The best teaching of all Buddhas,

And the very thought of sublime yogins ....."

(bla med rtsol ba la	 'das pa'i/

sangs rgyas kun gyl theg pa'i mchog/

rnal 'byor dbang phyug dgongs pa'i don/).3°
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The last verses in particular are used more often than

the other ones. They recur again and again either with a slight

change in the wording or incorporated totally without any kind

of indication of their source. 31 It is this basic text

which is quoted in SM as one of its primary sources under

the title Khu b. 32 In his ThCh, Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-

po also has taken these lines as the fundamental work of

rDzogs chen under the title of Byang chub kyi sems rdo ne

tshig drug pa on whose axis revolves his important treatise

on rDzogs chen. Rong-zom Pandita analyses the six verses as

follows: "the first two lines indicate the "deviation"

(gol ba), the next two lines display the greatness of the

Enlightened Mind which is the permanent presence of Kun-tu

bzang-po and finally the last two are concerned with the

state of equanimity and spontaneity". 33 By comparison, this

analysis is no clearer than the one in the commentary which

we have already seen. Nonetheless, it is evident that this

basic text embodies the principal tenets of rDzogs chen, such

as the idea of "singleness" or "oneness" suggesting that no

other teachings and methods of teaching are more effective

and valid than this. The implication is that other systems of

teaching are a deviation (gol ba). The rDzogs chen approach

is therefore described in many terms intended in this sense,

for example, gcig chod ("enough by itself"), gcig thub

("the only one which enables"), and gcig grol ("release

through one alone"). 34 This particular idea is apparent in

the first two lines, especially through the word mi gnyis
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("oneness") which however must be distinguished from the

sense of the word gnyis med which is totally negative

whereas the former is positive. The next two lines bring

in the doctrine that transcends both the theories of

vikalpa (rnam par rtog pa) and avikalpa (rnam par mi rtog

The state of this transcendence is the Rig pa byang

chub kyi sems whose symbolical name is Kun-tu bzang-po.

The line ji bzhi pa zhes mi rtog kyang/ - "though without

imagination as "suchness" might give the impression that

here it is a question of ml rtog pa which the Ch'an school

has picked up as one of its fundamental tenets. However,

it is not the mi rtog pa that is referred to, but rather to

ji bzhin pa, the noumenal aspect of the sems which the

commentary defines as the "basis from which all good is

produced" (legs par thams cad skyed pa'i gzhir gyur ba).

It further elucidates the state of ji bzhin pa in explicit

terms: ji bzhin pa la rtog pa med pa'i phyir - "for there

is no imagination in suchness". Although the doctrine of

ml rtog pa in general is important and particularly so in

the Ch'an school, according to the rDzogs chen tradition,

the very word suggests a counter-part, rtog pa, inevitably

leading us to the notion of duality which it totally rejects.

It is in this context that Rong-zom pandita quotes the

following lines from the lTa ba yang dag sgron ma:

"Pleasure and pain in a dream,

when we awaken are on the same level.

So if grasped by knowledge,

Both thought and non-thought are on exactly the

same level."
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(rmi lam dag gi bde dang sdug bsngal yang/

sad par gyur na rang bzhin mnyain pa ltar/

rnam par rtog dang mi rtog gnyis .a yang/

shes pas rig na rang bzhin yongs kyis mnyam/).35

The fifth line contains the notion of "always in being" or

"never lacking anything". This is in its embryonic stage,

expressed by the word zin pa, "already done", "nothing more

is needed". Finally the line ihun gyis gnas par bzhag pa yin!

introduces the theory of the confluence of spontaneity and

equanimity, the central tenet of rDzogs chen.

Translation of the basic text (IOL 647, Part I)

36(la) Savasti.	 Homage to the great bliss of the

indestructible body, speech and mind37 of the most holy,

All Good, 38 the one who is most glorious

(1) All the varieties of phenomenal existence as a whole

do not in reality differ from one another.39

(2) Individually also they are beyond conceptualisation.

(3) Although as "suchness" 4° there is no mental discursiveness

(with regard to them).

(4) All Good shines forth in all forms.4'

(5) Abandon all the malady of striving, for one has

already acquired it all.42

(6) One leaves it as it is with spontaneity.43

These six verses occur slightly expanded in a late rDzogs

chen text entitled Byang chub sems kyi mdo 'grel whose

composition may go back to the twelfth century A.D. The
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verses in this version are little more expressive.

They are translated below so that they can easily be

compared to the version of the Tun-huang document:

(1) Phenomenal existence involves diversity, but it

does not differentiate in absolute terms (Dharmat).

(2) The essence, Bodhi, has no beginning or end.

(3) Hence it cannot be illustrated as it is beyond any

expression.

(4) In the absolute which is unalterable.

(5) As "suchness", there is no imagination.

(6) But it appears in diverse forms.

(7) Since there is no acceptance or rejection, it is

the one All Good.

(8) This has always been beyond striving.

(9) One rests with spontaneity.

(sNang ba'i chos ni sna tshogs tel

chos nyid dag las mi gnyis kyang/

snying P0 byang chub chags gzhigs nas/

mtshon du med de spros dang bral/

ma bcos pa zhes ml rtog kyang/

sna tshogs rnam par snang mdzad la/

blang dor med pas kun tu bzang/

ye nas rtsol sgrub 'das pas na/

byas zin rtsol ba'i nad spangs tel

ihun gyis gnas pas bzhag pa yin!)44
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Translation of the commentary (IOL 647, Part II).

(la,l.4) "In all the tantras, 45 it is stated that

Vajrasattva46 is the chief of all yoga, 47 but here All Good

is mentioned as the chief. What is the significance of this?"48

"It is thought that Vajrasattva is mentioned when it is

about seeking a desired goal and when there are different

grades in the achievement. But here one does not seek any

kind of goal like that. Taking into account this fact, All

Good is even more suitable. (2a) This is very clear to those

who are intelligent enouch."

The significance of the phrase dpal gyi dpal 49 is this:

dpal means "that which is given", but to show that one is

spontaneous and devoid of any striving, mental or physical,

is even better than that which is totally given. The phrase

bcom idan 'das signifies one who possesses the dhraI in v

which there is neither integration nor disintegration.50

kun tu bzang p0 signifies that in whichever way one rolls,

one never wanders away from the centre of the point.5'

The significance of sku gsung thugs rdo rje 52 is the

"single way" 53 which leads one away from the three worlds.

bde ba chen po denotes that one who has the experience of

tasting "suchness". The phrase phyag 'tshal lo signifies

spontaneous dwelling in the state of the "great bliss".

The way of this, is elucidated in the following verses

such as sna tshogs rang bzhin ml gnyis kyang/ etc. (Zb)
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(1) sna tshogs rang mi gnyis kyang/

All the elements in the phenomenal world, defect

and quality etc. involve diversity, but all of them are

by nature undifferentiated from one another in their

essential equanimity. "Well! If you consider that oneness

involves diversity, is it not as if one were dividing space

into small parts?" (Reply to the question:) "It is not

possible as far as the central principle is concerned.

That is why one says:

(2) cha shas nyid du spros dang bral/

i.e. oneness cannot be diversified. As no word can

convey its significance, it is explained as being without

amplification.54

(3) ji bzhin pa zhes mi rtog kyang/

The word ji bzhin pa refers to the preceding subject.

The word mi rtog means not to dwell upon that subject

(i.e. ji bzhin pa). "Well! One finds in all the authentic

scriptures (3a) that (i.e. ji bzhin pa) is the basis from

which all good develops and if one does not dwell upon it,

would one be able to acquire any part of the great qualities?"

(Reply to the question:) "I agree that mental activity ceases

in "suchness", but there is no question of dwelling upon it

nor is there any question of the great qualities not

existing, for one says:

(4) main par snang mdzad kun tu bzang/

As the appearance of all kinds of forms is the production

of "suchness" one need not make any effort to acquire the

great qualities, for they are the play of the essence from

the beginning and one already possesses them all.
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(5) zin pas rtsol ba'i nad spangs te/

(6) ihun gyis gnas pas bzhag pa yin/

The word zin pa here signifies that every wish has already

been fulfilled. To do something that is already done is

just a malady which causes fatigue in oneself. The malady

of striving must be avoided. (3b) One is therefore

intrinsically endowed with all the things one wants

though one has never pursued them. That is why it is

called "resting spontaneously", that means nothing is to

be done. One leaves oneself undisturbed in the state of

"suchness". It means without striving and pursuing some-

thing pointedly.

The general summary of all this is known as the way

of the Great Bliss of the glorious one All Good.

To be able to resolve to abandoning all the objects

to which one is attached is called the "Great inner ambrosia",

and it is the best means for comprehending the non-realisable

Enlightenment. When one is dwelling upon the authoritative

sources, the practice of one's vows also resides totally

in spontaneity.

(1. Killing) As for "deliverance", the "material"

eliminates itself. Self-elimination is the main method (of

deliverance). But here (i.e. according to rDzogs chen

doctrine) even the word "material" itself does not exist (4a),

"deliverance" is therefore the chief means, and it resides

intrinsically in spontaneity.56

(2. Fornication) As for the "Union", 57 it is the

"sphere" where there is neither union nor disunion. (But
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here), there is not (even the notion of) "union", for

one is unceasingly in union with the queen.58

(3. Stealing) One remains within the possession of all

the phenomena of the world and beyond, hence nothing is

needed. Though one has not been given anything, one

possesses all. So it is called "stealing".

(4.) As for "lie", it means a word which has no relevance

to the truth. (But here), whether a word has a point or

not, it is a deviation from the principle. So it is

called "lie".

Hence all the four vows reside in spontaneity. The four

neither increase nor decrease (i.e. are never more or less).

Now the five vows 59 for not abandoning. They overlap the

above group. Anger belongs to (the category of) "deliverance".

Desire to "Union". (4b) Ignorance means that which is beyond

the object of intellect, but the Great Self 6° (i.e. All Good)

possesses no intellect. So it is called "ignorance". Pride

signifies something which does not change. The Great Self

is unchangeable, for it is never away from its own nature

of greatness. As for jealousy, even if one imparts (the

teaching) to those who are not suited to receive it, they

do not understand. Though one's qualities are great, no

one knows about them and so they (remain) in great secrecy

by nature.
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The four main points (i.e. of the basic text):

(1) Salutation.

(2) The "Enlightened Mind" which is beyond description

and spontaneous.
61(3) Creation	 of the mançlala without the meditational

practices of Utpannakraina and Saippannakrama.

(4) Remaining unaltered in spontaneity.

The "Cuckoo of Intellect" is the example. The "Understanding

of the ornament of appearance" is the meaning. The "Six

Vajra words" are the number (i.e. the verses of the basic

text) 62

(5a) Reflect upon the theory and practice of yoga according

to the way of the Great Perfection which is the content of

the "Cuckoo of Intellect". Now the level of intelligence

among people varies enormously from one to another. The

Dharma teachings are accordingly very numerous and are mainly

taught as intentional (neyrtha). But to the intelligent

ones, the truth (nItrtha) is taught in the form of most

correct precepts. The Absolute (Dharmat) has, from the

beginning, never been pronounced, for it is devoid of

cause. Since the theory and practice of All Good are of

the reality immanent in all sentient beings, no effort and

striving 63 are necessary now and in the future.

Therefore, there are three principles to be observed with

regard to that which is already achieved from the beginning:

(1) To remain without striving is the "accomplishment".

(2) To avoid nothing is the "vow".

(3) To hold nothing is the "offering".

All Good says that to remain within these principles is yoga.
The End.
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NOTES

1 Itproblmes historiques et doctrinaux de la philosophie
du rJogs-èhen", Annuaires E.P.H.E. 1973-74 (Tome 82)
pp. 53-57.

2 e.g. Tucci, MBT II, pp.102-54; 1973, pp.117-25.

Louis de la Vallée Poussin, Catalogue of the Tibetan
manuscripts from Tun-huang in India Office Library,
London 1962.

4 See p.La6.

It is under this title that the work is referred to in the
Chos nyid byang chub kyi sems bkra shis ml 'gyur gsal ba
gnas pa'i rgyud,	 Q (Kaneko No.17, f.595).

6 See p p . 93, 10L#_5.

See pp.1O7-8.

See p.83, n.26.

KhT p.342.

See p.44.

11

' 2pp. 342-45.

13 p.10.

' 4 lHa sa Edition. f.62a,1.6. On this text, see p.37 et seq.

pa nfl 0 che'i rgyud dri ma med ma gzi brjid rab
tu 'bar	 i mdo, Delhi 1965, Vol. Ka, chapter 4, sKye ba
bzhes	 f.7a3 (567), 1975.
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16 sPa bsTan-rgyal bzang-po, rDzogs pa chen p0 zhang zhung
snyan brgyud kyi bla ma brgyud pa'i rnam thar (composed
in 1359), ZhNy Ka, pp.10-il.

17 Karmay 1972, p.51.

18 According to BK 'Chi-med
Ye-gshen gtsug-phud, who
Bon texts that descended
(f.46a: bon gnam babs rg
'chi med gtsug phud kyis/
du dbye/). However, such classification under the term
khu byug is not known to the Bonpo tradition itself. On
the other hand, among the Bonpo scholars, the identification
of the "Cuckoo in space" is a popular topic for discussion,
Cf. Shar-rdza bKra-shis rgyal-mtshan, Legs bshad mdzocl
(Karmay, 1972, pp.57-58).

19 g.yu lo bar ba is an epithet of juniper, the sacred tree
of the Bonpo.

20 Edition Delhi (c. 1966), f.35a.

21 The quotations come from a Khu-byug rang 'grel "auto-
commentary", f.2la, 23a.

22 Byang sems gab pa dgu bskor gyi dgongs pa bkral ba'i 'grel
bzhi rig pa'i rgya mtsho (Gal rndo, Text No.5, p.202);
Cf. also sPyi rgyud ye khri mtha' sel gyi lo rgyus chen mo
skos kyl mchong, p.796.

23 Jo bo ne dpal ldan mar me mdzad ye shes kyi rnam thar
rgyas pa, Varanasi 1970, pp.19-21. In his BT, Ngag-
dbang chos-grags states that there are two Indian
teachers known as Rig-pa'i khu-byug (che chung gnyis)and
further states that no works of these masters ever existed
(f.207).

24 KG f.96-97. For further discussion on this work,
see P•363.

25 On this group of texts, see p.141+.

26 santi is usually given as the Sanskrit equivalent for
rdzogs chen though no such Sanskrit term is readily
definable. Nor is it clear the term darpa which may be a
corruption of dhar or dhar, earth (?). However, rDzogs
chen doctrine is known as sa gcig pa as it occurs in another
text: rdzogs chen 0 sa gcig pal gang gi(s) de rtog(s) de
yi sa/ - "the Great Perfection is the single stage. He who
realises it, he is at that stage" (Chos thams cad byang chub
kyi sems rdzogs pa chen p0 'khor ba rtsad nas gcod pa nam
mkha' dang mnyam par yi ge med pa'i rgyud, Kaneko No.4 f375).
Cf. also TP1g le kun gsal hn no'i rgyud, Kaneko No.81, f.238).
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27 Kaneko No.8, f.419.

28 Kaneko No.2, f.305. This text has no colophon and so its
origin is uncertain. At any rate, the lines are quoted
below.

29 Kaneko No.16, f.529. It is said to be a translation of
Vairocana.

30 Kaneko No.17, f.599. This text is said to be a translation
of g.Yu-sgra snying-po. On this personage, see P. 14.9 et seq.

31 e.g. Ye shes gsang ba'i sgron me (Kaneko No.58, f.9).

32 pp.323-347.

f.210.

34 See pp.335, n.68; 3L48.

ThCh f.262. The text is one of the "Six lamps",
see p. 116, n.21.

36 = "good luck", "blessing", translated by the expression
dpal gyi dpal. However, the commentary KhT (p.343) asserts
that this is a word of the language of 0 rgyan (Oç1çIiyna)
and means khu byug (cuckoo)

Normally known as rdo rje gsum in Buddhist tantras, viz.
sku rdo rje, gsung rdo rje and thugs rdo ne.

38 The supreme Buddha in rDzogs chen tradition. Kun-tu
bzang-po is a symbolical name or rather personification
of the nournenal aspect of the sems, byang chub kyi sems
(see pp.89,n. Ll5;3 18). It is he who propounds the rDzogs chen
tantras.

ml gnyis, "not two". The commentary defines this as
tha mi dad, "not different". It does not necessarily
have the same connotation as gnyis med, "without two".
While the first is a partial negation (ma yin dgag =
paryudsa-pratiedha,	 4510), the 2nd is a total
negation (med dgag prasajya-pratiedha, 4509).
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40 ..	 .31 bzhin pa, a contraction of ji ita ba bzhin. SM (p.396)
defines it as bcos bslad med pa, "that which is neither
altered nor spoiled". It has the same sense as that of
de kho na nyid or de bzhin nyid (tathata), "that which
just is so". It is therefore translatable by "thusness"
or "suchness". In fact, it often occurs with these side
by side: ji bzhin pa de kho na nyid (SM pp.388-89), but
also in rDzogs chen refers to the gzhi, "the Primordial
basis" which according to SM (p.399) is beyond 50 expressions
(tha snyad lnga bcu las grol ba). In a later work (TY p.171),
commenting on the same verse, ji bzhin pa is explained as
being sems nyid or sems kyi de kho na nyid, "the reality
of the mind", but always ye ji bzhin ma or ji bzhin nyid kyi
skye mched in Bon works (Bya bral rjes med, Zhy 2a, p.470).

41 The phrase main par snang mdzad here does not seem to have
any relation to Buddha Vairocana of the five Buddha
families, though the commentary refers to a maivala that needs
no mental creation through the process of meditation
(bskyed rdzogs bya ml dgos par dkyil 'khor gdon pa, pp.93,lOk.l.5)
Moreover, KhT (p.3'49) comments as: rnam par ji 'dra bar
snang yang! sems kyi rol ba yin pa'i phyir/ - "in whatever
forms they appear, they are the play of the mind".

42	 .	 .	 ,,	 ,,	 ,,zin pa, Lit, already done , finished , but also has the
connotation of something that is done from the beginning
especially if it is preceded by ye nas. Twenty kinds of
zin pa (zin pa nyi shu) are given in SM (pp.344-45), 390):

1. 'gro don ye nas byas zin/ - "the work for living
beings is already accomplished".

2. dkyil 'khor ye nas bkod zin/ - "the maiala is
created from the beginning".

3. mchod pa ye nas phul zin pa/ - "offering is made from
the beginning".

4. spyod pa ye nas spyod zin/ - "practices are done from
the beginning".

5. ita ba rtogs zin/ - "already comprehended the theory".

6. sgom pa byas zin/ - "already practised the meditation".

7. dam tshig srungs zin/ - "already observed the vows".

8. bsgrub pa byas zin/ - " already practised the sdhana".

9. dngos grub thob zin/ -"already obtained the siddhi".

10. tshogs rdzogs zin/ -"already accumulated the merit".
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11. dngos grub brtsams zin/ (Cf. n.9).

12. sa non zin/ - "already arrived at the stage" (bhiimi).

13. dbang rdzogs zin/ -"already obtained the dbang,
abhieka)".

14. sgrib pa sbyang zin/ - "already purified".

15. yag rgya being bsgoms byas zin/ - "already done
the meditation with which one binds (the divinity)
to oneself (by means of) hand gesture".

16. bzlas brjod byas zin/ - "already recited (the mantra)".

17. sbyor ba byas zin/ -"already completed the practice
of the union".

18. bsani skyon byas zin/ - "already corrected the
mental faults".

19. rtags thon zin/ - "already perceived the signs
(of success)".

20. drod rnyed zin/ - "already acquired the warmth",
this also refers to a similar sign of success in
meditation, more on this, see SM pp.252-53, 465.

The zin pa nyi shu sums up well the general Buddhist tantric
practice. The only element that is not included in this list
is sgrol ba which we shall have occasion to discuss.

The adverb ihun gyis, "spontaneously", "effortlessly",
"naturally" occurs with other verbs, but ihun gyis gnas pa,
"remain" or "rest spontaneously" seems to have been used only
in works later than the 11th century A.D. In other combina-
tions, however, it occurs frequently in rDzogs chen texts:
lhun gyis 'jug pa, "entering spontaneously", ihun gyis rdzogs

, "achieved spontaneously". The most frequent one and
used in works other than on rDzogs chen is lhun gyis grub pa
(lhun grub pa an-abhoga,	 411), "effortless", "without
striving". l?iun grub is one of the two terms used to describe
special qualities of the "primordial basis" (spyi gzhi).
The other term being ka dag, "primaeval purity". Further
discussion on these terms, see p.323.

Kaneko no.2, f.305.

The tantras referred to here are the Mahyoga tantras, such
as the Guhyagarbha rather than the rDzogs chen tantras, i.e.
Atiyoga tantras mostly found in . However, admitted that
they refer to Atiyoga tantras, we face two problems:
a) most of the tantras grouped in the section of rDzogs chen
in	 are undatable. At any rate, in the present form,
they hardly date back beyond the 11th century A.D. except
some of the texts which constitute the group of the 18 Sems
sde texts (see p.4k)	 and those which are quoted in SM.
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b) It is Kun-tu bzang-po and not Vajrasattva who is
presented in these "tantras" as being the supreme Buddha
preaching Atiyoga tantras. He appears under various names:
Kun-byed rgyal-po, Kun-rig rgyal-po, Rig-pa'i rgyal-po,
Shes-rig-gi rgyal-po, and so forth. On the other hand, in
Mahayoga tantras, it is Vajrasattva who is presented as
the chief Buddha.

46 See note 45.

As the central point of the tantric teachings is yoga,
different ways caine into use for classifying tantras
according to the different "grades" of yoga, Cf.pp.308_14.

48 This question is very important in that it indicates
that in the time of the author of this text, no "tantrast'
like the later "rDzogs chen tantras" having Kun-tu bzang-po
as the supreme Buddha yet existed, Cf. note 38. It
further confirms the fact that the text here under discussion
is one of the earliest prototypes of the rDzogs chen texts.

Cf. note 36.

50 This interpretation differs totally from the definition
of the epithet given in GB (p.'73-5-'7).

51 The same phrase occurs
misspellings: 'gro ('g
(gar) 'dres ('gres) kya
med do/, but in a sligh
used to convey the idea
is within onself, it is
for example, "whichever
from one's own physical
(TG f.226) it reads:
snying po don las g.yos

in SM (p.351) with several
re) log spyid (spyi) tshugs gang
ng/ snying po'i don las 'da' ba
tly different context. Here it is
that since the essence of Buddha
no use searching for it elsewhere,
way one rolls, one is never away
centre". In yet another text

ro ldig spyi gtsu gar song yan/
a med/.

52 See note 37.

53 This probably refers to the notion similar to theg pa
gcig pa (ekayna), and may also be connected with sa gcig

see note 26.

Cf. with the verses 7 and 8 of IOL 594, p.J3; also KhT
pp.347-48.
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On gza' gtad, Cf. P . 199	 ; The six verses are treated in
great detail in KhT (pp.346-50) under the framework of
ita ba (view), sgom pa (contemplation), la bzlas pa
(transcendence) and gol sa (deviation). These last two
verses (5-6) are also explained in ThCh (f.274) as follows:
chos thams cad kyi rang bzhin ni kun tu bzang po'i sku
gsung thugs rdo rje bde ba chen po'i ngang du rdzogs zin
pa'i phyir/ mi mthun pa dang gnyen P0 blang dor gyi nad
spans tel btang snyoms chen po'i ngang la ihun gyis gnas
pa 'dl ni mnyam par bzhag pa ces bya ba'i don yin no/.

56 For a discussion on the practice of sgrol ba, see Karmay
1979, p.151, ff.

ibid., p.l5l ff.

58 The expression gzungs kyi rgyal mo refers to shes rab
(praj? ), i.e.	 In sãdhanas, the female partner is
known under various terms: e.g. rig ma or gzungs ma.
The above expression is obviously a derivation of gzungs ma.
The female partner is called gzungs ma because in order to
be qualified as such she has to be "blessed" with five
dharaii syllables, Cf. rDo rje bkod pa, K Vol.81, No.4576,
P.263-1-2: skyes pa bla mas yum du bzung/ gzungs su byin
gyis briabs pa ni/ de yi gzugs kyi phung p0 la/ bde bar
gshegs pa'i sa bon lnga/ 'phro 'du gsal bar gyur ba ste/
Cf. also PT 841, f.2b; gzungs by itself also has the same
meaning in certain works, e.g. Sangs rgyas kyi sa by
Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-po (Rong zom bka' 'bum, f.450):
gzungs dang gnyis su med sbyor ba. . . 1
The five kinds of passions are here treated as the "five
vows".

60 On this term see p.200.

61 gdon pa, 'don pa, to recite, but the use of the word here
implies the recitation of ritual texts when a maiiçlala is
being constructed, mentally or otherwise.

62 These are the titles of the text,Cf. p.76.

63 bya ba dang bral ba, "act free", hence the expression
bya bral ba, one who has renounced all mundane life, but
in a Bonpo rDzogs chen work entitled Bya bral rjes med
(ZhNy 2a, p.47O), it is explained as "that which is beyond
the calculation of mind" (blo'i rtsis gdab dang bral bas
bya bral). Cf. also p.l98,
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text

IOL 647 (Ch.73 III 20 [9J)
art I)

(Fol.la, line 1) svasti dpal gyi dpalf bcom idan 'das/ kun tu1

bzang p0/ sku gsung thugs rdo rje bde ba chen p0 la phyag

'tshal lo// (1.2)

(1) sna tshogs rang bzhin myi gnyis kyang/

(2) cha shas nyid du spros dang bral/

(3) ii bzhin pa2 zhes myi rtog kyang/

(4) rnam par snang mdzad kun tu (1.3) bzang/

(5) zin pas rtsol ba'i nad spangs tel

(6) lhun gyis 3 gnas pas 4 bzhag 5 pa yin//

(Part II)

(1.4) de la rnal 'byor kun gyi 6 gtso bo ni/ dpal rdo ne serns

dpa' '0 zhes/ rgyud mtha' dag las grags na/ (1.5) 'dir kun tu

bzang p0 gtsor smos pa/ don gyi dbang gang las dgongs she na/

de ni bsgrub pa'i mtha' dang grub pa'i khyad par 7 dag kyang

(1.6) gsnung par 8 bzhed la/ 'di ni de ita bu gang yang myi

sgrub pas/ don gyi 9 dbang 'di btsan'°par 11 byas na/ kun tu

bzang 0 ni di yang ne btsun du 'os pa/ (Fol.2a,l.l) rig pa

rnyed pa dag la shin tu12 gsal lo/ de la dpal gyi dpal zhes

bya ba la/ thams cad 13 du legs pa sbyin pa' 4 dpal yin la/

(1.2) de yang bstal ba myed par lhun gyis 15 grub pa nyid du

ston pa ni/ de'i yang dpal zhes bya'o/ bcom idan 'das zhes

bya ba ni/ 'du 'bral myed pa (1.3) 'i gzungs dang ldan pa'i

don to/ kun tu bzang 0 zhes bya ba ni/ 'gre log spyi'u tshugs

gar 'gres kyang/ snying po'i don las (1.4) myi 'da' ba'i

phyir ro/ sku gsung thugs rdo rje zhes bya ba ni/ myl gnyis
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pa'i theg pas khams gsum las nges par (1.5) 'byung ba 1a

bya'o/ bde ba chen p0 zhes bya ba nil ji bzhin pa'i ro

myong ba'i bdag nyid do! phyag 'tshal lo zhes bya ba ni/
16	 .de'i kiong	 du ngang gis gnas (1.6) pa la bya o/ de'i tshul nil

sna tshogs rang bzhin myi gnyis kyang/

zhes bya ba la stsogs pa tshigs su bead pa 'di dag gis bstan tel

(Fol.2b, 1.1)

sna tshogs rang bzhin myi gnyis kyang

zhes bya ba la/ skyon dang yon tan la stsogs pa bsnyad pa'i chos

mtha' dag ni sna tshogs te/ de dag kyang mnyam (1.2) pa nyid kyi

snying P0 la/ rang bzhin tha myi dad do zhes bstan te/ 'o na sna

tshogs tha myi dad pa nyid kyang/ narn mkha' la cha shas su gse ba

dang 'dra (1.3) ban myi 'gyur rain zhe na/ de yang snying po'i

don la myl srid pa'i phyir/

cha shas nyid du spros dang bral

zhes brjod (1.4) pa yin te/ tshig gis mtshon pa'i lam de tsazn
17yang rab tu	 nub pas/ spros pa dang bral lo zhes ba'i don to/(1.5)

ji bzhin pa zhes myi rtog kyang

zhes bya ba la/ gong du bstan pa'i don ni/ ji bzhin pa zhes bya'o/

myi rtog ces bya ba nil de la yang gnas myi byed do/ zhes (1.6)

bya ba'i tha tshig go/ 'o na yon 8 legs pa thams cad skyed

pa'i gzhir gyurd pa nil de yin no zhes/ yang dag pa'i bka' thains

chad las mngon

(Fol.3a, 1.1) du thos na/ de la yang myi gnas na/ che ba'i yon

tan thams chad kyi phyogs ci yang myi 'byung ba dag tu myi

'gyur ram zhe na/ ji bzhin (1.2) pa la ni rtog pa myed pa'i

phyir/ 'dod kyang gnas pa'i srid pa myed do! 'on kyang che
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,.20ba'i yon tan gyi phyogs yongs myed pa ma yin pa i 	 phyir/ (1.3)

main par snang mdzad ku tu bzang

zhes brjod pa yin te/ rnani pa sna thsogs par snang bar mdzad

pa nyid/ ji bzhin pa nyid yin (1.4) pas 21 / gdod dbyung myi dgos

tel ye nas snying p0'1 rol pa che ba'i yon tan legs la mtha'

dag rdzogs zin to! (1.5) zhes bya ba'i don to/

zin pas rtsol ba'i nad spangs te/

ihun gyis gnas pas bzhag 22 pa yin/

zhes ba la/ zin pa zhes bya ba ni/ (1.6) 'dod pa thanis cad da

ltar rdzogs zin pa'i don te/ byas zin pa la/ gdod rtsol ba nil

rang tshi chad pa'i nad du zad pas/ rtsol ba'i nad

(Fol.3b, 1.1) spangs te zhes bya'o de bas na dgos pa mtha' dag

ma gnyer kyang/ ihun gyis grub zin pas/ ihun gyis gnas pa

zhes bya ste/ (1.2) bya ba myed pa'i phyir/ ii bzhin pa'i

ngang las myi g.yo bar bzhag 23 pa yin te/ gza' gtad kyi rtsol

sgrub myed do zhes bya ba'i don to!

'di'i (1.3) spyf don ni/ dpal kun tu bzang p0 bde ba chen p0

rdzogs pa'i tshul zhes bya'o/ gces myi gces kyi mtshan ma thams

(1.4) cad gtong bar dang du len par nus pa ni/ nang gi bdud

rtsi chen 0 zhes bya ste/ myi len pa'i byang chub len pa'i

thabs (1.5) dam pa yin pa'i 24 phyir/ ji bzhin pa'i lung la

gnas pa'i dus na/ spyod pa'i dam tshig kyang ihun gyis grub

pa nyid du tshang bar gnas te/ (1.6) bsgral ba yang dngos po'i

chos rnams/ 'jig pa'i thabs kyi gtso bo yin te/ 'di na dngos
250 mying tsam yang rab tu	 nub pas/ sgrol ba thabs kyi
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(Fol.4a, 1.1) gtso bor gyurd pa'i phyir/ sgrol ba ihun gyis

grub par gnas so! sbyor ba ni 'du 'bral myed pa'i dbyings

la bya ste/ 'du 'bral (1.2) gyi ming yang myed pas/ gzungs

kyi rgyal mo dang rgyun myi 'chad par sbyor ro/ 'di las 'jig

rten dang 'jig rten las 'das pa'i chos thams (1.3) cad/bsnan

pa myed par gnas tel ma byin yang thams cad yod pas/ ma byin

par blangs pa zhes bya'o/(I.'4-)

brdzun du smra ba ni/ don dang ma 'brel pa'i tshig la bya ste/

gza' gtad kyi don thams cad dang/ gza' ba myed (1.5) pa'i don

'dir gol bas/ brdzun du smra ba zhes bya'o/ de itar tha tshig

rnam bzhi yang lhun gyis grub pa nyid du gnas tel skye 'grib

kyi skabs (1.6) myed do/ de la nil myi spang ba'i dam tshig

rnam pa inga yang/ gong ma byid du 'dus te/ zhe sdang ni sgrol

bar 'dus/ 'dod chags ni sbyor bar 'dus/

(Fol.4b, 1.1) gti mug ni rig shes kyi spyod yul las 'das pa la

bya ste/ bdag nyid chen p0 'di la rig shes tsam yang myed pas/

gti mug ces bya/ nga rgyal (1.2) ni 'gyur ba myed pa'i don la

bya ste/ nges pa chen po'i bdag nyid la 'gyur ba myed de/ che

ba'i rang bzhin las myi 'da' ba'i phyir ro/ phrag dog (1.3) ni

snod ma yin pa rnams la bstan kyang myi shes te/ legs pa'i

yon tan che yang/ sus kyang rnyi shes pas/,rang bzhin gyis

gsang ba chen po yin pa'i phyir ro/

don bzhi la/ phyag 'tshal ba dang/ brjod pa dang bral ba'i (1.S)

byang chub kyi sems ihun gyis grub pas/ bskyed rdzogs bya myi

26dgos par dkyil 'khor 'don pa ihun gyis gnas pa la ma bcos

par (1.6) gnas pa'o/ rig pa'i khu byug ni dpe/ rig byed snang

ba'i rgyan ni don! rdo ne tshig drug ni grangs//
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(Fol.5a, 1.1) rnal 'byor gyi lta spyod rdzogs pa chen po'i

tshul/ rig pa'i khu byug gi don yid la brnag par bya'o/ de la

gang zag gi blo'i rim (1.2) pa ni/ bsam gyis myi khyab pas/

chos kyi sgo yang/ de dang mthun par27 drang ba'i don du mang

du gsungs kyis kyang/ nges pa'i don blo mchog dang (1.3) idan

pa la/ yang dag pa'i man ngag tu 28 bya na/ chos nyid ni gdod ma

nas ma gsungs pa'i phyir/ rgyu rkyen gyis dben (1.4) la/ kun tu

bzang po'i ita spyod ni/ 'gro ba kun la zin pa'i chos nyid yin

pas 29/ da gzod rtsol zhing bya ba dang bral (1.5) ba yin no

de ita bas na ye nas zin pas chos la/ myi brtsal bar bzhag3°

pa ni dngos grub/ gang yang ma spangs pa ni darn tshig/ yongs

(1.6) su gzung ba myed pa ni/ mchod sbyin yin te/ don 'di

gsum la gnas na/ rnal 'byor yin no zhes/ kun tu bzang pos31

gsungs32/ Iti/ rdzogs sho//

1 Throughout the text, the particle du for kun tu is given.

2 Again the syllable ba instead of 	 for jin bzhin pa occurs

throughout the manuscript. 3 This particle occurs as kyis

insistently. 4 The copy of the same work preserved in	 Ka,

f.419 reads gnas pa. 5 gzhag, 6 kyi, 7 bar, 8 bar, 9 kyi,

10 brtsan, 11 bar, 12 du, 13 The manuscript has the form chad

throughout. 14 ba, 15 kyis, 16 klung, 17 du, 18 yong, 19 yong,

20 ba'i, 21 bas, 22 gzhag, 23 gzhag, 24 ba'i, 25 du, 26 gdon,

27 bar, 28 du, 29 bas, 30 gzhag, 31 p0, 32 gsung.
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Tun-huang document No.11 (IOL 594)

The Tun-huang manuscript IOL 594 consists of two folios

in the traditional Tibetan format. Folio la contains a

short introductory comment in nine lines to the main text

which begins on folio lb and finishes on folio 2b in the

first line. The text itself is in 26 verses and is complete.

The introductory part is copied in that typical early Tibetan

script found mostly ainont the Tun-huang manuscripts. This

particular style of the script seems to have survived only

in Bhutan. The main text is scribed in 'bru ma script in

rather big characters with interlinear notes in red in the

small Tun-huang dbu can script already described. The

interlinear notes have been placed in a particular way where-

ever they are required, but are not accompanied by the usual

Tibetan way of marking which is to put small dots leading

towards the word or phrase whose meaning they are meant to

ci ar if y.

Problem of the identification of the text.

It is stated in the introductory part that the main text

was composed by a Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa which would be

Buddhagupta in Sanskrit, but the author of the introductory

part does not mention his own name. The main text itself

indicates no name of author though it has a short colophon

containing one of its titles, sBas pa'i rgum chung. The

question whether the interlinear notes were of the author's

own or added to the text later by someone else remains
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unanswered. At any rate, they had been with the text

before the time of writing the introductory part was written,

for it speaks of certain topics, such as six kinds of jiana

and the che ba inga which are to be found only in the

interlinear notes and not in the main text. As regards the

question of author identification, we have at least a name

clearly indicated, but this name is unfortunately surrounded

by obscurity and confusion and so we shall therefore have to

consider it in another place. 1 The introductory part is

of considerable importance for an understanding of the

origin and content of the main text. That it is joined

with the main text in the manuscript points to the fact that

it was written by someone who perhaps had been a close

contemporary of the author of the main text, if not an

immediate disciple. Before examining the main text, let

us therefore consider the introductory part. It states

that the main text has two titles: the "Small hidden

grain" (sBas pa'i rgum chung) which is the simile ()title,

while the "Circle in the space" (Nam mkha'i thig le) is the

real title (don). Although the introductory part does not

link the first title with the name of the author, i.e.

Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa, it is not impossible that it is

connected with its author's name, the Small grain of (Sangs-

rgyas) sBas-pa. The tradition of giving two titles to one

work is quite common among the works on rDzogs chen of the

Bonpo. For example, the Byang sems gab pa dgu skor is also

known as the g.Yung drung sems kyi myu gu which is given as

the simile title (dpe las mtshan du btags pa), whereas the
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first one is given from the viewpoint of the subject

(don las mtshan du gsol ba).2

It is therefore quite probable that this work, sBas pa'i

rgyum chung was one of the prime movers of the literary

development of the rDzogs chen tradition. It seems to have

served as the basis for certain parts of KG of the rNying

ma pa and of the Byang sems gab pa dgu bskor of the Bonpo.

Moreover, it is certain that it was taken as the basis for

other texts on rDzogs chen. This is proved by the fact that

it not only gave the philosophical and doctrinal inspiration

to but some parts of it are actually incorporated into, three

important works which go back at least to the late ninth

3
century A.D.: the rDo rje sems dpa'i zhus lan, the lTa ba

rgum chung 4 and the Man ngag rgum chung, 5 all three preserved

in the bsTan 'gyur under the name of their author, gNyan dPal-

dbyangs. While verses 19-26 are incorporated in the rDo rje

sems dpa'i zhus lan, verses 1-4 have been placed at the end

of the iTa ba rgum chung and verses 5-8, 11, and 13-16 are

found in the Man ngag rgum chung. Some verses have simply

been incorporated while others have been slightly changed or

re-written keeping the essential points. For comparative

studies, the last two works have been edited below and

translated along with our Tun-huang document. SM is the

earliest work which quotes some of the verses under the title

of rGum chung, 6 but a comparison shows that SM has quoted from

the works of gNyan dPal-dbyangs and not from the sBas pa'i

rgum chung, i.e. the work contained in our Tun-huang document.
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The first four verses are also quoted in the important

eleventh century work, ThCh of Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-po.

However, here too, he quotes them as being from the iTa ba

rgum chung. 7 Therefore, there is no doubt regarding the

antiquity of the iTa ba rgum chung and the Man ngag rgum

chung. The fact that both SM and ThCh quote from these texts

and not directly from the sBas pa'i rgum chung suggests that

the latter had already fallen into oblivion in the tenth

and early eleventh centuries A.D. and works such as the

lTa ba rgum chung and the Man ngag rgum chung which had

used the sBas pa'i rgum chung were current in the time of

the author of SM, around the early tenth century and in the

time of Rong-zom, mid-eleventh century. It is therefore not

improbable that the composition of the text sBas pa'i rgurn

chung of which we have only a Tun-huang manuscript copy dates

back to the eighth century A.D., but this question indeed is

correlated to the identification of the authors of the

works concerned, and which we propose to deal with below.

The author of the sBas pa'i rgusn chung.

The introductory part of IOL 594 ascribes the sBas pa'i

rgum chung to a master known as Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa (Buddhagupta).

A Buddhagupta is also mentioned in SM as an adept of the

Mahyoga tantras beside Vimalamitra and Padmasaznbhava in the

chapter on Mahyoga tantric teachings and again three times
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as one of the rDzogs chen masters in the chapter on rDzogs

chen of the same work. 8 There is little doubt that all

these refer to the personage who was the author of the

sBas pa'i rgum chung.	 That this name occurs in SM beside

the names of other masters, like Vimalamitra points to the

fact that the author of SM in the tenth century considered

Buddhagupta as belonging to a period which seemed to him

already long in the past.

The rNying ma pa tradition also knows a Buddhagupta. The

name occurs in the Vairo 'dra 'bag as the twentieth in a line

of twenty-three rDzogs chen masters. 9 And this is presumably

one and the same personage. However, the problem does not

end here. Affected by strong criticisms of the rDzogs chen

doctrine by other Buddhist sects, the rNying ma pa often

tried to shelter themselves by making false identifications

of the ancient masters with those who were traditionally

accepted as great teachers by other sects. It has been

claimed that the name Buddhagupta is simply another form of

the name Buddhaguhya (Sangs-rgyas gsang-ba). Therefore,

the rDzogs chen master Buddhagupta would be identical with

the tantric master Buddhaguhya who elsewhere is well known as

an adept of Yoga tantras of the gSar ma pa tradition. He

was a disciple of Buddhajnapda and is thought to have been

a resident for some time near Mount Kailash in the eighth

century A.D. 1 ° There is a letter which is said to have been

sent by him to King Khri Srong-lde-btsan (742-797). The

letter implicitly indicates that it was in this place that he

received the Tibetan king's envoy with an invitation to him

asking him to come to Central Tibet which however he declined.'1
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Nevertheless, he authored several works as a gift to the

king on yoga tantras whose translations in Tibetan are

preserved in the bsTan 'gyur) 2 The translations are mostly

made by dBa' 'Jam-dpal go-cha (Majurivarma), 13 one of

the three members of the embassy. Therefore we have no

problem as to the historicity of this personage, Buddhaguhya

who lived in the middle of the eighth century nor is there

any doubt of his authorship of the works just noted.

The name Buddhaguhya occurs in the colophons of most of

the above works except in certain cases where the name

Buddhagupta is given. Accordingly in Tibetan when it is

Buddhaguhya, it is translated as Sangs-rgyas gsang-ba and

when Buddhagupta by Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa, but both names

refer to one and the same person, i.e. Buddhaguhya, for the

10-ts-ba who did the translation of the works is always dBa'

'jam-dpal go-cha. As noted, Buddhaguhya is a master of the

Yoga tantra of the gSar ma pa tradition, but at the same time

we also find that a number of works of uncertain origin on

Myjla (sgyu 'phrul) tantras in the bsTan 'gyur are

attributed to his name. For example, the Thugs kyi thigs pa.'4

It is stated that this work was composed by Sangs-rgyas gsang-

ba as well as by Vimalamitra and sGeg-pa rdo-rje (Lilavajra).

The attribution of works on Myjla to Buddhaguhya in the

bsTan 'gyur such as the work just mentioned is therefore

totally uncertain. The Myj1a tantras however do have a

connection with rDzogs chen, especially the Guhyagarbhatantra

which came to be considered the most important tantra of the
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-	 .	 . .	 15Mahayoga category of the rNying ma pa tradition.	 Moreover,

it may be considered as the source of a certain trend of the

rDzogs chen thought. It is probably because of this

connection that 'Gos Lo-ts-ba gZhon-nu-dpal (1392-1481) and

the rNying ma pa insist on the identification of the

rDzogs chen master Buddhagupta with Buddhaguhya of the Yoga

tantras of the gSar ma pa tradition. 'Gos Lo-ts-ba seems

to have been the first to propose this superficial solution

16of the problem on behalf of the rNying ma pa.

However, the existence of a Buddhagupta practising

Myj1a tantras and consequently as one of those who first

promulgated the rDzogs chen doctrine is irrefutably attested

by the mention of the name in SM in the chapter on Mahyoga

tantras. This Buddhagupta may therefore be one and the same

as Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa, the author of the sBas pa'i rgum chung,

and also the one who figures as the twentieth in the line of

twenty-three Indian masters given in the Vairo 'dra 'bag.

Yet still another major problem remains: did Sangs-rgyas

sbas-pa write the text first in Sanskrit? If he did, no mention i

made with regard to the question of translation nor any

indication is found that it had a Sanskrit title. Nevertheless,

unlike other works on rDzogs chen in	 , our text at least

has no pretention of being of Indic origin although it may be so.

To judge from the syntactical structure, it could in fact have

been composed in Tibetan from the very beginning. The

possibility that this personage was a Tibetan master who had

a name in Sanskrit cannot entirely be excluded.
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Analysis of the text sBas pa'i rgum chung and its introductory
part.

The introductory part which is not an integral part of

the main text gives an outline of the important points in

the main text under the following five headings:

1. Author: Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa.

2. Category: Atiyoga.

3. Source: Byang chub kyi sems kyi lung (This is not the

title of a specific work, but rather a certain category

of works).

4. Purpose: For the very intelligent ones.

5. Framework: in five sections.

After this analysis, it gives a list of three different

groups of teachings which are in fact indicated only in the

interlinear notes in the manuscript:

1. The Six kinds of ye shes (jna).

2. The "Five great ones" (che ba lnga).18

3. The "Three Beings" (yin pa gsum))9

The first six verses of the main text according to the inter-

linear notes signify the "Six jfIäna", but how these verses

signify them is not explained. Another note just below the

first verse of the main text also says: che ba rnam lngar

yang sbyar - "each of the "Five great ones" is to be put

together (with each of the five verses)", but here too no

explanation is given as to how and why the che ba lnga should

correspond to the first five verses. The first three verses

of the main text also signify the yin pa gsum. These

different elements in the interlinear notes are simply
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"represented" by certain verses and so they are symbolical

and suggestive rather than explanations of the actual sense

of the verses.

Before going on to the actual framework of the main text,

the introductory part discusses the different titles of which

there are two and which we have already had occasion to

mention. The framework of the main text is as follows:

1. Homage, rendered by the phrase that precedes the
verses.

2. The nature of "the Enlightened Mind" which is
dealt with by verses 1-6.

3. "The Enlightened Mind" being without an example.

4. The exposure of the face of the "Basis of All".2°

5. The "deviation" explained by the verses 7-20.

Doctrines contained in the sBas pa'i rgum chung.

As is the case in the Rig pa'i khu byug, Kun-tu bzang-po

is here also presented as the supreme being to whom the text

pays homage. It then begins with a discussion of the theory

of mi rtog pa, but at the same time attempts to resolve an

apparent contradiction: "if a non-imagination appears as an

object of mind, then it is not simply a non-imagination,

because the mind perceives non-imagination as its object".

The answer to this riddle is as follows: "one experiences the

depth of the non-imagination. The experience is not an act

of imagination. Therefore when imagination occupies the mind,

with its depth, it is experiencing itself, not perceiving."

The text then goes on to state that all words fail to

express this experience and physical and mental activities in-

volve a "fixed post" ('dzin pa'i phur pa). The remaining verses
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bring in the important rDzogs chen theories: the absolute

aspect of mind (sems nyid) being the basis of all (kun gzhi).

Byang chub sems, the noumenal state of sems nyid which is

often symbolically called Kun-tu bzang-po. By implication,

there is the usual three principle structure of explanation

with regard to the relation between the sems nyid (rtags),

chos nyid, the noumenal object of sems nyid (don) and nam mkha',

the simile of sithiyid (dpe). The text then ends with its

colophon.

One might ge4t the impression that this work contains certain

ideas that are parallel to those of the school of the

simultaneous path (cig car 'jug pa'i lugs). 	 However, it

would perhaps be too naïve to assume that once mention is

made of mi rtog pa, it is "influenced by the Ch'an school".

It is undeniable that mi rtog pa is taken as the central dogma

of the Ch'an school, but it has always been the most important

aspect of Buddhist contemplation in general. It is also

true that the Ch'an school generally reduces the importance

of physical activities in its religious practices, but at

the same time it lays strong emphasis on the need of physical

discipline with regard to the posture when meditating. As

is noted in our text, this is totally rejected as being "a

precursor of attachment to the body". On the other hand, there

are a certain number of elements which have no parallel in

the Ch'an school. Kun-tu bzang-po, the personification of

Bodhicitta; Boddhicitta, the noumenal state of sems nyid;

sems nyid, being the absolute aspect of the mind, and the mind,
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the "basis of all" (kun gzhi) or the "grand father of all"

(spyi mes). All these point to the predominance of the

tantric nature of the rDzogs chen tradition rather than any

indication of linkage with the thoughts of the Dhyna school

which is entirely based on stitras particularly Laflkvatrasiitra.

More discussion will be devoted to the relation between these

trends of thoughts elsewhere in this work.

The identification of the author of the iTa ba rgum chung
(T 5920) and the Man ngag rgum chung (T 5922).

We have already discussed the fact that the above mentioned

two works contain a number of verses that can be traced to

the sBas pa'i rguin chung. First of all, these two works are

parts of the six short texts known as the "Six lamps"

21(sgron ma drug)	 of gNyan dPal-dbyangs. They are allowed

to remain in the bsTan 'gyur though Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub

does not mention them in his Chos 'byung. Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od

in his bka' shog considered them as unauthentic. 22 These

texts have been noted by G. Tucci who has given brief

summaries of them. 23 The summaries, however, hardly accord

with the actual contents of the works. For example, the first

four verses of the sBas pa'i rgum chung, which is incorporated

into the lTa ba rgum chung towards the end of the text, have

not been summarised despite the fact that these four verses

constitute the conclusion of the treatise. In the case of the

Man ngag rgum chung, Professor Tucci summarises only four

verses out of thirty-two verses. The summaries therefore
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have not given a true picture of the content of the works

at all. The verses that have been summarised are relatively

easy to understand. They are concerned with the posture of

meditation. After a brief discussion on the identification

of the author of the six treatises, Professor Tucci reaches

the conclusion: "We are not yet definitely in the rDzogs

chen atmosphere". 24 Indeed, not all of the six treatises are

concerned with rDzogs chen doctrines. It must be pointed out

that only two of the six are devoted to the doctrines of

rDzogs chen, but these two have not been "summarised" fully.

The remaining four texts are on the doctrines of the gSang ba

snying P0 (Guhyagarbha), the principal tantra of the Mahayoga

tantras. The two treatises with which we are concerned have,

unlike the others, double titles. The titles ending with

the word rgum chung were probably the original ones given by

the author himself in imitation of the sBas pa'i rgum chung

and also under these titles they are quoted in SM and not the

ones ending with word sgron ma. Indeed, in ThCh, Rong-zom

pandita quotes these works with titles ending sgron ma.25

Apart from the two treatises in question, the remaining four

of the six had titles ending with the word sgron ma. It was

probably a later redactor who put them all together for the

sake of conformity and gave new titles such as mTha'i mun sel

sgron ma for the lTa ba rgum chung and rNal 'byor spyod pa'i

lugs nges pa'i don ji bzhin bsgom thabs kyi sgron ma for the

Man ngag rgum chung. It is evident from the title rNal 'byor

spyod pa'i lugs. . . .that the work was at one time considered to

be a treatise on the method of meditation according to the

Yogcra system. Indeed, in both Yogcra and rDzogs chen, mind
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has the predominance above everything else. rDzogs chen's

affiliation to the Vijinavda doctrines is quite evident, but

later rDzogs chen masters e.g. Kiong-chen rab-'byams have

denied outright this linkage. We shall have occasion to

return to this topic in another section.26

Let us now return to the original question which is the

identification of the author of the "Six lamps". The name

dPal-dbyangs appears with various components in the colophons

of the works concerned. It is preceded by the title Acarya,

Slob dpon in three colophons27 and in two colophons as Bod

kyi pandita bsNyan dPal-dbyang	 and gNyan dPal-dbyangs,29

but simply dPal-dbyangs in one colophon. 30 Despite the

variations in the titles preceding the personal name, dPal-

dbyangs, it seems certain that they all refer to one personage

who belongs to the clan gNyan/bsNyan and who apparently was a

renowned master learned in Mahyoga tantras and rDzogs chen

doctrines. The fact that this dPal-dbyangs was an adept of the

Mahayoga tantras is proved by the mention of his name in SM

among the adepts who succeeded in attaining the prescribed goal

according to the method of the Mahyoga tantras. 3' In this

regard, more textual evidence can also be brought to bear by

the following identification. Among the Tun-huang manuscripts

in India Office Library, there is a work entitled Zhus lan2

In its colophon, it is stated that the work was composed by a

Siob-dpon dPal-byams at the behest of his disciple, sNa-gnam

lDong-khyu. Another copy of the same work is also preserved

in the bsTan-'gyur33 with the title rDo ne sems dpa'i zhus lan

and from the colophon of this copy, it is clear that it is not
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dPal-byams but dPal-dbyangs. This orthographical variation

is further corroborated by the fact that the same work is also

quoted in SM five times under the title Zhus lan. When it is

quoted for the first time, it is unmistakably stated as being

from mKhan p0 dPal-dbyangs kyi man ngag and this is identified

by an interlinear note: zhus lan 4 All the passages that are

quoted can also be traced back to the work in question. This

work, the rDo rje sems dpa'i zhus lan is in the form of a dialogue

between the author and his disciple as the title zhus lan

(question and answer) indicates. There are fifty-three questions

and answers to them centering upon the essential points in the

doctrines and practices of Mahayoga tantras. The work is

extremely important for the understanding not only of the

religious ideas of the Tibetans of the ninth century A.D. but

also the beginning of the development of the rDzogs chen doctrines.

As seen, gNyan dPal-dbyangs, who is a slob dpon as well as

a mkhan po, is a master of Mahyoga doctrines. He is one of

the earliest masters who seem to have begun to formulate the rDzogs

chen doctrines. He is in the habit of incorporating his sources.

For example, several verses from the sBas pa'i rgum chung are

incorporated into his rDo rje sems dpa'i zhus lan, lTa ba rgum

chung and Man ngag rgum chung. However, nothing is known about

his life. According to Taranatha, he lived in Kha-ra sgo-btsun,

a district in gTsang where Trantha himself was born 35 and

gNyan is said to have founded a temple called g.Yung drung gi lha

khang in 'Dazn-chen.36

However, the question whether this gNyan dPal-dbyangs is

one and the same as dBa' dPal-dbyangs has up to now gone unresolved.
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Professor Tucci has not reached any definite conclusion on

this subject. He asks the following question: "Are we

sure that the author of these treatises is the same dPal-

dbyangs, the successor of 	 ntarakita?" First of all, no

Tibetan sources, early or late, state that gNyan dPal-dbyangs

succeeded Sntarakita, still less is he one and the same as

dBa'/sBa dPal-dbyangs. dPal-dbyangs (SrIghoa), like other

Tibetan religious names isavery common one, especially among

the Tun-huang manuscripts. 38	Moreover, when the clan names

are attached to the personal name, as in the case of dBa' or

gNyan, it is self evident that they are names of different

personages. As the later Tibetan sources maintain, dBa'

dPal-dbyangs succeeded dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po as the second

Rings lugs 'dzin pa of bSam yas. The reliability of this

39tradition is confirmed by a Tun-huang manuscript. 	 In this

manuscript dBa' dPal-dbyangs is clearly mentioned just after

dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po, the first Tibetan abbot at bSam yas.

It is possible that he is identical with dGe-slong dPal-

dbyangs, the author of the gCes pa bsdus pa'i 'phring yig4°

which is written primarily to address a king, but whose name

is not mentioned. If he was the one who succeeded dBa' Ye-shes

dbang-po, the king would be none other than Khri Srong-lde-btsan

(742-797). However, the language of the letter does not give

one the impression that it is of great antiquity going back to

the latter half of the eighth century A.D.

The author of SM, too, makes a distinction by mentioning

dBa' dPal-dbyangs when quoting from an unidentified work of

dBa' dPal-dbyangs 41 and gNyan dPal-dbyangs whei discussing
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Mahyoga tantric teachings. 42 gNyari dPal-c'byangs, in later

sources is considered to be a disciple of Lo-tsa-ba gNyags

JInakumra alias Jo-bo Zhang-drung and one of the teachers of

gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes, the author of SM, but no evidence

dating back beyond the eleventh century, textual or otherwise,

can be found for gNyan dPal-dbyangs' connection with the

author of SM except that in SM, the above mentioned works of

gNyan dPal-dbyangs are treated as one of the principal sources.

However, if gNyan dPal-dbyangs was a teacher of the author

of SM as the later tradition maintains, he could have lived

towards the end of the ninth century A.D.

Translation of the introductory part of IOL 594.

(f.la)

(1)	 (Author) : the Byang chub kyl sems is written by the most

learned Sangs-rgyas sbas-pa.

(ii) Category	 it belongs to Atiyoga.43

(iii) Sources : it is extracted from all the scriptures

44concerned with the Enlightened Mind.

(iv) Purpose : it is taught to the intelligent adept.

The work is divided into five sections 45 from the beginning to

the end. As for the contents of it, there are the "Six kinds

of jfIana ,	 the Five great ones",	 the Three true beings".

The metaphorical title of this work is the "Small hidden

grain". 49 The subject title is the "Circle in the space".
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The five sections of this work are:

(i) Homage to the nature of The All Good.

(ii) Elucidation of the nature of the Enlightened Mind.50

(iii) Explanation of the Enlightened Mind being beyond an

exemplar.

(iv) Demonstration of the "immaculate face" of the sphere

of the "Basis of All" •51

(v) Presentation of the deviation and obscurity.52

Now, if we divide the text according to these five points,

it Is as follows:

(1) The phrase beginning with the words bCom ldan'das. .. .to

phyag 'tshal lo/ pays homage.

(2) The verses beginning from ji tsam to ml 'jug bo/ explain

the nature of the Enlightened Mind.

(3) 53

(4) The verses beginning with ji tsam zab mo .....up to rnam par

'gyur ba gzhi ma yin/ demonstrate obscurity and obstacles.54

(5) The rest of the verses up to byang chub rgyu 'bras ongs

kyis myed/ show the "immaculate face" of the sphere of

the "Basis of All".

Translation of the main text of IOL 594, i.e. the sBas pa'i
rgum chung.

(f.lb) Homage55 to the most holy 56 and glorious All Good.57

(1) How much does a deep non-imagination,58

(2) Appear as an object of the intellect?59
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(3) The experience of the profound non-imagination60

(4) Is of experience, not imagination1

(5) All phenomena possess "suchness".62

(6) Phenomenal existence does not follow itself.63

64
(7) However profound the words one utters,

(8) One cannot express the point.65

(9) The activities of accumulation of merit, both physical

and spiritual,66

(10) The practice of contemplation, and purification of the

satpsric traces,67

(11) All are a "fixed post". 68 (f.2a)

(12) Intangible space cannot be modified.69

(13) Sitting up with legs crossed,7°

(14) All physical adjustment,7'

(15) Derives from attachment to the body.72

(16) Formless space cannot be modified.73

(17) That which exists from the beginning, like space,74

(18) Does not sit up with legs crossed.75

(19) Just as the nature of oneself remains in a space-like

76state,

(20) It is the basis for transforming into space.77

(21) So is mental space,78

(22) the basis of acquiring Enlightenment.7

(23) The mind that has no roots,8°

(24) Cannot be searched for and found. It is like space.8'

(25) The unborn Enlightenment, 82 (f.2b)

(26) Is devoid of cause and effect.83

The most profound precept, the "Small hidden grain", the key

to the scriptures and precepts. 84 The End.
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NOTES

1 See p. 109.

2 Gab pa'i 'grel bzhi rig pa'i rgya mtsho, Gal mdo (Himachal
Pradesh 1972), No.5, pp.l8'7-88; Cf. Rin p0 che rtsod pa'i
'khor lo, T Vol.144, No.5841, P.117-4-7. A story had it
that when Atia composed his famous short work, Bodhipathaprarffpa,
he asked the Tibetans how they give a title to abóok and they
told him that one title is given in accordance with the contents,
another one from the view point of a simile and also in
connection with the place where a work is composed as well as
the person at whose behest the author writes his book. Atia
was astonished and said: "Ah	 in Tibet there are a lot of
accounts of things that are unheard of in India" (LB p.40:
jo bo rjes byang chub lam sgron mdzad pa'i tshe khyed bod la
mtshan gyi 'dogs lugs ji ita bu yod gsung/ bod ston rnams
ys/ don la mtshan du gsol ba dang/ dpe la mtshan du gsol

ba	 dang/ yul dang zhu ba p0 la mtshan du gsol la sogs
pa du ma bdog zhus pas/ a ye/ bod na rgya gar na med pa' i gtam
mang io 'dug gsungJ).

See p. 118.

T Vol.150, No.5920.

T Vol.150, No.5922.

6 SM p.382, Cf. also pp.404, 440 of the same work.

ThCh f.289.

8 SM pp.223, 315, 344, 414 (in the last three references the
name occurs in the interlinear notes).

Folios 24b-31b, but Cf. TY p.138 where only 22 names are given,
see pp.38-40.

10	 .Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, Yoga gru gzings,SPS Vol.51 (Da),
p.135; Taranatha, Dam pa'i chos nfl po che 'phags pa'i
yul du ji itar dar ba'i tshul gsal bar ston pa'i dgos
'dod kun 'byung (rGya gar chos 'byung), Varanasi 1971,
pp.201-2.

Vol.129, No.5693, p.284-2-5.
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12T Vol.70, No.3324; 77, Nos.3461, 3486; 78, Nos.3495, 3504,
3751-52; 79, Nos.3687, 3750; 81, No.4528. In TD,however,
the form of Buddhagupta is consistently given (p.146-5-3)
despite the fact that in the colophons it is often
Buddhaguhya.

13He is probably one and the same as MafjurIvarma who
participated in the compilation of the Mahvyutpatti
(GB p.73-1-3).

14T Vol.83, No.4738.

' 5 See p.241-f.

16	 Ga, f.31b (BA p.170). A similar tendency to identify
obscure names of the rNying ma pa teachers with well known
ones of the gSar ma pa has continued right up to this day.
In his Chos 'byung lha dbang g.yul las rgyal ba'i rnga bo
che'i sgra (Kalempong 1964), bDud-'joms '3igs-brai ye-shes
rdo-rje states:	 according to some, Buddhajanapada is
another name for Srisirnha and if we compare their life-stories,
I also think that these names are of the same person (f.63b)".
On risimha, Cf. Karmay 1975, p.149-51.

17T0 the usual five kinds of ye shes (jiana), stong pa chen
po'i ye shes is added,

is mentioned only once in the interlinear notes. For
a detailed discussion on this, see p .200, n.140.

19For these, see p.122, n.58.

20 See n.5l.

21	 Thus kyi sgron ma (T Vol.150, no.5918),
ii. iTa ba yang dag sgron ma (T 5919),
iii. mTha' yi mun sel sgron ma or iTa ba rgum chung (T 5920),
iv. Thabs shes sgron ma (T 5921),
v. rNal 'byor spyod pa'i lugs nges pa'i don ji bzhin bsgom

thabs or Man ngag rgum chung (T 5923),
vi. lTa ba rin 0 che sgron ma (T 5923).

22Karmay 1980, p.17, No.72.

II, p.143-47.

24ibid., p.150.
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25ThCh ff.262, 278-79.

26
See p.322.

27T 5919, 5921, 5923.

5920.

29T 5922.

30T 5918.

31	 p.278.

470, another manuscript copy exists in the Pelliot
collection in Paris, PT 837.

3'r Vol.87, No.5082.

34SM pp.30, 201, 219, 255, 277.

35rGyal khams pa ta ra na thas bdag nyid kyi rnam thar nges
par brjod pa'i deb gter shin tu zhib mo ma bcos ihug pati
rtogs brjod f.51.

36Ne'u Paictita Grags-pa smon-lam blo-gros, (c.l4th century),
sNgon byung gi gtam me tog gi phreng ba, Rare Tibetan
historical and literary texts from the library of Tsepon
W. D. Shakappa, Calcutta 1974, No.2, p.109.

37MBT II, pp.20-21.

38	 .	 .H. Karmay, Early Sino-Tibetan Arts, Warminster, England 1975,
pp.10-14.

39 ioi 689/2, see p.l39.

Vol.144, No.5842; For a brief summary of this work, see
MBT II, pp.141-43.

41	 p.35: dba' dpal dbyangs kyl zhal snga nas/ lus la gru'i
blo bzhg ste/.. This line appears in the gCes pa sdus pa'i
'phrin yig as: lus la glu (gru) yi gb (bbo) zhag(bzhag) steJ
(T Vol.144, No.5842, p.127-i-4). Apart from this line, the
quotations in SM do not correspond to the gCes pa bsdus pa'i
'phrin yig at all. It therefore suggests that either there
is another work of dBa' dPal-dbyangs or there are different
versions of the 'phrin yig.
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42	
pp.204, 241, 278.

43Cf. pp.308-11+.

44Byang chub kyl sems kyi lung is a certain type of work
mostly grouped with Sems sde in later classifications of
the rDzogs chen texts. However, it is hard to tell which
texts are actually meant here, because most of the texts
of Sems sde do not date back beyond the 10th century A.D.

45See below.

46
See notes 58-63.

47See n.58.

48See n.58.

49This word appears with various spellings: rgum, sgum and
dgum. The dictionary by Chos-grags (Peking 1957) has:
sgum mthu (thu ba), "collecting rgum" and is explained by
bza' bya, "victuals" as bza' bya bsdogs pa "preparation
of victuals". However, in his Gangs can bod kyi brda sprod
dpag bsam ijon pa'i snye ma (Delhi 1961, f.16a) Hor-btsun
bsTan-'dzin blo-gros rgya-mtsho (1889-1975) has explained it
as nas rgum bu, "grain as of barley". It also occurs with
a similar definition in another recent work, Dag yig gsar
bsgrigs, compiled by a bSam-gtan (mTsho sngon, 1979), as rgum
bu and is explained: byas za ba'i dngos rdzas "the substance
that is eaten by birds".

50mm (f.205) explains byang chub sems kyi rang bzhin as:
"The Enlightened Mind is of non-duality in relation to all
elements of the phenomenal existence. It therefore has
always been enlightened. Now it can neither be altered by
any means nor acquired by any "antidote". It is already
achieved spontaneously" (phyi nang snang srid kyi chos thams
cad gnyis su med pa'i byang chub kyi sems/ snying p0 byang chub
kyi rang bzhin du gdod ma nyid nas sangs rgyas te/ da lam gyis
bcos shing gnyen pos sgrub du myed de brtsal ba myed par ihun
gyis grub pa'o/).

51Cf. p.318.

52	 .	 .	 .Usually abbreviated as gol sgrib. In TY (p.169) it is
explained as: 'og mar gol ba'i gol sa - "deviation to a
lower level"; gong ma mthong ba'i sgrib pa - "obscuring one's
vision of the upper level". There are thirty kinds of
gol sgrib (ThCh f.90a,b).
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53mere should be some verses devoted to the subject of
byang chub sems kyi dpe ml dmigs pa in this context, but
there are none. Something seems to be missing. Yet the
main text itself is complete even though divided according
to divisions: 1, 2, 4 and 5 as it is.

54Here the terms sgrib pa and gags have a similar connotation
to that of gol sgrib, see note 52.

55From now on there are interlinear notes in the manuscript
and these will be noted down with the word mchan. In most
of the cases if the inchan is above the verse it is indicated
with A and if below the verse with B. The expression phyag
'tshal lo is explained by the note as: ji bzhin pa'i kiong du
gyur ba la phyag zhes bya - phyag means that which has become
the realm of "that which is just so". On the term ji bzhin pa,
Cf. p.86.

56mchan below the word bcom: bdud bzhi nyid, hence bdud bcom -
"vanquishing the mär." Another mchan below the word idan:
byang chub hence byang chub idan - "possessing enlightenment".
Yet another mchan below the word 'das: 'du 'bral myed pa -
"neither integration nor disintegration".

57mchan A: bskyed rdzogs dang tshig dang yi ge las 'das pa'o/ -
"he who transcends the stages of utpannakrama, sampannakrama,
terminology and letters",

58There are three mchan. The one above the verse reads:
chos kyi dbyings main par dag pa'i ye shes (dharmadhatu-
viuddhi 4yy 110), the first of the five jna. The 5 verses
(i.e. Nos.1-5) have each of the five jna in mchan. They
are symbolical rather than having anything to do with the
actual meaning of the verses concerned. The mchan below
the verse: Kun-tu bzang-mo, as below the second verse Kun-tu
bzang-po. Kun-tu bzang-po, Kun-tu bzang-mo and gNyis su med
pa byang chub kyi sems are known as yin pa gsum, the "Three
true beings", see pp.228-29.	 Yet another mchan below the
verse states: che ba main ingar sbyar - "pair (these verses,
i.e. Nos.1-5) also with the "Five che ba",i.e. each of the
first five verses of the text represents one of the "Five
che ba", but the five are not given. Here again it is purely
a question of "representation". che ba here is to be
understood in the sense of byang chub sems kyi che ba, the
"greatness of Badhicitta",see p.200, n.L0.

59mchan A: me long ita bu'i ye shes (dara-jna, 	 111)
mchan B: Kun-tu bzang-po (see n.58).
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60mchan A: mnyam pa nyid kyi (ye shes) (samat.-jna,	 y 112);
mchan B: gnyis su myed pa'i byang chub kyi sems, one of the
yin pa gsum, see n.58. Another mchan below the words nyaxns
myong na says: bde ba chen p0 (mahasukha) "great bliss",
i.e. experiencing the "Great bliss".

61mchan_A: so sor rtogs pa ('i ye shes) (pratyavekat-jãna,
113); below the word myong ba the mchan reads: myi rtog

pa chen po which means that what is experienced is mi rtog pa,
"non-imagination" which in tantric terms would be bde ba chen
I2.
These four verses (nos.1-4) occur in a slightly different
form quoted in SM (p.463) from a work entitled Sems bsgom
pa'i rgyud:

ji tsam rtag(rtg) turned pa'i zab mo zhig/
blo'i ngang du gsalbar dezhenna/
gang la mi rtog zab mo'i don myong ba/
myong ba yin phyir de ni rtog pa yin(min!)/

The text Sems bsgom pa'i rgyud for the present remains
unidentified, but the version of the verses it contains
gives the impression that it is a recension of our text of
the Tun-huang manuscript. However, the last verse here
ends in the affirmative rather than negative. Rong-zorn
Pandita agrees with the Sems bsgorn pa'i rgyud in stating
that "experience" is a kind of "conscious thought"
(rtog pa) and he explains the verses (i.e. Nos.1-4) thus:
"one asserts that there is a time when one experiences
the sense of the profound "non-imagination", but one has
no means of demonstrating it to others. That is so,
but since experience is merely a "conscious thought", that
cannot be described as "seeing the truth" (on this expression
see p.196-197).	 For example, the
taste of sal+ is experienced by men and animals, but to
someone who has not tasted it, there is no way of showing
him by saying "the taste of salt is like this". Likewise,
even though one has tasted the taste of samdhi, one
cannot show it to others. So the experience cannot be
included in the category of the "profundity". It is
nothing but imagination (ThCh f.290: dus gang gi tshe rnam
par mi rtog pa'i don zab mo gzhan la bstan pa'i thabs rnyed
pa zhig/ rang gi bbs nyams su myong ngo/ de ita yang nyams su
myong ba nyid kyi phyir rtog pa zhig tu zad pas/ bden pa rnthong
ba zhes mi bya'o/ 'di itar rang gis myong bagzhan la btsan pa
mi nus pa ni iionsum kun gyi chos nyid yin te/ dper na ban
tshva'i ro ni mi dang dud 'gro phal mo ches kyang thun mong
du nyams su myong ba yin mod kyi/ 'on kyang ban tshva'i ro
ma myong ba zhig bat lan tshva'i ro ni 'di 'dra'o zhes bstan
pa'i thabs ni myed do! de bzhin du rang la ting nge 'dzin
gyi ro myong ba yod na/ gzhan la bstan pa ml nus kyang/ zab
mo'i grangs su ml chud de main par rtogs(rtogpa zhig tu
zad dofl
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62mchan above the verses: bya ba nan tan (gyi ye shes)
(kityanusthara-jna,	 114); mchan below the word
ji bzhin pa reads: rig pa'i rgyal po rang lags te gzhan
las mi 'byung - "one is oneself, the king of the intellect
(i.e. ji bzhin pa, "that which is just so") and that does
not originate in others.

63mchan A: stong pa chen p0 ('i ye shes). This sixth jriana
is not in	 This verse remains totally obscure as to
the sense, hence the translation is merely provisional.

64mchan B: lus(lung) dang man ngag sde snod - "inspired
teachings, precepts and scriptures", i.e. all these are not
much use for bringing about the realisation of the rDzogs
chen principle.

65mchan B: byang chub sems dang gol sa - "the Enlightened
Mind and deviation". Cf. n.52.

66mchan B: 'di man chad sgrib pa dang gags ston - "from
here onwards, obscurity and obstacles are presented, i.e.
from verse No.9.

67mchan B: bsam gtan gyi bde ro bde ba'a - "the taste of
the bliss of contemplation".

68mchan B: gzungs 'dzin gyi mtha' ste byang chub kyi sems
dang gol sa	 "the extremity of the object and subject
(grahya, grha), (betokening) the Enlightened Mind and
deviation from it (Cf. n.52). This verse is incorporated
into the Man ngag rgum chung and is also quoted in SM
(pp.404,405). A somewhat more precise explanation of the
phrase 'dzin pa'i phur pa is given in SM (p.443): sgo
gsum ched du 'chos shing rtsol ba ni/ 'dzin pa'i phur pa dang
sgrib pa yin/ - "to strive and correct in serving the three
components of being (viz, body, speech and mind) constitutes
the "fixed post" and "obscurity". In another place of
the same work (SM p.444) it is stated: bcos su med pa la
bcos pa nyid/ rtog pa'i 'dzin pa dang phur pa'o/ - "to
alter that which cannot be altered constitutes the fixed
post of conscious thought".

69mchan B: bya brtsal dang bral ba, usually abbreviated as
bya bral. On this see, P.198.

70mchan B: drang srong dang bsam gtan - and those
(who practise) dhyna meditation". The visi and those
who practise DhyAna (Ch'an) attach great importance to
the physical posture when meditating whereas in rDzogs chen one
does not, see p.1 1+9, 11 . 13-15; 207.
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71mchan B: rab tu byung ba dang dka thub la stsogs pa -
"monks and those who practise austerity, etc." This note
is actually a continuation of the previous one, see n.64.

72mchan B: nga dang bdag - "I and self", i.e. physical
activities come about from the attachment to oneself.

73mchan B: rgyu 'bras gnyis ka byang chub chen p0 - "The
sublime Enlightenment is there in both (the stages of)
cause and effect". This mchan has no relation, it seems
to me, to the verse.
mchan A: dge sdig - "virtue and vice". The verses Nos.
13-16 are incorporated into the Man ngag rgum chug, see
p.78, 11.13-16.

74mchan B: bdal ba chen p0 - " great expansion" i.e. space.

75mchan B: Kun-tu bzang-po, i.e. since one is oneself in
effect a Kun-tu bzang-po.

76mchan B: rtogs pa'i ye shes - "the primordial knowledge".

77mchan B: spros pa dang bral ba (niprapaca) "without form",
"without extension". The word gzhi ma designates "basis",
"foundation t'. It often occurs in KG(f.69): nga ni chos kyi
gzi ma yin/ nga ni chos kyi rtsa ba yin/ (See also f.139-40).

78mchan B: kun gzhi chos nyid - "the reality of the "Basis
of All". i.e. sems nyid. There is a further note which
reads bdus drangs, but whose sense remains unknown.

79mchan B: brtsal sems dang bral ba - "without a mind that
searches", i.e. one must not search. Searching is considered
to be an obstacle, KG(f.67): lta yul gang yang mthong ba
med/ des na btsal ba'i las ma byed/.

80mchan B: thog ma dang tha ma dang dbu ma dang mtha' myed pa'o/

"No beginning and no end; without middle and edge".

81mchan A: ri dags(dvags) smug(smig) rgyu snyog pa (dang 'dra) -
"(like) a wild animal following a mirage". mchan B:
'is(yis) chu gsod pa dang 'dra - "it is like trying to kill
water with fire".
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82mchan B: kun tu bzang po'i rang bzhin la/ - being in
the nature of the "All Good".

83mchan B: sa dang sa'i khyad
thar ba'i (khyad par med) -
of any causes, such
stages, virtue and
liberation (mok?a)"

ar dge sdig.mtho ris
The Enlightenment is

as): the distinction between
vice, the heaven (svarga) and

84mchan B: so mangs dang pho bsnyung dang 'dra/ - "like a
comb and a pho bsnyung". The sense of the word pho bsnyung
is not clear. It is however attested at least in two other
works in a similar context. gZer mig (Vol.11, f.863,1):
dngul dkar pho snyung 'dis/ yid kyi dbang p0 dbye zhing. . . . / -
"With this silver pho snyun, one opens the heart". . . 1
In GCh (Vol.4, p.473) it is used as: man ngag spyi yi
rgya mdud 'di/ blo dman rnams kyis mi khrol ba/ pho snyung
'dra ba'i lta bas bkrol/ - "The knot of precepts cannot be
undone by the unintelligent. (But) here they are explained
with theories which are like a pho snyung". It is therefore
an instrument similar to a key.
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text.

IOL 594 (Ch.73 III 21 (20J 576)

(Part I)

(Fol.la, line 1) byang chub kyl sems 'di SlOba dpon ni mkhyen

rab kyi mchog sangs rgyas sbas pas mdzad do/ phyogs ni a ti yo

gar gtogs 50/ khungs ni byang chub kyl sems kyi lung (1.2) thams

chad nas phyung ngo/ don ched ni blo yang rab kyi don ched du

bka' stal to! mgo mjug du don rnam pa lngas ston to/ sgo

tshogsb ni ye shes drug dang/ che ba rnam pa lnga dang/ (1.3)

de kho na nyid yin pa rnam gsum gyis ston to! byang chub kyi sems

'di dpe las mtshan du gsol ba ni/ sbas pa'i rgum chung ngo/

don las mtshan du gsol ba ni narn mkha?iC (1.4) thig le'o/

de la don rnam pa inga ni/ kun tu bzang 011d rang bzhin la

phyag 'tshal bar bstan pa dang gcige/ byang chub sems kyl rang

bzhin (1.5) bstan pa dang gnyis/ byang chub sems kyl dpe ml

dmyigs par bstan pa dang gsum/ kun gzhi mkha' dbyings main

par dag pa'i ngo bstan pa dang bzhi/ byang chub kyl (1.6)

sems kyi gol sa dang sgrib pa bstan pa dang lnga'o/ de la

dkyus dang sbyar te sa gcad na/ bcom idan 'das zhes bya ba

nas phyag 'tshal lo zhes bya ba'i (1.7) bar gyis ni phyag

'tshal bar bstan to! ji tsam zhes bya nas chos la ni ml 'jug

go zhes bya ba' bar gyis ni/ byang chub sems kyi rang bzhin

bstan to! ji tsam zab mo (1.8) zhes bya ba nas! nam mkharh

'gyur ba'i gzhi ma yin zhes bya ba'i bar gyls ni/ sgrib pa

dang gags bstan to! de nas byang chub rgyu 'bras yongs kyis

myed ces pa (1.9) yan chad kyis nil kun gzhi nam mkha' dbyings

rnam par dag pa'i ngo bstan pa'o//
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(Part II)

(Fol.lb, 1.1) bcom idan 'das dpal kun tu bzang p0 la phyag

'tshal 10/1

(1) ji tsam rtog myed zab mo zhig/ 2 (1.2)

(2) blo'i yul du snang zhe 1 na/3

(3) myi rtog zab mo nyarns myong ba!4

(4) myong ba yin phyir de nyid myin/5

(5) ji bzhin ba'i (1.3) chos brtsad de/6

(6) chos la chos ni myi 'jug pas/7

(7) ii tsam zab mo'i tshig brjod kyang/8

(8) don dang 'tsham (1.4) bar ga la 'gyur/9

(9) bsod nazns ye shes stsogs pa dang/1°

(10) ting 'dzin bag chags sbyong ba dag/11

(11) 'dzin pa'i phur pa (Fol.2a, 1.1) de na yod/12

(12) 'dzin myed mkha' la bcos 3 myed na/13
14(13) dkyil dkrung drang 'dug bcas pa dang/

(14) lus kyi bcos (1.2) pa thams chad kyang/15

(15) lus rtog mngon bar zhenk las byung/16
17(16) lus myed mkha la bcos su myed/

(17) nammltha' (1.3) ita bur ye gnas la/18
1	 m	 19(18) dkyil dkrung drang 'dug bcas pa myed/

n	 20(19) rang bzhin nam mkhar gnas pa la/ 	 (1.4)

(20) nam mkhar 0 'gyur ba'i gzhi ma yin!21

(21) sems nyid nam mkha' byang chub dbyings/22

(22) byang chub sgrub pa'i gzhi ma (1.5) yin/23

(23) gzhi rtsa myed pa'i sems nyid la/24

(24) btsal bas myi rnyed nam	 'dra/25
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(25) skye dang bral ba'i byang chub 1a7 26 (2b, 1.1)

27(26) byang chub rgyu 'bras yongs kyis myed/

lung dang man ngag gi ide myig man ngag bia na myed pa sbas

pa'i rgum chung// 28 rdzogs sho//

The interlinear notes.

1. mchan A: bskyed rdzogs dang tshig dang yi ge las 'das pa'o/

mchan B: bdud bzhi nyid + bynga chub + 'du 'bral myed pa +

ii bzhin ba'i klung(klong) du gyur pa la phyag

bya zhes

2. mchan A: chos kyl dbyings rnam par dag pa'i ye shes

mchan B: kun tu bzang mo + che ba rnam ingar yang sbyar

3. mchan A: mye long ita bu'i ye shes

mchan B: kun tu bzang p0

4. mchan A: mnyam pa nyi kyi

mchan B: gnyis su myed pa'i byang chub kyi sems ^ bde ba

chen 0

5. mchan A: so sor rtogs pa

mchan B: myl. rtog pa chen P0

6. mchan A: bya ba nan tan

mchan B: rigpa'i rgyal po rang la gnas te

7. mchan A: stong pa chen p0'1

mchan B: gzhan las myi 'byung

8. mchan B: lus(lung) dang man ngag + sde snod

9. mchan B: byang chub sems dang gol sa

10. mchan B: 'di man chad sgrib pa dang gags ston/ 'dus byas

11. mchan B: bsam gtan gyi bde ro bde ba'

12. mchan B: gzung 'dzin gyi mtha' ste byang chub kyi sems

dang gol sa
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13. mchan B:

14. mchan B:

15. mchan B:

16. mchan B:

17. mchan A:

mchan B:

18. mchan B:

19. mchan B:

20. mchan B:

21, mchan B:

22. mchan B:

23. mchan B:

24. mchan B:

25. mchan B:

26. mchan B:

27. mchan B:

28. mchan B:

bya brtsal dang bral ba

drang srong dang bsaxn gtan

rab du(tu) 'byung ba dang dka' thub la stsogs pa'

nga dang bdag

dge sdig

rgyu 'bras gnyis ka byang chub chen p0

bdal pa chen p0

kun tu bzang 0

rtogs pa'i ye shes

spros pa dang bral ba'

kun gzhi chos nyid + bdus drangs(?)

brtsal sems dang bral ba

thog ma dang tha ma dang dbu ma dang mtha' myod

(myed) do/

mye 'is(yis) chu gsod pa dang 'dra + ri dags

(dvags) smug(smig) rgyu snyog pa'

kun tu bzang po'i rang bzhin la

sa dang sa'i khyad par dge sdig mtho ris dang

thar pa

so mangs dang pho bsnyung dang 'dra/

Corrections and suggestions in the reading.

a	 slobs, b	 gtshogs, c
	 ga, d	 po'o, e	 cig,

f	 par,	 g	 gchad,	 h
	

khar, I absent, Cf. p.4L4-g,.2.

j	 bchos, k	 zhel,	 m
	 gdug, n	 kar, o	 khar,

p ka, q ka
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Tun-huang document No.111 (IOL 689/2)

This Tun-huang manuscript simply contains four different

lists of abbots or teachers in two religious establishments,

viz. bSam yas and 'Phrul snang', and in three other places,

2	 3viz. mDo khams(=Amdo), Kam cu and Gong cu.	 While bSam yas

and 'Phrul snang are well known, the manuscript does not give

any specific names of the religious centres (chos grva) in

the other named regions.

Here it is not intended to make a historical study of

the places mentioned above. That would be outside the scope

of the present undertaking and they are mostly well known

elsewhere. I therefore limit myself to the analysis of the

content of the manuscript which has a direct connection with

some masters of the rDzogs chen tradition.

However, I believe, the manuscript itself is very

important for the study of the history of bSam yas. It is

the only Tun-huang document which not only mentions bSam yas

but also gives a list of its successive abbots. The

existence of other documents like this, ancient or late having

a similar content, so far is not attested. The manuscript is

therefore unique in its importance.

The teachers of bSam yas and 'Phrul snang are described

as dGe ba'i bshes gnyen whereas the teachers in other places

simply Slob dpon. The ancient official title of the abbot

of bSam yas is bCom idan 'das kyi ring lugs or just Ring lugs,4

but these are not mentioned here. The author of the text

makes it clear that the work is concerned with successive
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teachers, and not a simple list of a group of people, by

the use of the term brgyud "lineage" 5 in the case of each

of the four lists. The fact that it is concerned with

succession is also proved by the occurrence of the name

dBa' dPal-dbyangs just after the name dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po,

the first Tibetan abbot of bSam yas. The later accounts

also agree with this.6

The only odd figure in the list is the ninth, lHa-lung

dPal-gyi rdo-rje. This personage is usually given in later

sources as the murderer of King Glang Dar-ma, and it is

known that the murder took place in 842 A.D. Only three

persons belonging to the family Cog ro are given after him

in the list. There could not, at any rate, be many more

successions after him, because of Glang Dar-ma's persecution

of the Buddhist monastic establishment. The composition of

the text may not therefore be ascribed to any date prior to 875 A.D.

There is no way to determine how long each abbot occupied

the seat. There are all together twelve persons starting from

dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po in the list. If the construction of

the bSam yes temple was completed around 779 A.D. 7 dBa' Ye-shes

dbang-po could have become its abbot not very long after this

date, because Santaraksita died soon after the completion of

the construction. Therefore, nine abbots occupied the seat

during about sixty-three years between 779 and 842 A.D.

According to later accounts, iHa-lung dPal-gyi rdo-rje was

simply a hermit practising tantric meditation in the hermitage

8	 .
of Yer ba at the time of th&persecution, but no mention is
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made of the fact that he had been an abbot of bSam yas nor

do any of the later sources state who was the abbot of bSam

yas during this particular period. Glang Dar-ma was not so

totally anti-Buddhist as later Buddhist historians would like

to paint him. During his reign and that of his son, Khri 'Od-srung,

Buddhism was a flourishing religion in Tibet. This fact is

attested in another Tun-huang document which I published

elsewhere. 9 What Glang Dar-ma did was to dismantle the

established monastic system which in his time had already become

a social and financial burden to the State. Such a policy

and action would of course distress and anger in the person

of the abbot of bSazn yas, whose sanctity depended entirely

on the State for its existence.	 It is therefore quite

plausible that the abbot of bSam yas would want to destroy

the king once and for all. The later Buddhist historians

probably did not wish to disparage their patriarchs by

disclosing the fact that it was one of the abbots of bSam yas

who was the murderer of the king and so brought the line of

their most cherished royal patronage to an end.

Translation of the text, IOL 689/2

(Fol.116b) The list of the lineage of teachers who were

born in Tibet. As for the disciples of the Indian abbot,

the Bodhisattva, 1 ° etc. are:

I. (1) Ye-shes dbang-po, the monk of the dBa' family.

(2) dPal-dbyangs of dBa'.11

(3) rGyal-ba mchog-dbyang of Ngan-lam.12
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(4) rDo-rje rgyal-po of 'Go-'bom.13

(5) gSal-rab rin-po-che of 'Jeng.

(6) mChog-rab gzhon-nu of Myang.

(7) . .myi 14 go-cha of Myang.

15
(8) gZhon-nu snying-po of Gle'u.

(9) dPal-gyi rdo-rje of iHa-lung.

(10) dPal-gyi seng-ge of Cog-ro.

(11) Byams-pa'i seng-ge of Cog-ro.

(12) Chos-kyi bshes-gnyen of Cog-ro, etc.

These are the teachers of bSam yas including 'Phrul snang.'6

II. The teachers of the religious centre in mDo gains.

(1) Shes-rab zia-ba of yang.

(2) Kun-dga' -dpal of 'Dan-ma.

(3) dGa'-ldan byang-chub of Nem etc.

are the teachers of the lineage in mDo gams)7

III. The teachers of the religious centre in Karn Cu:

18
(1) Byang-chub rin-chen of dBas.

(2) dGe-lam of An.

19
(3) Dam-mtsho of Lang-'gro.

(4) rNal-'byor-sbyor of Ce-zi.

(5) 'Phru-ma-legs, etc.

are the teachers of the northern lineage.

IV. The teachers of the religious centre in Gong Cu:

(1) Rin-chen byang-chub of Myang.

(2) 'Jam-pa' i snying-po of Zha-snga.

(3) Sa-mun-tra of 'Go-'bom.

(4) dGe'i blo-gros of 'Greng-ro.

(5) dGe-rgyas of Phung, etc.

are the teachers of the lineage in Gong cu.
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NOTES

1 The full name of Jo-khang in Lhasa is Ra-sa'i 'phrul-
snang gtsug-lag-khang, KhG f.109 (Richardson 1980, p.65).

2 Kan chu, a region in Kan su fell under Tibet in 766 A.D.
Demieville 1952, p.171; Richardson 1977, p.223.

I am unable to identify this place.

GB p.73-4-5; PT 849 (Hackin 1924, p.36); BZh p.53;
KhG f.114a,4,129b,2.

The expression dge ba'i bshes gnyen gyi rgyud(brgyud)
with the same meaning as the "lineage of teachers" also
occurs in PT 699 where a series of teachers of Tshig-tsa
Nam-mkha'i snying-po is given (Lalou 1939, pp.506,518).

6 BZh p.54; KhG f.114b,6.

The latest suggestion of the date (Richardson 1980, p.63).

8 e.g. KhG f.137b,5.

PT 840 (Karmay 1981, pp.207-10).

10 i.e. Zhi-ba-'tsho (ntaraksita) alias Chos zhi-ba'i-dbyangs
(Dharma-antighosa), bKa' yang dag pa'i tshad ma (T Vol.144,
No.5839, p.94-1-8; Stein 1980, p.331); Tarantha, rGya gar
chos 'byung, Varanasi 1971, p.192.

KhG f.114b; Cf. also MBT II, p.41.

12According to BZh (p.51) he was one of the first seven monks
ordained at bSam-yas by antarakita. For a short account,
see TTGL p.61. The family Ngan-lazn was very important.
It produced the famous minister sTag-sgra klu-khong
(Richardson 1952, p.1 et seq).

13An ancient family name, Cf. below number 3 of list IV;
BZh p.54. Is he identical with 'Bog rDo-rje rgyal-po of
PT 849 (Hackin 1924, p.36).

14The manuscript has something like gkhan which is probably
an error for mkhan. One of the followers of Hva-shang
Mahayana called Myang Sha-mi is mentioned in BZh p.57.
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' 5This family name is probably the same as Le'u which
produced two ministers (the bKa' gtsigs of Khri lDe-srong-
btsan, KhG f.130a,4, 130b,3). This personage is presented
as one who followed the Cig car ba tradition (SM pp.148,150).

16The manuscript does not distinguish which persons were
teachers of 'Phrul-snang. I therefore presume that some
of them were the teachers at 'Phrul-snang before they
became abbots or after ceasing to be abbots of bSamn-yas
or at the same time.

17mDo kharns.

18 Interchangeable with dBa'.

190r Lang-gro, an old family who held a ministerial post
(the bKa' gtsigs of Khri lDe-srong-btsan, KhG f.130b,3;
BZh p.16).	 Another personage of this family is mentioned
in PT 699: Lang-'gro dKon-mchog 'byung-gnas who is
considered to be an adept of the Cig car ba tradition
(SM pp.150, 169), but in later rNying ma pa school, he is one
of the twenty-five disciples of Padmasambhava (0 rgyan rje
'bangs nyer inga).
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text.

IOL 689/2 (Vol.31 CeJ Ch.0021)
.1

(Fol.116b) bod yul du byung ba'i dge ba'i. bshes gnyen gyi

(b) rgyud kyi rnam2 grangs la/ rgya gar gyi 3 mkhan p0 bo de

sva dva las stsogs 4 pa'i slob ma nil

(1) dba' btsun pa ye shes dbang p0

(2) dba' dpal dbyangs

(3) ngan lam rgyal ba5 mchog dbyangs

(4) 'go 'born rdo ne rgyal P0

(5) jeng gsal rab rin p0 che

(6) myang mchog rab gzhon nu

(7) myang mkhan6 myi go cha

(8) gle'u gzhon 7 flu snying P0

(9) iha lung dpal gyi 8 rdo rje

(10) cog9 ro dpal gyi seng ge

(11) cog ro byams pa'i seng ge

(12) cog ro chos kyi bshes gnyen

de las sogs 1 ° pa ni bsam yas dang 'phrul snang yan chad kyi dge

ba'i bshes gnyen11 lags so/

,.12	 13mdo garns chos grva i slob dpon

(1) yang shes rab zia ba

(2) 'dan ma kun dga' dpal

(3) nem dga' idan byang chub

14las sogs pa ni mdo gams nas brgyud pa lags so!
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kam cu'i. chos grva'i slob dpon

(1) dbas byang chub nfl chen

(2) an dge lam

(3) lang 'gro dam mtsho

15(4) ce zi rnal 'byor sbyor

las sogs 16 pa ni/ byang ngos su brgyud pa lags so/

gong cu'i chos grva' 17 slob dpon

(1) myang rin chen byang chub

(2) zha snga 'jam pa'i snying P0

(3) 'go 'born sa mun tra

(4) 'greng ro dge'i blo gros

(5) phung dge rgyas

las stsogs 18 ni gong cu nas brgyud pa lags so!

1 gi,	 2 rnams,	 3 gi,	 4 bstsogs,	 5 absent,

6 gkhan,	 7 gzho,	 8 gi, 9 chog,	 10 bsog,

11 nyen,	 12 gra,	 13 slobs,	 14 bsog,	 15 skyor,

16 bsogs,	 17 gra,	 18 bstsog
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Translation of the iTa ba rgum chung or mTha'i mun sel
sgron ma (T No.5920).

(1) The phenomenal world is the erring of the mind.

(2) Apart from the mind, there is no phenomenal world.

(3) The phenomenal world that appears to us is the erring

of the mind.

(4) Interdependence and illusion have no origination.

(5) But when one says that there is no origination.

(6) it is to divert one from clinging to the phenomenal

world.

(7) Illusion, from the beginning, has no origination.

(8) Not even the word "non-origination" is to be applied.

(9) If one says that this sky is non-existent.

(10) The stupid wonders,

(11) (But) the wise does not hold that it (illusion) existed

from the beginning.

(12) Neither does he think that it is non-existent, nor say

that it is non-existent.

(13) As there is no phenomenal world apart from the mind,

(14) There is no object apart to be meditated upon.

(15) The mind itself from the beginning has never had any

origination.

(16) So how can there be a "meditator"?

(17) The mind which is the root of expression,

(18) was non-originating and fundamentally non-existent.

(19) That which is existent and to be meditated upon and that

which is not,
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(20) To what thing can this terminology apply?

(21) Living beings possess no mind but one.

(22) That has no origination nor was it conceived by itself.

(23) Apart from that, there is no other mind.

(24) So how can one modify it and remain with it.

(25) As long as it has the cobweb of discursiveness,

(26) And itself appears like a mirage,

(27) From knowing its nature no modification of it can be

made.

(28) (If one tries to modify it), it is like an ignorant

person trying to modify the mirage.

(29) The mind that follows no predicates,

(30) DoeE not remain in a state of without predicate.

(31) If that is so,

(32) Even less does it remain with a predicate.

(33) Neither can it be sought nor is there constancy in it.

(34) As it is like space, devoid of any activity,

(35) It is free from all.

(36) The faulty contemplation that comes out of activity.

(37) How much does a deep non-imagination,

(38) Appear as an object of the intellect?

(39) The experience of profound non-imagination,

(40) Is of experience, not imagination (i.e. not an object

of mind).

"The little grain of the view",(or) "The lamp that removes the

darkness of the extremity". Composed by the pandita of Tibet,

Acrya gNyan dPal-dbyangs.
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text (T No.5920)

(p.234-4-6)

(1) chos rnams sems kyi 'khrul ba ste/

(2) sems las ma gtogs 1 chos mains med/

(3) chos su snang ba 'khrul ba'i sems/

(4) rten 'brel sgyu ma skye ba med/

(5) skye ba med ces bstan pa'ang/

(6) dngos p0 'dzin pa bzlog phyir tel

(7) sgyu ma ye nas skye med la/

(8) skye med snyad kyi sgra ml gdags/

(9) nam mkha' 'di ni med do zhes/

(10) blun po gang zhig rtog par byed/

(11) mkhas pas 2 sngon nas yod ml 'dzin

(12) med par ml rtog tshlg ml brjod/

(13) serns las ma gtogs 3 chos med phyir/

(14) bsgom bya'i chos nyid gud na med/

(15) sems kyang ye nas ma skyes na/

(16) sgom4 pa po'ang ga5 la yod/

(17) brojod pa'i rtsa ba sems nyld ni/

(18) ma skyes dngos gzhi yod mm na/

(19) sgom6 dang sgom7 du med pa yi/

(20) tha snyad gang zhlg gang la 'jug/

(21) 'gro la sems rgyud gnyis ml 'chang/

(22) de nI ma skyes rang ma dmigs/

(23) de las gzhan pa'i sems med phylr/

(24) bcos shlng gnas pa gang zhig yod/

(25) 'khrul rtog rkyen dang ldan gyl bar!

.8
(26) smig rgyu bzhin du sems snang na/
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(27) rang bzhin shes pas bcos su med/

(28) ml shes smig9 rgyu bcos pa bzhin/

(29) ml rtog mtshan med sems mains kyis/

(3O)mirtog 1 ° mtshan11 med la'ang gnas ml byed/

(31) mtshan ma med la ml gnas na/

(32) mtshan mar gnas pa smos ci dgos/

(33) bsgrub pa med cing gnas pa med/

(34) 'du byed med pa mkha' 'dra bas/

(35) 'du byed las byung bsam gtan skyon/

(36) ma lus kun gyis gos pa med/

(37) ji ltar rtog med zab mo zhig/

(38) blo yi yul du snang zhe na/

(39) ml rtog zab mo' 2 nyams myong ba/

(40) myong ba yin phylr de nyid mIni

ita ba rgum13 chung/ mtha'i mun sel sgron ma! bod kyl pandita

a tsa rya gnyan 14 dpal dbyangs kyis mdzad pa'o//

1 rtogs,	 2 pa,

6 bsgom,	 7 bsgom,

11 mtshan ma,	 12

3 rtogs,	 4 bsgom,	 s gang,

8 dmlgs,	 9 drnigs,	 10 rtogs,

mo'i	 13 dgum,	 14 bsnyan
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Translation of the rNal 'byor spyod pa'i lugs nges pa'i don
la ji bzhjn bsgom thabs or Man ngag rgum chung (T No.5922)

(1) The elements of the phenomenal world are in the state

of "that which is just so".

(2) They cannot be perceived by themselves.

(3) However profound the words one utters,

(4) They cannot express the point correctly.

(5) The mind does not remain in anything,

(6) And does not conceive anything.

(7) The error that is to be removed lies in the conception

that the mind remains somewhere.

(8) Within this error also lies the "subtle holding"

of the mind.

(9) If the mind exists only like a mirage,

(10) Why then does one say that the mind does not remain in

anything and conceive anything?

(11) To say to space, you must not reside anywhere,

(12) Is a meaningless order.

(13) Similarly, sitting upright with legs crossed,

(14) All these physical modifications,

(15) Originate in attachment to the body.

(16) The formless sky cannot be modified.

(17) If one understands the body as illusion,

(18) No activities such as sitting upright are needed.

(19) In whatever of the three modes of life (viz, eating,

sleeping, moving about), one is in,

(20) No action is to be taken, none is being taken.
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(21) The body and the mind have no origination and have no basis.

(22) Like the sky, no words can be uttered which will modify them.

(23) If one tries to modify them,

(24) There is the "fixed post".

(25) Just as the sky is without attribute,

(26) And is devoid of any cause,

(27) So is the mental sky,

(28) Which is naturally to be viewed in this way.

(29) Similarly the body, etc. are also

(30) Devoid of striving.

(31) There is no repose either.

(32) All this is quite beyond contradiction.

"Meditation on the truth according to the method of Yogacr

system" alias "The Little grain of precepts". Composed by

gNyan dPal-dbyangs.
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text (T No.5922).

(p.235-1-8)

rnal 'byor spyod pa'i lugs nges pa'i don la ji bzhin bsgom

thabs kyl sgron ma!

(1) ii bzhin pa yi chos brtsan par!

(2) chos la chos ni ml 'jug ste/

(3) ji tsam zab pa'i tshig brjod kyang/

(4) don dang mthun par ml gyur ro/

(5) sems ni ci la'ang mi gnas dang/

(6) ci la'ang ml dmlgs shes bya ba/

(7) sems la gnas dmigs skyon sel ba'i/

(8) sems 'dzin phra mo de la yod/

(9) smig 1 rgyu bzhin du sems med na/

(10) ml gnas ml dmigs byed pa gang/

(11) nam mkha' rang la ma2 gnas shes/

(12) bsgo3 ba don dang idan ma yin/

(13) de bzhin dkyil 4 krung drang 'dug dang/

(14) lus kyl bcos pa tharns cad kyang/

(15) lus rtog mngon par zhen las byung/

(16) lus med mkha' la bcos su med/

(17) sgyu ma bzhln du lus shes na/

(18) drang 'dug dkyil5 dkrung 'cha' ba med/

(19) spyod lam gsum gyls gnas pa gang/

(20) ched du bya med byed pa'ang med/

(21) lus sems ma skyes gzhi med pa/

(22) mkha' itar bcos pa'i kha na med/
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(23) tshad mar lus sems 'chos byed pa/

(24) 'dzin pa'i phur pa de la yod/

(25) ji itar mtshan med nam mkha' nil

(26) dmigs dang dmigs med rtsol dang bral/

(27) de bzhin sems nyid nam mkha' yang/

(28) rang bzhin nyid kyis de lta'o/

(29) lus la sogs kyang de bzhin tel

(30) brtsol ba med phyir gang itar yang/

(31) gnas pa med de ml gnas na/

(32) ml 'gal tsam du gyur pa yin/

rnal 'byor spyod pa'i lugs nges pa'i don ji bzhin bsgom thabs

rdzogs so/i man ngag rgum6 chung/ gnyan dpal dbyangs kyis

mdzad pa'o//

1 dmigs,	 2 ml (ThCh f.283: nazn mkha t rang la ma gnas zhes/),

3 bsgom (ThCh f.283: bsgo ba don...!), 4 skyil, 	 5 skyil,

6 dgum.
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THE CIG CAR BA TRADITION IN TIBET

In the previous chapter we have made a close study of

some Tun-huang documents especially IOL 647 and 594 that helped

us to establish a criterion for demonstrating how the rDzogs

chen literature and its thought began in the late ninth century.

Let us now look at a work which belongs to a relatively

later period than the Tun-huang documents, e.g. the Rig pa'i khu

byug, the sBas pa'i rgum chung and the works of gNyan dPal-dbyangs

which are extensively quoted in it. This work, after the Thn-

huang documents is the most important work that has yet come

to light. It is known under various titles, but the common one

is rNal 'byor mig gi bsam gtan and also quite often known as sGom

gyi gnad gsal ba phye ba bsam gtan mig sgron. 1 It is devoted to

the exposition of the different Buddhist approaches to

enlightenment: the doctrines of the Gradualist (Rim gyis pa),

of the Simultaneist (Cig car ba) 	 of the Mahyoga tantras and

of rDzogs chen. The work is therefore unique in treating the

doctrine of the Cig car ba on equal terms with the doctrine

of the Rim gyis pa in Tibetan religious tradition, and it

seems to be the first and last Tibetan work to have included

all four doctrines in one work in the framework of a basic text

and auto-commentary. 3 The way in which its chapters are

divided has no precedent nor is its example followed by later

Tibetan writers. In consequence, it is the only work which

gives a detailed account of the doctrines of the Rim gyis pa4

chiefly developed by KamalaIla, and Cig car ba 5 propounded by

the Chinese monk Hva-shang Mahyana, both masters who flourished
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in Tibet in the eighth century A.D. The treatment of these

doctrines then paves the way for the exposition of the tantric

doctrines particularly that of the Mahyoga 6 which then

logically leads to the section devoted to the doctrines of

rDzogs chen. 7 To analyse the whole work would be totally

beyond the scope of the present study since it is a work

encompassing all the principal Buddhist doctrines which were

then known in Tibet.

Thanks to the studies of Professors Paul Demiville and

G. Tucci, the historical development of the famous Sino-Indian

Buddhist controversy in Tibet in the eighth century A.D. is now

fairly well known. The controversy flared up between two

schismatic factions. One was following the Chinese master

Hva-shang Mahyna summoned to Tibet by King Khri Srong-lde-

btsan from Tun-huang then under Tibetan occupation. The

other faction in opposition to the newly arrived Chinese

master maintained the Indian Buddhist tradition already

established by Sntaraksita, the co-founder of the bSam yas

monastery and its first abbot. However, the Chinese master

soon began to consolidate his position as the number of his

followers gradually increased which finally obliged the Indian

faction to invite the famous Indian dialectician KamalaIla

8from Nepal, a personal disciple of Santaraksita.

According to the Tibetan historical tradition, the

controversy ended in the defeat of the Chinese faction and

Hva-shang Mahayana was sent back to Tun-huang and his doctrine

was banned in Tibet by a royal decree.9

Professor G. Tucci considers that the central point of the

controversy is about the recognition, "anagnose", of the
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"spiritual basis" (gzhi). On this same assumption, he also

holds the view that not only the rDzogs chen tradition, but

also the Jo nang pa have developed their doctrines on the

basis of the Hva-shang doctrine, namely Buddha-nature.'°

Now it is true that the "spiritual basis" (gzhi) is often

the ground of debate between later Tibetan Buddhist schools.

However, the idea of Buddha-nature which appears under

various terms like the natural luminosity of mind (sems kyi

rang bzhin 'od gsal ba) corresponds to the theory of rang

bzhin gnas rigs (prakçtisthagotra) of the gradualist schools.'

It is known to be parallel to the theory of Tathgatagarbha

which in turn corresponds to Bodhicitta in rDzogs chen.

Therefore, the recognition of the theory of this basic principle

common to all Buddhist schools cannot constitute the basis of

the Sino-Indian Buddhist controversy. It is the method rather

than the "spiritual basis" that is the substance of the

argument. On the one hand, the Indian faction maintained

that in order to develop and to realise the "spiritual basis"

one must follow a gradual course (rim gyis 'jug pa). On

the other, the Chinese faction insisted upon a simultaneous

path (cig car du jug pa) for the same realisation which

according to this tradition is termed "non-imagination"

(rnam par mi rtog pa, a-vikalpa). 12 Indeed, it is in these

terms (the different approaches often transcribing Chinese

words Tsen men for the Gradualist and Touen men for the

Simultaneist) that the two schools have been known in Tibetan

13Buddhist tradition.
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While the history of this Buddhist schism in Tibet is

well studied, little is known of the doctrine of the

Cig car ba tradition itself in Tibet. Yet there is ample

evidence that this tradition by no means completely died

out in Tibet itself after the expulsion of its founderl3a

or even before the persecution of the Buddhist monastic

establishment by King Glang Dar-ma (d.842)) 4 We know that

at the beginning of the ninth century, Tshig-tsa Nam-mkha'i

snying-po and sBug Ye-shes-dbyangs were active and the latter

composed certain treatises on the Cig car ba doctrine.'5

The adepts of this tradition who preached the doctrine were

called bSam gtan gyi mkhan p0. 16 The works, translation or

otherwise, are classified as bsam gtan gyi yi ge) 	 Treatises

on the practice of meditation according to this tradition are

known as bsgom lung 18 in contrast to bsgom rim (bhvanakrama),19

treatises on the method of the Rim gyis pa tradition. The

temple bSarn gtan gling in bSam yas is said to have been a

residence of Hva-shang Mahyäna and his disciples. 20 However,

the tradition does not seem to have been able to subsist after

the persecution of Glang Dar-ma any more than the Rim gyis pa

tradition itself. The latter though officially adopted in

the eighth century A.D. had gradually lost its prominence before

the eleventh century. Its synthesis of Yogacir and Madhyamaka

doctrines finally gave way to the advent of the purist Mdhyamika,

the Präsaiigika with the appearance in Tibet of the translation

of the Madhyamakavtara of Candraklrti in the eleventh century

A.D. Meanwhile, there is strong evidence that the tantric

tradition entirely escaped the persecution of Glang Dar-ma,

especially the Mahyoga tantras which continued to flourish
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21
right up to the early eleventh century A.D. 	 The rDzogs chen

doctrine existed in the eighth century at least in its

embryonic form, and so does not seem to have been able to

establish itself on the same scale as other schools like the

Rim gyis pa and Cig car ba. This is probably due to the

unstable circumstances of its founder, Vairocana. 22 However

that may be, evidence can be found that it subsisted and

developed along the line of the Mahayoga tantric tradition

after the persecution and before the re-establishment of the

Buddhist monastic system in the eleventh century A.D. The

infancy of rDzogs chen and the disappearance of the Cig car ba

as a living tradition after the persecution seem to have misled

certain segments of the Tibetan Buddhist orthodoxy, from the

king of mNga' ris, lHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od, to the Sa skya pa

and the dGe lugs pa to assume that rDzogs chen is a disguised

form of the Cig car ba, 23 and consequently for some Westerners

to view the rDzogs chen in much the same light. 24 Now it is

true that there exist certain attitudes and traits common to

both the Cig car ba and the rDzogs chen traditions and it is

probably the existence of these parallels which brought about

the criticism against rDzogs chen by the later Tibetan Buddhist

schools.

Professor Tucci states: "L'troite relation existant entre

la secte rDsogs c'en et les doctrines de l'école de Hva aii

est corroborée par un important fragment conserv dans le

bKa' t'an sde lña". 25 This statement is based on a number of

suppositions which however cannot be proved. The existence of

an account of the Cig car ba tradition in Tibet in bKa' thang

sde lnga which refers to Bodhidharma, considered to be the
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founder of the Ch'an school, is taken as a proof of rDzogs

chen's close relation to the Cig car ba tradition. In this

case, Professor Tucci has not taken into account the existence

of the most important documents on rDzogs chen, for example

IOL 597 and 64726 and also the chapter on the Cig car ba

tradition in Tibet given in SM. 27 However, it must be

mentioned that the publication of SM appeared in 1974 a year

after the appearance of Les religions du Tibet.

It is the Blon p0 bka' thang, the fifth section of the

bKa' thang sde lnga which contains a relatively detailed account

of the Cig car ba tradition in Tibet. 28 It gives an appearance

of antiquity not only because of the subject but also because

of the obscurity of its language. Professor Tucci has

meticulously edited the Tibetan text and given an English

rendering. 29 He wondered what kind of sources, BK had used.3°

It would therefore be desirable to make a detailed analysis of

the content of BK and to assess its reliability in the light

of the recent new publications, such as SM, but such an

enterprise would exceed the limits of the present research.

Nevertheless, an attempt will be made to show to what extent

BK was dependent on SM by extracting two important and

representative passages and comparing them to those of SM.

It is now well known that other sections of the bKa' thang sde

lnga, the bTsun mo bka' thang, for example, have borrowings

from other works without indication of their sources. 31 BK

is no less guilty in this respect. In fact, it is a pell-mell

summary of chapter four of	 32 Other sources apart from SM

are also used since certain short passages cannot be traced

back to SM. 33 The author of BK has often treated his source
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rather roughly in his method of summarisation. While some

passages are given in their entirety 34 others are abridged

in such a way that either the original sense of the passage is

totally misinterpreted35 or rendered simply incomprehensible.36

Only by recourse to the original do some of the passages make

sense. This unsatisfactory state of affairs is further

aggravated by the adaptation of writing the work in metre.

Passages have been picked up at random and regardless, it seems,

of whether it is the actual text of SM or a passage quoted

from a source by the author of SM. 3'7 The author of BK there-

fore had no access to documents comparable to those of Tun-huang

as has been assumed, but has "rewritten" the account of the

Cig car ba tradition using SM and possibly another similar

work.

Here are two passages extracted from BK along with their

parallels in SM in order to illustrate to what extent the

account given in BK is a misconstruction.

"bo dhi dhar mo tta rai brgyud 'dzin nil tha ma hava shang ma ha ya

nai gzhung/ cig car 'jug pa yongs su rdzogs pa yis/ dpe don mang

po mdo sde gzhung la thug/ de dag 'dod gzhung yi ge yod pa dang/

dhar mo tta rai rgya lung chen mo rnams/ ci yang byar med man

ngag snyan khung brgyud/ rgya gar slob dpon ka ma si Ia yisJ

drang po don gyi mdo sde yongs ma rdzogs/ rim pa slob la sogs

pa the tshom gcod/ sa tsha gdab dang nye 'don bya ba dang/

stong zam 'dzugs dang lam 'phreng sel ba dangJ mchod rten

rtsig dang gtsug läg khang mang bzhengs/ rab tu byung ba'i

sde pa chen p0 bca'/ mdo sde rgya chen kiog 'don bya ba dangJ

chos 'khor chen 0 bshad nyan bya ba dang/ (20b) dug bsngal

can gyi grogs rnams bya ba dang/ nye ring med pas nad pa
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gso ba dang/ sbyin rgya chen p0 nab chen ci cher 'bad! hva

shang ma ha spyod thabs bcu gnyis spyod/ theg pa chen p0

gsang sngags pa la ni/ dbang gi rim pa mang po nod pa dang/

sgrub pa'i dkyil 'khor mang p0 zhal dbye dang/ sman rag gtor

tshogs sreg mnan bya ba dang/ sgom grva 'dzugs pa sogs la

'bad pa'o/ rab byung sde pa mchod gnas ml bkur ro/ tshul

'chos chos lugs rdzong ngam khud cing blta/ gsang sngags pa

yi spyod thabs bcu gnyis so!"38

"The last successor of Bodhidharmottara was Hva shang Mahyna:

the main substance of his teaching (gzhung) (is that) having

perfected the (method) of instantaneous entrance (cig car 'jug),

one comes in contact with the many exemplary meanings, the kernel of

the siitras; that kernel aiming at those (meanings) extant in

writings and the extensive Chinese instructions of Dharmottãra,

represent the authoritative tradition (snyan khung) of the

secret instructions, upadea (man ngag) with no recourse to any

activity whatsoever. The Indian crya Kama(la)Ila did not

fully realise (the meaning) of the sütras the sense of which

is to be determined (i.e. relative) (drang don, neya): he solved

the doubts (concerning) the learning of (gradual) method etc.;

he made tsha tsha and established the practice of the muttering

of formulae(nye 'don); he laid out bridges to the void and

eliminated the narrow paths, erected many mchod rten and

dedicated many chapels and established (bca') a great community

of ordained monks; (he determined) the rituals for reading and

reciting the great siltras; (he settled) the rituals concerning

the explanation and the hearing (of the texts) during the

religious assemblies (chos 'khor) (20b) and the method (intended

to) help those who are in grief, the treatment of the
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diseased whether near or remote; for great liberality and

great blessings, for whatever great he strove. Hva shang

Mahyna practised the twelve methods of the practice: in the

secret mantras of the great vehicle, many methods of

initiation he received, he opened many mandalas of the mystic

realisation; the method of tasting medicines, of accumulating

offerings, of submitting fire, building of colleges of meditation,

etc. for all this he greatly strove. To pay no homage to the

ordained monks, to communities and places of worship (mchod

gnas), to view (things) rejecting any traditional rule

(tshul 'chos) or tenet, such are the twelve methods of the

practice of the secret mantras."39

Let us now look at the parallel passage in SM:

de la rgyu'i theg pa bcom ldan 'das sku mya ngan las 'da' kar

'od srungs la gdams ngag phog/ de nas dar mo dha ra la sogs

pa nas/ rgya nag por bdun rgyud tha ma ha shang ma ha ya na

la thug/ de nas bod yul du btsan p0 dang dge slong rnams la

yod pa ni nub/ de dag gi 'dod gzhung gi yi ge dag yod pa de

dag dang/ ka ma la shi las rim par bslab pa la sogs pa dag

the tshom chod par byes te/ phyis slob dpon la ml snyed par

bya ba dang/ sngags nang pa la thabs 'dod chags chen po'i

ting 'dzin gyi man ngag dang/ gdams ngag thig le la sogs tel

steng 'og gi sgo'i man ngag dang/ ihag pa'i rnal 'byor la nil

ci la yang bya ba med pa'i man ngag snyan khung brgyud pa

thob par bya ba ste/ zhib tu 'og nas kyang ston/ mdor bzhag

thabs dang/ sems bcos thabs dang/ spyod lam bya thabs la sogs

pa'i the tshom bcad pa dang/ sa tstsha gdab pa dang/ nye 'don

dang/ stong zam dang/ lam 'phrang bsal ba dang/ mchod rten

dang gtsug lag khang bya ba dang/ rab tu byung ba'i sde ba
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chen p0 bca' ba dang/ mdo sde rgya chen p0 bklag pa dang/

chos kyi 'khor lo chen p0 bya ba dang/ sdug bsngal can gyl

grogs bya ba dang/ nye ring med pa'i nad bag gso ba dang/

sbyin pa rgya chen p0 la sogs pa rlabs ci cher 'bad do/

theg pa chen p0 sngags la ni khyad par du yang/ dbang gi rim

pa mang po nod pa dang/ sgrub pa'i dkyil 'khor mang du zhal

phye ba dang/ sbyin sreg rgya chen p0 bya ba dang/ rab tu

byung ba'i sde pa yang mchod gnas su bkur ba dang/ snying

ne khud pa'i zhing du bya ba dang/ sgom grva gzug pa la

sogs pa la 'bad par bya'o/-

"Now the precepts of the 'vehicle of cause' were imparted to

'Od-srung (Kãyapa) by the Bhgavn just before he passed

away into Nirvna. 4° The lineage of (that teaching) passed

from Dharmottra, etc. reaching Hva-shang Mahyana, the

last of the seven successions in China. 41 Then in Tibet

where a king42 and monks possessed the lineage of that teaching

it came to be destroyed. 43 (However) one can learn the

system of that teaching through the books which exist and

(also) learn the gradualist teachings taught by KamalaIla.

So, now one is obliged to learn them without teachers.

As for the inner tantric teachings, 44 one must obtain the

precepts of the "door above" and the "door below", 45 such

as the concentration of the great sexual method and the

precepts of the "drop", etc. As for the supreme yoga,46

one must obtain the precepts orally transmitted which embody

the teaching of "non-activity". 47 These topics will be

treated in detail below. 48 One must learn the methods such

as the way of sitting, the way of correcting the mind, the
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way of carrying on everyday life, etc. One must work on
49producing tsa tsatsha, saving the lives of small fishes,

building bridges, removing the obstacles which prevent one

from crossing a gorge, 5° building stiipas and temples,

establishing large communities of monks, reciting great

stitras, giving discourses on Dharma, helping those who are

in misery, treating those who are ill impartially and giving

alms in large quantity. In the case of the tantric teachings,

one must especially work on obtaining many grades of

abhieka, 5 ' in opening up many mandalas of sdhanas,

performing the rite of homa with great frequency, paying

respects to the monastic communities, 52 taking upon one's

self the care of those who are the object of compassion and

establishing meditation centres, etc."53

A close comparison of these two passages shows how far

the author of BK misinterpreted his source. The phrases

cig car 'jug pa yongs su rdzogs pa and drang ba don gyi mdo sde

yongs su ma rdzogs pa are taken by the author of BK from

another passage of SvI 54 and inserted into the passage quoted

above. The author of SM considers that the simultaneist

system originates in the siitras which are nges don gyi mdo

(nlrthasütra) whilst tracing the gradualist system to drang 1/

don gyl mdo (neyrthasiitra). It is not a question of Hva-

shang Mahy.na "having perfected the (method) of instantaneous

entrance" or Kama1aIla not having "fully realised the meaning
-	 ,,55the sutras

The rGya lung chen mo of Dharrnottra which is translated

as the "extensive Chinese instructions" is in fact the title

of a text. Although it is not mentioned among the mthun pa'i
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dharma, it is often quoted in SM.	 A similar work by the

same author is mentioned in TD. This is said to have been

translated into Tibetan from Chinese and has 900 1okas.57

What perhaps represents the most flagrant insertion on the

part of the author of BK is the line hva shang ma ha spyod

thabs bcu gnyis spyod/. As can be seen in the parallel

passage of SM quoted above, this line does not exist there.

SM simply gives a number of things to be practised by those

who follow the gradualist teaching, such as tsa tstsha, but

nevertheless does not state what these are called. 58 After

this, it enumerates seven different categories to be engaged

in by those who practise the inner tantras, i.e. Mahyoga

tantras. It is therefore quite misleading to say the least,

if we imagine that the two masters were engaged in such

activities as the passage of BK (and consequently its

translation by Professor Tucci) assert. The desire of the

author of BK to make the Hva-shang out to be tantrist might

explain why a certain circle of the rNying ma pa school

defends the Chinese simultaneist teaching. 5	He eulogises

the Cig car ba tradition in the following words: "the

gradualist is like a small fish in a puddle. The simultaneist

is like a fish in a river.160 Again "the simultaneist is

like a lion set on its way. It meets no hinderance whether

there is a cliff or a gorge. The gradualist is like a fox

setting out on its way. It cannot cross over the cliffs and

gorges. It returns" 61 All these lines are pure insertions

into the résume of the passages of SM by the author of BK.

The author of SM, on the other hand, treats the Cig car ba
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doctrine as valid Buddhist teaching, even superior to

the Gradualist doctrine, 62' but no special eulogy is devoted

to it. However, a eulogy similar to that in BK is found

in the dGongs 'dus, but here it seems to refer to simultaneist

thought rather than the Ch'an doctrine. 63	This mis-

interpretation of the author of BK has led Professor Tucci to

translate the following passage as:

"mthun pa'i mchod rten thos bsam sgom gsum bsgom/ ka ma si la

rim gyis pa yang bsten/ ha shang ma ha ya nai bsani gtan dang/

yo ga nang pa'i zab mo'i chos rnams dang/ ihag pa'i rnal 'byor

riung rub bzhi sbugs dang/ k'o na nyid kyi zab moi rgyud drug

dang/ sems 'preng nyi shu sems smad bco brgyad bsten/...

"Kfla1ai1a, the propounder of the progressive method, addicted

himself to meditation on the common supports of worship, on

these three: learning, reflection, concentration. Hva añ

Mahayana addicted himself to dhyna (bsam gtan), the deep

dharmas of inner yoga, the superior yoga, the breathing up

of the four winds (prna) the six deep tantras concerned with

the reality, the twenty difficulties of mind, the eighteen

states of no-mind."6

The parallel passage of this in SM is as follows:

mthun pa'i dar ma ni/ ka ma la shi la dang/ ma ha yan gyi bsam

gtan dang/ rnal 'byor nang pa'i zab pa'i phyogs rnanis dang/

ihag pa'i rnal 'byor pa'i	 kiong drug dang/ bzhi phrugs dang/

de kho na nyid kyi rgyud drug dang/ sems phran nyl shu'am bco

brgyad la sogs pa bsten no! 6 '-----

"As for the harmonious books, there are those of Karna1aila,

and those on dhyana by Mahyna; those profound ones belonging

to the category of the inner tantric teachings; 67 the
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Kiong drug, 68 the bZhi phrugs, 69 the De kho na nyid kyi rgyud

drug, 7° and the 18 or 20 Sems phran, 71 etc. belonging to

the category of the supreme yoga are (good) to have."

This list of texts is given in SM in a context where four

different categories are considered which it is an advantage for a

man of religion to have (mthun pa bsten pa bzhi):

1. To have an experienced companion (nyams dang idan pa'i

grogs) who in case of difficulty in finding a qualified

teacher can act as a teacher;

2. To have a female partner qualified both physically and

spiritually (mtshan dang idan pa'i phyag rgya) in case

the adept is a follower of the Mahyoga tantras;

3. To have books that are harmonious with one's disposition

(bsam pa dang mthun pa'i dharma). 72 It is here that the

above books are given.

4. To have a pleasant servant (yid du 'ong ba'i g.yog).

Therefore, in both BK and SM, it is not at all a question of

the Hva shang having "addicted" himself to the "inner yoga"

or "superior yoga"

As a proof for rDzogs chen's dependence on the teaching

of the Hva-shang, Professor Tucci further states: "Grace

aussi . l'un des premiers moines tibtains ordonns (sad mi),

Nam-rnk'a sniñ p0 de gNubs, connu comme maitre de Ch'an et

auquel se rapportent divers colophons contenus dans le recueil

Niñ ma rgyud 'bum, les rNifi ma pa semblent prolonger certains

aspects de la doctrine Ch'an dans leur dogmatique."74
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It is doubtful that the identification of bDud-'dul

snying-po mentioned in BK to Tshig-tsa Nam-mkha' I snying-po

of PT 996 made by Professor Tucci is acceptable. 75 It is

true that both names occur within the same tradition, but

the short life-story of Tshig-tsa Nam-mkha'i snying-po does

not contain any indication which would permit such an

identification. It is still less probable that this master

of the Cig car ba tradition is identical with gNubs Nazn-mkha'i

snying-po for the simple fact that both have distinctively

76different family names: Tshig-tsa and gNubs.

We have textual evidence that Tshig-tsa Nam-mkha'I snying-

po was ordained as a monk during the reign of Khri Srong-lde-

btsan and became an adept of the Cig car ba doctrine. His

teacher was Man Hva-shang who was in Tsong kha. Before the

teacher left for China, the Governor of Tsong kha, bDe-blon

Zhang Khri-gsum-rje 77 asked him if there was anyone who was

capable of teaching Buddhism in his place, he told the

Governor that his disciple Tshig-tsa Nam-mkha'i snying-po

was able to do it and those who wished to practise Buddhism

could ask him for guidance.78

The name gNubs Nam-mkha'i snying-po is attested in one

of the Tun-huang documents and he is described as one who

had no remains when he died (pung p0 ihag ma med pa). 79 He

is also mentioned in the chapter on Mahyoga tantras in SM

as Jo-bo Nam-mkha'i snying-po and a note identifies him as

gNubs. It is significant that he is mentioned in the section

on Mahayoga tantric doctrines. As a sign of his accomplishment
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of the tantric practice, Dakini came to lead him away when

he died. 8° He is therefore considered to be primarily a

tantric master by the author of SM. It is true that his

name appears as the name of a translator in several colophons

in the collection of rNying ma rgyud 'bum, but no traces can

be found of the Ch'an doctrine in the tantras under question.8'

It is now of paramount importance to have a close look

at the question of rDzogs chen's relation to the Cig car ba

tradition using more reliable and older sources than BK.

However, there are only a few works older than BK and as seen

SM is perhaps the most important one after the Tun-huang

documents. It provides a certain amount of data for examining

the question. Our investigation will be within the limits

of the presentation made by the author of SM as he understood

the tradition in the tenth century A.D. in which he lived.

No work comparable to SM in scope or antiquity is in fact

available at present, but on the other hand, it must be used

with circumspection since no other copies of this work,

manuscript or otherwise, exist to make any comparisons.

Nonetheless, I propose here to study briefly the chapter on

the doctrine of the Cig car ba and compare it with some of

the related Tun-huang documents which may help us to gain

an idea of the doctrinal relationship between the doctrines

of the Cig car ba and those of rDzogs chen, and finally

give a brief analysis of the ninth chapter which is entirely

devoted to the doctrine of rDzogs chen.
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However, before we embark on the analysis of the

relevant chapters of the work, we might well have a few

words about the author of SM, gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes, and

thereby try to work out the date of the work. gNubs is an

old name of a clan attested in Tun-huang documents. This

clan provided several ministers of the early kings.82

The author styles himself gNubs-ban, the Vandya of gNubs.83

It is quite probable that this author is identical with

the personage of the same name in the later rNying ma pa

tradition. In the colophon of SM, the author states that

he studied in the presence of many Indian aid Nepalese (Bal po)

masters and also in the presence of the Lo-tsa-ba Che-btsan-skyes

of Bru sha (Gilgit). 84 Now in the translation colophon

('gyur byañ) of the dGongs 'dus, it is mentioned that Che-

btsan-skyes made the translation of the tantra from the

language of Bru sha. 85 This tantra under the title of rNal

'byor grub pa'i lung is quoted in SM more often than any other

source. It would therefore not be so surprising for gNubs

Sangs-rgyas ye-shes to be acquainted with this tantra.

Elsewhere, the rNying ma pa school is accused of presenting

a number of works as having Indic origin which are in fact

"composed" by gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes. The critics include

the Prince-monk Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od and other scholastics.86

However that may be, there is little doubt that the author

of SM must have been a highly learned person and a great

expounder of the Buddhist doctrines known in his time. The

treatment of the subjects, the way in which his materials are

organised, the subtle distinctions he makes between the

philosophical doctrines and his patient concern for minute
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details all undeniably prove the fact that he was the first

great thinker and writer in the Tibetan Buddhist history in

the tenth century A.D.

The later rNying ma pa tradition tends to paint him as

nothing but a tantrist addicted to performing black magic

(ngan sngags or drag sngags). 	 He is said to have frightened

Glang Dar-ma by means of black magic and written SM in

order to purify his magical misdeeds. 87 The dates of this

personage are surrounded by total confusion as far as the

rNying ma pa chronology is concerned. While one version places

his birth as early as 772 A.D. and so making him a direct

disciple of Padmasambhava, 88 another version puts him in the

reign of Khri bKra-shis brtsegs-pa-dpal, hence around the

late tenth century A.D. 89 However, all the late sources

agree upon the following sketch of the gNubs family lineage

beginning with Sangs-rgyas ye-shes himself.

gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes

Yon-tan rgya-mtsho

I	 I
Ye-shes rgyal-mtshan	 Padma dbang-rgyal

lHa-rje hum-chung

According to BA lHa-rje hiim-chung taught Mi-la ras-pa (1040-1123)

magic spells, therefore living around the middle of the

eleventh century A.D. 9° It further adds that there was only

one generation between gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes and
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Zur_bo_che Shkya 'byung-gnas who lived early eleventh

century .t. 91 SM itself contains certain allusions as to

the approximate period in which it may have been written.

It states that the lineage of the transmission of the

Cig car ba tradition "in Tibet, where king(s) and monks

had held it, was destroyed". A note clarifies this

statement: "During the time of Glang Dar-ma, the monk

Ye-shes dbang-po was caused to die, so the spiritual lineage

of the teachers of philosophy was cut off".92

This passage, however, contains two historical problems:

1. The monk Ye-shes dbang-po is presumably identical to

dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po, the first Tibetan abbot of bSam yas
I-

and the successor of the Indian master Santaraksita, but

dBa' Ye-shes dbang-po is generally considered to have died

before the death of King Khri Srong-lde-btsan (d. around

797)

2. The implication that the Cig car ba tradition was still

alive when Glang Dar-ma began his monastic persecution

contradicts the traditional account according to which the

Cig car ba tradition ceased to exist as soon as it was banned.

The continuance of the Cig car ba tradition right up to the

time of Glang Dar-ma's persecution is an important factor

in the presentation of this tradition in Tibet by the author

of SM. At any rate, the passage we just have noted sheds at

least some light on the problem of the period. It is certain

not only that it was written 	 after the event of Glang

Dar-ma's persecution but it also gives the impression that

when SM was being composed it was a long time since the

persecution. The composition of it therefore certainly
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belongs to a period posterior to 842 A.D. and since no

known works quoted in SM seem to date from the eleventh

century A.D. or after it might well be ascribed to the

late tenth century A.D. as certain Tibetan historians

94maintain.

SM is not a work that gained any popular esteem even

among the later rNying ma pa school. It was a rare work

in Tibet itself, not even mentioned in the list of the

rare works made by A-khu-chen Shes-rab rgya-mtso (18O3-1875).

This is perhaps due to the fact that it has accepted the

Cig car ba tradition in Tibet which the Tibetan religious

tradition generally regards as officially banned. Nevertheless,

SM was not a work that was entirely unknown. It is mentioned

in the bKa' shog of Pho-brang Zhi_ba_?od (latter half of the

eleventh century A.D.). 96 As seen, Orgyan gling-pa (1329-1367)

has used it for writing his BK. In his Lo rgyus rin p0 che'i

phreng ba, Klong-chen rab-'byams (1308-1362) records that his

master Rig-'dzin Kumrarja listened to the exposition of SM

in the presence of Slob-dpon sGom-pa. 97 It is also mentioned

in BA among similar types of work described as the great

works on meditation of the Rong system (rong lugs kyi sgom

yig chen po), 98 and so is in JT of the Fifth Dalai Lama.99

According to the par byang, the xylographic edition from

which the present photoset is produced was based on a manuscript

copy which belonged to Thrantha (b.1575))°° The well-known

historian Ka-thog Rig-'dzin Tshe-dbang nor-bu (1698-1755)

also has quoted it in his history of the Ch'an teaching in

101Tibet.
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The doctrine of the Cig car ba

According to SM, the doctrine of the Cig car ba tradition

is derived from the siitras that teach the truth fully (yongs

su rdzogs pa'i mdo sde'i gzhung) whereas the doctrine of the

Rim gyis pa originates in the sütras that do not teach the

truth fully (yongs su ma rdzogs pa'i gzhung).102

SM therefore considers that the teachings of the Cig car ba

tradition not only lead one closer to the truth but also

that its means is superior to that of the Rim gyis pa.

However, it also considers that the methods of these two

traditions constitute "deviation" from the standpoint of

rDzogs chen (ihun rdzogs pa'i theg pa'i gol sa, "deviation

103from the vehicle of complete spontaneity ).

SM treats the Cig car ba doctrine in detail according to

34 Hva-shang'° 4 and a number of Tibetan masters of this

tradition. Certain works of two well-known lo-tsa-ba,

sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs'° 5 and Cog-ro Klu'i rgyal-mtshan are

quoted in connection with the doctrine of the Cig car ba,

but the statement is not explicit as to whether these lo-ts-

ba were considered as masters of the Cig car ba tradition or

simply composed treatises giving an account of the doctrine

concerned. At any rate, these two lo-tsa-ba are not normally

considered to be followers of the Cig car ba tradition.

The translations made by these lo-ts-ba and the works in

bsTan 'gyur attributed to them contain no indication of their

being masters of the Cig car ba tradition.' 06 On the other

hand, SM quotes from the works of several Tibetan masters
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mostly indicated as sgom lung, but unfortunately none of

these works seem to be extant. Among other Tibetan masters

belonging to this tradition, bSam gtan gyimkhan po, the

following names are perhaps worth noting since they are also

attested in Tun-huang documents. Gle'u gZhon-nu snying-po,

who composed a sgom lung is the eighth figure in the line of

the abbots of bSam yas; 107 Lang-'gro dKon-mchog 'byung-gnas,

author of another sgom lung is mentioned in a Tun-huang

document as one of the adepts who accomplished the goal of

meditation by not leaving any remains of his body behind

when he died; 108 Tshig-tsa Nazn-mkha'i snying-po, whom we

discussed earlier, is also author of a Cig car 'jug pa'i

mdo and a brief account of his life is to be found in a

Tun-huang document. 109

The phrase "simultaneous entry" (cig car 'jug pa) is

explained in the following words: "they uphold their doctrine

with the following example: if one climbs up to the summit

of a mountain, one perceives all. By this they mean that in

reality perception and the perceived are unborn from the

beginning and that this principle cannot be sought through

activity" (dper na ri rgyal rtse mor phyin na kun mthong ba'i

tshul gyis ita ba'i thag bead pa yang! gzhal bya dang 'jal

byed gdod nas ma skyes pa'i chos nyid du/ don nyid jir yang

ma stsal bar 'dod do/)) 10 The principle of "non-activity"

is centered around the theory of "non-imagination" (rnam par

ml rtog pa, avikalpa). There are several categories of this,

but the de bzhin gshegs pa'i bsain gtan (Tathgatadhyna)
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explained as being the non-duality of "tranquillity" (zhi

gnas, aznatha) and "insight" (ihag mthong, vipayan) is

the principal one. 11 ' According to SM, to reach the level

of understanding of this last ml rtog pa, each school

proposes a way of arriving at that goal: while the Rim gyis

has adopted the gradual method, the Cig car ba begins with

simultaneous means, but the object is the same. For the

Mahyoga school, mi rtog pa is no more than de bzhin nyid

(tathat) and rDzogs chen takes it to be a synonym for

spontaneous truth (ihun rdzogs de bzhin nyid). 112 The author

of SM therefore conceives his work as treating what he calls

theg pa so so'i mi rtog pa'i gzhung bzhi - "the treatise on

the "non-imagination" according to each of the four vehicles")13

He further states that these four differences in the

understanding of the "non-imagination" are like the rungs of

114a ladder, one is higher than the other.

The doctrine of the "non-imagination" is therefore not

considered to be a particular teaching belonging only to

the Cig car ba tradition, the impression one is often given

in works on this school. Neither do all the schools of

Ch'an in China accept the "sudden" method. The so-called

Northern School of Ch'an in China advocates a gradual method.

While the Cig car ba tradition emphasizes the principle of

"non-activity" in its practices, SM gives several instances

in which the Hva-shang Mahyana and Tibetan masters of the

same tradition like sNam-nam Ye-shes-dpal stress the

importance of physical discipline with regard to the

contemplative posture, viz, to be seated upright legs crossed
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on a comfortable seat, looking down towards the tip of
f15the nose, the tongue pressed against the palate.

The practice of meditation consists of two elements:

the method for entering into contemplation (nyam gyi bzhag

thabs) and the method for improving the contemplation (nyazn

gyi bcos thabs). In SM these are given according to the

masters both Tibetan and Chinese as well as canonical

sources and both Tibetan and Chinese treatises.'16

It may be interesting here to note that the author of

SM felt that it was necessary to give the reason why he

has dealt at length with the teachings of the Cig car ba

tradition in SM. "In (writing) the rNal 'byor mig gi bsazn

gtan, I have given a detailed account (of this tradition)

since its close similarity to the doctrine of rDzogs chen

might mislead one" (rnal 'byor mig gi bsam gtan gyi skabs

'dir! ston mm dang/ rdzogs chen cha 'dra bas gol du dogs
117pa'i phyir rgyas par bkod do/). 	 He further states that

both traditions also use a similar terminology when

formulating their respective doctrines. "The terminology

of the Cig car ba tradition is similar to that of rDzogs

chen. It teachers (the doctrines of) non-activity and

non-searching, but (at the same time) it upholds the 'basis'

which has no origination, as parinispanna and the absolute

as unborn and void. If we examine this view, it still hankers

after the "truth" and works on becoming accustomed to the

state of voidness. Although it practises the theory of the

non-duality of the Two Truths it does not experience it."
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(ston mun ni rdzogs chen dang skad mthun/ bya ba med bsgrub

pa med par ston yang/ gzhi ml 'byung ba yongs su grub pa

la dgongs nas/ don dam pa'i bden pa ma skyes stong pa'i

gzhi la smra ste/ de la ni brtags na da dung bden pa re

mos pa dang/ stong pa'i ngang la 'dris par byed pa dang

rtsol ba yod de/ bden pa gnyis med pa la spyod kyang ma

myong ste/. )1

The fact that the author of SM felt the need to clarify

the differences in doctrines of the two traditions show

that in his time there were already problems in presenting

the doctrine of rDzogs chen as doctrinally distinctive from

that of the Cig car ba tradition. Moreover, it is to be

noted that this author seems to try to link the doctrine

of the Cig car ba tradition with that of Vijnavda

particularly concerning the conception of parinispanna.119

However, the Cig car ba tradition also according to SM

holds that the mind and its object are interdependent.

"The mind does not rise without depending on its object,

and the object does not appear without depending on the mind.

The mind and its object depend on each other." (yul la ma

brten pa (sems) mi skye! sems la ma brten pa yul ml snang

120	 .ste/ shes bya shes byed phan tshun ltos te/). 	 This is

hardly in harmony with the author's own effort at linking

the doctrine of the Cig car ba tradition to that of Vijinavda.

On the other hand, it has been pointed out that rDzogs chen

also have a close relation to the Vijinavda doctrines.

More will be said on this question elsewhere.'2'
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NOTES

1 sManrtsis shesrig spendzod, Vol.74. Leh 1974.

2 I adopt the orthography Cig car(yugapat) though Mahavyutpatti
gives also cig char. In his Dag yig thon mi'i dgongs rgyan,
mTsho sngon 1957, Tshe-brtan zhabs-drung remarks that the
spelling gcig char and cig char are no good (gcig char dang
cig char du 'bri ba ml legs so/), but no reason is given.
The word cig car is variously translated in Western works
by sudden, instantaneous, immediate, at one go and
simultaneous. Cf. Stein 1971, p.6 et seq.

It is evident from the work that it is an auto-commentary,
but the basic text (rtsa ba) and the commentary ('grel ba)
are not distinguishable except at the end of the work where
the epilogue of the rtsa ba occurs in verse (pp.495-99).

4 SM Chapt. 4, pp.23-118.

SM Chapt. 5, pp.118-186.

6 SM Chapt. 6, pp.186-290.

SM Chapt. 7, pp.290-494.

8 BZh p.56.

BZh p.62. But according to the Chinese accounts the
Hva-shang school was authorised to continue its teaching
in Tibet, Demiêville 1952, pp.42,170. However, D. Ueyama,
in an effort to reconcile the contradiction between the
Tibetan and the Chinese sources, suggests that the Hva-shang
had a debate with Santaraksita (in writing) and won it, but
on later occasion he was dfeated by Kaina1aila and then
banished to China, Demiville l97O,pp.39-4l.

10Tucci 1973, p.33.

11 Ruegg 1969, p.75 et seq.

12	 p.54, see also p.174.
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' 3Prof. P. Demiville, writing on the meaning of the Chinese
terms, remarks that Bu-ston did not understand what these
Chinese words meant as the latter kept the Tibetan trans-
cription of the Chinese words untranslated in his narration
of the Sino-Indian controversy (Le Concile de Lhasa, p.10,
n.1). It is quite probable that Bu-ston did not read
Chinese as much as Sanskrit, but does	 explain the
Chinese words in the same work, DS p.890: ston mun dang
tsen mun ni rgya'i skad de gcig car ba dang rim gyis pa
zhes bya'o/(E. Obermiller, Part II, p.196). Prof. Demiville
further states that the Chinese master Hva-shang Mahayana
was neither a gradualist nor a "Subitiste" and that if the
controversy is surrounded by these questions, it is because
the Tibetans sensed the quarrel between the Chinese Northern
school of Ch'an (gradualist) and the Southern school ("&ibitiste")
"Recents travaux sur Touen-houang", 1970, p.85-5. If that is
the case, certain Tun-huang documents on Dhyana, for example
PT 117 (mkhanpo ma ha yan gyi/ bsam gtan chig car 'jug
pa'i sgo) and PT 812 remain to be explained since they
explicitly show that Hva-shang Mahyna advocates the
"Subitiste" doctrine.

	

13a	 .	 .G. Thcci also is of this opinion (1973, p.34).

14According to a Tun-huang document, Buddhism, specially
tantrism, was a flourishing religion in Tibet during
the period in question (Karmay 1981, pp.207-211).

	

15	 996 (Lalou, 1939, pp.514-15, 520-21; Imaeda 1975,
pp.136,37; Karmay 1975, p.153-54).

	

16	 .	 .SM p.152. The title is a rendering of the Chinese word
Ch'an shih, MBT II, p.67.

17However, this phrase appears as a general heading for all
types of works on meditation in TD (p.150-1-3). But in
his DS, Bu-ston clearly distinguishes the sgom rim type
works from bsam gtan gyi yi ge: sgom rim dang bsam gtan
gyi yi ge sna tshogs kyi skor la/ (p.916).

	

18	 pp.143-52; Cf. ThCh ff.233, 281. But the word also
has the sense of "instruction on meditation": pho nya bas
sgom lung mnos - "the messenger asked for instructions on
meditation" (BZh pp.6, 20). Cf. also KhG JA, f.74b3, 76b3.

	

19	 .e.g. the three sgom rim of Kamalasila, TD p.150-1-3;
GCh, Vol.1, p.95.
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pp.40, 56; KI-IG Ja, ff.115b7-16a1.

21See n.14.

22 Cf. pp.47-50.

23e.g.	 p.3O9-2-6;	 p.292.

24Tucci, 1973, p.35.

25See ibid., f3S.

26
See pp.101-5; 133-36.

27

28Chaps. 12-13. bKa' thang sde lnga is said to have been
"rediscovered" by Orgyan gling-pa (1239-1367). For a
detailed study of its date of "rediscovery", see Biondeau
1971, pp.29, 41-42.

29MBT II, p.69-102.

30 ibid., p.65.

31Blondeau 1971, pp.33-48.

32Here is a sketch of the passages which roughly correspond
to each other:

II

p.68,11.4-6
p.68,11,3- p.69,1.1
p.69 , 11. 1-23
p.69,11.23-29
p.70,11.16-20
p.70,11.20-p.71,l1. 14
p.71,11.14-27
p.71,11. 2'7-p.72,l. 1
p.72,11.1-5
p. 72, 11. 7-16
p.73,11.4-10
p.73,11. lO-p.'77, 11.6
p.77,11.6-li
p.77,ll.11-p.80,ll.13
p.80,11.13-16
p. 80 , 11. 16-19

p.15,11.1-3.
p. 23,1. 5-p . 24 , ii. 1-5
p.15,ll.2-6-p.l6,l.5
p.33,11.3-S
p.25.11-l-
p.55,1.5 - p.59,1.1
p.61,ll.2-p.63,l.l
p.65,11.1-4
p.117,1.6- p.118,11.2
p.118,11.4 - p.119,11.4
p.185,11.4-p.186,l.l
p.li9,ll.4-p.l32,ll.6
p.l36,ll.6-p.i37,ll.2
p.144,ll.2-p.176,ll.6
p.179,11.6 - p.180,1.1
p.l80,ll.G -p.181,11.2
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33e.g. MBT II, p.69, 11.30 - p .70, 11.16; p.72,1114 -
p.73, 1.1.

34e.g. MBT II, p.76, 11.26 - p.77, 11.6; SM p.132.

35e.g. pp. 159-60.

e.g. pp.165-66.

37e.g. MBT II, p.72, 11.13-16. These lines are quoted from
a certain work entitled Sems ion in SM (p.119). On the
word ion, Cf. Karmay 1975, p.153; Wu Chiyu, "Wolun
zhanshi chujia anxin shigongde fanben shishi", The Chu
Hai Journal, No.11 (October 1980, Hong Kong), p.81.

38MBT II, p.69, 11.1-23.

39 ibid., pp.82-83. The annotations of this translation have
not been quoted here.

40The Ch'an school holds Kyapa as its first patriarch. Its
teaching is then believed to have been passed through 28 or
29 Indian patriarchs including Bodhidharma, Cf. PT 699;
Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, I, pp.155-56; 215-19.
However, most of the names of this Indian lineage were
fabricated in China in order to prove the authenticity of
the Ch'an teaching in the face of the criticism of heresy
brought against it by the orthodox Buddhists, P. Demiêvilie,
L'Annuaire du Collage de France, LVII (1957), pp.349-52;
also Cf. note 41.

41Hva-shang Mahyna is considered to be the last of 7
successive patriarchs of the Ch'an school in China (bdun
rgyud tha ma) and Bodhidharma, the first of the 7 (bdun
rgyud dang po), PT 116 (A. Macdonald, Y. Imaeda 1978,
P1.109/164) and PT 821. A text entitled mKhan p0 bdun
rgyud kyi mdo is also mentioned in PT 813 (A. Macdonald,
Y. Imaeda 1978, Pl.208/12b).
The rDzogs chen master A-ro Ye-shes 'byung-gnas (c. the
first half of the 11th century A.D.) is considered by the
rNying ma pa to have possessed precepts of rDzogs chen
that were transmitted through 7 generations of Indian
teachers (rDzogs chen rgya gar bdun brgyud) as well as
precepts transmitted through 7 Chinese teachers in succession
(rgya'i hva shang bdun brgyud), BA p.167; ShK Pt.OM, p.507.
According to Sog-zlog-pa(NgD p.493) the teaching that was
transmitted through the lineage of the Chinese teachers
reaching finally A-ro Ye-shes 'byung-gnas is not Ch'an,
but rDzogs chen. However, he does not give the names of
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the teachers. On the other hand, Ka-thog Rig-'dzin
Tshe-dbang nor-bu states that the question of the 7
"emanations" (sprul ba bdun brgyud) which appears in
Lo pai bka' thang (not Lo-pan bka' thang, but BK f.19a4:
rgya nag sprul bdun brgyud p) are in his opinion the
Ch'an teachers counting from Hui k'e down to Hva-shang
Mahayana, but he too does not name all the 7 teachers
(rGya nag hva shang gi byung tshul grub mtha'i phyogs
snga bcas sa bon tsam smos pa yid kyi dri ma dag byed
dge ba'i chu rgyun, Collected Works, Delhi 1976, Vol.V,
No.158, p.432.
While the list of the 7 teachers of the Indian lineage of
rDzogs chen is not readily available (Cf. p.39, n.l0), the
7 patriarchs of the Ch'an schools can more or less be
given. In fact, the Ch'an school in China normally has
only 6 patriarchs:

1. Bodhidharma
2. Hui-k'e (c.487-593)
3. Seng-ts'an (d. around 606)
4. Tao-hsin (580-651)
5. Hung-jen (601-674)

The 6th patriarch is Hul-neng (638-713) according to the
Southern branch of the school and Shen-hsiu (600-706)
according to the Northern branch, both were disciples of
Hung-jen. After this quarrel, the main line was broken
and there was no question of having any more patriarchs,
and the school itself splits up into five more branches.
Cf. P. Demiéville, L'Annuaire du Collge de France,
LVI(1956), p.289, LVII(1957), p.350. It seems therefore
that only the Cig car ba tradition in Tibet considers
Hva-shang Mahayana as the 7th Patriarch and not the Ch'an
school itself in China. In his dGe ba'i bshes gnyen mar
yul pa'i dris lan legs par bshad pa'i gzhi (Collected Works,
Darjeeling 1973, Vol.Zha, Da, f.583) Padma dkar-po (1527-
1592) gives another version of the lineage, which he
obtained from the "last (part) of the history of sgom rim"
(sgom rim gyi lo rgyus rting ma). According to this, the
Cig car ba teaching was passed from 'Od-srung (Kyapa)
through 10 Indian masters and then 10 Chinese masters
before reaching Hva-shang Mahyna who was the 21st. So
the number of teachers of the lineage of Dhyna dOctrine
vary from one version to another in Tibet as well as in
China, Cf. note 40.

42The Chinese Tun-huang document translated by Demivi11e
speaks of a Tibetan queen who became a devotee of the
Cig car ba teaching (1952, p.25, Cf. also Richardson 1977,
p.224), but no mention is made of a king. However, the
same document states that the king (i.e. Khri Srong-lde-
btsan) questioned the Hva-shang on several occasions
concerning the Ch'an doctrine (Derniéville,1952, pp.154-55;
MBT II, p.33). D. Ueyama is of the opinion that it was
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Khri Srong-ide-btsan who had sent the"22 questions"
concerning the Ch'an teaching to a Chinese monk, T'an -
k'oung in Tun-huang when the Sino-Buddhist controversy
was in full swing in Tibet. P. Demiêville agrees with
D. Ueyama, "Recents travaux sur Tuouen-houang", 1970,
pp.33-35. A work entitled Theg pa chen po'i bsam gtan
gyi man ngag is mentioned in TD under the heading of
bTsan p0 kEii srong ide btsan gyi mdzad pa'i gtsug lag -
"The texts that were written by the bTsan-po Khri
Srong-A-,fc&n"..	 It is fairly certain that this king
was very careful in making a choice between Indian and
Chinese Buddhism and so it is possible that he had a
fair amount of knowledge of Buddhism. Certain authors
have therefore taken the above heading in its literal
sense (MBT II, p.122; Macdonald, 1971, pp.307-309).
However, other Tibetologists are of the opinion that the
heading should be understood as the "works that were
written under the order of bTsan-po...." (Lalou 1953,
p.318). The text bKa' yang dag pa'i tshad ma (Lalou
1953, p.356) is, in the opinion of R. A. Stein, too
technical for a king to be able to write, but may contain
certain "reflections" of the king (1980, p.330; L'Annuaire
du Co1lge de France, 1978-9, p.551).

43At this point a note reads: glang dar ma'i ring la btsun pa ye
shes dbang po bar chad du gyur bas mtshan nyid kyl slob dpon
brgyud pa nub!- "During the time of Glang Dar-ma, the monk
Ye-shes dbang-po met an obstacle (i.e. he died) so the
spiritual lineage of the teachers of philosophy was cut off".
Cf. p. 171.	 Whether this note (mchan) and others in SM form
an integral part of SM, i.e. if they are of the author's
own or later insertion, is at present a matter of conjecture.
When names like Glang Dar- .ma are used, one really wonders.
This nick-name is not attested in any of the Tun-huang
documents.

44The expression sngags nang pa has the same sense as that of
rnal 'byor nang pa, i.e. Mahiyoga tantras, SM (p.24):
sngags nang pa rnal 'byor chen po/ Two kinds of rnal 'byor,
inner and outer are given in the classification of the
Nine Vehicles, see, pp.3O9, 311-13.

45A more detailed account of this is given in chapter 6 of
SM (pp.220-223).

46The expression ihag pa'i rnal 'byor is a translation of
the term, atiyoga, also rendered by shin tu rnal 'byor.
Here there is a note: 'bro iha bu rin chen nas bka'
ma chad par bzhugs - "(The line of this teaching) is
continuous from iHa-bu rin-chen of 'Bro", Cf. p.368.
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470n this see p. 201.

48This is a reference to chapters from 4 to 7 of .!
where the traditions of Rim gyis pa, Cig car ba,
Mahayoga and rDzogs chen are treated in detail.

49me term nye'u has two senses: "small fish" and
"criminal" (Tshe-brtan zhabs-drung, Thon mi'i dgongs
rgyan, mTshon sngon 1957). The word nye 'don is an
abridged form of nye'u 'don pa, "to save a criminal
from being punished or to save the lives of small fishes
from a fisherman on account of the great number't.
It has no connotation of "muttering of formulae".

50 1n MBT II (p.82, n.4) 'phrang is taken to mean bar do
(antarbhava).

51There are usually four grades: phyi dbang, nang dbang,
bum pa'i dbang, and gsang ba shes rab dbang.

52 1fl x this is in the negative: " not to pay respects",
see p.8.

pp.15-16.

54pp.23-25. The phrase gcig car 'jug pa yongs su rdzogs pa
should rather be nges pa'i don gyi mdo sde yongs su rdzogs

in contrast to drang ba'i don gyl mdo sde yongs su ma
rdzogs pa.

55 ngs su rdzogs pa here evidently stands for "complete",
"full", so yongs su rdzogs pa'i mdo sde means sutras that
teach the truth explicitly or fully, i.e. nitartha-sutra,
yongs su ma rdzogs pa' i mdo sde, neyartha-sutra, the
sUtras that do not teach the truth openly.

56pp.130, 177, but also Maha yan gyi bsam gtan rgya lung chen p0
(p.l'73).

57This text is listed among the works that were no longer
extant in Bu-ston's time (DS p.963).

58Ten kinds of religious practices (chos spyod bcu) are
mentioned in BZh (pp.60,62) and it is clearly stated that
it is the Rim gyis pa who practises them. A similar list
is also found in a Bonpo text, not 12 but 13 and they
are called dge bsnyen gyi bon spyod bcu gsum, "the 13
practices of Bon of the way of dGe bsnyen (BS p.259). Only
5 are given in gZi brjid (Sneligrove 1967, p.130, 1.31).
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5t3 e.g. 'jigs-med gling-pa, Kun mkhyen zhal lung bdud rtsi'i
thigs pa, f.6a.

60 MBT II (p.72, 11.8): rim gyis pa ni ko mo'i nya chung
'dra/ cig car ba ni gtsang chu'i nya dang 'dra/ The word
ko mo means "pool", "puddle' t , not "raft" as translated
MBT II, p.89). Also the word gtsang chu does not mean
"clear water" (MBT II, p.89). It stands for gtsang po'i
chu, i.e. "the water of a river", gtsang po generally has
the sense of "river" apart from being the Tibetan name
for Brahumaputra.

61 METII (p.72, 11.17-20): cig car ba ni seng ge lain zhugs
'dra/ gad med g.yang med kun la thogs med do! rim gyis
pa ni va mo lam zhugs 'dra/ gad g.yang mi thar ba la log
skor byed/

6L SM p.185.

63 dGongs 'dus, p.199-1-i.

6LiTII p.69, 11.24-30.

65 ibid., p.83.

6

67 Cf. p.266.

68 This is probably identical to the Kun tu bzang P0 klong drug
pa'i rgyud (Kaneko No.158, ff.609-69), but as it is not quoted
in SM, there is no means of verifying it. Kiong-chen rab-
'byams uses it as one of the fundamental sources in his
works, e.g. Theg mchog mdzod, ff.190a5, 300a3 et passim;
Tshig don mdzod ff.4b2, 5b2, 6b3 et passim.

69 A title of a text which remains unidentified. There is a
note, but our text is faulty and does not allow interpreta-
tion. Elsewhere, the bzhi phrugs occurs (gNas lugs mdzod,
f.72a): ita sgom spyod 'bras bzhi phrugs cig ihun grub tu
'byung ste/ - "View, contemplation, conduct and the result,
the four will come naturally and simultaneously."

70 Another title of possibly a group of texts, which also
remains unidentified.
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71 On these see, p. 144,

72 dar ma, dharma here has the sense of actual text. It
is in this sense that the phrase gam babs kyi dharma -
"the holy books that descended from heaven" is to be
understood. Cf.	 Richardson 1977, p.219-20.

73 See p. 165.

1973, pp.35-36.

MBT II, p.67.

76 SM clearly distinguishes the two masters by mentioning
the two different family names (pp.180,278).

The second personage in the list of Tibetan dignitaries
who signed the Sino-Tibetan peace treaty in 821-22, A.D.,
Richardson 1952, pp.74 (Transi. p.76); Demiêville 1952,
pp.280-91.

78 PT 996 (Lalou 1939, pp.511-12 Tibetan text, f.lb7, 2a3).

PT 699.

80 p.278: Jo bo nam mkha'i snying P0 (mchan: gnubs) mkha'
'gro mas bsu nas gshegs/ For a short account of this master,
see TTGL, pp.62-65; A "biography" of gter ma origin is
mentioned in Tibetan Catalogue compiled by G. Smith,
University of Washington (Seattle) 1969, p.209, No.9.

81 e.g. Thugs rje chen po'i gtor ma (Vol. Pa), dPal he ru ka
gal po gsang ba'i rgyud (Vol.Ra), Ma mo snang srid thig
le'i rgyud (Vol. Om).

82 PT 1287 (	 Bacot 1940, p.100, 129).

83 SM p.497; also as ban chung, the young Vandya" (SM pp.3'75,
497), and sgyur ban (SM p.408). See note 84.
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84 ban chung gnubs ban sang rgyas kyis/
rgya bal bod dang gru zhva (bru sha) sogs/
mkhas pa'i kha brgyud mnyes phul bas/
pandi ta'i thugs sgo phye/
yang rtse lung gi man ngag thob/ (SM pp.497-98, 502),
Cf. BA pp.104-5.

85 K Vol.9, No.452;	 Vol. Da. According to 'Gos Lo-ts-ba
gZhon-nu-dpai, this work is identical to mDo sde gdains ngag
'bog pa'i rgyal p0, Cf. Karmay 1981.

86 Cf. Karmay 1980, p.15; NgD pp.277-'78.

87 cmii ii, f.266 et seq.

88	 p.278; NGT Vam, f.571.

89 BA p.108. According to some other works, he is contemporary
with King dPal-'khor-btsan, the father of Khri bKra-
shis brtsegs-pa-dpal, NGT Vam, f.568; 8Th p.209.

90 However, here 'Gos Lo-ts-ba gZhon-nu-dpal is quite
inconsistent. While in one place he gives lHa-rje
huth-chung (BA p.109) in another place he has given as
lHa-rje sNubs-chung (BA p.428) and in either case no
personal name is given. It therefore suggests that a
total confusion between the two names already existed in
his sources. According to the rNal 'byor gyi dbang phyug
chenpo rje btsun ml la ras pa'i rnam	 ar thar ba dang
thmas cad mkhyen pa'i lam ston by Rus-pa'i rgyan-can
(=gTsang-smyon He-ru-ka, 1452-1507), Varanasi c.1968,
Mi-la ras-pa met gNubs Khu-iung-ba Yon-tan rgya-mtsho and
asked him for instructions in magic spells (pp.40-41).
In the mGur-'bum of Mi-la ras-pa, it is stated that
Mi-la ras-pa learned magic spells from lHa-rje sNubs-chung
(edition Varanasi, p.154), but no personal name is mentioned.
Now lHa-rje gNubs-chung here is probably a name of gNubs
Khu-iung-ba Yon-tan rgya-mtsho since his father gNubs Sangs-
rgyas ye-shes is often called gNubs-chen, and also the
mGur 'bum was mainly complied by gTsang-smyon He-ru-ka
(Cf. G. E. Smith, "Introduction to the life of the Saint
of gTsang", SPS Vol.79, New Delhi 1969, p.3). Therefore
the problem resides in the question: Whom did Mi-la ras-pa
meet? lHa-rje gNubs-chung (i.e. gNubs Yon-tan rgya-mtsho)
or lHa-rje hüii-chung (i.e. grand-son of Yon-tan rgya-mtsho)?
Practically all the late rNying ma pa sources e.g. NGT Vain
(f.579), LPDz (p.292), HYG (f.304) maintain the name
iHa-rje huth-chung as the son of Ye-shes rgyai-mtshan which
would correctly put the dates of gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes
right back into the 10th century, for Mi-la ras-pa met
someone who is the 4th generation from gNub Sangs-rgyas
ye-shes. If this is so, we shall have to reject the version
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contained in Mi-las ras-pa's "biography" which in any
case was only compiled in the 15th century.
Padma dkar-po in his chos 'byung (SPS Vol.75, New Delhi
1968) gives an even more divergent version. According
to him, Padma dbang-rgyal had a son called 'Jain-dpal.
The latter's son was llla-rje'Yt-shes-gzungs who taught
Mi-la ras-pa magic spells (pp.389-476). Ye-shes-gzungs
is therefore the personal name of lHa-rje hurli-chung and
in this case Mi-la ras-pa met someone who is the 5th
generation counting from gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes.

91 BA p.109.

92 For the Tibetan text, see note 43.

Cf. BZh pp.64-65; KhG f.12a5.

e.g. BA p.108.

dPe rgyun dkon p0 'ga' zhig gi tho yig (L. Chandra,
Materials for a history of Tibetan Literature, III, No.79
(SPS Vol.30, New Delhi 1963).

96 Cf. Karmay 1980, p.15, No.12.

Lo rgyus rin p0 che'i phreng ba, Bla ma yang tig, pt. Kha,
Derge edition, f.12b.

98 pp.137, 145 ; Cf. also p.223, n.23.

JT p.99-5-5.

1005 p.503. In his GCh, the Vth Dalai Lama mentions a
bSam gtan mig sgron by Vimalamitra and a bSam gtan mig gi
sgron me'i brgyud 'debs by gTer-ston bSam-gtan gling-pa
(Vol.2, pp.328-29). Whether these have any relation to
our text SM, it is impossible to say anything till they can
be consulted.

101 rGya nag hva shang gi byung tshul, pp.434, 445.

102 See pp.159-60.

103	 p.65.

1O4	 p.118-134; Cf. MBT II, pp.73-76; PT 116 acdonald,
Imaeda 1978, P1. 110-113).
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105	 p200: sngags kyl dge bshes "a master of tantric
teachings". This Lo-ts-ba therefore cannot be an adept
of the Cig car ba tradition.

106e.g. gSung rab nfl p0 che'i gtam rgyud shkya'i rabs rgyud
(T Vol.144, No.5844).

107 10L 689/2, see p.163.

108	 p150 PT 699.

109See PT 699.

p.118.

111 1t is one of the four kinds of dhyana (bsam gtan):
1. byis pa flyer spyod kyl bsam gtan, 2. don rab 'byed
pa'i bsam gtan, 3. de bzhin nyid dmigs kyi bsam gtan,
4. de bzhin gshesg pa'i bsam gtan (SM pp.53-56);
Lankavatra-stItra, K Vol.29, No.775, p.43-3-5.

112	 pp.55, 59-60.

113.ibid., pp.12, 65.

114.ibid., p.61.

115.ibid. , pp.144-45.

116.ibid., pp. 144-52.

' 17 ibid., p.186.

118.ibid., p.490

9Elsewhere this same author lists different categories of
ml rtog pa within the Yogcra system and states that the
"non-imagination which appears in the state of voidness"
is the meditation of parinipanna of Yogacära (SM p.55).

120	 119.

121 See P•39 et seq.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RDZOGS CHEN DOCTRINE AND ITS
LITERATURE IN THE TENTH CENTURY

In the preceding pages we have briefly examined the

Cig car ba tradition in Tibet. The chapter on rDzogs

chen in SM contains a very detailed exposition of the

doctrines of rDzogs chen) An analysis of it might

therefore help us to form an idea whether the Cig car ba

tradition has made any contribution to the development of

the rDzogs chen doctrines. We have studied rDzogs chen's

close connection with the Mahyoga tantras. 2	The chapter

on rDzogs chen is in the framework of an imaginary dialogue,

so to speak, with a series of questions and replies. It

begins with a short introduction giving an outline of the

principal doctrine of rDzogs chen, namely the "Primordial

basis". 1+ will therefore be useful to have this passage

extracted and translated before going into the analysis of

the rest of the chapter.

"Now, as for expounding the doctrine of Atiyoga, the

excellent vehicle, the best and topmost yoga, the mother

of all conquerors, its name is the Great Perfection. Why9

Because it gives detailed teaching with a view to imparting

direct understanding of the principle of this non-sought

spontaneity in all its conceivable elements. The sense of

the spontaneous essence, which is the innermost treasury

of all vehicles and the great "universal grand-father",3

is to be experienced directly by "self-awareness", 4 but

not as a thing to be kept in mind. It is to be made clear
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to the "self-awareness". How one is to know of it?

In this vehicle of the high yoga, there is nothing that

can be measured by the discriminative self-intellect

as expounded in the tantras, authoritative works and

precepts. Why is it so? Because all the so-called

phenomenal world has never moulted and shed its colour5

from the beginning. It is the Buddha-nature, the "sphere

of the great circle" 6 of the "self-awareness". Who then

has seen this as an object? Who has demonstrated the

logic for seeing it? To what doctrine does one entrust

it? With what cognition does one cognise it? All the

elements have no entity since they are not conceived"

(-theg pa'i mchog rnal 'byor gyiphul yang tog/ rgyal ba ril

gyi yum a ti yo ga'i don btsan pa nil mtshan rdzogs pa (p.291)

chen p0 zhes bya ste/ ci'i phyir zhe na/ bsam gyis mi khyab

pa'i chos thams cad ma brtsal lhun rdzogs pa'i don! gcer

grol 7 go bar bya ba'i phyir zhib tu bstan te/ de ita bu'i

theg pa thams cad kyl yang mdzod spyi mes chen p0 'di'i

ngo bo ihun gyis grub 8 pa'i ngang nyid kyi don! rang rig

pas9 mngon sum khong du chud nas blor bzhag par byar yang

med pa'i don chen po rang gi rig pa la gsal bar bya ba yang/

ji itar shes par bya zhe na/ shin tu rnal 'byor gyi theg

pa 'di la/ rgyud lung man ngag gi gzhung ltar/ dang 0 gzhal

bya'i chos gcig la/ rang gi so sor rtogs pa'i shes rab kyis

gzhal bar byar yang med pa ste/ de ci'i phyir zhe na/ chos

so cog tu grags pa thams cad! ye gdod ma nyid nas spu ma

brjes mdog ma bsgyur bar rang byung gi ye shes thig le

chen po'i klong du sangs rgyas pa'i rang bzhin la/ dngos 0

gzhal byar su yis mthong/ gta tshigs su (p.292) yis bstan/
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grub pa'i mtha' ci zhig chol/ 'jal byed gang gis byas tel

de dag gi ngo bo so so ba med pa'i phyir ma dmigs so/)10

In this introduction, strong emphasis is laid upon the

theory of gzhi, the "Primordial basis" described as the

"great universal grandfather" and it is unchangeable since

it never "moults or sheds its colour". It is further

termed the "Great Circle". It must be pointed that in

the Cig car ba tradition this theory has no role to play,

but it is the mind which has the predominance. On the other

hand, the Cig car ba tradition also holds that both cognition

('jal byed) and its object (gzhal bya) are "unborn" and

that this principle is to be understood through "non-action"

(brtsol med). Here also it is stated that the "Primordial

basis" cannot be realised by the "discriminative self-

intellect", but must be experienced through "self-awareness".

Following this exposition SM begins a series of six possible

questions that may be raised in connection with the doctrine

of rDzogs chen. Each question is given a reply with a

detailed discussion based on several sources. The following

extracts are those of the explanation of the author of SM.

As stated, his interpretations are here considered to be of

interest more than the texts which he uses as his evidence.

His explanations, very obscure in most cases, nevertheless

represent the understanding of the rDzogs chen doctrine by

someone who lived in the tenth century A.D. Therefore the

quotations given after each reply are not extracted along

with his explanations. Question I begins with a quotation
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and the reply to the question III is given by quoting a

text. Apart from these two cases, the rest are all th

author's own words as they appear in SM.

Question I

"The Srog gi 'khor loll says:

"Remain in the condition of space.

If the three worlds are investigated, there is really

neither sarnsara nor nirvana.

If it is partial, it cannot be sugata-garbha."12

This text says "if investigated...". Now, is there not

anything to be investigated in the rDzogs chen system?"
p.' Ait

(- srog go 'khor lo las! ma spangs ma sgrubs narn mkha'iAdu

gnas/ khams gsum brtags na 'khor ba mya ngan med/ phyogs

char gtsen na bde gshegs snying po min/ 13 ces 'byung/ '0

na khams gsum brtags na ces pa nyid kyis/ 'dir yang gzhal

fl	 (p.293) ni yod dam.../). 
14

Reply:

"(The question shows) the ignorance of Tathat. The

implication of the "non-avoiding and non-searching" is

that everything is clear in the state of spontaneity. It

does not mean that there is a separate entity which

investigates (and another which is investigated). The

straight path is the direct experience by the "self-awareness"

without contemplation and without investigation. In my view

this is the best way of measuring." 	 (-de kho na nyid kyi
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don ma rig ste/ ma spangs ma bsgrubs zhes pa'i don gyis/ thams

cad ihun gyis grub pa'i ngang du gsal ba la gnyis med la

brtags na zhes pa'i sgra yang tha dad pas 'jal ba ni ma yin tel

rang rig pas ci yang ma bsams la ma brtags 15 ma dpyod pa

nyid thog tu phebs pas drang p0'1 lam ste de ni gzhal ba dam

pa 'dod do/)16

Question II

"In that case, if nothing is investigated, how can one release

the mind?" (- 'o na dr yang ma brtags ma dpyad na sems grol

du btub barn!)17

Reply:

"It is a release of that which cannot be released. Why?

Because that principle is beyond mental investigation and in

it no bondage can be conceived. Release is simply an appellation"

(- grol bar byar med pa nyid kyis grol ba ste/ ci'i phyir zhe

na/ rtog dpyod las 'das pa la bcings pa nyid ma dmigs pa'i

phyir tha snyad tsam du grol zhes bya'o/)18

Question III

"By what thing can we illustrate that principle then?" (-'o na

don de nyid re zhig gang gis mtshon zhe na!).19

Reply:

"The sPyi bcings 2° says:

The great ocean of Mantrayana,

Cannot be understood
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Through examples, logic, deduction,

Or inference,

Therefore the Mantrayna,

Risky mystically,

But abundantly fruitful in practice,

Is vast and so difficult to fathom.

It can only be achieved by those who have obtained

the permission and precepts".

C- gsang sngags rgya mtsho chen P0 nil

dpe dang tshad ma gtan tshigs dang/

rjes su dpag pa'i shes rab kyis/

rtogs par nus pa ma yin tel

de bas gsang sngags bdag nyid che/

dngos grub rlabs chen 'khrigs pa can!

bsam yas gting ni dpag dka' bas/

lung dang man ngag thob pas 'grub/ ces so!)21

Question IV

"If they are all erroneous, what is the correct principle

like?"

(-'o na de dag 'khrul na don ma nor ba de nyid ji ita ba

22yin ce na/)

Reply:

"That which is non-dual from the beginning cannot be expressed

through verbalism. As it is spontaneous from the beginning

it has no name. The Great Perfection lacks a name" (-ye nas

gnyis su med pa'i(pas) tha snyad med pa/ ngang gis brtsal ba
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dang bral zin pa la rtsal ba bral bar yang sgro gdags su med pa/

gdod nas lhun gyis grub pa'i(pas) ming med pa/ ye nyid rdzogs

pa chen p0 la rdzogs pa chen oo'i blo gdags bral. /)23

Question V

"What does it mean when one says that one sees the truth

of the perfect principle by means of non-investigation?"

(-de itar dr yang ma brtags pa'i thabs kyis 24 yang dag

pa'i don gyi bden pa mthong ngo zhes bgyi ba ji ita bu lags/).25

Rep ly:

"In all the entities of existence there is neither oneself

nor the other; neither object nor cognition. When nothing

is seen, it is termed as "seen", in reality, there is not

anything apart that is to be seen" (-chos tharns cad la bdag

gzhan gnyis med/ shes bya shes byed gnyis med pas/ cir yang

ma brtags ma gzigs zhes bya'i/ nges pa gud nas rnthong ba ci

yang med de/).26

This reply finishes with a discussion in which the author of

SM makes comparisons between the rDzogs chen view and that

of the Cig car ba tradition on the above question of "Seeing

the truth" (bden pa mthong ba) in the following words: "If

the seeing (of the truth) is made an aim, it constitutes a

deviation from what is contained in both the tantras and

their treatises, for it displays the fault of having not

understood the principle. In this great religious tradition,
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seeing the principle cannot be made an aim. Everything is

within oneself. Though not sought, it crystallises itself

without having been seen. It is the best eye. That

principle is the only thought of the Buddha that has

been disclosed. But there are people who have not under-

stood this way, who have no confidence in the theory and

possess no authentic lineage of the precepts. They are

learned only in Lower Vehicles. They say: "self-awareness

does not take the nature of Dharmat as an object, because

Dharmat is unborn and void. This Gnosis has no object.

When it perceives a thing there is no duality. This alone

is the Great Perfection. In this, there is no activity

nor is it seen". These people claim this as the teaching

of rDzogs chen, but (in fact) it is based on the meditation

of the Middle Way. 27 The sPyi bcings says:

"With the meditation of the sTon men pa as their basis,28

They claim it to be the supreme teaching of rDzogs chen.

It is like a prince stepping down to become a subject

and so is contradictory to the treatises".

(-mthong ba ched bu byed na/ rgyud lung gnyis su gol tel

bdag nyid du ma shes pa'i skyon yod pas chos lugs chen

p0 'dir don mthong ba ched du byar med pa nyid kyi phyir/

thams cad bdag nyid chen p0 pas/ ma btsal yang mthong

ba med par rang gsal ba nyid spyan gyi mchog yin pas/ don

de ni rgyai ba'i dgongs pa mngon du phyung ba kho na'o/

de ita bu ni ma shes/ lta ba'i gdengs ni bral/ khungs su

brgyud pa'i man ngag ni rned/ 'og ma la ice sbyangs pa'i

gang zag kha cig/ rang rig pas chos nyid kyi ngo bo ma

skyes stong pa de bzhin nyid bya ba la dmigs 'dzin med

la ml rtogs pas/ ye shes kyl yul yang med/ dmigs pa'i
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dus na gnyis su med de/ de kho na rdzogs pa chen po yin tel

dela ni bya ba dang mthong ba ni med do/ zhes smra ba'i gang

zag ni/ rdzogs chen du khas 'ches nas dbu ma'i bsam gtan la

rten 'cha' ba yin/ spyl beings las kyang/

rdzogs chen bla na med par khas 'ches nas/

ston men bsam gtan tsam la rten 'cha' bat

rgyal p0'1 sras 'bangs babs pa lung dang 'gal/)

29zhes byung/).

Question VI

"What is the significance of the "non-active vehicle" under

which the Great Perfection is known?" (-'o na rdzogs pa chen p0

bya ba dang bral ba'i theg pa la dgongs pa ci yod ces dris

30na/).

Reply:

"(The Great Perfection) is the mother who produces all

Buddhas. 31 It is the antidote of all activity that involves

effort. Whichever path one follows and whatever method one

adopts, without realisation of the Great Perfection, one

cannot attain Enlightenment" (-'di ni rgyal ba thams cad bskyed

pa'i yum/ rtsol ba'i las thams cad kyi gnyen po yin te/ thabs

dang lam gang nas bsgrubs kyang/ 'di ma rtogs par sangs ml

32
rgya/)
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The author of SM continues this exposition quoting several

texts and finally also gives nine different views of rDzogs

chen held by Indian and Tibetan masters which are excerpted

below:

"Generally there is no more than just one, but it is beyond

the scope of the ordinary mind. Nonetheless, there are

different ways of describing it according to different

teachers. Some of them are given here. Whatever way one

demonstrates it, essentially it is the same."

(-de ni spyir gcig las kyang med/ bsam las kyang 'das fla

re zhig dge ba'i bshes gnyen gyi bzhed gzhung 'ga' 'dir

bstan te/ lugs mi mthun pa ni/ ji skad bstan kyang ngo bo

'dra bala/).33

i. "The view of the principle as "non-objectivity".34

(Definition): "Buddhas and living beings, sarjsra and nirvia

are all just simply appellations. They appear in diversity,

but have no reality. The object of "self-awareness" is not

removed by anything, it simply has no object. There is nothing

that can be aimed at finding Enlightenment as if it were

somewhere else or learning the principle as if it were an

object of the intellect. How can this "single nature" have

an object? This principle does not come about after removing

the object. From the beginning there was no object, not

even the term itself. This principle is within oneself.

It cannot be sought by aiming at something. The sun does

not look for the light of the glow-worm" (-gza' gtad dang bral

ba'i lta ba. . ./ sangs rgyas sems can 'khor ba dang mya ngan las

'das pa ru kyang tha snyad kyi bla btags stam ste/ ngo bo sna
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tshogs snang la gnas pa med pal rang byung ba'i ye shes kyi

spyod yul thams cad ngang nyid kyis ma bsal bral ba la/

byang chub logs shig nas gnyer bar bya ba'i bza' ba dang/

don rig pas gsal byar 'dod pa'i gza' ba'ang med pas/

gcig gi rang bzhin la dmigs gtad ga la yod de med do!

'di ni gza' gtad gsal ba las byung ba ma yin te/ ye nyid gza'

gtad med de zhes bya ba'i ming tsam du yang bsnyad du med

pa la don de nyid kyang bdag yin pas/ ched du gnyer du med del

dper na nyi mas srin bu'i 'od mi tshol ba dang 'dra'o/)35

ii. "The view of the principle as the great state of

spontaneity... ,,36 (Definition): "The nature of every

object of Buddhas and living beings is enlightened. It is

enlightened in the great state of the spontaneous Dharmat

that has neither beginning nor end" (- ihun gyis grub pa'i

ngang chen por (ita) ba nil.....sangs rgyas dang sems can

37dang/ de'i spyod yul ril gyi rang bzhin ni 	 yong ye gdod

ma med pa nas tha ma med par ihun gyis grub pa'i chos nyid

ngang chen po'i rang bzhin du lhag ma med par sangs rgyas

38so!).

iii. "The view of the principle as the Great-self".39

(Definition): "All the elements that constitute oneself

and others and all those which appear to oneself as "I" and

'TINE" are neither modified nor debased. From the beginning,

they are clear to "self-awareness", the Gnosis without

permanence. That is why it is called the Great-self"4°

(- bdag nyid chen por lta ba. .. .1 bdag dang gzhan gyis bsdus
pa'i chos ma lus pa dang/ bdag dang bdag tu snang ba thams cad/
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ma bsgyur ma slad par ye nas rang rig pa mi gnas pa'i

ye shes skyl bdag nyid du rang gsal ba la bdag nyid chen

0 zhes bya ba'i tha snyad kyis kyang mi thogs te/ tshig

dang yl ges brjod pa'i tha snyad las 'das so/).41

iv. "The view of the principle as the "Intellect born

of oneself". 42 (Definition): "All the elements that are

encompassed by that which comes into being and that which

decays are from the beginning enlightened in the essence

of the one which has no cause. In the great intellect

that is born of oneself, they shine transparently like

sky-light" (- rang jyung gi ye shes su lta ba'i lugs nil

skye 'jig gis bsdud pa'i chos thams cad kyang gdod ma nas

rang byung gi ye shes rgyu rkyen ngang gis bral ba'i ngo

bor sangs rgyas pa'i phyi nang med par narn mkha'i 'od bzhin ye

shes chen por rang gsal

v. "The view of the principle as non-activity".44

(Definition): "In the system of the supreme yoga, the world

is an unmade paradisiacal temple. Living beings - of whom

there are six kinds are enlightened through the light of the

"self-made vajra". The three kinds of worlds are in them-

selves in the nature of Buddha-body, Buddha-speech and Buddha-

mind. The passions are transported into Dharmat. Misery is

the great bliss of spontaneity. Obscurity itself shines like

wisdom. Samsra	 is of Swastika life (i.e. everlasting)

without old age, decay and change, enlightened from the

beginning. What can there be to be searched?"
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(-bya btsal dang bral bar 'dod pa'ang 'di itar bzhed de/ ihag

pa'i rnal 'byor chen po'i lugs kyis/ snod kyi 'jig rten ma

bcos pa'i gzhal yas khang/ bcud kyi 'jig rten 'gro drug rang

byung rdo rje 'od kyis sangs rgyas /khams gsum sku gsung thugs

kyi bdag nyid la/ nyon mongs pa chos nyid du bskyal btab/

sdug bsngal bde ba chen por lhun gyis grub! sgrib pa ye shes

su rang 'bar! skye shi 45 g.yung drung tsher gyur/ rgas rgud

'pho 'gyur med pa'i ngo bor ye sangs rgyas pa la/ de 'phral

du btsal du ji yod/).46

The author of SM continues by giving a detailed list of

twenty categories of deeds and as a source for this exposition

he cites among other works, the fifth line of the Rig pa'i

khu byug: zin pas rtsol ba'i nad spang te4

The question of "non-activity" (bya bral) is considered to

be an important aspect of the rDzogs chen doctrine as we

have seen, but at the same time the Cig car ba tradition

also holds a parallel view which raises the problem of

rDzogs chen as a distinctive tradition from Cig car ba. The

author of SM is perfectly aware of this question. He

therefore tries to dispel it in the following passage:

"In one respect, the definition of "non-activity" is as

follows: the saints would not be gladdened even if one had

made them offerings of the whole universe. The spiritual

stages could not be traversed even if one marched for an aeon.

Even if one had searched throughout the four seasons,

Enlightenment would not be found. Even if one had contemplated

for a long duration, the principle would not be crystallised.
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(But) whichever way one rolls over, one is never away from

the principle. The great principle is clear to oneself.

Does one remain without doing anything then? The answer

to this question is that meritorious deeds and searching

activities do not bring about much good. However, it would

not do at all if one abandoned them all. Why? Because

in this great system, "non-activity" does not mean that

one should reject and abandon everything nor would one do

anything purposely. One remains effortlessly within the

principle. If one understands this way, one does not stop

oneself whatever one does, nor is there any cause to be

sought actively. Moreover, in this great system of the practice

of the ancients, nothing is rejected nor anything accepted.

Even the sense of the "non-activity" is not sought nor does

one remain without sense. Those who come in the future and

who are fortunate enough to enjoy this religious tradition

must know this way. It is called the "Manner of lying down

of the great principle". One sleeps in the state of Dharmadtu

without losing the "king of intellect".48

Those, whose intelligence for understanding this principle

has become submerged and who are carried away by the river of

striving, are like a person born blind. They accept the

teaching of the Great Perfection and talk about "non-activity",

yet inside they are purposely striving for something. To

search for the sense of "non-activity" actively is like a

woman who hopes to be favoured after having danced".
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(- rnam pa gclg tu bya ba dang bral ba'i don gyl gting

tshugs pa nil stong gsum mchod par phul kyang 'phags pa rni

mnyes/ bskal par bgrod kyang sa ml gnon/ sgo gsurn gyl dge

ba ci byas kyang sangs ml rgyas/ dus bzhir btsal yang

sangs rgyas mi rnyed yun tu bsgom kyang don gsal bar byar

med/ 'gre log spyi tshugs gar 'gre kyang 49 snylng po'i don

las 'da' ba med de/ don chen po rang la gsal 10/ '0 na ci

yang ml bya bar mchls sam zhe na/ lan du dge ba dang rtsol ba'i

bya ba'ang skyon no zhes bya na/ yal bar 'dor bar 'ang ga la

srid de ml 'dor ro/ de ci'i phyir zhe na/ lugs che p0 bya

ba dang bral ba nil yal bar bor ba mln/ ched du rtsol ba

yang mln/ don dang bral ba med par! brtsol ba med pa'o/ de

ltar shes na ci byas kyang ml 'gog ste bya brtsal gyi rgyu

yang med do/ 'on tang gna'l ml lugs chen 0 spyod pa ni/ gang

la yang 'dor ba'ang med/ len pa'ang med/ tha na bya bral gyi

don nyid gnyer ba'ang ml byed/ bral ba'ang ml byed do! de

bzhin phyi nas chos lugs spyod pa'i skal ldan mains kyang byos

shig/ de ni don chen nyal mo'l tshul zhes bya ste/ chos kyl

dbyings kyi ngang la rig pa'l rgyal p0 ml 'dor bar mnal ba'o/

de dag gi don rig pa'l ye shes ni nub/ rtsol ba'l chu bo rgyun

phyogs su khyer te g.yengs pa yi/ mun long dang 'dra ba'i

gang zag/ rdzogs chen khas len pa'l rab gclg/ rtsol med kyl

tshig smra zhing khong rtsol ba ched du gnyer zhing/ don gyis

byar med kyi don bya bas tshol ba ni/ bro brdungs pas thugs

zln du re ba'i ml mo dang 'dra'o/).5°
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vi. "The view of the principle as the Great Bliss".51

(Definition): "That which experiences all the phenomena

embodying karma, passions and their consequent effect of

suffering, when investigated is non-existent, if left alone,

anything can originate from it. This Bodhicitta has no

substance from the beginning and is the purity of the Great

Bliss. It avoids no pain yet shines forth itself in the

Great Bliss. That is why it is called the Great Bliss,

imperishable, inexpressible and totally beyond the mind's

scope. It is this that appears within us. It cannot be

found anywhere else" (- de la bden (bde) ba chen por lugs

kyis ni/ las dang nyon mongs pa dang 'bras bu sdug bsngal

gyis bsdus pa'i chos ji snyed/ byed cing myong ba'i rang

bzhin nyid/ brtags na med la bzhag na cir yang 'byung ba'i

phyir/ de la ngo bo ye med pas byang chub kyi sems bde ba

chen p0' i kiong dag pa/ zug rngu ma spangs bde ba chen p0

rang shar ba ia/ bde ba chen p0 zhes brjod pa ma 'gags brjod

du med pa/ bios kyang bde ba chen p0 zhes par gzung ba ye

bral ba ni 'di itar snang ba nyid de/ gzhan du btsai du med

vii. "The view of the principle as non-duality in

accordance with the Supreme Yoga".53

(Definition): "The Bodhicitta which exists from the

beginning is effortless and is the same as the Great Bliss.

That means that all known extremes are non-dual as far as

the Great Bliss is concerned" (- ihag pa'i rnai 'byor chen p0

pas gnyis su med par ita ba ni/ ye nas gnas pa'i byang chub

sems bde ba chen 0 rtsol ba dang bral ba'i don ni mtha'

ji snyed du grags pa thams cad gnyis med de/. . •)54
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viii. "The view of the principle as the nature of the

Single Great Circle".55

(Definition): "Manifoldness is an aspect of the phenomenal

world. It appears to those who understand the principle

wrongly and to those who are still learners in the form of

diversity. But to the "Self-awareness" which is Bodhicitta,

it naturally appears without any diffuseness. "Self-

awareness" is enlightened in the nature of the "Great Circle"

so that it neither avoids duality nor conceives of it. In

words, it can only be called "One" since it has no "pair".

It has no real name" (- thig le chen p0 gcig gi rang bzhin nyid/

rtog56 dang lam pa la tha dad par snang tsani nyid na/ rang

rig pa byang chub kyi sems spros pa thams cad dang ngang gis

bral ba thig le chen po'i rang bzhin du sangs rgyas pa la

gnyis spros kyi chos thams cad ma spangs ma dmigs pa'i phyir/

tha snyad tsam du zla med pas gcig ces brjod du zad kyi/ ngo

bo byid dang bral

ix. "The view of the principle as the natural basis of all

,,58existence

(Definition): "This is a particularly correct view. Why?

Because the absolute aspect of Substance is inexpressible and

cannot be debased. It is the Great Perfection of the

Supreme Yoga" (- chos thams cad gzhi ji bzhin par ita ba ni/

khyad par du'ang ma nor ba ste/ de ci'i phyir zhe na/ dngos

0 rnams kyi de kho na nyid kha na ma bcos ma bslad pa nyid

pas a ti yo ga rdzogs pa chen po'o/).59
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After the vith question which comprises nine different views

concerning the theory of the "Primordial Basis", SM

continues to give a detailed exposition on the methods of

practising meditation according to the rDzogs chen system.

It is divided into two parts. The first is on the

physical discipline (lus kyi bzhag thabs), but it quickly

points out that the rDzogs chen does not accept any kind of

physical discipline unlike the other systems such as the Cig

car ba tradition. 6° The author goes on at length on this

theme mainly using the sBas pa'i rgum chung 6 ' in which it is

pointed out that any kind of physical discipline presupposes

bodily attachment. The second part is on the "method of

how the mind enters" (sems kyi 'jug thabs) as opposed to the

physical discipline. Here too according to the rDzogs chen

system, there is no question of making the mind purposely to

"enter" ('jug pa) into any field. In other words, the noumenal

state of the mind does not have any object ('jug pa med par

'jug pa). This section contains a detailed analysis of

62deviation (gol sa) and obcurity (sgrib pa),	 normally

abbreviated as gol-sgrib. We have already had occasion to

discuss this topic in connection with the sBas pa'i rgum chung.

Here it is stated that from the stand-point of the rDzogs chen

system, all the rest of the Buddhist teachings are "deviation",

but it has also been pointed out that a lower vehicle is a

deviation from the point of view of any higher vehicle, e.g. in

the system of the 9 Theg pa, the preceding theg pa is a

deviation from the viewpoint of the following or higher

theg pa.	 This section on the sems kyi 'jug thabs occupies the

63most part of the chapter on rDzogs chen in SM.
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What is a most important point here is that in the tenth

century A.D. the principal theory of rDzogs chen namely the

"Primordial Basis" (gdod ma'i gzhi) was well formulated. The

author of SM has no apparent difficulty in elaborating it

still further by applying certain general tantric terms to it.

As is well attested, the terms bdag nyid chen P0 (mahtman),64

rang byung ye shes (svayambhiij?.na) and bde ba chen p0 (mahisukha)

primarily convey tantric notions, but they are applied to the

theory always tinged with the idea of primordial purity.

Other terms like gza' gtad dang bral ba (aimlessness, in a

good sense), ihun grub(anbhoga) and thig le chen po may be

considered as rDzogs chen's own terminology and therefore

present no great problem when used to describe certain rDzogs

chen conceptions. One may also consider the term gzhi ji bzhin

("natural basis") as one of rDzogs chen's own terms, but

it also occurs in the form of ye ji bzhin pa in Anuyoga tantras,

especially in the dGongs 'dus. 65 This is not surprising since

rDzogs chen is itself after all a development of the tantric

meditation of Sampannakrama of the Mahyoga tantras. Moreover,

the dGongs 'dus under the title Rig pa mchog gi lung serves

as one of the principal sources in SM. The term gnyis med

(advaya) usually refers to a transcendental state where the

phenomenal world dissolves into a noumenal state of the mind

and so where neither subject nor object are conceived of.

In this sense, it is a metaphysical term common to most of

the Indian philosophies. However, when the term bya brtsal

dang bral ba("non-activity"), which is in fact a synonym of

ihun grub, is used, certain problems arise. In the first place,
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it is a term common to both traditions of the Cig car ba

and of rDzogs chen. The connotation of "non-activity" covers

activities both physical and mental with a particular

emphasis on mental searching. In rDzogs chen one stresses

the point that one does not purposely conform to the notion

of "non-activity" whereas the Cig car ba tradition aims at

achieving the state of "non-activity". Such a subtle

distinction is by no means always evident. On the one hand,

the term itself occurs in the chapter on the Cig car ba

tradition in SM only once and also does not seem to have

been used in any of the Tun-huang documents on Dhyna so

far consulted. On the other, although the actual term does

not occur in the earliest texts of rDzogs chen such as the

Rig pa'i khu byug, the notion conveyed by the term is implicit

in the fifth verse: "As (all is) already completed, one

avoids any more searching activities" (zin pas rtsol ba'i nad

spangs tel). 66 Moreover, it is significant that this notion

is linked with Buddhagupta the author of the sBas pa'i rgum

chung. In this work, too, the term itself does not occur

in the main text, but in an interlinear note to clarify the

sense of the verses 12_15.67 It is therefore evident

that the ascription of the theory to Buddhagupta in SM is

of ancient origin. This corroboration also confirms that

Buddhagupta is the author of the sBas pa'i rgum chung as the

introductory part of IOL 597 states.
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NOTES

1	 pp.290-494.

2 pp. 151+, 241 et seq.

spyi myes, the "universal grand-father" also occurs as
spyi gzhi the "universal basis". It is a term referring
to the "Primordial basis" from the point of view of subject
in contrast to the description of this same principle as
being the "mother of all Buddhas", Cf. p. 316.

This term rang rig is borrowed from the Vijinavda school.
It renders the term svasarpvedana and refers to a perception
involving cognition as a whole, but not in itself an
independent cognition. Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist logic,
Nendruck der Ausgabe, 1930, Vol.11, p.29. It is opposed to
gzhan rig which cognises the external object (kha phyi lta'i
shes pa) whereas rang rig is "introversive" (kha nang phyogs

). Cf. RCh f.79a1, 157a4, 192a7, 198a2; PG p.50. It often
occurs in the phrase so sor rang gis rig pa'i ye shes, the
"intellect_that experiences itself", RCh f.157a4; ShT pp.478
et seq.; akya mchog-ldan, Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad pa,
p.187.

In rDzogs chen this perception is presented as the one
which experiences the "Primordial basis" as in the text,
and it is closely related to the notion of rang byung ye shes
(see note 42, also Cf. p. 201 ). However, the concept of
rang rig itself is, as in the case of kun gzhi, a subject of
debate as to its real existence as a perception between
different Buddhist schools. Cf. Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad

, pp.234-35. For Mi-bskyod rdo-rje, rang rig is identical
to ma rig pa, see gNas lugs bdud rtsi'i nying khu rnal 'byor
rgyud kyi rnam bshad, Delhi 1979, Vol.3, f.352.

The expression spu ma brjes is preceded by another one:
gzhi bdag rang lugs whose sense remains unclear.

6 Cf. p.206.

The word gcer grol literally means "naked release".

The text reads lhun gyis pa'i.

The text reads rig pa'i....
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10SM pp.290-92.

11
One of the 18 ems sde, see p. 1+.

' 2The word bde gshegs snying po evidently translates sugata-
garbha, but the Sanskrit word itself is not attested in
Buddhist Sanskrit texts, see D. S. Ruegg 1973, p.68, N.2;
Cf. also p.329.

13The version of this work in	 (Kaneko No.7/8, f.446) reads:
phyogs char brtses na bde gshegs snying P0 yin/. The sense
ot the verb brtses paJ gtses pa in this context is not very
clear.

14
SM pp.292-93.

15There is a note in the text at this point. It reads: sems
bsgom rgyud las/ la la ma brtags pa las rgyal ba 'byung gi
brtags pa 'khrul zhes 'byung phyir/ - The Serns bsgom rgyud
says: "In some texts, it is said that the Buddha results
from "Non-investigation' t ; investigation is erroneous". The
Sems sgom rgyud remains unidentified.

16	 p.293.

p.295.

295.

295.

20	 295-96.

21This text is one of the 18 Sems sde (Cf. p. 44	 ), but is
missing in	 No other copy of it has been obtainable.

22	 p.304-5.

23	 p.305.

24SM p.307:

25	 p.307.
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26	 p.307. According to Rong-zom Pandita (ThCh, f.126a3),
the expression bden pa mthong ba (satyadarana) is
simply an appellation which signifies: "nothing is seen"
(bden pa mthong ba zhes bya 'di tang! chos gang yang ma
mthong ba'i tshig bla dvags te/). But in his Sangs-rgyas
kyl sa chen po (f.80b1), Rong-zom explains the expression
in another way: gzung ba dang 'dzin pa'i rtog pa mngon
du rgyu ba log pa la ni bden pa mthong zhes 'dod la/ -
"when the overt movement of conscious thought trapped in
the dichotomy of the object and subject is reverted, it is
held as "seeing the truth". A similar explanation to this,
is also given in ThCh (f.135a2).

ma here refers to the Cig car ba doctrine which considers
itself to be dbu ma. Cf. PT 117 and PT 812.

28On this term, see p.155, n.13.

29	
pp. 310-311.

30	
•312

31 Cf. p. 316.

32	 p.312.

p.315.

34According to a note this view is held by Mahrja of Oddiyna
and Vimalamitra (o rgyan ma ha ra tsa dang bi ma mi tra'i
bzhed, SM p.316). These personages occur in a line of 23
Indian masters of rDzogs chen, see p. 38.

pp.316-17.

36A note states that this view is held by dGa'-rab rdo-rje,
Cf. p.38.

(p.320) reads: rang bzhin nyid ni ngo bo nyid ni yong...

38	 p.320.

39Here a note says that this view is held by Vairocana.
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40The bdag nyid chen p0 is further described as having five
qualities called che ba lnga, the "Five great ones":

1. mngon du sangs rgyas pa'i che ba ("direct enlightenment").

2. bdag nyid chen por sangs rgyas pa'i che ba (the
"Great self as the Enlightenment").

3. rang rig pa bdag nyid che ba (According to ThCh
f.27: (chos kyi dbyings su sangs rgyas pa'i che ba)
("the Self-awareness as the Great self").

4. de yin pa'i sangs rgyas pa'i che ba (the affirmation
of the 3rd).

5. thams cad nas thams cad du sangs rgyas pa med pa'i
che ba ("Enlightened: at all time").

In ThCh (f.216) these five che ba are given as the qualities
of bodhicitta and are called "Great", because each of them
vanquishes respectively one object: the "inferior view"
(lta ba dman pa), the nihilistic view (chad par lta ba),
the view that takes substance as absolute (rtag par lta ba),
doubtfulness (the tshom) and the "Searching activity"
(rtsol sgrub).

41	 pp.328-29.

42This view is of dGe-slong-ma Kun-dga'-mo according to a
note. This personage is one of 23 masters of rDzogs chen,
see p. 38 •	 The Sanskrit euivalent of the term rang byung
ye shes is given as svayambhujnãna (Ruegg 1973, p.29). The
sense of this as understood by Rong-zom is as follows: gzung
ba dang 'dzin pa'i rnam par snang ba de'i tshe nyid na gnyis
P05 stong pa'i rang rig pa tsam nyid yin par grub pa'o/ rang
rig pa de nyid ye shes zhes bya ste/ don la phyin ci log pa'i
phyir/ - "It is proved that (the "intellect born of oneself")
is none other than the self-awareness, devoid of the dichotomic
appearance of the subject and object. This self-awareness is
called Intellect, for it is correct when it cognises its
object (i.e. itself)", (Rang byung ye shes chen p0 'bras bu
rol ba'i dkyil 'khor du blta ba'i yi ge, Rong zom bka' 'bum,
f.559). Rong-zom defines rang byung ye shes more precisely
in another work (Rong zom bka' 'bum f.444): rang byung ye
shes kyang sems rang rig pa tsam yin pa dang/ gzhan rig pa
rnams kyang 'khrul ba yin pa'i phyir/ - "The intellect born
of oneself is simply the mind that is awareness of itself.
(In contrast), the mind that cognises others (i.e. external
objects) is (by nature) delusive". For Rong-zom, rang byung
ye shes is therefore a synonym of rang rig, but cf. n.4.

gzhan byung ye shes, the "intellect born of others", in
contrast with rang byung ye shes is considered to have been
produced through the perception of gzhan rig (Cf. n.4).
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Dol-po-ba Shes-rab rgyal-mtshan explains the two terms as
follows: gdod nas chos nyid rang gis rang rig pa'i rtogs
pa rang byung ye shes dangf lam zab mo bsgoms pa las skyes
pa'i rtogs pa gzhan byung ye shes so/ - "The realisation of
self-awareness, the Dharmatä from the beginning (realised)
through oneself is the "Intellect born of onelf". The
realisation that is produced from the meditation of the pro-
found means is the "Intellect born of others" (RCh f.78b6-79a1).
As in the case of gzhan stong ( p. 332 ) gzhan byung ye shes is
also a particular terminology of the Jo nang pa.

43SM p.340.

44According to a note here, this is the view of Buddhagupta,
Cf. p.109.

45	 .For the origin of the word, skye shi, see Stein 1983, p.174.

46	 pp.344-45.

47See p. 91.

48The phrase don chen nyal mo'i tshul brings to mind one of
the texts attributed to Hva-shang Mahayana: bSam gtan
nyal ba'i 'khor lo. Cf. Karmay 1975, p.153; R. Kimura,
"Le Dhyana chinois au Tibet ancien aprs Mahayana", JA
Tome CCLXIX (anne 1981), p.185.

49SM p.351: 'gro log spyid tshugs su gang 'dres kyang..
T. pp.89, n.51.

50	 pp.350-52.

51Here there is a note according to which this view is held
by Kukurja and risirnha. On these two masters, see p.38.

52	 p.352-53.

53According to a note here, this is a view of 'Jam-dpal bshes-
gnyen, Cf. p. 38.

p.356.

note says that this v.ew is held by lngas thu bo ra tsa
nyas sti ( =Sras thu bo ra tsa hasti), one of the 23 masters
of rDzogs chen, see p. 38 . The sense of thig le is usually
given as spros pa dang bral ba or spros bral (aprapa?ca)
Lit: "without amplification", or "that which cannot be
displayed", Cf. ThCh f.218. The expression thig le chen p0
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has evidently the same sense as that of thig le nyag cig,
"the single circle" and as that of nam mkha'i thig le
(see p. 121 ). The word thig le in these expressions
certainly refers to the "Primordial basis". I translate
thig le by "circle" since here it has no sense of the
Sanskrit term bindu "drop" which refers to Bodhicitta the
tantric sense. On this, see D. L. Sneligrove, The Hevajratantra,
London Oriental_Series, Vol.6, London 1959, Vol.1, p.135.

The thig le chen po is described as having six kinds of
aspect (thig le chen p0 ni thig le drug par (dang) idan par
bzhugs te):

1.	 dbyings kyi thig le

ii. dbyings rnam par dag pa'i thig le

iii. chos nyid thig le

iv. ye shes thig le

V.	 kun tu bzang po'i thig le

Vi. ihun gyi(s) grub pa'i thig le (SM p.375).

For further detailed explanation, see ThCh f.218-19. There
is also a text entitled Thig le drug pa, one of the 18
Sems sde texts, see p. 3!3 • In the Ch'an school, the absolute
is symbolised by a black circle while the relative by a
white circle. H. Dumoulin, A History of Zen Buddhism,
New York 1963, pp.112-18.

56	 p.369: rtogs.

p.369.

58The note
rGyal 0
.M (dga'
ban chun

says that this is the view of dGa'-rab rdo-rje,
'Da'-he-na ta-b and of myself i.e. the author of
rab rdo ne dang rgyal p0 'da' he na ta lo'i bzhed/
rang gj 'dod bvang kvang yin!).

6O	
403_405

610n this text, see p. ]Yi.

62	
428_44•

63	
405_44

SM pp.200-201.
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65Kaneko No.160.

66 See p. 122, n.52.

67See p.123.
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RDZOGS CHEN THOUGHT AND ITS CRITICS
IN THE ELEVENTH CENTURY

With the eleventh century we enter into a relatively

well known period in Tibetan religious history. It was

the formative period of all the subsequent development

of Tibetan religious thought, and was also a period of retro-

spective study of the religious practices prevalent in the

immediately preceding centuries. New translations of

Indian Buddhist works began to appear after a lapse of almost

two centuries in translation activities. The more new

translations of tantras were made the less authentic seemed

to the Tibetans the existing old translations. Once again,

tantric teaching was the centre of polemic as it had been

in the eighth century A.D. , but in the eighth century it

was a question of suitability to the Tibetans 2 whereas now

in the eleventh century the issue was the authenticity of

the earlier translations whose Sanskrit origins were no

longer available.

Tibetan Buddhism in general regards tantric teaching as

indispensable for gaining Enlightenment, but at the same

time, the question of authenticity, whether of the new

(sngags gsar ma) or the old tantras (sngags rnying ma) has

always been a source of anxiety for the historians, for no

stitras that were considered authentic confirm that the

3
tantric teaching was actually taught by Sakyamuni.
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At the beginning of the eleventh century, iHa Bla-ma Ye-

shes-'od, the king of mNga'-ris undertook the re-establishment

of the Buddhist monastic tradition in Western Tibet. He

himself renouncing the world became a monk, hence the name

of Ye-shes-'od. Buddhist monastic tradition had been

supressed by Glang Darma, but tantric teaching, particularly

Mahyoga tantras, had been a flourishing faith from about the

middle of the ninth to the middle of the eleventh centuries A.D.

However, it harboured many a practice about the genuineness

of which the king began to wonder. In this connection, he

therefore issued an edict in the form of an open letter

requesting all concerned to refrain from their malpractices,4

and encouraged young Tibetan monks to travel to Northern India

in order to find out whether the prevalent practices were

genuine or not. In this edict, the king indicates that he

was particularly concerned with the practices of the sexual

rite (sbyor)and the rite of deliverance (sgral), and these

according to him were practised under the name of rDzogs chen.

Now it would seem that he did not really consider the practice

of sbyor sgrol as a part of the rDzogs chen teaching. On

the other hand, not a single tantra is named in the edict.

This, however, gave rise in later centuries to various

interpretations. Subsequent Buddhist historians too have

been unwilling to specify any tantras that particularly

expound the practice and that had been popular in the period

in question.

In a paper to the Tibetan International Seminar in Oxford,

I gave an account of the religious practices of the period

as found in the edict and pointed out that it is 	 that the
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edict was mainly aimed at among other tantras, but no

details could be given. 5 This is perhaps the best place

to go into a more detailed discussion of this subject.

The practice of sbyor sgol is the main topic expounded in

chapter 11 of	 and it is this tantra that had been very

popular from the time of Glang Darma's persecution, i.e.

about from the middle of the ninth century till new

translations of tantras were made in the eleventh century,

but the tradition of this particular tantric teaching

continued in later centuries. The commentary on this

tantra by Rong-zom pandita Chos-kyl bzang-po (middle of the

eleventh century) 6 and the one by Klong-chen Rab-'byams

(1292-1361) testify to the importance that is attached to

it in the rNying ma pa tradition. This tantra was evidently

also known in Tun-huang, for several manuscripts bear

relation to it.8

The wording of the edict concerning rDzogs chen does not

permit one to interpret it in as sure a way as would be

desirable. It states: rdzogs chen ming btags chos log bod du

dar/	 For the orthodox, this means that many a false doctrine

calling itself rDzogs chen was in vogue in Tibet. However,

for certain rNying ma pa, Sog-zlog-pa, for example, it means,

a number of doctrines which were in vogue under the name of

rDzogs chen and the doctrine of rDzogs chen itself is not

the object of criticism.'0

As has been discussed above, the practice of sbyor sgrol

primarily originates from	 and since it is this tantra

that has been the object of criticism, one can hardly

pretend that rDzogs chen had not been under criticism, for

it is this tantra that also expounds the doctrine of rDzogs
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chen in its tantric version. The later rNying ma pa school

makes a distinction between two different traditions of

rDzogs chen. While in one tradition its source is ascribed

to Vairocana, in the other it is traced back to

Padmasambhava. It is this second tradition which considers

MTPh as its fundamental text. Indeed, this text is intended

to elucidate chapter 13 of	
12

The fundamental text of the tradition that follows Vairocana

is the Rig pa'i khu byug. The doctrine expounded in this

text is largely also tantric, but no indication of the

practice of sbyor sgrol is apparent in it. Yet its commentary

links the rDzogs chen expounded in it with those practices

at least philosophically. 13 This means that the tradition

of rDzogs chen emanating from Vairocana had been associated

with the practice of sbyor sgrol in its philosophical sense

from quite early onwards, probably already at the beginning

of the ninth century. Therefore, whichever one of the two

traditions the edict meant, both are associated with the practice

of sbyor sgrol in the time of lila Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od.

This king was concerned mainly with the religious practices

which he thought went beyond the limit, but no philosophical

criticism was made against rDzogs chen. It is said that the

tantric teaching seemes so contradictory that he thought if

the monastic discipline (vinaya) is the true teaching then

the tantric doctrine cannot be so and vice versa. 14 Pho-

brang Zhi-ba-'od, the grand nephew of lila Bla Ye-shes-'od,

on the other hand, is categorical in condemning rDzogs chen

as being contaminated "false doctrine" in his bKa' shog,15
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but he too gives no explanation as to the way in which

it has been contaminated (sres). This prince-monk who

lived in the latter half of the elenth century was an

adept of the bKa' gdams pa school and was also quite an

important lo-tsã-ba.	 The part he played in the role of

re-establishing Buddhist monastic tradition is no less

important than the activities of his brother, Byang-chub-

'od, but he remains an obscure figure in spite of his

achievement in translation works. The Tibetan Buddhist

historians seem to have neglected his activities almost

entirely. Consequently western writers on Tibetan Buddhism

too had no place for his role. It is only as late as the

sixteenth century that Sog-ziog-pa, a rNying ma pa polemicist

made an attempt to refute his assertion. According to

Sog-zlog-pa, the prince-monk considered that rDzogs chen

resembled the doctrine of the "Substance-view" of the Non-

Buddhists (mu_stegs) 16 on the strength of the Lahkävatra.

sütra passage which according to him is as follows:

"One sees lights and figures like a water-lily,

And a rainbow in the sky.

All these various signs,

Are to lead the non-Buddhists to the Path"7

('od dang padmo lta bu dang/

ri mo nam mkha'i 'ja' 'dra mthong/

mtshan ma sna tshogs 'di dag nil

mu stegs can lam 'khrid par byed/).
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The question of light ('od) of course refers to the rDzogs

chen theory of the "Primordial basis" which is described

as being effulgent, and also to the theory of the Rainbow

body ('ja'-lus). We shall have occasion to discuss these

topics in another chapter.' 8 rDzogs chen has therefore

been the focus of doctrinal and philosophical dispute right

from the beginning of the eleventh century A.D. The

criticism of it seems to be centred around two points:

authenticity of its source and validity of its doctrine as a

genuine Buddhist teaching. The adepts of rDzogs chen there-

fore must have felt the need to defend their doctrine. It

is against this background that Rong-zom Pandita Chos-kyi

bzang-po seems to have been the first to devote a work to

the defence of rDzogs chen. It is entitled Theg pa chen p0'1

tshul la 'jug pa (ThCh) - "The entering into the mahaynic

system". This work was so far unknown, but it is of

considerable importance. It makes no mention of either

lHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od or Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od explicitly,

but that may be because of the importance of the royal family

in mNga'-ris at the time. This great master was an

accomplished lo-ts-ba and is said to have made many

transiations. 1	Besides his translation works, he is said

to have written a number of works on a variety of subjects.2°

ThCh and his comentary of	 are considered to be the

most important ones. He is one of the few who has the

title of "Orniniscient" (kun mkhyen). 	 'Gos lo-ts-ba gZhon-

nu-dpal states that "there has never been any other person

who is as learned as he in the land of snows".2'
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Yet no western works on Tibetan culture have so far ever

mentioned his name. 22 Yet his works have not been entirely

inaccessible. Many of his contemporaries criticised him

for having composed texts since he is not of Indian birth

which suggests the fact that he was one of the early

writers in the eleventh century. A distinctive system of

rDzogs chen evolved according to his method which became

known as Rong lugs, the system of Rong, 23 but it remains

undefined since all his works on rDzogs chen are as yet

unavailable, and ThCh which will be summarised below is

essentially in the nature of a refutation.

Rong-zom Pandita was born in Lung-rong in gTsang. From

early childhood he began to show an interest in Sanskrit

the study of which later earned him the title of Pandita, but

it does not seem that he had travelled to India as was then

in vogue. He met several Indian scholar-wanderers in Tibet,

from whom he could learn Sanskrit. He was a married man and

had two sons. It is stated in 	 y that no dates of his

birth and death could be found, but he met Atia 24 and was

a contemporary with 'Gos lo-tsã-ba Khug-pa lhas-btsas who

was one of his doctrinal opponents. 'Gos Khug-pa lhas-

btsas seems to have been an uncompromising critic of the

"Old tantras". A 'Byam yig attributed to him is extant and

is a refutation of rDzogs chen and other rNying ma pa

tantras. 2 Rong-zom Pandita must therefore have flourished

around the latter half of the eleventh century. His life

story, based on records of his two personal disciples,

Yol rllo-rje dang-phyug and g.Yug rDo-rje 'dzin-pa, is found

in rr. 26 It is curious to note that while the account

given by Yol rDo-rje dbang-phyug mentions ThCh, it is silent
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about Rong-zom's commentary on	 and although the account

of g.Yug rDo-rje 'dzin-pa relates a dream which Rong-zom

had before he set to work on the commentary, no mention is

made of ThCh. There is, however, no doubt concerning Rong-

zom's authorship of both works.

ThCh may be considered the most important treatise on

rDzogs chen written in the eleventh century that has come to

light. The rDzogs chen master A-ro Ye-shes 'byung-gnas who

lived in the early part of the eleventh century is said to

have written a similar work entitled Theg pa chen po'i rnal

'byor also known as A ro khrid yig chen mo, but this still

remains unavailable. Atia is believed to have read it

with admiration. 27 It goes without saying that it would be a

revelation to compare our ThCh with this work, should it

become accessible to us. The other work on rDzogs chen by

Rong-zom Pandita is the rDzogs pa chen p0'1 ita sgom man ngag,28

but this work too still remains unavailable.

The primary aim of ThCh is to defend rDzogs chen and it is

against this background that the work must be read. It Is

clear that Rong-zom Pandita has made an attempt to bring

rDzogs chen within the line of general Buddhist teachings, and

then prove the validity of the doctrine. The arguments of

the critics of rDzogs chen according to him impose two

necessities: the need to prove its authenticity by examining

if rDzogs chen has any Sanskrit origin and whether it can be

proved according to the established system of Buddhist logic.

ThCh has six sections. The first section gives definitions

of the passions (nyon mongs kyi mtshan nyid) and then goes

through a process of reasoning that all the Phenomenal World
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is illusory (sgyu ma). This section is called "Demonstration

of all Dharma as equal to the value of illusion" (chos thams

cad sgyu ma ita bur 'go mnyam par bstan pa).29

The second section is devoted to what the author calls

'Uemonstration of the reply to criticism" (brgal lan bstan pa),

i.e. replies to the objections that may be raised against

what is said in the first section.3°

The third section analyses the different Buddhist doctrines

of sütras and Mantrayna31 and finally rDzogs chen itself.

Rong..zom Pandita states that rDzogs chen does not claim its

own view to be objective (ita ba 'dzin pa dang bral bar ita ba),

in contrast with other systems whose views are held to be so

(ita bar 'dzin pa dang bcas pa). 32 He then describes rDzogs

chen in the following words: "The topmost of all vehicles,

the kind of all the authoritative works, the gist of all the

scriptures, the inner most part of all the thoughts, the

essence of all the precepts" (theg pa thams cad kyi yang rtse/

lung thams cad kyi rgyal p0/ gsung rab thazns cad kyi snying bcud/

rgyud thams cad kyi spyl 'grel/ dgongs pa thazns cad kyi zhe

phugs/ man ngag thams cad kyi snying po/).33

The fourth section is entitled "The section on the system

of rDzogs chen immune to logic" (rDzogs pa chen po'i tshul rig

pas mi gnod pa'i skabs/). 34 As the title suggests Rong-zom in

this section first gives the definition of bodhicitta, a

term in the rDzogs chen system which stands for the "Primordial

basis" and then sets out to show how rDzogs chen is immune to

logic. It begins as follows: "Those men who have faith in
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the system of rDzogs chen will realise and enter into the

system by just being shown it. However, those who are

attached to the works of Sanskrit and logic, think in the

following manner: all our doctrines concord with the

definition that is given in Sanskrit and are proved by logic,

but the system of rDzogs chen is opposed to logic. That

which is contrary to logic cannot be accepted" (rdzogs pa chen

po'i tshul la dad pa'i gang zag rnams kyang/ 'di nyid bstan

pa tsam gyis rtogs shing 'jug par 'gyur ba yin na/ 'on kyang

sgra'i bstan bcos dang/ rig pa'i bstan bcos 35 la mngon par

zhen pa'i gang zag dag 'di snyam du/ bdag cag gi grub pa'i

mtha' 'di dag nil sgra'i don dang rig36 pas grug pa yin la/

rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul ni rig pa dang 'gal te/ gang rig36

pa dang 'gal ba de ni blang bar bya ba ma yin no/).37

As a reply to the question of Sanskrit origin, Rong-zom

Pandita picks up the word byang chub sems as an example and gives

its Sanskrit equivalent, bodhicitta which according to him is

a synonym of rang byung ye shes (svayambhutajãna). 38 Here

he does not bring in the question of the Sanskrit origin of the

word rdzogs chen itself as is the case with later critics of

rDzogs chen. 39 As for the question of logic, Rong-zom states

that logic is an established system within the circle of those

who hold the view of substance as an absolute (dngos por ita

40	 .	 .
ba).	 Three kinds of intellect are then given: "The

sense-object form is the object of the intellect particularised

by consciousness. Appearance is the object of the intellect

particularised by feeling. The definition of the absolute is

the object of the intellect particularised by immaculate Gnosis"
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(dmigs pa ni 'du shes kyis bye brag tu byas pas (pa'i) blo'i

spyod yul 10/ snang ba ni tshor bas bye brag tu byas pas (pa'i)

blo'i spyod yul 10/ ngo bo nyi kyi mtshan nyid ni shes rab

41
dri ma myed pas bye brag tz byas pa'i blo 1 spyod yul lo/).

Rong-zom Pandita maintains by implication that logic is

construed chiefly through the first type of the three kinds of

intellect, i.e. conceptual thought and this intellect is inferior

to the third type of the three, the "immaculate Gnosis",42

In the rDzogs chen system, it is this last intellect that

has the main role in discerning the absolute. 43 That is why

rDzogs chen is immune to logic, Rong-zom Pandita seems to

contend.

It is not known from what source Rong-zom derives this

analysis of perception. The conception of appearance (snang ba)

as the object of feeling (tshor ba) hence experience, is implied

in the first four verses of the Tun-huang document, the sBabs pa'i

rgum chung and, indeed, Rong-zom himself explains these verses

according to this conception. 44 He further states that

through the first intellect we conceptualise a certain thing in

terms of whether it exists or not (yod pa dang med pa).

Through the second intellect we judge a thing in terms of

whether it is good or bad (yang dag pa yin pa dang mm pa)

and through the third we discern in terms of whether an object

is cognised or not (grub pa dang ma grub pa). The first

type of intellect according to him is not even capable of

avoiding exaggeration and depreciation (sgro skur) whereas

the second is capable of removing those imperfections, but

not erroneous conceptions. It is only the third one which

can eliminate all erroneous thoughts ('khrul ba yongs su gcod pa
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46 .The fifth section	 is entirely devoted to the elucidation

of rDzogs chen theories. It covers much the same ground as

that of chapter seven on rDzogs chen in SM which we have

already had occasion to examine. However, Rong-zom brings

in some other topics which are not to be found in SM. It may

therefore be useful to give a brief summary of them here.

According to him, the rDzogs chen system holds the following

attitudes:

(1) "All the elements (of the Phenomenal World and the

Nirvnic state) are viewed as being enlightened in the self-

being of one single great circle, the Bodhicitta" (chos thams

cad byang chub kyi sems thig le chen p0 gcig gi rang bzhin tu

sangs rgyas par lta ba).

(2) "All illusory appearance around us is viewed as the "play"

of Kun-tu bzang-po" (i.e. the Mind, 'khrul snang thams cad kun

tu bzang po'i rol bar ita ba).

(3) "All living beings are viewed as the field of profound

enlightenment" (sems can thams cad zab mo byang chub kyi zhing

du lta ba).

(4) "All objects are viewed as being the effulgence of self-

awareness itself" (spyod yul thams cad rang byung gi ye shes

rang shar bar ita ba).47

After this exposition, Rong-zom continues by giving an

analysis of the "Five Che ba" and the "Six Thig le" which

we have already discussed in the previous section. 48 The

enumeration of the thirty gol sgrib and their definition are

49
also given in the greatest detail.	 Rong-zom then takes up

the subject known as yin pa gsum, the "Three Beings" which it

may be useful to give here since they are referred to in the
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Tun-huang document, the sBas pa'i rgum chung.5°

(1) The noumenal state of the mind is called the Being of

Kun-tu bzang-po since it has mastered the multifarious

manifestations as the "Play" of Kun-tu bzang-po (cir snang

yang kun tu bzang po'i rol ba la mnga' brnyes pa yin pas/

kun tu bzang po yin pa zhes bya'o/).

(2) Its object is called the Being of Kun-tu bzang-mo

since multifarious manifestations are devoid of substance

(dr snang yang rang gi ngo bo ma grub pas/ kun tu bzang mo

yin pa zhes bya'o/).

(3) The two-in-one is called the Being of Non-Duality since

that which appears to (Kun-tu bzang-po) is unborn and the

unborn that appears is manifest in a multifarious form (gnyis

su med pa yin pa/... snang ba nyid ma skyes pa/ ma skyes pa

nyid sna tshogs su snang ba. . . /)•51

The "Three Beings" are therefore related to the dichotomic

conception of Kun-tu bzang-po as the "subject" (byed pa po)

and Kuntu bzang-mo, the "object" (bya ba mo).52

Rong-zom now dwells upon the topic of what is known as

the "Three great gDengs":53

(1) The "state" (ngang) of the mind (sems) is uncomposed

(ma byas pa).

(2) The self-being of the mind is natural (ma bcos pa).

(3) The "Great Self" (bdag nyid chen po) is spontaneous

(lhun gyis grub pa).

These three are further explained: "The noumenal aspect of

the Sems (sems nyid) is uncomposed, for the "self-being" of
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it never turns into something else however much it is defiled

by the delusion of living beings. It is unalterable since

the qualification of Bodhicitta can never be improved however

much Buddhas try to modify it through their methods. It is

spontaneous since being what it is, it is beyond the reach

of the activities of crossing over and purification" (ma byas

pa ni sems can gyi 'khrul bas ji itar bslad kyang/ sems kyi

rang bzhin gzhan du 'gyur ba myed pa'o/ ma bcos pa ni rgyal

ba rnams kyi thabs kyis ji itar bcos kyang/ byang chub sems

kyi yon tan bogs dbyung du myed pa'o/ ihun gyis grub pa ni de

itar bas na bgrod cing sbyang ba las 'das pa'o/).54

Rong-zom gives yet another category known as the "Three

roots of the Precepts" (man ngag gi rtsa ba):

(1) "The precept that does not rely upon authoritative works

(lung la ma bsten pa'i man ngag).

(2) "The result that does not originate in cause" (rgyu las ma

byung ba'i 'bras bu).

(3) "The Dharma that is not comprised within the mind" (sems

las ma byung ba'i chos).55

Rong-zom further elucidates these topics in the following

words: "As Bo$dhicitta is the essence of all dharma, it is

the best "precept" that is to be kept in mind, but it is not

dependent on the words of the authoritative works. Although

Bodhicitta is effulgent by its own nature, it is not composed

of compassion (karuna),concentration (samdhi) and the

discerning intellect (praj1) which are elements originating

in mind. Although BoAdhicitta is fully and manifestly

enlightened, it has not been earned through the merits of good

deeds and spiritual exercises" (Byang chub kyi sems ni chos

thams cad kyi snying P0 yin pas/ blo la bcang ba'i man ngag gi
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dam pa yin yang/ lung gi sgra la rten pa'ang ma yin no! byang

chub kyl sems ni rang bzhin gyis 'od gsal ba yin yang/ sems

las byung ba'i chos shes rab dang ting nge 'dzin dang snying

rjes bsdus pa'ang ma yin no! byang chub kyi sems ni mngon

par rdzogs par sangs rgyas pa yin yang/ bsod nams dang ye

shes tshogs kyi rgyu las bsgrubs pa'ang ma yin no!).56

Boddhicitta is therefore considered as being uncomposed

('dus ma byas), unaltered (ma bcos pa) and spontaneous (ihun

gyis grab pa).	 It is the "self-being" of mind (sems kyi rang

bzhin) and is luminous ('od gsal ba). It is not obtainable

through any spiritual practice prescribed in books nor is it

produced from the cultivation of compassion, concentration

and analytic thought. It can be adduced from nothing other

than the self, for it is within the self and has always been

aware of its own existence (rang byung = rang nas byung ba,

ye shes = ye nas shes pa).	 According to Rong-zom, the

difference between the sems and bodhi is discerned in the

following way. To "conceptual thought" ('du shes kyis bye

brag tu byas pa'i blo) the sems and bodhi exist individually

(rdzas so sor yod pa) whereas the "immaculate Gnosis" (shes

rab dri ma med kyis bye brag tu byas pa'i blo) perceives

that when there is sems, there is no bodhi and when there is

bodhi, there is no sems. In other words bodhi is the "self-

being" of the sems (sems kyi rang bzhin byang chub).

In his MPh, 'Ju Mi-pham states that Rong-zom holds the

view that Rang byung ye shes, inthe rDzogs chen system, is

an "intuitive Gnosis" (ye shes) which is at the same time

uncomposed ('dus ma byas, asarpskp4ta) and it exists at all

time within the "Primordial basis" (gzhi la ye nas yod pa).
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It is immobile throughout the periods of the beginning,

during the spiritual practice and at the destination (gzhi

lam 'bras bu'i skabs thams cad du 'pho 'gyur med pa).

Further, it is known by other names, such as Dharmadhtu that

is luminous from the beginning (gdod nas 'od gsal ba'i chos

dbyings), and Kun-tu bzang-po. This rang byung ye shes,

Mi-pham continues, is described as being in contrast with

gzhan byung ye shes, the "intuitive Gnosis" that is produced

from other than oneself. It is composed ('dus byas, saiskrita)

and is a production from cause (rgyu las skyes pa). This

ye shes remains from the level of the preliminary stage

(aiksa) only till the final level (aaika, slob pa nas ml

slob pa'i bar rgyun ml chad pa). It is therefore rang byung

ye shes that remains constant and at the Buddha level (sangs

rgyas kyi sa) whereas gzhan byung ye shes, being a substance

produced from cause, eventually perishes. 57 The term

gzhan byung ye shes however is not attested in ThCh or in

other works of Rong-zom Pandita so far consulted, but the

implication of it is more or less evident. Rong-zom therefore

seems to view the "Primordial basis" as a permanent and positive

entity. We shall have occasion to return to this problem

in another chapter. 58	*

59	 .	 .The last section,	 the sixth of ThCh, is concerned with

those who cannot follow the rDzogs chen system and for these

he gives a general exposition of the methods of improving the

mind (sems kyi bcos thabs). The work then ends with a short

epilogue and the colophon.60
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ThCh is an important treatise since it belongs to a

relatively early period in Tibetan religious writing.

Indeed, it is the only one of this period which treats rDzogs

chen extensively. It goes without saying that Rong-zom must

have been a highly learned personage. Throughout the work,

it is self-evident that he treats his subject with precision

and great care has been taken in explaining different terms

in accordance with their Sanskrit equivalents. Rong-zom

writes in a veritable Sastra style of which he seems to be

very fond. The work is therefore purely a treatise on

doctrinal and philosophical issues. It is said that Go-rub

Lo-ts.-ba Chos-kyi shes-rab, 61 one of Rong-zom's opponents,

was so impressed by ThCh that he resolved to become a disciple

of Rong-zom.62

However, when it comes to the question of the development

of rDzogs chen thought, it sheds little light on works dating

from before ThCh although it is itself a fact of history in

the sense that it was written in a known period. Many of the

quotations remain unknown and not a single personal name of a

previous author is mentioned throughout the work. Yet one

would have thought that works like SM and the Thegs pa chen

po'i rnal 'byor of A-ro Ye-shes 'byung-gnas would have made

a contribution towards the development of the themes on which

Rong-zom dwells. Not even the slightest reference to his own

other works like the commentaries on MTPh and	 is made.

The only sources that are explicitly mentioned with their

titles are three works of gNyan dPal-dbyangs63 and certain

texts belonging to the group of the Sems sde bco brgyad.64

Nonetheless, these oddities do not overshadow the uniqueness

of the work.
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NOTES

1 See introduction, P.14 et seq.

2 Different categories of tantras, such as kriy, upaya,
mahayoga, anuyoga and atiyoga are said to have been taught
to different types of people according to their temperament
and only the category of Ubhaya tantras were thought to be
appropriate for the Tibetans and therefore were translated.
KhG Ja (f.105b) quotes the following passage from one version
of BZh:
ma ha yo ga mu stegs dge ba la gzud pa'i slad du gtsang
dme med par bstan pas ma bsgyur/ a ti yo ga chos kyi dbyig
lta bu ni ma rtogs par (pa) log par 'jug par 'gyur bas ma
bsgyur/ sngags yoga nus pa can yang bod la nus pa mi 'byung
bas ma bsgyur/ kri ya bram ze mains dge ba la gzud pa'i
phyir gsungs pa bod gtsang sbra chung bas ma bsgyur/ a nu
yoga rme bag can la bstan pa bod rtog pa che bas ma bsgyur/
u pa ya bod la ran par brtsis nas ye shes dbang 05 (gsol
nas) bsgyur/
This same passage but defective can be found in BZh (p.52).
Now a certain number of both Kriya and Carya tantras are
attested in TD and it therefore does not conform to what
is said in the above passage, but on the other hand, Mahayoga
tantras were the object of translation restrictions. As to
Anuyoga and Atiyoga tantras, e.g. dGongs 'dus owes its
translation to a period much later, but earlier than the
11th century since it is quoted in SM.

For the discussion of this topic, see Karmay 1981, p.197.

Karmay 1979, pp.153-57.

Karmay 1979, p.152.

6 See KC.

8 e.g. Part I, VIII and IX of PT 42 (Macdonald, Imaeda 1978,
P1.48-52; P1.59-61). Part VIII more or less corresponds to
the section on this subject in the commentary of the
gSang ba snying p0 by Suryasirnhaprabha, dPal gsang ba snying
p0'1 rgya cher 'grel ba, Delhi 1976, ff.308-17.

In another edition of NgD undated, this line reads rdzogs
chen.... mang du dan (Cf. Karmay 1975, p.150).
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f.124: rdzogs chen gyi ming gis btags pa'i sngags log
mang p0 dar bas des rgyal khams phung zer ba yin gyi/ rdzogs
chen dar ba zer ba ma yin fbi; NgD p.441: rdzogs chen bkag
go zhe na ma yin te/ rdzogs chen du ming btags pa'i lta ba
phyin ci log gis sar thogs pa 'di dar bas.. . . /

11K Vol.10, No.455, p.5-3-8: iha mo klu mo rigs ngan mo/.
sbyor sgrol bya ba kun byas kyang/; KC ff.352-392.

12 See p.2L4.

13See p.91.

14	 f.187: mnga' bdag iha bla ma ita bus kyang/ 'dul ba
bden na sngags chos log! sngags bden na cig shos chos log
'dra gsungs. . . /

15Karmay 1980, pp.17,19.

16 p.473: mu stegs rtag ita ba.

17	 (p.'4'73). This passage occurs in Laiikvatrasütra in
connection with the meditation on four kinds of bsain gtan
(dhyna), see p. 174 and it is stated that if one practises
this meditation, one perceives the signs as described above
(K Vol.29, No.775, p.43-4-3. These lines also occur on
p.74-4-1 and p.77-2-5 in the same sutra, but in a slightly
different context.	 -
In the Peking edition of the sutra, the 2nd line reads
ri mo nam mkha'i me 'dra mthong/

18See	 333 et seq.

19 Ga, f.29a (BA p.163). There are a large number of
translations in both K and T under the name of Choscyi
bzang-po as the lo-tsa-ba. As there are other lo-tsä-ba
who also have the same name, most of these remain unidentified,
but at least four translations of Rong-zom can be identified
in T due to the fact that the translation colophons
mention the names of the Indian scholars with whom Rong-zom
worked. Texts Nos.2450 and 2845 (Tohoku catalogue of the
Derge edition, Nos.1319,1982) were translated with the
assistance of Majurijiana. Text No.2785 (Tohoku: 1922)
was translated with Paramevara and No.2867 (Tohoku: 2014)
with Upayarimitra.	 While the Peking edition gives
the translator's name simply as Chos-kyi bzang-po, the
Derge edition clearly indicates the name by adding Rong-zom
in all cases.

Another translation Rong-zom made is mentioned in YN
(p.446). Cf. G. E. Smith, the introduction to The autobio-
graphical reminiscences of Ngag-dbang-dpal-bzang, the
Ngagyur nyingmay sungrab Series, Vol.1, Gangtok, 1969, p.4.
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20Recently two small different collections of his writings
were published in India: Selected writings (gsung thor bu)
of Rong-zom-Chos-kyi-bzang-po, Smanrtsis shesrig spendzod,
Vol.73, Leh 1974 and Rong-zom bka' 'bum (undated), a
volume containing a dkar chag of Rong-zom's writings by
'Ju Mi-pham rgya-mtsho (1846-1912). Neither of these
collections contains his commentary (KC) on jy which is
separately published (1976). Apart from religion and other
subjects like logic, Kvya and Sanskrit grammar, Rong-zom
is said to have written on agriculture (zhing las),
animal husbandry (phyugs skyong ba) and dairy farming
(dkar she sgrub pa), 	 f.30b (BA p.166).

21	 f.30b,2: bod gangs can gyi rgyud 'dir 'di dang mnyam
pa'i mkhas pa su yang ma byung ngo/ (BA p.166).

22Except in the introduction to The autobiographical
reminiscences of Ngag-dbang-dpal-bzang by G.E. Smith, p.4.

23The rNying ma pa sources do not agree on the question of the
Rong lugs. According ChR (f.256), the transmission of the
teaching that began with gNyags Jnakurnra passing through
Sog-po dPal-gyi ye-shes and gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes is
called Rong-lus. It is in this sense that 'Gos lo-ts-ba
gZhon-nu-dpal also uses the word when he describes SM as
a text on meditation belonging to the system of Rong
(rong lugs kyi sgom yig), DNg Ga ff.16a2, 17a5 (BA pp.135, 137-8).
On the other hand, ShK (OM p.495) and LPDz (p.196) both
link the Rong lugs with Rong-zom which seems to be more
plausible.

24	 Ga, f.27b (BA p.161), but according to 'Ju Mi-pham
rgya-mtsho, Rong-zom met Atia only when he was a child
(MPh f.4).

25SNgag log sun 'byin skor, Thimphu 1979, f.9b2-13a5.

26	 Ga, ff.27b-30a (BA pp.160-67). The same account is
given in NGT (second part, ff.61b-69a) and bDud-'joms
'Jigs-bral ye-shes rdo-rje reproduces the entire section
of NGT in his HYG (f.224a-230a). A short biographical
sketch by Jo-nang Kun-dga' grol-mchog also exists
(G.E. Smith, Introduction to the Autobiographical reminiscences.

.., p.4, n.7); TTGL also contains a short account presenting
Rong-zom as a gter ston (p.251).
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27	 p.1001; GLZ ff.51a, 75b; LPDz p.195. There is a rough
list of A-ro's works in ChR (II, f.255-56) and a special
system of the Sems sde teaching according to the method
of A-ro is known as Khams lugs, the system of Khams, as he
hails from Khams Glong-thang sgrol-ma 	 Ga, f.30b, BA 167;
ChR II, f.255; LPDz p.195).

Ga, f.29 (BA p.165); MPh f.11.

____ ff.la-21b,5.

30 ibid. , ff.21b,5-47b,6.

3 ibid., ff.47b,6-68a,4.

32 ibid., f.63b,1.

33 ibid., f.64b,3. This passage would seem to have been quoted
from a work, but no reference is given.

341b1d., ff.68a,4-83a,1.

35.ibid., f.68a,6: bstan bco.

36rigs

37ibid., ff.68a,5-68b,2.

38ThCh f.170b,1: de la rnam par grol ba dang/ rang byung
gi ye shes dang/ byang chub ces bstan pa'ang/ . . . .tha snyad
so sor bstan par zad de/ ngo bo nyid ni dbyer med cing gcig

395ee

40	 .	 .ThCh f.78a,6: rigs (rig) pa'i gnod pa 'di dag kyang khyed
dngos por ita ba rnams phan tshun gcig la gcig 'gal ba dmigs
pa tsam du zad del

____ f.69a,4.

42ibid., (f.69b,2): 'du shes kyi spyod yul gyi rjes su 'brangs
pa'i blo ni dman pa'o/ tshor ba'i rjes su 'brang ba'i blo ni
bar ma'o/ shes rab dri ma myed pa'i spyod yul gyi rjes su
'brangs pa'i blo ni mchog go!

43ibid. , ff.69b,5-70b,6.
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44
See p. 122.

45mCh (f.69a,5): dmigs pa'i sgo nas ni/ yod pa dang myed
pa las stsogs (la sogs) pa'i tha snyad 'dogs par byed do/
snang ba'i sgo nas ni yang dag pa dang yang dag pa ma yin
pa'i tha snyad 'dogs par byed do! ngo bo nyid kyi sgo
nas ni grub pa dang ma grub pa'i tha snyad 'dogs par byed do!
de la dmigs pa'i sgo nas ni sgro skur gyl gnas kyang sel bar
ml nus so! snang ba'i sgo nas sgro skur ni yongs su gcod
par nus la 'khrul ba ni sel bar ml nus so! ngo bo nyid kyi
sgo nas ni 'khrul ba'ang yongs su gcod par byed de/ .....

46ThCh ff.83a,1-132b,3.

471b1d., f.84a,3.

48See pp.200, n.40; 206. n.55.

49Cf. ThCh f.9Oa,6 see also p.l22, n . 52 ; 207.

50Seep.

51mch f.106b,4.

52See p.uo, n.

53me text has both gding and rdeng (ThCh f.107a,2), but
gdeng "confidence", "certainty" is probably correct. A
different category of gdeng is given in Ta pi hri tsa'i
lung bstan, ZhNy Da, p.254.

S4mch f.107a,2-5.

55ThCh f.107a,5-6.

56ibid., f.107b,1-4.

f.13a,5.

58See p.315 et seq.

59mch f.132b, 3-137a,6.
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60ibid., f.147b,1-148a,3. The colophon reads: mkhas pa'i
dbang p0 rong zom chen pos so/ - "This is by the great
Rong-zom, the scholar". This short but pompous colophon
does not sound very convincing, but no other edition is
available for comparison. It is stated (f.107b,6) that ThCh was
composed for lHo-sgom (lho sgom don du 'di bgyis te/) who was
probably a disciple, but who remains for the present
unidentified.

61Also Gu-rub,took part in translating a text (T No.5470).

62DNg Ga, f.28b,4 (BA p.162).

63ThCh ff.11la,3: lTa ba yang dag sgron ma (T 5919); f.119b,1;
125a,6: mTha'i mun sel sgron ma (T 5920); f.120a,4;
lTa ba nfl po che'i sgronrna (T 5923), Cf. p.116, n.21.

64rDo rje tshig drug pa (f.85b2 = Kaneko No.8,10);
Khyung chen (f.86a3 = Kaneko No.8,2) and Byang chub kyi sems
sgom pa (f.132b5 = Kaneko No.14). For these texts, see
The rDo rje sems dpa' nam mkha' che which is also quoted in
ThCh (f.85b4) remains for the present unidentified.
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PART III
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THE PROVENANCE OF THE FUSION OF TANTRIC AND PURE
MEDITATIONAL TEACHINGS (THE ROLE OF MTPh).

In the rNying ma pa school, rDzogs chen is considered to

have come from two different sources. While Padmasambhava

is thought to have preached rDzogs chen in Tibet itself,

Vairocana introduced a certain trend of the rDzogs chen

thought directly from India. What we are concerned with

here is the text known as the Man ngag ita ba'i phreng ba

which seems to be the only extant work on rDzogs chen

attributed to Padmasambhava. It therefore represents the

fundamental work of this particular rDzogs chen tradition.

Below we have made a rough translation of the work.

It is short, but very concise. The first part deals with

various doctrines of Buddhist and non-Buddhist origin

gradually leading to the doctrine of rDzogs chen. The work

is composed within the framework of the "Nine vehicles"

(theg pa dgu), the classification of Buddhist teachings of

the rNying ma pa school. Although the actual term theg pa

dgu does not occur, it is nonetheless self-evident from the

fact that it is divided into nine sections. It is in fact

an early example of the grub mtha' (siddhnta) type work in

Indo-Tibetan Buddhist literature. We shall have occasion

to come back to the question of the "Nine vehicles" later.'

A copy of this work is found in the bsTan 'gyur with the

following title: lTa ba dang theg pa la sogs pa'i khyad par

bsdus pa'i bskyud byang - "A short note on the analysis of

different theories and ways". 2 However, it is the colophon
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title: Man ngag gi rgyal p0 lta ba'i hreng ba - "The rosary

of theories, being the king of precepts", by which it is

usually known and more often in its abridged form iTa ba'i

phreng ba or simply iTa phreng. D. T. Suzuki has

"reconstructed" the title in Sanskrit: Rjopadea-darana-

mala, but no evidence can be gathered that it is of Indian

origin in spite of its ascription to Padmasambhava. In fact,

the colophon does not contain any indication of its author

at all. Neither DS nor YN of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub mention

the work. Its presence in the bsTan 'gyur therefore suggests

an insertion later than Bu-ston's time along with other

Tibetan works, such as YTh. However, the recent publication

of a volume containing several works of Rong-zom Pandita Chos-kyi

bzang-po preserves another copy of the same work. It has only

the usual title Man ngag ita ba'i phreng ba, but has a

different colophon: slob dpon chen p0 padma 'byung gnas kyis

mdzad pa' o/ - "Composed by the great teacher Padmasambhava".

It is this copy that our translation is based on. The same

volume also contains a commentary on the work by Rong-zom

himself entitled: Slob dpon sangs rgyas gnyis pa'i gsung dngos/

man ngag ita ba'i phreng ba/ - "The rosary of theories, being

the genuine work of the Teacher, the Second Buddha". 3 This

is probably the first work commenting on MTPh.

Another relevant text concerning MTPh is the Man ngag ita

phreng gi lo rgyus rnying pa mentioned by Tarantha. 4 This

would be of considerable interest, but has not been obtainable.
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The principal source of MTPh.

The fundamental source of MTPh is the controversial tantra,

It is important to note that the term rdzogs chen in

MTPh appears only as an extension of the term rdzogs rim

(sarnpannakrama). We have therefore the phrase bskyed rdzogs

rnam pa gsurn gyi tshul, viz.bskyed rim (utpannakrama),

rdzogs rim (sampannakrama) and rdzogs chen (mahsanti).6

rDzogs chen as an extension of rdzogs rim is quite current

in Mahyoga tantras. To give just one example, in the sGyu

'phrul dbang gi gal po'i don 'grel by Buddhaguhya, rdzogs rim

is divided into three categories of samdhi. The last of

the three is called rdzogs pa'i rdzogs pa and this is

described as: de phan chad sangs rgyas kyi yon tan kun brtsal

mi dgos pas rdzogs pa chen p0 zhes srnros so! - "This is called

the "Great Perfection", because from that point one does not

need to make any effort to obtain all the qualities of a

Buddha". 7 The phrase bskyed rdzogs gsum also occurs in YTh,8

a work which could date from before the eleventh century A.D.

The term rdzogs chen referring to a high level of spiritual

attainment resulting from the meditation of rdzogs rim is also

known in the teachings of the New Tantras (sNgags gsar ma)

such as the Rim pa gnyis pa'i de kho na nyid sgom pa zhes bya

ba'i 'jam dpal zhal lung9 by Buddharijfinapda (c. eighth

century A.D.).
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The gSang ba snying p0 (SNy).

This tantra is the basic work of Myajla tantras and in

the rNying ma pa school, one of the three principal texts

known as mdo sgyu sems gsum, viz. rnDo dgongs 'dus,'°

sGyu 'phrul gsang ba snying po, 1 ' and Byang chub kyi sems

kun byed rgyal po) 2 Little is known of this work to

Western scholars apart from the brief discussion of it in

13	 .	 .BA.	 In Tibet itself, it had been the subject of controversy

centering upon its authenticity from the eleventh century

onwards. According to Rong-zom, MTPh was composed as a note

to chapter 13 of	 "The precept, the rosary of viewpoints,

was composed as an accessory to chapter 13 of the gSang ba

snying po, explicating the mode in which all the elements

are realised as spontaneous from the beginning in the Great

Perfection" (dpal gsang ba'i snying po las! chos thams cad

ye nas rdzogs pa chen por lhun gyis grub pa'i tshul bstan pa

man ngag gi le'u la 'jug pa'i yan lag tu man ngag ita ba'i

phreng ba 'di mdzad do!). 14 The same chapter is known by

other titles: gSang ba man ngag - "The hidden precept" or

rDzogs pa chen p0 lhun gyis grub pa'i man ngag - "The precept

of the spontaneity of the Great Perfection". 15 Other works

related to the same chapter are also given in KC by Rong-zom:

bDe bar chen po man ngag by Nyin-byed seng-ge and 'Chi ka ma'i

man ngag by Vimalamitra) 6 These two works are connected

with different aspects of the rDzogs chen practice. While

the first is described as an instruction on the practice of

sbyor ba (sexual union), the second is concerned with

meditation at the moment of death and related to the practice
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of sgrol ba (deliverance). Since	 y is taken as the

principal source of MTPh and rDzogs chen is presented in

MTPh as a stage still higher than rdzogs rim it is of interest

to go into some details of the history of this tantra.

According to the rNying ma pa account, § was translated

into Tibetan in the eighth century A.D. 
,17 but no mention

of it is made in TD. However, this dkar chag is at any

rate reticient with regard to tantric works in general by

reason of the royal decrees in the late eighth century A.D.18

It is therefore not surprising that we do not find it in

the dkar chag. The existence of this tantra in the ninth

century is however quite certain since it was the most

popular tantra in use at the beginning of the tenth century A.D.

It is this tantra that is the target of criticism in the

bKa' shog issued by iHa Bla-ma Yeshes'od.'9 The eleventh

chapter is devoted to the exposition of such practices as

yor and sgrol.	 The bKa' shog was followed by Lo-ts-ba

Rin-chen bzang-po who is said to have refuted these tantric

practices considered to be improper in his famous sNgags log

20	 .	 .	 21
sun byin.	 Pho-brang Zhi-ba- od, too, followed suit.

Other critics spared no effort to demonstrate that

was written by Vairocana in secret and then claimed as a

genuine tantra. For this reason he is said to have been

banished to Tsha ba rong. 22 The problem of its authenticity

was only solved when a Sanskrit manuscript copy is said to

have been discovered in bSam yas through the effort of bCom-

idan rig-ral. This master, a critic of the Kalacakra tantra,

is said to have written a short work entitled: gSang snying

sgrub pa'i rgyan in order to prove the authenticity of &23
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Because of the controversy over	 rDzogs chen inevitably

also caine to be viewed as an untenable doctrine by other

sects.

The critics of MTPh.

'Bri-gung dPal-'dzin (c.l4th) is the best example among

the critics of rDzogs chen. He identified 	 quoted in

MTPh, with the Guhyasamaja so that MTPh after all would be

acceptable as an authentic work. He states:

"As an instruction to the practice of the king of

Tantras (i.e. Guhyasamja) in a condensed form,

(Padmasambhava) composed the precept,

The Rosary of viewpoints"

(rgyud rgyal bsdus pa'i nyams len du/

man ngag ita ba'i phreng ba mdzad).24

This assertion can hardly be justified since there is no

apparent connection whatsoever between MTPh and Guhyasamja.

The chief source of MTPh as has been pointed out is 	 and

the quotations from §j in MTPh can be traced back to it.

It is true that MTPh quotes from a certain tantra also called

gSang ba 'dus pa, but this tantra however remains unidentified.

Elsewhere, 'Bri-gung dPal-'dzin maintains that MTPh is not

at all a work concerned with the doctrine of rDzogs chen,

but Atiyoga:

"During the early spread of the Doctrine in Tibet,

There was the practice of giving the abhieka of

Guhyasamãj a,

And also there was the MTPh ........

It can be known from the Bla bzhed, and the sBa bzhed,
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And the catalogues: iDan dkar ma and 'Phang thang ma;

In these authentic catalogues,

Which are taken as "testimony" by scholars,

There is no mention of any translations having been

made of works on rDzogs chen,

When the ancient tantras of the rNying ma pa were

translated",

(bod 'dir bstan pa snga dar la/

gsang ba 'dus pa'i dbang bskur dang/

man ngag lta ba'i phreng ba byung/ .....

bla bzhed sba bzhed gnyis ka dang/

idan dkar ma dang 'phang thang ma!

dkar chag gnyis ka ltas na shes/

mkhas pa(s) dpang du byed pa yi/

dkar chag khung ma de dag las!

snga 'gyur gsang sngags rnying ma'i tshe/

rdzogs chen bsgyur ba ma bshad do!).25

Dpal-'dzin therefore is of the opinion that no work on

rDzogs chen existed before the persecution of the Buddhist

monastic system by King Glang Dar-ma (d.842). He rejects

the Sanskrit word ahsanti from which the term rdzogs chen

is said to have been translated, and further states that

26the term rdzogs chen is nowhere attested in the sNgag gsar ma.

'Gos Lo-ts-ba gZhon-nu-dpal 27 was the first to bring out

the question of existence of the term rdzogs chen in the

sNgags gsar ma in order to counter dPal-'dzin on behalf of

the rNying ma pa by producing a line from the 'Jam dpal zhal

lung of Buddharijnapda: rdzogs pa chen 0 ye shes spyi
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zugs can! - "The Great Perfection is the embodiment of

general wisdom". 28 Here the term certainly refers to a

high level of spiritual attainment reached through the

practice of rdzogs rim meditation already discussed.

However, the work in question was probably translated only

in the eleventh century A.D. and it is not easy to guess

what the original Sanskrit term was in the line.

Nevertheless, this rather weak argument was followed by the

Vth Dalai Lama29 and other polemicists, like Sog-zlog-pa.3°

On the other hand, it was rejected by the dGe lugs pa critic

dPal-mang dKon-mchog rgyal-mtshan. According to him, the

line of the 'jam dpal zhal lung simply refers to gzugs sku

(rüpakya).31 So the argument continued.

In short, dPal-'dzin maintains that the term rdzogs chen

is a Tibetan creation and is not known in Indian works.

Moreover, the term implies the teachings of Hva-shang Mahayana

and is therefore doctrinally different from Atiyoga of MTPh,

but dPal-'dzin continues, MTPh itself was "transformed"

(bsgyur ba) into the doctrine of rDzogs chen and particularly

it was gNubs Sangs -rgyas ye-shes who "mixed" (sres) the

32contents of MTPh with the doctrine of Hva-shang.

dPal-'dzin's position with regard to rDzogs chen is

therefore similar to that of Sa-pan Kun-dga' rgyal-mtshan

according to which the Mah.mudr of sGam-po-pa is the "Chinese

system of rDzogs chen" (rgya nag lugs kyi rdzogs chen). For

dPal-'dzin, it would seem that MTPh in the present form is

only apocryphal. However, unless we find an old copy of

MTPh dating back to the eighth or ninth centuries A.D. and
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then compare it with the present text, there is no means of

verifying his claim. Contrary to what he says, MTPh is

quoted in SM. gNubs Sangs—rgyas ye-shes, the author of SM

is the earliest Tibetan author to have given a coherent

exposition of the different doctrines, viz. Rim gyis pa,

Cig car ba, Mahãyoga and rDzogs chen. There is no evidence

whatsoever that he "mixed" the teachings contained in MTPh

with the doctrines of Hva-shang to judge from the reading

of SM.

The antiquity of MTPh.

ciPal-'dzin nevertheless, holds the view that MTPh in its

original composition belonged to the period of "The early

spread of the Doctrine" (bstan pa snga dar), i.e. eighth

century A.D. 33 This to some extent is corroborated by the

fact that it is quoted in SM which shows that its antiquity

is beyond doubt. Two passages from it are quoted under

its abridged title lTa-phreng in chapter 6 devoted to the

doctrines of Mahyoga tantras. The fact that it is not

quoted in chapter 7 which is on rDzogs chen is not

surprising since MTPh is fundamentally a work devoted to

the exposition of Sarnpannakrama and its ultimate result

Mahãsanti as expounded in SNy, the basic text of the Mahayoga

tantras.

In chapter 6 of SM, the usual two types of meditation

method are given: Rim gyis pa (gradualist) and Cig car ba

(simultaneist) with which an adept must embark as suits him

on the practice of Mahyoga tantras. The works that teach

the second method are called cig car 'jug pa'i gzhung -
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"the works concerned with the simultaneous entry". In

order to exemplify such a work, a note in the text gives:

slob dpon pad ma'i ita phreng la sogs - "the iTa phreng of

the Teacher Padma, etc." 34 It is therefore clear that in

the time of the author of SM, MTPh was already ascribed to

Padmasambhava and also considered as being a work containing

the teaching of the simultaneous method. This is perhaps

why dPal-'dzin writes that gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes has "mixed"

the contents of MTPh with the doctrine of Hva-shang.

The two passages of MTPh quoted in SM under the abridged

title iTa phreng are as follows:

mngon sum par rtogs ces bya ba ni/ lung dang man ngag gi

tshig tsam la brten pa yang ma yin/ lung dang man ngag

'gal ba yang ma yin par rang gi rigs (rig) pas blo'i

gting tu yid ches pas mngon sum du rtogs pa'o/3

The other passage also quoted under the abridged title:

chos thams cad ni yongs kyis 'od gsal ba'o/ rang bzhin

gyis mya ngan las 'das pa'O/36

These quotations suggest that at least from the time of the

author of SM, gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes around late tenth

century A.D., the text MTPh has not gone through much change

although in the first quotation a few words have been

missed out which can be found in the other copies. The

second passage, on the other hand, is not an integral part

of MTPh. It is simply a part of a passage quoted from an

unidentified source in MTPh itself.37
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The next source that refers to MTPh and may be considered

fairly old is BZh. According to this, when Padmasambhava was

about to leave Tibet, he "composed" MTPh and said to his

disciples: "the theory of my hidden teaching is in

accordance with Dharmakya. Its practice is in accordance

with the Bodhi (sat+vaynic) approach.'t4ith the theory, one

keeps up the practice. If not, by itself theory will become

neither of virtue nor vice, and a nihilistic view might be

produced and that must not be cultivated. But if the theory

follows the practice, one will be fettered by the "substance-

view", therefore unable to release oneself. My hidden

teaching, which is concerned with mind, is weighed down by

theory. In the future, people might have confidence in

words alone, but not in theory. . ." (nga'i gsang sngags 'di

ita ba chos kvi sku dang stun la/ spyod pa byang chub kyi phyogs

dang bstun/ blta(lta) ba'i phyogs su spyod pa ma shor ba

mdzad/ shor na dge med sdig med du song nas chad lta skyes

nas phyir gsor mi rung/ spyod pa'i rjes su bita (ita) ba

'breng na/ dngos po'i mtshan mas beings nas mi 'gyur/ nga'i

gsang sngags sems phyogs 'di lhar (ita) ba shas che ste/ ma

'ongs pa tshig gi gdeng ni shes/ lta ba'i gdeng ni ma(mi)

rnyed	 ... /)38

The rDzogs chen of the dGe lugs pa.

The tradition of rDzogs chen of Padmasambhava has been

accepted as a genuine teaching by the dGe lugs pa master,

the 1st Pan-chen Laina, Blo-bzang chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan

(1567-1662) in his famous work dGe idan bka' brgyud rin 0

che'i phyag chen rtsa ba rgyal ba'i gzhung lain:
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"The Mahmudr iHan cig skyes sbyor (of sGam-po-ba),39

the Mahmudr Ga'u ma (of mKhas-grub Khyung-po),4°

The Mahmudñ iNga ldan (of 'Jig-rten mgon-po, 1143-

1217) 41

The Ro-snyoms (of gTsang-pa rgya-ras),42

The Mahämudr Yi ge bzhi ba,43

The Zhi byed (of Pha Dam-pa Sangs-rgyas), 44 the gCod yul

(of Ma-cig Lab-sgron), 45 the Great Perfection (of

Padmasambhava) ,46

And the Guide to Madhyamaka theory (of Tsong-kha-pa), 47 etc.

Many different names are given,

But if examined by a yogin who is learned in the

scriptures that teach truth directly and in reasoning,

And who has experience (gained from practising meditation),

They all would come to the same thought"

(lhan cig skyes sbyor ga'u ma!

ingaldan ro snyoms yi ge bzhi/

zhi byed gcod yul rdzogs chen dang/

dbu ma'i ita khrid la sogs pa-

so sor ming 'dodgs mang na yang/

nges don lung rigs la mkhas shing/

nyams myong can gyi rnal 'byor pas/

dpyad na dgongs pa gcig tu 'babs/).48

Writing this work, the Pan-chen Lama in fact brought out an

already established hidden teaching tradition among the dGe

lugs pa known as dBen sa brnyan brgyud handed down from

Tsong-kha-pa. Amongst the adherents of this teaching, there

are three personages of siddha type known as rdo rje mched

gsum, "the three vajra brothers", viz. Chos rdo-rje,
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dPal rdo-rje and Rin-chen rdo-rje. 49 The Pan-chen Lama

syncretised the dBen sa rnyan brgyud with all other esoteric

teachings of Tibetan Buddhism for which he gives the name

of dGe ldan phyag rgya chen p0, "the Mahmudr of the dGe

lugs pa" or simply dGe ldan bka' brgyud. The next great

expounder of this doctrine is Gung-thang dKon-mchog bstan-pa'i

sgron-me (1762-1823). For these masters, MTPh contains the

genuine teaching of Padmasambhava and therefore they consider

it to be the principal work expounding the doctrine of

rDzogs chen which in their view is essentially akin to dGe

idan bka' brgyud.

If the Vth Dalai Lama wrote his celebrated work on rDzogs

chen, the Rig 'dzin zhal lung, 5° it is quite within the proper

dGe lugs pa tradition. However, he has ignored MTPh.

Instead, his work is linked with a much later tradition. It

is intended to elucidate the essential teaching of the cycle

of the Thugs rje chen p0 'khor ba dbyings sgrol, of gter ma

origin, "rediscovered" by gTer-chen Nyl-zia 'od-zer (XVIth Cent..

The eclectic influence on him of the Pan-chen Lazna led him to

approach several rNying ma pa masters, for example, Zur Chos-

dbyings rang-grol (1604-1669) and gTer-bdag gling-pa (1646_1714)5.2

On the other hand, the Vth Dalal Lama has certain reservation

with regard to the doctrine of Mahmudr of the bKa' brgyud pa

in general and is openly very critical of the innovation of the

dGe idan bka' brgyud by his own teacher: "Surely it would be

good if the dGe lugs pa kept themselves to themselves. What

is the good of pushing in among the bKa' brgyud pa! (dge lugs

dge lugs byas pa rang bzang mod! bka' brgyud pa'i khrod du

'tshang nas ci bya/).53
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MTPh has, indeed, certain traits that are harmonious with

the doctrinal views of the sNgags gsar ma so that even the

critic of rDzogs chen, dPal-mang dKon-mchog rgyal-mtshan

does not hesitate to quote it as an authentic source. In

his Grub mtha i dris lanphyogs ihung mun sel snang ba, 54

he cites the following passages from MTPh:

byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa la zhugs pa rnams kyi lta

ba nil kun nas nyon mongs pa dang main par byang ba'i

chos thams cad don dam par ni rang bzhin med pa yin la/

kun rdzob tu ni sgyu ma tsam du mtshan nyid ma 'dres

par yod do!

Also:

de la rdzogs pa chen P0 ni bsod nazns dang ye shes kyi tshogs

rdzogs pas/ 'bras bu chos ihun gyis grub pa'i don no!

The interpretation of the "Two Truths" in the first passage

with regard to the phenomenal and noumenal aspects of

existence fits well with that of the dGe lugs pa's stand.

The definition of the term rdzogs chen given in second passage

differs completely from that of other traditions of the

rNying ma pa, but seems acceptable for those who follow the

sNgags gsar ma.

The Nine Vehicles (theg pa dgu).

MTPh is composed within the framework of the nine

categories of Buddhist approach to Enlightenment although

the actual expression theg pa dgu has not been used. The

last three of the nine (Diagram IV) have the word tshul

(naya, vidhi, yukti) instead of theg pa (yäna) which suggests
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that they are in fact not considered to be independent

in approach as implied by the term theg pa. In the rNying ma

pa tradition each of the nine constitutes an independent means

to Enlightenment and one is higher than the other in their

grade and better in their methods in accordance with the

level of intelligence of the adepts. Atiyoga or rDzogs chen

is therefore the highest and for the most intelligent adepts.

This stand of the rNying ma pa has provoked criticism from

other sects who generally hold that in Buddhism there are only

three categories of theg pa. To prove such an argument a

passage is often quoted from a text with an ambiguous title,

the rDo rje snying 'grel.55

The first critic of the system of the theg pa dgu seems

to have been Sa-pan Kun-dga' rgyal-mtshan. In his DR, he

writes:

"According to those who follow the "Early translation

of the tantras",

Yoga, Mahyoga, Anuyoga and Atlyoga,

Are said to be different grades of vehicles .....

But according to those who follow the "Later

translation of the tantras"

these are grades of samadhi and not grades of groups of

tantras (i.e. theg pa)".

(gsang sngags snga 'gyur pa rnams nil

rnal 'byor rnal 'byor chen p0 dang/

rjes su rnal 'byor shin tu nil

rnal 'byor zhes bya rnam pa bzhi/

theg pa rim pa yin zhes zen......
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gsang sngags phyi 'gyur ba mains ni/....

'di dag ting 'dzin rim yin gi/

rgyud sde'i rim par mi bzhed do!).56

Sa-pan therefore maintains that the four groups of these

rNying ma pa tantras cannot be considered to profess four

different kinds of theg pa like those of the sNgags gsar ma

Kry, Caiyã, Yoga and Mahyoga. Sa-pan pursues his argument

in the following lines:

'The theory of Atiyoga is Gnosis,

Not a means.

To make a subject - that cannot be expressed in words -

an object of discussion,

Is not a thought of the learned"

(A ti yo ga'i lta ba nil

ye shes yin gyi theg pa mini

brjod bral brjod byar byas pa nil

mkhas pa'i dgons pa mm zhes bya/)57

What Sa-pan in fact here says is that Atiyoga itself is

already the Enlightenment, i.e. Result and therefore not a

means (theg pa) for attaining Enlightenment. He evidently

holds the view that Atiyoga or rDzogs chen is the final stage

arrived at through practising the meditation of Sampannakrama

(rdzogs rim).	 Indeed, it is Rang byung ye shes to which

Sa-pan refers to when he says ye shes yin gyi theg pa mini

and this he has clarified in yet another line:

"The self-awareness (svasamvedana) produced from

S amp ann ak r ama"

(....rdzogs rim gyi/ rang byung ye shes.../).58
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For the rNying ma pa themselves, Rang byung ye shes is also a

synonym for rDzogs chen or Atiyoga. 59 Sa-pan's argument is

therefore in agreement with the theory of bskyed rdzogs gsum

of the rNying ma pa. His contention is not simply philosophical

pedantry as it might seem. It has the echo of a distant

tradition in the past where Atiyoga was not considered to be

a theg pa.	 This is clear from the fact that the Tun-huang

document PT 489 presents Atlyoga as being only one kind of

yoga (Diag. I) and not as a theg pa. 	 It must be noted that

YTh (Diag. II), MTPh (Diag. IV), and MTG (Diag. V) have

refrained from using the term theg pa for the last three of

the theg pa dgu.

Nevertheless, the theg pa dgu is a very old Tibetan

classification of different categories of Buddhist teachings

in Tibet. Such classification is unknown in any Indian work

on Buddhism. On the other hand, the Bonpo also have a similar

system of classification of their own religious teachings in

which rDzogs chen occupies the same position (Diag. VII).

The Tun-huang document PT 489 which does not accord with

other sources in its classification has special peculiarities.

Its first theg pa known as mi'i theg pa, "the vehicle of man"

and the second, lha'i theg pa, "the vehicle of the gods" have

no parallels in other versions of the theg pa dgu of the

rNying ma pa tradition, but occur in a Bonpo work of the

fourteenth century, the Theg pa rim pa mngon du bshad pa'i mdo

rgyud. In this text, they are combined together as one theg pa:

iha mi'i gzhan rten gyi theg pa, "the vehicle of man and gods

that relies on others" (Diag. Vu/B). The theg pa dgu contained

un this Bonpo work is known as dBus gter theg pa dgu, "the Nine
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vehicles of the Central Treasury" in Bonpo tradition 60 and

is entirely different from the system of the lho gter theg pa

"the Nine vehicles of the Southern Treasury" which is

now well known due to the studies of Professor Sneligrove

(Diag. Vil/A).61

The other peculiarity of the theg pa dgu in PT 489 is the

subdivision of the last three categories each into four

elements. Such classifications are also unknown in other

Buddhist works. The difference in structure of the

classification of the system suggests that the version of PT

489 is the earliest one. MTPh and YTh both somewhat hesitate

to treat the last three of the nine as a definitive theg pa.

The composition of both MTPh and YTh probably belongs to the

late ninth or early tenth centuries as PT 489. 	 However,

TRSh also known as iTa ba'i rim pa'i man ngag or sNang ba bcu

bdun and attributed to the famous Lo-ts-ba sKa-ba dPal-brtsegs

who was active late eighth and early ninth centuries A.D. -

does not use the expression theg pa dgu, but it is also composed

within the framework of the nine categories. Moreover, it

does not hesitate to attach the term theg pa to each of the

last three of the nine, e.g. Atiyoga'i theg pa (Diag.III).

Certain doubts are expressed by Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub as to

whether its author was the Lo-tsã-ba as the tradition maintains,

but no remark is made with regard to its antiquity and, he

at any rate seems to be content to let it remain in the bsTan

62'gyur.
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However, the composition of YTh and TRSh certainly goes

back beyond the eleventh century A.D., for neither of them

has mentioned the Prsañgika Madhyamaka (dBu ma thai 'gyur

ba), as this school was not yet known in Tibet before the

eleventh century. Only two Madhyamaka schools were known

to the early Tibetan authors as dbu ma rnam gnyis, "the Two

Madhyamaka schools". In this regard, the iTa ba'i khyad par

ascribed to the Lo-ts-ba Zhang Ye-shes-sde (late eighth

century A.D.) provides us with very good information: "Two

slightly different schools of the system of the Madhyamaka-

astra came into existence. The one that was established by

Acrya Bhavaviveka (c. sixth century A.D.) is called mDo sde -

spyod pa'i dbu ma and the one established by Acãrya ntaraksita

(eighth century A.D.) is called rNal 'byor spyoda'i dbu ma"

(dbu ma'i bstan bcos lugs cung zad ml mthun pa gnyis byung bas/

a tsa rya 'ba' phyas mdzad pa la ni/ mdo sde spyod pa'i dbu ma

zhes btags/ a tsa rya shan ta rag shi tas mdzad pa pa la ni/

rnal 'byor spyod pa'i dbu ma zhes btags so!). 63 Elsewhere

these two schools are also known as phyi'i dbu ma and

nang gi rnal byor dbu ma. 	 We shall have something to say

concerning these below. It was only the second half of the

eleventh century that saw the translations of the works of

Candraklrti (seventh century A.D.), especially Madhyarnak-

vatra-krika translated by Pa-tshab Nyi-ma-grags (b.1055).

Hence the Prsaiigika school could not be known to the Tibetan

authors of YTh and TRSh.

Rong-zom Pandita Chos-kyi bzang-po also mentions only the

two schools although he lived in a period contemporary to
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64
Pa-tshab Lo-ts-ba.

The Tun-huang document PT 842 also gives only two

different schools of Madhyaznaka, but describes them in

somewhat different terms: fyi'i dbu ma or f'hyi rol ba'i

dbu ma, "the Outer Madhyamaka"; Nang gi rnal 'byor gyi dbu

ma, "the Madhyamaka of the Inner Yoga". While the "outer"

corresponds to mDo sde spyod pa'i dbu ma, the "Inner One"

to rNal 'byor spyodpa'i dbu ma which we have noted. This

Thn-huang manuscript bears the title, Sang rgyas pa'i theg

pa che chung gsum dang/ mu stegs la stsogs pa'i lta ba mdor C'

bsdus te khyad par du phye ba, 65 but has no colophon. This

title suggests that it is this work which may have been composed){'

by Ye-shes-sde and not T no.5847, for the title of the latter

does not contain the expression lTa ba'i khyad par, but lTa

ba'i bye brag. Another lTa ba'i bye brag is mentioned in TD,

but ascribed to Slob-dpon Nyi-ma'i-'od. 66 Whatever the case

may be, PT 842 contains analysis of "different views" (lta

ba'i khyad par), i.e. doctrinal views of non-Buddhists and

Buddhists whereas T No.5847 gives only a summary and definitions

of exclusively Buddhist doctrines. However, the names such

as Chags-med for Thogs-med (Asaiga), Sa'i rtsa-lag for dByig-

gnyen (Vasubandhu) and words like rnam par smra ba for bye brag

tu smra ba(Vaibhsika) and rdzogs longs spyod pa'i sku for

longs psyod rdzogs pa'i sku (Sambhogakya) definitely prove

that the composition of PT 842 from before the revision of the

Tibetan language and the translations of Buddhist texts that

were already made. The revision (bkas bcad) was decreed by

King Khri lDe-srong-btsan in 814 A.D. This Tun-huang document

is important for the study of the evolution of Tibetan trans-

lation from Sanskrit in the eighth century A.D.66a
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The peculiarities of MTPh.

While Buddhist and non-Buddhist doctrines are treated more

or less in conformity with the general Buddhist tradition,

there are certain terms and notions which stand out

prominently. These may be considered as characteristic

marks of rDzogs chen thought. A strong emphasis is laid on

the theory of "primordial purity" (ye nas dag pa), and the

theory of "all entities of existence being enlightened from

the beginning" (chos thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa). They

are in themselves a well developed theme in	 All these

notions are in opposition to the general Buddhist doctrine

of the "beginninglessness of Samsra" ('khor ba thog ma med pa)

and of "its being impure from the non-beginning". The text

also stresses the importance of the faith through which the

adept is to gain his understanding of the doctrine. Only

through faith can one understand the doctrine of "all the

entities of existence that have always been in the nature of

Enlightenment" (chos thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa). The

author seems to have felt the need to defend this doctrine.

He writes that this doctrine is "not at all contradictory to

the scriptures" which statement suggests that there were

criticisms directed against this theory.

Above all, the text is held to be a precept (man ngag) on

rDzogs chen meditation and thus it tries to minimise the

importance of the ritualistic practices of the tantras.

However, at the same time, the author has not been able to

refrain from giving a detailed but extremely clumsy description
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of the mandala of
	

Being an accessory, it was perhaps

necessary to give a short account of it, but in doing so the

author has tried to bring what could be described as a mandala

of the Mahyoga tantra up to the level of the rDzogs chen

doctrine. The resulting obscurity is enormous and here I do

not pretend to have solved all the inherent textual and

philosophical problems in presenting a translation of this

work. The question of identifying the divinities and other

aspects of the mandala have therefore not been studied as these

would require the study of the whole Guhyagarbha tantra itself

which is obviously outside the scope of the present intended

research.

MTPh as seen is the fundamental text of one of the two

rDzogs chen tradition. Its ascription to Padmasambhava dates

back to at least the tenth century A.D., but the actual

author remains unknown. The question of authorship is,

generally speaking, not so important in the Tibetan Buddhist

tradition as long as the work meets certain conditions. Being

the principal work dealing with the final stage of the process

of the rDzogs rim meditation expounded in	 67 it is the

original source that gave birth to what is known as the

doctrine of rDzogs chen, a syncretic teaching mainly drawn

from	 and tinged with thoughts originating in Sems sde or

Sems phyogs. The application of the term rDzogs chen to this

'syncretism goes back at the earliest to the ninth century A.D.
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Translation of MTPh.

The Rosary of Views, being the precept.

(p.2) Recollective notes concerning the brief analysis of views

and ways. Homage to Bhagavan MajurIkumra and

Vajradharma!

A. In the world sentient beings hold countless perverse views

(I) The Phyal ba.68

69(II) The rGyang phen pa.

(III) The Mur thug.7°

71
(IV) The Mu stegs pa.

(I) The Phyal ba: those who do not know that all the

elements of existence are in the chain of cause and effect.

They are ignorant.

(II) The rGyang 'phen pa: those who do not know that

life has an antecedent and a future. They depend on the

"secret words of this world" to acquire wealth and power

for only this life time.

(III) The Mur thug: those who take the view that all

elements of existence are devoid of cause and effect. In

their view, all elements of existence are accidentally produced in

one life time.

(IV) The Mu stegs pa: those who take the view that there

is a (p.3) permanent self operating as the principle in all

elements of existence.
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(There are three categories) here:

(1)	 The view that existence is without cause, but

73has effect.

(ii) The view that the concept of existence as cause

and effect is perverse.74

(iii) The view that existence is preceded by a cause,

but devoid of effect.75

All these views are due to ignorance.

B. As to the path that transcends the world, there are two

categories:

(a) The analytic path.

(b) The Vajrayna.

	

(a) i.	 Srvakayna.

ii. Pratyekabuddhayna.

iii. Bodhisattvayna,

i. According to the view of the one who has entered the path

of the Srvaka, the TTrthika's stand that all elements of

existence are either totally devoid of self from the

beginning or are endowed with a permanent self is like a

rope taken as if it were a snake. The skandhas, dhtus (p.4)

and ãyatanas, etc., the atoms of the four elements, and

consciousness are seen as having true existence. Through

graded contemplation on the Four Noble Truths, the four kinds

of Result are achieved.
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ii. The view of the one who has taken up the path of the

Pratyekabuddha is as follows: his view is similar to that

of the ravaka concerning the Tlrthika's view, but differs

in understanding partially the non-existence of the "self",

i.e. the non-substantiality of the rüpaskandha, for example.

When he achieves his goal, he does not rely on his masters

like the ravakas. With the strength of his previous exercises,

he comes to a realisation of the meaning of the profound

Dharmatã through (the meditation on) the twelve elements of

causality. Thus he attains the goal for himself.

iii. The view of those who have entered the path of the

Bodhisattva is: all elements of Samsara and Nirvana in

reality have no true existence (p.5). It is only in terms of

conventional truth that each entity exists, its own identity

being so much an illusion. Through practising the ten

pramita, a Bodhisattva traverses the ten spiritual stages

one by one and then finally attains Enlightenment.

(b) The Vajrayana is of threefold:

I. The Kriya tantra.

II. The Ubhaya tantra.76

III.The Yoga tantra.

I. The view of those who have entered the path of the

Kriya tantra: Ultimately there is neither origination nor

cessation (of the divinities), but in terms of conventional

truth, one contemplates on the physical representation of the
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divinities, such as their images and their attributes.77

One recites their mantras and observes hygiene, periodic

sessions (of contemplation) according to (the appropriate)

days and dates. Above all, one endeavours to achieve one's

goal mainly through the use of ritual items and other

requisites 78

II. The view of those who have entered the path of Ubhaya

tantra: (Their view on the two truths is similar to that of

the Kriy tantra.) To accomplish their goal they take up

the practice of the sanidhi which comprises four divisions79

and rely on ritual items and other requisites.8°

III. (p.6) The view of those who have entered the path of

the Yoga tantra is twofold:

i. Thub pa rgyud kyi theg pa, the Exoteric Yoga.81

ii. Thabs rgyud kyi theg pa, the Esoteric Yoga.

i. The view of those who have entered the path of the Exoteric

Yoga: they do not consider that the external ritual items

are indispensable, and hold that the divinities and goddesses

are ultimately devoid of any origination and cessation.

Accordingly they meditate on the bodies of the divinities

through the totally purified concentration endowed with

the four kinds of mudrã. 82 Through the practice of the yoga,

they endeavour to achieve their goal.

ii. The view of those who have entered the path of the

Esoteric Yoga is of threefold:

83I. The mode of development.

II. The mode of achievement.8

III. The mode of the Great Perfection.
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I. As for the mode of development, the sdhaka develops the

three kinds of samdhi 85 one by one and gradually creates

the mandala mentally. Through this meditation, they

achieve their goal.

II. As for the mode of achievement, the sdhaka considers

that ultimately the divinities and (p.7) goddesses are

devoid of origination and cessation and the conceptual

definition of non-thought remains fixed at the centre of

Dharmadhtu, but conventionally he, nevertheless, contemplates

the body of divinities equally but with their separate identities.

III. As for the mode of the Great Perfection, the adept

understands that that which exists in this world and that

which transcends it have no differentiation and so he holds

that from the very beginning they have always been present

as the maiiçiala of body, speech and mind. The Tantra says:

As for the members of the vajraskandha,

They are known as the five Buddhas,

Senses and consciousness and others,

Present as the mandala of Bodhisattvas.

Earth being Loc.na, water Mamki,

Fire being Pandaravsn, wind

Space being Dhitvivari,

The three worlds are pure from the very beginning.86

All the elements of Samsra and Nirvana are without beginning,

ut have capacity for illusory action since they have always

been present as the five Buddhas and their consorts.(p.8)
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All entities of existence are intrinsically in the nature of

Nirvana. The five great elements are present as the five

mothers; the five skandhas, the Buddhas of the five families;

the four kinds of vijfina, the four Bodhisattvas; the four

objects, the four beautiful goddesses; the four indriyas, the

Bodhisattvas; the four seasons, the four goddesses of offering.

The organ of the male, consciousness and its object produce

bodhicitta87 which is present as the four wrathful gods. The

four views of eternalism and nihilism are present as the

four wrathful goddesses. The mind (manojna), i.e. bodhicitta

is present as the (active) All Good. The object of mind, the

entities, conditioned and unconditioned are present as the

passive female All Good.88

As all these have already been in the nature of Enlightenment,

nothing more is to be achieved by following a path. Thus,

the ten directions, the three periods, the three worlds, etc.

all the elements of existence conditioned and unconditioned

are nothing but one's own mind (p.9). So it is said:89

The understanding of one's own mind clearly,

It is Enlightenment!

It is the three worlds!

It is the great elements!

90And also:

All the elements of existence dwell in the mind,

The mind dwells in space,

Space dwells in no where!
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Furthermore:

All existence is void by nature,

It is primordially pure from the very beginning,

It is totally luminescent,

It abides in the nirvanic state,

It is manifestly enlightened.

Such is the Great Perfection!

As for the mode of the Great Perfection, one comes to

conviction by means of the four ways of understanding. The

definition of the expression rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul is

the fulfilment of the two kinds of accumulation of merit, viz.

the merit of virtuous work and that of spiritual exercises and

finally acquiring the goal of spontaneity. (p.10) As for the

four ways of understanding, they are:

1. The understanding of all existence as having only

one cause.

2. The understanding of it through the mode of syllables.

3. The understanding of it through blessing.

4. The understanding of it directly.

As for the first, all existence in terms of the absolute has

neither origination nor has any separate entities, but

conventionally its apparitional character- - which has no

origination and therefore involves no individual entities - is

like the moon reflected in different waters, hence it has

capacity for causality. This apparition itself is devoid of

true nature and has no origination (yet it has appearance).

So in terms of both absolute and conventional truth one entity

cannot be separated from another, whence derives understanding

of the one cause.
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As for the second, existence has no origination and,

being in the nature of speech, corresponds to the syllable A.

That which has no origination but appears as an apparition and

capable of having causal action, being in the nature of body,

corresponds to the syllable M. The intellect which perceives

in this way is the illusory and all-embracing Gnosis which,

being in the nature of mind, corresponds to the syllable HUM.

As for the third, for example, madder has the capacity for

dyeing white cloth red, (p.11) the sustaining capacity for

turning all entities of existence into the sphere of

Enlightenment is obtained through the understanding of the

"one cause" and also understanding through the procedure

of the syllables.

As for the fourth, the understanding that all elements

of existence have always been present as the realm of

Enlightenment from the beginning 9 ' is neither contrary to

the intention of the scriptures nor contradictory to the

precepts thjugh one does not rely on either of these. One

comprehends it directly with one's own intellect through

92the means of total faith.

As for the path of faith, the comprehension of the

four ways of understanding is the path of the yogi. However,

this is not like the practice in which one looks forward to

the time when the aim is realised because of the preparation

that preceded it. It is the direct comprehension through

faith. Success in this is characterised as follows:
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1. Grasping the outlook of the four ways of

understanding is the token of knowledge.

2. Repeated practice is the token of taking up.

3. Realisation through the strength of the practice

is the token of the Result.

(p.12) These three aspects of characterisation demonstrate

the sequence, the purpose, and the ultimate purpose.

As for the sequence, it is the comprehension that all

€ntities of existence in Sarnsra and Nirvana have always been

in the sphere of Buddha-nature, viz, body, speech and mind.

Understanding through blessing betokens knowledge of

causality and that leads to the accomplishment of Buddhahood.

That is the sequence.

As for the purpose, the elements of existence in Sazpsara

and Nirvana are given names, such as the five medicines, the

five nectars,etc. and they have always been in the great

equilibrium of Enlightenment. To take up such an attitude -

in which nothing is preferred to anything else - is the token

of entrance. This is the purpose since it is the cause of

attaining Buddhahood.

As for the ultimate purpose (p.13) it is to realise

that all the entities of existence are spontaneous from the

very beginning and in them nothing is to be accepted or rejected.

To realise that Samsara is totally in the nature of Enlightenment

and take it as existing spontaneously in the character of

Nirvana is the characteristic of effect. The realisation of

the state of the "Ornamental Wheel' t of the boundless Buddha

body, speech, and mind is the ultimate purpose.

To achieve this state of spontaneity, one must strive to
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practise the yoga of which there are four categories:

1. "Reliance".

2. "Close reliance".

3. Acquirement.

4. The Great Acquirement.

As for "Reliance", it means to understand the bodhicitta, i.e.

to understand that all elements of existence are in the nature

of Enlightenment from the beginning and so there is neither a

thing that has to undergo alteration with counteragents nor

is there anything that has to be acquired by following a path.

As for the "Close reliance", it means knowing that one

is oneself the divinity. Just as all the existence has been

in the nature of Enlightenment from the very beginning so one

is oneself in the nature of divinity. Therefore, one must

realise that one does not strive to acquire divinity for

oneself.

As for Acquirement, it is to cultivate the Praj, (p.14)

the "Great Discriminative Knowledge" who is nothing else but

the celestial sphere itself. She appears in the form of earth,

water, fire and wind. One must realise that it is she who

has been active from the very beginning.93

As for the Great Acquirement, it is the junction between

Means (up.ya) and "Discriminative Knowledge" (praji)i.e.

the primordial union of the five great consorts - whose womb

is present as the iinyat - and the five Buddhas of the five

skandhas emanating bodhicitta which is present as their offspring.

Their union is in a state where apparition plays with apparition

and where one experiences the blissfulness of the continuation

of the apparitional supreme bliss which is totally devoid of

any conceptualisation, for the union takes place in the mental
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sphere. 94 In such a state, the four kinds of mr are

subdued and the ultimate goal is realised.95

(This realisation is achieved in the following manner):

All existence is pure from the beginning and is an

imaginary temple which is round like a wheel and all pervading.

It is the supreme self-made mandala from the very beginning.

Hearing the teaching of the Vehicle of Means is the way one's

eyes are opened. The understanding of the teaching is to see

the mandala itself. The putting into practice of the

understanding of that teaching means (p.15) to enter the

mandala. The great realisation attained (from the practice

of that teaching) is the perception of the interior of the

mandala. This procedure signifies the final stage of the

Great Perfection. It means that one arrives spontaneously96

at the level of the Great Merit, the "Wheel of the Syllables".97

This teaching is for the highly intelligent adepts who can

understand the significance of Enlightenment from the beginning

and who embark on this path with firm steps. 98 It is not a

pursuit for the ordinary man. Even though he hears and thinks

about it, he will have no faith in truth. On the contrary,

because of his ignorance, he will have difficulties in

understanding and believing in truthfulness and profundity.

He might think that "Every teaching is like that!" He will

despise the holy man saying: "All this is not true!" He

will have a critical attitude towards the teaching. It is

because of this that it is being kept secret and is taught as

the "hidden path". Therefore, until the understanding of the

converts about the inherent Enlightenment in all existence is
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mature enough, one strives for the well-being of sentient

beings through the "Low Vehicles" so that one may not waste

one's efforts. A teacher must instruct (this kind of pupil)

(p.16) on the defects of Sarnsra and the good qualities of

Nirvana. Above all, the teacher himself must be learned in

all the vehicles. It is strongly advised that one whose

knowledge is partial must not hold the position of a teacher.

The distinction between the views is also made according to

whether one takes up the practice of asceticisms. The Phyal

ba and the Mur thug pa do not generally practise ascetiCsn.

There are four sorts of persons who take up the practice

of asceticism: the rGyang 'phen pa and the Mur thug pa who

follow mundane asceticism, the rvaka and the Bodhisattva

who follow pure asceticism, the supreme asceticism.

The Phyal ba does not practise asceticism since he is

ignorant about the cause and effect. The Mur thug pa has

no respect for asceticism since he is a nihilist. As to the

rGyang 'phen pa, he perseveres in keeping himself hygienic

in order to acquire certain qualities during this life time.

As for the Mu stegs pa, he believes in a permanent self and

in order to purify it, he takes up physical hardship abusing

his body by keeping himself in the five kinds of fire.

F -	 99
As for the asceticism of the Sravaka, the Vinaya says:

"NO offence whatsoever is to be committed,

Virtues are to be exercised as best one can,

One's own mind is to be tamed thoroughly,

Such is the Buddha's doctrine!" (p.17)

So in his view all the elements of existence, whether good or

bad, exist separately and fall respectively under the categories
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of the absolute and conventional truths. He perseveres in

practising the virtue and avoiding vice.

As to the asceticism of the Bodhisattva, the Byang chub

sems dpa'i sdom pa says:10°

"Not making concessions according to circumstance

Not exhibiting miraculous powers and threats, etc.,

There is no lapse in these actions provided they are

done with compassion and love,

And when in a virtuous frame of mind."

As for the supreme asceticism, the Dam tshig chen po'i mdo10'

says:

"Even though one indulges in the five passions,

One's vow is (still) in the excellent form,

Just like a flower growing in mud."

As all elements of existence have been in the state of

equanimity from the very beginning, no compassion is to be

sought, no hatred is to be avoided. However, it does not

mean that those who have not understood this way do not have

compassion, (p.18) for to the extent that one holds that all

the existence is pure from the very beginning so also one

correctly practises asceticism.

This hidden rosary of views,

May it come across a good person, if there is any,

Who is endowed with intelligence and dexterity,

In the way of a blind man opening his own eyes and

recovering his sight!

The end of the precept, entitled the Rosary of Views,

composed by the Great Teacher Padrnasambhava.
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of lokyati (bod kyi lugs su don de dang mthun pa'i ming
gdags par bya na.. .1). In later works various explanations
are tried, e.g. dBus-pa Blo-gsal sangs-rgyas-'burn (c.l4th
century A.D.) Grub pa'i mtha'i main par bshad pa'i mdzod
(Mimaki 1982, f.6b,3-5); Cf. also TG 1.124.

70The definition of this is given as: "it means that one
reaches the end, but has not been beyond it" (MTG p.27:
mtha' zad cing pha rol tu ma phyin pa'i ming ste/). It
therefore has the same meaning as mu thug (maryada, "boundary".
"limit", "end",	 5316). Elsewhere it occurs as mur rtug
(PT 218) and mur 'dug (IOL 710). As a "school" it is not
reaily identifiable with any of the schools usually given in
grub mtha' works. Moreover, here its view does not differ much
from that of the rGyang 'phen pa. In fact, the term mur 'dug
occurs in conjunction with mu stegs in the texts of the Ch'an
in the sense of another category of the mu stegs pa, see
Stein 1983, p.187.

Sanskrit: tirthika. It usually covers all non-Buddhist
schools in India, especially dBang phyug pa (aiva). The
four categories given here are a quite different classification
from the ones usually found in Tibetan Buddhist works on
grub mtha'. Mu stegs in this category stands only for the
eternalist (vatavada).

72The explanation of 'jig rten gyl gsang tshig is given as:
"secret mantras that are not qualified to serve as the means
of attaining Enlightenment. They are taught by those who
are concerned only with mundane affairs" (MTG p.30: rnam par
grol ba'i sgor ma gyur pa'i gsang sngags ste/ 'jig rten pas bshad
p/ 'jig rten gyi bya ba bsgrub pa rnarns so!).

73 "They hold that visible substance is there from the beginning.
No cause has ever preceded it" (snang ba'i dngos pc la ni ye
nas grub pa yin la/ de bskyed pa'i gzhan ni myed par ita bas/
MTG p.32). MTG (p.31) further explains that these are the
ones who hold that rang bzhin (prakrti) is cause of all existence.
They are therefore the Grangs can pa (Saxnkhya).

74	 ,,	 .	 .MTG p.33:	 they hold that by committing misdeeds, one earns
the happiness of superior beings" (mi dge ba'i las kyis/ mtho
ris kyl bde ba grub par 'dod pas/ rgyu 'bras log par ita ba. . ./).
T1ey are further identified as being those who view dBang-phyug
(Siva) as the cause of all existence (MTG p.31). Hence it refers
to the dBang phyug pa.
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75wrG (pp. 31,34) states that this is the school which holds
the view that "soul" or "doer" (byed pa po) is the cause of
all existence and the size of it varies in accordance with
the body which contains it. What therefore seems to be
referred to is the rGyal ba pa (Jaina), Cf. P . 33k, n.65.

76There is no comment on this particular theg pa in MTG (p.75).
It seems a passage is missing in the copy I use. The
Sanskrit equivalent for this is given as upyatantra in a
number of works. However, Zhe-chen Padma rnam-rgyal (early
20th cent.) corrects it to ubhaya(gnyis_ka), sNga 'gyur theg
dgu'i tshogs bshad mdor bsdus nor bu'i tambra (n.d.), f.35.
It therefore fits with the explanation given in YTh (p.89-2-4):
"As for the thesis of the gNyis ka rgyud, because its practice
follows those of the Kriy tantra and its theories converge with
those of the Yoga tantra, it is named thus" (gnyis ka rgyud
kyi 'dod pa ni/ spyod pa bya ba'i rjes 'thun(mthun) p / ita
bas rnal 'byor rjes 'jug phyir/)	 This theg pa is also known
as Ma ning theg pa, Theg mchog mdzod, Vol.E, f.66b,5.

have assumed thugs mtshan to be an abridged form of
thugs phya mtshan like in the contexts of lha'i sku sgyu ma,
gsung yig 'bru and thugs phyag mtshan (Grub mtha' mdzod,
f.157b,2). In our text of MTPh the order is less clear.
There is mention of sku'i gzugs brnyan and bzlas brjod although
the latter is not preceded by gsung.

78For an exposition on the Kriy tantras and their identification,
see Grub mtha' mdzod, f.158a,4.

M'rcx p.83: 1. bDag gi de kho na nyid (sdhaka),
2. llla'i de bho na nyid (tutelary deity),
3. Yig 'bru'i de kho na nyid (mantra),
4. bZlas brjod de kho na nyid (recitation of mantras).

80	 .	 .	 .	 .For further details on Ubhaya tantras and their identification,
see Grub mtha' mdzod, f.158b,4.

81Although this theg pa here appears as a subdivision of the
Yoga tantra (i.e. VIth theg pa), it is in fact the Yoga tantra
itself as shown in YTh (Diag. IV). However, in later works,
Kriyã, Ubhaya and Yoga tantras are all classified as belonging
to phyi thub pa rgyud kyi theg pa, Grub mtha' mdzod, f.157a,2;
see also Diag.V. The explanation given of the phrase phyl
thub pa is: "Since they emphasize hygiene and other activities,
their teachings are similar to those of the three minor -
theg pa (i.e. the first three of the nine) of the Nirmanakaya
(i.e.	 kyamuni)" (gtsang sbra dang sgo gsum gyi bya byed gtsor
ston pas sprul ba'i sku'i theg pa chung ngu gsum dang chos
mthun pa'i phyir ro/). In the rNying ma pa tradition, certain
tantric teachings are classified as the doctrine of the
Sambhogakya (longs sku'i bstan pa), whereas rDzogs chen is
that of Dharmakaya(chos sku'i bstan pa), KG f.37.
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820n the four kinds of pudr, see Rong-zom, rGyud spyi'i dngos
P0 gsal bar byed pa'i yi ge, Rong zom bka' 'bum, f.522;
KC f.83.

83This generally corresponds to Utpannakrama in the sNgags gsar ma.

84Thjs mostly corresponds to Sampannakrama in the sNgags gsar ma.
For further details, see MTG p.89.

85For these see MTG, p.88.

86	 p.1-3-8.

87Several interpretations of the meaning of bodhicitta in the
present context are given in MTG (p.97). According to the
system of Khams (Khams lugs), it is the "sphere of mind"
(yid kyl khams) which is produced by the consciousness of
the body (lus kyi rnam par shes pa'i rjes su skyes pa).
But according to the system of dBus (dBus lugs), it is simply
the "feeling perceived by the faculty of the body"
(lus kyi(s) 'dus te reg pa'i rkyen gyis tshor ba la bya).
However, MTG's own understanding of it is the experience of
"bliss" attained from the oneness of the union of upya and
praj	 (thabs dang shes rab gnyis su myed par sbyor ba'i bde
ba myong ba'i byang chub kyi sems). Cf. note 88.

88The use of the terms byed pa po and bya ba mo is a semantic
puzzle in the tantras, especially in the Mahayoga tantras
of the rNying ma pa tradition. In chapter II of SNy (p.1-4-2)
Dharmakya in order to pronounce the tantra comes forth as
Kun-tu bzang-po in the form of Sambhogakya and then enters
into union with his consort Kun-tu bzang-mo. He is the
embodiment of the mind of all Buddhas characterised as the
creator (byed pa po), hence the one who is active whereas
his female partner is the one who is passive (bya ba mo).
The male partner is further conceived as the mind () which
perceives (yul can) and the female partner as the object (chos),
that which is perceived (yul).

In his NYP (f.33b), Kiong-chen rab-'byams explains the
problem in the following ways: "The teacher, the Yab with
his partner appears in the form of Sambhogakya. His mind
is then called the "Awareness that is born from within oneself".
When it perceives an object, it is called the Yab Kun-tu
bzang-po and its object, the passive Yum Kun-tu bzang-mo"
(chos sku'i ston pa yab yum nyid longs skur snang ba'i thugs
rang byung gi ye shes bya ba'i (bas) yul gtan la 'bebs pa na/
'bebs byed rig pa ni/ yid rdo ne kun tu bzang 0 yab tu brjod
la/ yul shes bya ba ni bya ba mo kun tu bzang mo ste yum du
btags so!). The term byed pa po in this commentary seems to
have been missed out or avoided, but is clearly mentioned in
KC (f.193). A similar passage in a Tun-huang manuscript
(IOL 437) which is no doubt related to Mahayoga tantras,
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presents the problem a little more directly: "The external
object - being that which is perceived - is the passive
Kun-tu bzang-mo who has neither top nor bottom, nor middle
nor end. The internal subject, that which perceives, is
the mind, the active Kun-tu bzang-po who is the Yab. The
thought of the couple is bodhicitta" (phyi'i yul chos bya ba mo
kun tu bzang mo mkha' lding (kha gting) dbus mtha' med pa la
y_a/ nang gyi(gi) yul rtogs(rtog) pas tshus(tshur) bead pa yid
yid (sic) byed (pa po) kun tu bzang p0 la bya ste yab/ yab yum
mains gnyis kyi dgongs pa byang chub kyi sems/).

Despite the obscurity of the above passages, we,
nevertheless, can establish the following dichotomic pattern:

subject byed pa po,	 yul can, Kun-tu bzang-po, Yab.

object: bya ba mo, chos,	 Kun-tu bzang-mo, Yum.

A similar passage also occurs in a Bonpo work on rDzogs chen,
but there the terms byed pa po and bya ba mo are used in
slightly different ways. The Sems lung gab pa dgu bskor gyi
'grel ba rgya cher bshad pa (Karrnay 1977, No.53), f.2b:
"The universal Grand Father of all beings comes out from the
compassionate blessing of Kun-tu bzang-mo, the creator of
object (bon nyid) and Kun-tu bzang-po, the creator of
perception (sems nyid) ....." (sems can thams cad kyl spyi mes
bya ba ni/ bon nyid bya ba byed pa mo kun tu bzang mo dang
sems nyid bya ba byed pa po kun tu bzang p0 gnyis kyi thugs
ne byin gyis briabs pa las!).

However, such a structure is not always unanimously agreed
on. In the Rin p0 che rgyas pa chen po'i rgyud (Kaneko 49,
f.176), it is stated on the contrary that the perception is
Kun-tu bzang-mo and the object of perception is Kun-tu
bzang-po (gsal ba'i rnam par shes pa kun tu bzang mo ste/
de'i yul du snang ba kun tu bzang p0 nyid/), Cf. also iTa ba
kiong yangs, Kaneko 65, f.307.

Yet another passage with the same terms occurs in the
gZer mig of the Bonpo (Vol.1, f.26b) where however the Bonpos
use them according to their theory of procreation: "The ray
shining from the light is the thought emanating from the mind.
This is what is known as the mind being the passive Kun-tu
bzang-mo; the thought, the active is Kun-tu bzang-po"
('od las zer 'phros de sems las yid sprul ba lags so/ sems
bya ba po(mo) kun tu bzang po(mo) dang/ yid byed pa po_kun tu
bzang mo(po) zhes pa de la bya/). The conception of	 as
opposed to sems is derived from the Bonpo system in which
consciousness is made up of three entities, bla, 	 and sems,
Cf.	 Sneligrove 1967, pp.116, 120, 160. The same terms
are also used in the descriptions of the beginning of the
world in astrological works, e.g. sDe-srid Sangs-rgyas rgya-
mtsho, Phug lugs rtsis kyi legs bshad mkhas pa'i mgul rgyan
vaidurya dkar po'i do shal dpyad idan snying nor, Zhol edition,
f.130b2: 'di la yid byed gser gyi ni/ rus sbal nam rnkha'i
mtha' mnyam pa/ thabs kyi rang bzhin kha bub gnas/ chos bya
dngul gyi rus sbal ni/ sa gzhi'i gtos mnyam shes rab kyi/...).
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(p.981) has identified this work as Khains gsum rnam par
rgyal ba'i rtog pa, but for the present it remains unknown.

90According to MTG (p.98) this quotation is from a gSang ba 'dus
. It is certainly not the Guhyasamja although the latter

is to be found in yQ (Kaneko No.211).

91	 .	 ,	 .	 .The conception 'All the entities of existence are enlightened
from the beginning" is a well developed theme in	 (p.1-5-2)
itself and in his gSang sngags rdo ne theg pa'i tshul las
snang ba ihar sgrub pa (f.340) Rong-zom explains it thus:
"All the entities of existence that appear (to us) are only
the erring (of the mind). However, there is no such thing as
an un-erring after removing the erring itself. When the
erring is sublimated by its own self-existence, it is
Enlightenment. That is why one says that "all the entities

Qf existence are enlightened from the beginning" (snang ba'i
chos 'di dag thams cad 'khrul ba yin zad de/ de yang 'khrul
ba bsal nas ma 'khrul ba shig bsgrub tu med te/ 'khrul ba'i
ngo bo nyid main par dag pas sangs rgyas pa yin - 	 te/ de
bas na chos thams cad ye nas mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas
pa'o/).

92For more details on the "four ways of understanding", see
MTG pp.101-3; KC f.318-22.

93Here	 is active (bya ba byed pa), Cf. note 88.

94me construction of this passage is obviously very clumsy.
An attempt has been made to fit in several elements of
different origin in especially the main thar sgo gsum
(trinivimoksaznukha):
prajff,	 ünyat, -

-	 . .	 '" bodhicitta sprul ba lcam dral, animittaupaya,	 , apra11h1ta,)

950n these four kinds of yoga, see MTG pp.105-7; KC f.327-29.

96The expression ihun gyis 'jug pa, Lit. "entering automatically
or spontaneously" has a particular sense here. In MTG (p.111),
it is preceded by ma brtsal, hence "to enter spontaneously
without effort".

97mis is the 13th bhiimi and the last one in the rNying ma pa
tantric tradition (MTG p.109).
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98The expression drag dal du 'gro ba here is explained as:
"to go with fast steps means to go simultaneously, and not
gradually t' (gom pa drag dal 'gro zhes bya ba ni/ cig car
'gro ba ste rim kyis(sic) 'gro ba bkag pa'o/). MTG further
emphasizes the point by rejecting the interpretation of
some of the earlier teachers (sngon gyi slob dpon la la dag)
who had taken the gradualist position.

99Pratimoksasitra, K Vol.42, No.1031, p.149-3-3.

100
The Byang chub sems dpa'i sdom pa nyi shu ba, T Vol.114,
No.5582, p.253-2-7.

101
This work remains unidentified for the present.
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Transliteration of the Tibetan text of MTPh.

(p.1) man ngag lta ba'i phreng ba zhes bya ba bzhugs so/

(p.2) ita ba dang theg pa la stsogs 
1 pa'i khyad par

bsdus pa'i bskyud 2 byang/ bcom idan 'das 'jam dpal gzhon flu

dang/ rdo rje chos la phyag 'tshal 10/

'jig rten gyi khams na sems can phyin ci log gi ita ba grangs

med pa'i 3 mdo main pa bzhir 'duds tel phyal ba dang/ rgyang

'phen 4 darig/ mur thug pa 5 dang/ mu stegs pa'o/

de la phyal ba ni chos thams cad rgyu dang 'bras bu yod med

du ma rtogs6 te/ kun tu rmongs pa'o/ rgyang 'phen ni 7 tshe

snga phyi yod med du ma rtogs 8 shiflg/ tshe gcig la btsan phyug

dang mthu stobs sgrub 9 pa ste/ 'jig rten gyi gsang tshig la

brten pa'o/ mur thug pa ni/ 1° chos thams cad rgyu dang 'bras

bu med pa ste/ tshe gcig la skyes pa'i chos thams cad kyang12

gb bur du skyes la mtha' chad par ita ba'o 13 / mu stegs pa ni

chos thams cad la kun tu btags pa'i 14 (p.3) bdag rtag pa yod par

ita ba ste/ de la yang rgyu med la 'bras bu yor par ita 1 ba

dang/ rgyu 'bras log par ita ba dang/ rgyu yod pa la 'bras

bu med par lta ste/' 6 'di dag ni ma rig pa'i ita ba'o/

'jig rten las 'das pa'i lam la yang main pa gnyis te/ mtshan

17nyid kyi theg pa dang/	 rdo re 1 theg pa o/

tshan nyid kyi theg pa la yang rnam pa gsum ste/ nyon thos kyi

theg pa dang/ rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa dang/ byang chub

sems dpa'i theg pa'o/

1 R rtsogs, P sogs,	 2 p bskyus,	 3 R pa,	 4 p phan,

5 R thug dang,	 6 p gtogs,	 7 p pa,	 8 p gtogs,	 9 p thgrub,

10 p ni chos,	 ii p cad ni,	 .12 R cad gb,	 13 p lta'o,

14 R brtags pas,	 15 p bita, 16 p ita ba'o, 17 R dang rdo
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de la nyon thos kyi theg pa la zhugs pa mains kyi ita ba ni/1

chos thams cad la mu stegs pa la stsogs2 pas sgro dang skur

bas kun tu btags pa 3/ ye med pa chad pa'i 4 lta ba dang/ rtag

pa la stsogs pa5 yod par ita ba ni/ thag pa la sbrul mthong

ba bzhin du 6 med de/ phung p0 khams dang (p.4) skye mched la

stogs pa7 'byung ba chen p0 bzhi'i rdul phra rab dang/ rnam

par shes pa ni don darn par yod par ita zhing/ 8 'phags pa'i

9	 .	 . 10	 .	 11
bden pa bzhi sgom pas rim gyis bras bu rnarn pa bzhi 'grub

pa yin no!

rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa la zhugs pa rnams kyi ita ba ni/

chos tharns cad la mu stegs la sogs pas sgro dang skur bas kun

tu btags pa'i 12 bdag rtag pa la sogs pa med par ita ba13 nyan

thos dang mthun/ de ias' khyad par du gzugs kyi phung p015

chos kyi khams kyi phyogs gcig la bdag med par rtogs shing/

rang sangs rgyas 16 kyl 'bras bu 'thob 17 pa'i dus na'ang/ 18 nyan

thos itar dge ba'i bshes gnyen la mi itos par sngon goms pa'i

19
shugs kyis rten cing 'brel bar 'byung ba yan lag bcu gnyis

kyi sgo nas chos nyid zab mo'i don 2° rtogs nas/ rang sangs

rgyas2' kyi 'bras bu 'grub 22 pa yin no!

byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa la zhugs pa rnams kyi lta ba nil

kun nas nyon mongs pa dang rnam par byan ba'i chos thams cad

don (p.5) dam par ni rang bzhin med pa yin la/ kun rdzob du

ni sgyu ma tsam du so so'i 23 mtshan nyid ma 'dres par yod del

pha rol du phyin pa bcu spyad pa'i 'bras bu sa bcu rim gyis24

bgrod pa'i mtha' bla na med pa'i byang chub tu 'grub par 'dod

pa yin no!

25	 .26

	

rdo rje'i theg pa la yang main pa	 gsurn ste/ bya ba'i

rgyud kyi theg pa dang/ gnyis ka'i 27 rgyud kyi theg pa dang/

rnal 'byor rgyud
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1 p zhugs pa'i ita ba mains ni/, 	 2 R rtsogs, P sogs,

3 p bkur bar btab pa'i,	 4 p med pa'i ita,

5 R rtsogs pa'i,	 6 p ba med,	 7 R rtsogs pa'i,

8 p ita ba dang/,	 9 R bsgoms,	 io p rims kyis,

11 p grub,	 12 p bkur bar kun tu rtags pa'i,	 13 p ba ni,

14 p de la,	 15 R pos,	 16 R rang byang chub kyi,

17 p thob,	 18 p yang,	 19 p ba bcu,	 20 p mo rtogs,

21 R rang byang chub kyi,	 22 R thob,	 23 p tsain du

mtshan nyid,	 24 p rims kyis,	 25 p yang gsum,

26 Pba,	 27 Pka
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kyi theg pa'o/ de la bya ba'i 1 rgyud kyi theg pa la zhugs

pa rnarns kyi ita ba ni/ don dam par skye 'gag med pa las/

kun rdzob tu lha'i gzugs kyi skur bsgom zhing 2 sku'i gzugs

brnyan dang/ thugs mtshan dang/ bzlas brjod dang/ gtsang

sbra dang/ dus tshigs dang/ gza' dang/ rgyu skar la sogs

pa/ gtso bor 3 yo byad dang rgyu rkyen 'tshogs 4 pa'i mthu

las 'grub 5 pa'o/

gnyis ka'i 6 rgyud kyl theg pa la zhugs pa rnams kyi ita ba nil

don dam par skye 'gag med pa las/ kun rdzob tu lha'i gzugs

kyl skur bsgom zhing/ de nyid rnam pa bzhi 7 dang idan par8

bsgom pa'i ting nge (p.6) 'dzin dang/ yo byad dang rgyu rkyen

la sogs pa gnyis ka la brten pa las 'grub pa'o/9

rnal 'byor rgyud kyl theg pa la zhugs pa rnarns kyi ita ba ni

rnam pa gnyls te/ rnal 'byor phyi pa thub pa 1 ° rgyud kyi

theg pa dang/ rnal 'byor nang pa thabs kyi rgyud kyi theg pa'o/

de la rnal 'byor phyi pa thub pa" rgyud kyi theg pa la zhugs

pa rnams kyi ita ba ni/ phyl yo byad la gtso bor ml 'dzin par

don dam pa skye 'gag med pa'i iha dang iha mo dang/ de dang

'dra ba'i rgyud yongs su dag pa'i ting nge 'dzin gyis 12 'phags

pa'i gzugs kyi sku phyag rgya bzhi dang idan par bsgom pa'i

rnal 'byor gtsor byas pa 13 las 'grub pa'o/

rnal 'byor nang pa thabs kyi rgyud kyi theg pa la zhugs

pa rnams kyi ita ba ni rnam pa gsum ste/ bskyed pa'i tshul

dang/ rdzogs pa'i tshul dang/ rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul loI
de la bskyed pa'i tshul ni ting nge 'dzin rnam pa gsum rim

gyis bskyed de' 4 dkyil 'khor rim gyis bkod cing 15 bsgom pas

'grub pa'o/
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1 p ba,	 2 R dang,	 3 p gtsor,	 4 R tshogs,

5 R grub,	 6 p ka,	 7 p lha'i sku nyid rnam pa bzhi,

8 R pa,	 9 p gnyis ka la yang brten nas 'grub,

10 R pa'i,	 11 R pa'i,	 12 R gyi,	 13 p rnal 'byor

pa'i gtsor byas pas 'grub pa,	 14 p rims bzhin du bskyed

cing,	 15 p rim bzhin bkod nas
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rDzogs pa'i tshul ni don darn par skye 'gag med pa'i lha

(p.7) dang iha mo dang/ 1 rnam par mi rtog pa'i don dbu ma chos

kyi dbyings las kyang ma g.yos la/ kun rdzob tu 'phags pa'i2

gzugs kyi sku yang gsal bar bsgom zhing mnyam la ma 'dres par

bsgom pas 'grub pa'o/

rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul ni/ 'jig rten dang 'jig rten las 'das

pa t i chos thams cad dbyer med par sku gsung thugs kyi dkyil

'khor gyi rang bzhin ye nas yin par rtogs nas sgom pa ste/ de

yang rgyud las!

rdo rje pung po'i yan lag nil

rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas lnga ru grags/

skye mched khams rnams 3 mang P0 kun/

byang chub sems dpa'i skyil 'khor nyid/

sa chu spyan dang ma m ku

me riung gos dkar sgrol ma ste/

nam mkha' dbyings kyi dbang phyug ma!

srid gsum ye nas rnam par dag/

ces 'byung ste/ 'khor ba dang mya ngan las 'das pa'i chos thams

cad ye nas ma skyes la/ bya ba4 byed nus pa'i sgyu ma bde bar

gshesg pa yab yum bcu la sogs pa'i rang bzhin ye nas yin (p.8)

pa'i phyir/ chos thams cad rang bzhin gyis 5 mya ngan las 'das

pa ste/ chen p0 inga ni yum lnga'i rang bzhin/ phung p0 lnga

ni rigs lnga'i sangs rgyas/ 6 rnam par shes pa bzhi ni byang

chub sems dpa' bzhi'i rang bzhin/ yul bzhi ni mdzes pa'1 7 iha

mo bzhi'i rang bzhin/ dbang 0 bzhi ni bayng chub sems dpa'

bzhi'i rang bzhin/ dus bzhi ni mchod pa'i lha mo bzhi'i rang

bzhin/ lus kyi dbang 0 dang rnam par shes pa dang/ yul dang

de las 'byung 8 ba'i byang chub sems ni/ 9 khro bo bzhi'i rang

bzhin/ rtag chad mu bzhi ni khro mo bzhi'i rang bzhin/ yid kyi

rnam par shes pa ni byang chub kyi ems rdo rje kun tu zang pO'i rang
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1 p mo' I rnam par, 2 p kun rzob tu gzugs kyl, 3 R khams mang,

4 p bya byed,	 5 R gyl,	 6 P rgyas la/,	 7 p pa,

8 R byung,	 9 p sems dpa' ni/
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bzhin/ yul chos 'dus byas dang' 'dus ma byas nil chos bya ba mo2

kun tu bzang mo'i rang bzhin te/ de dag kyang ye nas mngon par

rdzogs par sangs rgyas pa'i rang bzhin yin gyi/ 3 da lam gyis

bsgrub pa ma yin no! de ltar phyogs bcu dang 4 dus gsum dang/

khams gsum la sogs pa 'dus byas dang 'dus ma byas pa'i chos

thams (p.9) cad rang gi sems las gud na med/ ii skad du/

rang sems 5 so sor rtogs pa ni/

sangs rgyas byang chub de nyid do/

'jig rten gsum po6 de nyid do/

'byung ba che rnams de nyid do/

zhes 'byung ngo/ ji skad du/

chos thams cad ni sems la gnas so!

sems ni nam mkha' la gnas so/

mkha' ni ci la yang 7 mi gnas so/

zhes 'byung ba dang/

chos thams cad ni ngo bo nyid kyis 8 stong pa'o/

chos thams cad ni gdod9 ma nas rnam par dag pa'o/

chos thams cad ni yongs kyis 'od gsal ba'o/

chos thams cad ni rang bzhin gyis mya ngan las 'das pa'o/

chos thams cad ni ye nas 1 ° mngon par rdzogs par sangs

rgyas so/

zhes gsungs so/ 'di ni 11 rdzogs pa chen p0'1 tshul b!12

rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul de nil 13 rtogs pa rnam pa bzhi'i'4

lam gyis yid ches te/ 15 de la rdzogs pa chen 0 nh/u bsod

nams dang ye shes kyi tshogs rdzogs pas/ 17 'bras bu'i chos ihun

gyis 18 grub pa'i don
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1	 R 'dus dang 'dus ma,	 2 p 'dus ma byas ni/kun tu,

3 p gyis,	 4 p bcu dus gsum,	 5 p rang gi sems,

6 R pa,	 7 p ci yang,	 8 R kyi,	 9 p gzod,

10 R thams cad ni mngon, 	 ii p 'di rdzogs,	 12 R chen po'o/

13 p tshul ni/	 14 p rnam bzhi,	 15 p ches pa ste/

16 R chen p0'1 tshul ni/ 	 17 R pa,	 18 R gyi
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to/ tshul ni don la 'jug pa'o/ (p.10)

rtogs pa rnam pa bzhi ni/ 1 rgyu gcig par rtogs pa dang/ yig

'bru'i tshul gyis rtogs pa dang/ byin gyis nob kyis 2 rtogs

pa dang/ mngon sum par rtogs pa'o/

de la rgyu gcig par rtogs pa ni/ chos thams cad don dam par

ma skyes pas 3 so so ma yin pa dang/ kun rdzob du sgyu ma'i

mtshan nyid kyis4 so so ma yin pa dang/ ma skyes pa nyid chu

zla itar sgyu ma sna tshogs su snang zhing bya ba byed 5 nus pa

dang/ sgyu ma nyid ngo bo med de ma skyes pas kun rdzob dang

don dam par dbyer med pas rgyu gcig par rtogs pa'o/

yig 'bru'i tshul gyis rtogs pa nil chos thams cad ma skyes

pa ni A ste gsung gi rang bzhin ma skyes pa nyid sgyu mar

snang zhing bya ba byed nus pa ni OM ste7 sku'i rang bzhin/ de

itar rtogs pa'i rig pa sgyu ma'i ye shes mtha' dbus med pa ni

Htt1 ste 8 thugs kyi rang bzhin du rtogs pa'o/

byin gyis nob kyis 9 rtogs pa nil dper na ras dkar p0 la dmar

por 1° byin gyis nob pa'i mthu btsod 1 ' la yod pa bzhin du/

chos (p.11) thams cad sangs rgyas' 2 par byin gyis nob pa'i

mthu yang/ rgyu gcig pa dang yig 	 'bru'i tshul gyi mthus

byin gyis nob par13 rtogs pa'o/

mngon sum par rtogs pa ni/ chos thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas

par gnas pa de yang lung dang man ngag dang 'gal ba yang

ma yin la/ lung dang man ngag gi tshig tsam la brten 14 pa

yang ma yin par! rang gi rig pas blo'i gting du yid ches pas'5

mngon sum du rtogs pa'o/

lam gyis' 6 yid ches pa ni/ rtogs pa rnam pa bzhi'i don rig pa

nyid17 rnal 'byor pa'i lam ste/' 8 de yang rgyu bsgrub pas 'bras

bu 'byung
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1 p rnam bzhi ni/	 2 P briabs par rtogs,	 3 R pa,

4 R nyid du,	 5 R byas byed,	 6 P rang bzhin la/

7 R o ste,	 8 R om ste,	 9 R briabs kyis, io p dmar pos,

ii p rtsod,	 12 P rgya,	 13 briabs par,	 14 p rten,

15 p ches par,	 16 p iam gyi,	 17 rig pa de nyid,

18 P 1am yin ste/
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ba'i dus la itos pa ita bu 1 ma yin gyiJ rang gis 2 mngon sum

du rtogs shing yld ches pa'oJ

de la mtshan nyid gsum gyis don mthar phyin par 'gyur tel

rtogs pa main pa bzhi'i 3 tshul rig pa ni shes pa'i mtshan

nyid do! yang nas yang du goms par byed pa ni 'jug pa'i

mtshan nyid do! goms pa'i mthus inngon du gyur pa ni 'bras

bu'i mtshan nyid/ (p.12)

mtshan nyid gsum gyis 4 'brel ba dang/ dgos pa dangJ dgos pa'i

yang dgos pa ston te/ 5 de la 'brel ba ni/ kun nas nyon mongs

pa dangJ 6 rnam par byang ba'i chos su btags 7 pa thams cad!

ye nas sku gsung thugs kyi bdag nyidJ rang bzhin gyis sangs

rgyas pa'i dbyings dang/ byin gyis nob 8 pa'i don rtogs pa niJ

rgyu shes pa'i mtshan nyid del de ni bla na med pa'i sangs

rgyas su 'grub pa'i rgyu yin pa'i don du 'brel ba'o/9

dgos pa ni/ kun nas nyon mongs pa dangJ rnam par byang ba'i

chos dang/ 1 ° sman inga dang/ bdud rtsi inga la sogs par btags

pa thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i mnyam pa chen p0 la blang

dor med par spyod pa ni 'jug pa'i mtshan nyid do! de ni bla na

med pa'i sangs rgyas su 'grub 11 pa'i rgyu yin pa'i phyir dgos

pa'o/

dgos pa'i yang dgos pa nil kun nas nyon mongs pa dang rnam par

byang ba'i chos dang/ sman inga dang/ bdud rtsi inga la sogs

khyad par du btags pa thams cad (p.13) ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i

mnyam pa chen po'i ngang du blang dor med par ihun gyis grub

pa'i phyir/ 12 srid pa'i 'khor ba nyid ye nas bla na med par13

sangs rgyas pa'i rang bzhin mya ngan las 'das pa'i mtshan

ny	 du14 ihun gyis grub pa yin pas 'bras bu'i mtshan nyid del

sku gsung thugs mi zad pa rgyan' 5 gyi
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1 P ita bu ni ma,	 2 p rang gi rig pas mngon sum,

3 p rnam bzhi'i,	 4 p gyi,	 5 p dgos pa'i yang dgos pa'o/

6 p pa'o/	 7 R brtags,	 8 R nab, P bniabs,

9 p rtogs pa ni shes pa'i mtshan nyid do/ de bla na med

par sangs rgyas su 'grub pa'i rgyu yin pa'i phyir dgos p ' 0/

io p byang ba dang chos dang,	 11 R grub,	 12 p blang dor

med par srid pa'i,	 13 R 'khor ba ye nas bla na med pa'i,

14 p mtshan nyid ihun,	 15 p brgyan
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'khor lo mngon sum gyur pa 1 ni dgos 2 pa'i dgos pa'o/

de la bsnyen pa dang/ nye ba'i bsnyen pa dang/ sgrub pa dang/

sgrub pa chen po'i don ihun gyis grub par gyur ba'i rnal

'byor3 la brtson par bya'o/

de la bsnyen pa ni byang chub kyi sems shes pa ste/ de yang

chos thains cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i rang bzhin du lam4

gyis bsgrub cing gnyen pos bcos su med par rtogs pa'o/

nye ba'i bsnyen pa ni bdag nyid ihar shes pa ste/ de yang chos

thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i rang bzhin du yin pas/5

bdag nyid kyang ye nas lha'i rang bzhin yin gyl da ltar6

bsgrub pa ni ma yin par rtogs pa'o/

sgrub 7 pa ni yum bskyed pa ste/ de yang yum chen mo nam mkha'i

(p.14) dbyings las! nam mkha' nyid yum chen mo sa chu me

riung bzhir snang zhing/ bya ba byed pa'i yum 8 ye nas yin par

rtogs pa'o/

sgrub pa chen p0 ni 9 thabs dang shes rab 'brel ba ste/ de

yang yuin chen mo lnga'i shes rab dang/ yum gyi mkha''° stong

.11
pa nyid las/ phung p0 lnga'i sangs rgyas thabs kyi	 yab smon

pa med par ye nas zung du gyur 12 pa'i 'brel ba las! byang

chub sems sprul pa icam dral du gyur ba'i rang bzhin ni/13

ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i don sgyu ma la sgyu ma rol cing 14 bde

mchog sgyu ma'i rgyun la bde ba'i dus nyid na/ mtshan ma med

pa'i don mi dmigs mkha' 1 dang snyoms pa ni kiong du gyur nas

ihun gyis grub pa ste/ bdud rnam bzhi yang brtul bas16 rnthar

phyin pa'i don 'grub pa'o/

17	 .	 .	 .chos thams cad gdod ma nas rnam par dag pa'i yid bzhin gyi

gzhal
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1 p mngon du gyur pa,	 2 R dgongs pa'i dgos pa'o/

3 bsgrub pa dang bsgrub pa chen pos/ don ihun gyis grub

par gyur pas/ rnal 'byor,	 4 p bzhin du da lam,

5 R bzhin pas/ 6 p rang bzhin yin par shes gyi/ da bsgrub

pa,	 7 p bsgrub,	 8 p bya ba med pa'i yum, 	 9 p bsgrub

pa ni,	 io p nam mkha',	 ii p kyis,	 12 p 'gyur,

13 sprul pa tsam bral du, 	 14 R don la sgyu ma la sgyu

mar rol ching,	 15 nam mkha',	 16 R nas,	 17 gzod ma
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yas khang rgya yongs su ma chad pa'i 'khor 1 lo ye nas bla

na med pa'i dkyil 'khor du 'jug pa yang/ thabs kyl theg

pa'i gzhung2 thos pa ni mig phye ba'o/ don rtogs pa ni dkyil

'khor mthong ba'o/ rtogs nas goms (p.15) par byed pa ni dkyil

'khor du zhugs pa'o/ zhugs nas mngon du gyur ba ni dngos grub

chen p0 thob pa t 0/

de itar tshul 'di ni rdzogs pa chen p0 mthar phyin pa'l don/

yi ge 'khor lo tshogs chen gyi sa la ihun gyis 'jug pa ste/

skyes bu blo rtsal rab kyis ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i don la

ye nas sangs rgyas par rig nas/ 3 gom pa drag dal 4 du 'gro

ba yin gyl phal gyls5 bya ba ni ma yin no! phal gyis thos te

ji itar bsams6 kyang bden zhing zab par7 yld ches par ml 'gyur

ro/ yid ma ches pa8 dang phal gyi blo la go dka' zhing 9 bden

pa dang zab par 1 ° ma shes pa'i nyams dang sbyar nas/ kun kyang

11	 12
de dang dra snyam nas yo rdzun zhes skyes bu rab la yang

skur ba' 3 'debs shing! sun 'byin pa'i blo skye' 4 bar 'gyur

bas rab tu gsang ba'i phyir yang gsang ba'i theg pa' 5 zhes

bka' stsal to! de bas na chos thams cad ye nas sangs rgyas pa'i

don rtogs pa'i 16 blo ma skye bar du 17 theg pa' 8 'og ma bas19

'gro ba'i don byas na 2° gdul bya chud ml za 21 bas slob dpon

gyis 'khor ba'i skyon dang! mya ngan las 'das pa'i yon tan dang/

theg pa mtha' dag22 la mkhas (p.16) par bya ba23 yin gyi/

phyogs tsam shes pas 24 slob spon gyl sa gzung du 25 ml rung bar

rgya cher 'byung ngo!

ita ba'i khyad par26 dka' thub dang brtul zhugs kyang bye

brag tu 'gyur te! ska' thub med pa ni/ 'jig rten phyal ba dang

mur thug go/
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1 p ma chad 'khor 10,	 2 p gsung,	 3 p pas,	 4 R drag rdal,

5 R gyi,	 6 R bsarn,	 7 p bzang bar,	 8 R yid ches pa,

9 blo la dka' zhing,	 io p bzang bar,	 ii p snyam ste,

12 R yong brdzun zhes,	 13 p yang bskur ba,	 14 p skyes,

15 p thigs pa,	 16 R don la rtogs pa'i, 	 17 p ma skyes

kyl bar du,	 18 R theg pas,	 19 p 'og ma 'gro ba'i,

20 p nas,	 21 gdul bya ml za bas,	 22 p thams cad,

23 p byed pa,	 24 R phyogs 'ga' ml shes, 	 25 R bzung du,

26 R khyad par gyi dka' thub

/
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dka' thub yod pa ni rnam pa bzhi ste/ rgyang 'phen dang/1

mu stegs pa ste/ 'jig rten gyi 2 dka' thub dang/ nyan thos

kyi dka' thub dang/ byang chub sems dpa'i dka' thub bo/ de

bla na med pa'i dka' thub bo

de la phyal ba ni rgyu 'bras la rmongs pa'i phyir dka' thub

med pa'o/ 3 mur thug pa ni chad par ita ba'i phyir dka' thub

med pa'o/ 4 rgyang 'phen ni 5 tshe 'di'i khyad par dag bsgrub

pa'i 6 phyir gtsang sbra la sogs pa'i dka' thub can no! mu

stegs pa ni bdag rtag pa zhig7 yod pa de dag par bya ba'i

phyir! lus sun 'byin cing me lnga brten 8 pa la sogs pa'i dka'

thub dang! brtul zhugs log par spyod pa'o!

nyan thos kyi dka' thub ni! 'dul ba las!

sdig pa ci yang ml bya ste/

dge ba phun sum tshogs par spyad/

rang gi sems ni yongs su gdul!

'di ni sangs rgyas bstan pa yin/ (p.17)

zhes 'byung ste! dge ba dang mi dge ba'i chos thams cad kun

rdzob dang don dam pa9 gnyis so sor yod par ita ba dang! dge

ba ni spyod mi dge ba ni spong ba'i dka' thub dang brtul1°

zhugs spyod pa'o/

byang chub sems dpa'i dka' thub nil byang chub sems dpa'i'1

sdom pa las!

rkyen du 'tsham par don mi byed/12

rdzu13 'phrul bsdigs la sogs mi byed/

snying rje 14 idan zhing byams phyir dang/

sems dge ba la nyes pa med,/
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ces 'byung ste/ snying ne chen pos zin na dge ba dang mi

dge ba'i chos gang 15 spyad kyang sdom pa nyarns par ml 'gyur

ro/ byang chub sems dpa'i dka' thub ni/ 16 mdor na snying rje

chen pos gzhi bzung

1 p rgyang phan pa,	 2 p rten pa'i,	 3 p med do/

4 p med do/	 5 p rgyang phan pa,	 6 R khyad par sgrub pa'i,

7 p bdag tu brtag cig yod,	 8 p rten,	 9 R par,

10 R btul,	 ii p byang chub sems dpa' byang chub sems

dpa'i sdom pa la/	 12 par tshar ml gcod/ 	 13 p rdzun,

14 R rjer,	 15 R na chos thams cad dge ba dang mi dge ba,

16 R sdom pa nil
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nas spyad do/

bla na med pa'i dka' thub nil dam tshig chen po'i mdo las/

sangs rgyas theg par rab nges na/

nyon mongs 'dod inga kun spyad kyang/

padmna la ni 'dam' bzhin tel

de la tshul khrims phun sum tshogs/

zhes 2 'byung ste/ chos thams cad ye nas mnyam pa nyid kyi

phyir/ snying rje ni bsten 3 du med la/ zhe sdang ni spang

du med de/ de itar ma rtogs pa la thugs ne ml 'byung ba ma

(p.18) yin tel ji itar ita bas ye nas rnam par dag pa rtogs

pa4 bzhin du dka' thub dang brtul 5 zhugs kyang/ de itar

rnam par dag par spyod do!6

ita ba'i phreng ba gsang ba 'di/7

dmus long rang phye mig rnyed ltar/8

shes rab thabs kyi rtsal 'chang ba'l/

skyes mchog yod na 'phrad gyur cig/9

ita ba'i phreng ba zhes bya ba'i man ngag rdzogs so!'0 slob

dpon chen p0 padma 'byung gnas kyis mdzad pa'o// mangalam//

1 R 'dams,	 2 R ces,	 3 p rten,	 4 p ita bas ye	 nas/

ye nas rnam par rtog pa bzhin/ dka' thub, 	 5 R btul,

6 p de itar rnam par spyod do!	 7 p ita ba 'phreng ba'i

gsang rab 'di/	 8 p dbu long rang phye mig med ltar/

9 p phrad par shog/	 io p man ngag gi rgyal p0 ita ba'i

'phreng ba rdzogs so/ The text P ends just here. It has no

colophon.
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R Man ngag ita ba'i phreng ba, Selected Writings of Rong-zom

hos-kyi-bzang-po, New Delhi 1977.

P Japanese reproduction of the Peking edition of the bsTan

'gyur, vol.83, no.4726.

In editing the present text, I have carefully compared

the text of the sNar thang edition with the versions R and

P. The sNar thang one is identical to the version P for

the simple reason that the Peking edition was based on the

sNar thang xylographic edition. I have therefore not used

it as an independent version and preferred the Peking

edition since it is now more rdily available in libraries.
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Theg pa rim pa dgu

Diagram I

PT 489 (Formulaire Sanskrit-tibtain du Xe siècle, Joseph Hackin,

Paris 124, p.2):

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

mi'i theg pa

lha'i theg pa

nyan thos kyi theg pa

rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa

mdo sde'i theg pa

byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa

mdzo ga (yoga) 1. 'dzo ga (yoga)

2. ma ha 'dzo ga (Mahyoga)

3. a nu 'dzo ga (Anuyoga)

4. a ti 'dzo ga (Atiyoga)

kyir (kriya)	 1. nyan thos ki(kyi) kir ya (Kriy)

2. rang sangs rgyas ki(kyi) kyir ya (Kriy)

3. mdo sde'i gir ya (Kriyä)

4.byang chub sems dpa'i kir ya (Kriy)

u pa ya (upya) 1. nyan thos kyi 'bras bu thob pa

2. rang sangs rgyas kyi 'bras bu thob pa

3. byang chub sems dpa'i 'bras bu thob pa

4. mdo sde'i 'bras bu thob pa
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Diagram II

YTh:

I. nyan thos
	 1. mdo sde pa

2. bye brag pa

II. rang rgyal

III. dbu ma'i theg pa or theg pa chen p0

A. phyi pa	 )rnam par rig pa	 1. rnam bcas

2. rnam med

3. mdo sde dbu ma

B. nang pa	 )rnal t byor dbu ma

IV. kriy.

V. gnyis ka rgyud

VI. rnal 'byor rgyud -)(rna1 'byor phyl pa)

VII. rnal 'byor che

VIII. rjes su rnal 'byor	 rnal 'byor nang pa

IX. rnal 'byor mchog
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Diagram III

TRSh (p.87-3-4):

I.	 nyan thos

II.	 rang rgyal

III.	 mdo sde or mtshan nyid theg pa

1. main rig pa

2. rnal 'byor dbu ma

3. mdo sde dbu ma ba or

dbu ma chen p0

IV.	 Kriya

V.	 U pa ya (= gnyis ka, hence ubhaya)

VI.	 Yo ga'i theg pa

VII.	 Ma ha yo ga'i theg pa

VIII. A flu yo ga'i theg pa

IX.	 A ti yo ga'i theg pa
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Diagram IV

MTPh:

mtshan nyid kyi theg pa

I
	

nyan thos kyi theg pa

II. rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa

III. byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa

rdo rje'i theg pa

IV. bya ba'i rgyud kyi theg pa

V. gnyis ka'i rgyud kyi theg pa

VI. rnal 'byor rgyud kyi theg pa = rnal 'byor phyi pa thub pa'i

rgyud kyi theg pa

VII. bskyed pa'i tshul

VIII. rdzogs pa'i tshul
	

rnal 'byor nang pa thabs kyl rgyud

kyi theg pa

Ix.	 rdzogs pa chen p0'1 tshul
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Diagram V

MTG:

mtshan nyid kyi theg pa (p.39)

I.	 nyan thos kyi theg pa (p.40)

II.	 rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa (p.41)

III. byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa = theg pa chen p0 (p.42)

A. rnal 'byor spyod pa (p.7'O)

1. rnam pa dang bcas par smra ba

i. rnam pa bden par smra ba

ii. main pa bden pa ma yin par smra ba

2. mnam pa myed par smra ba

B. dbua ma ba (p.71)

1. rnal 'byor spyod pa'i dbu ma ba

2. mdo sde dbu ma ba

rdo rje'i theg pa (p.39)

IV.	 bya ba'i rgyud (p.75)

V. gnyis ka rgyud	
rnal 'byor phyi pa (p.92)

VI. rnal 'byor gyi rgyud (p.75)

VII. bskyed pa'i tshul (p.86)

VIII. rdzogs pa'i tshul (p.88)	 rnal 'byor nang pa (p.92)

IX. rdzogs pa chen po'i tshul (p.93))
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Diagram VI

Grub mtha' mdzod

rgyu mtshan nyid kyi theg pa

I. nyan thos theg pa

II. rang rgyal theg pa

III. byang chub sems dpa'i theg pa

A. sems tsam

1. main bden pa

2. main rdzun pa

B. dbu ma

1. rang rgyud pa

2. thai 'gyur pa

'bras bu gsang sngags rdo rje theg pa

IV. bya ba'i rgyud

V. gnyis ka'i rgyud	 phyi thub pa rgyud kyi

j	 theg pa

VI. rnai 'byor rgyud kyi theg pa)

VII	 ma h yo ga'i theg pa

VIII. lung a nu yo ga'i theg pa 	 nang thabs kyi rgyud kyi
theg pa

IX. man ngag a ti yo ga'i theg aJ
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Diagram VII

The Bonpo system of the Theg pa dgu according to the

gZi brjid (D.L. Sneligrove, The Nine Ways of Bon)..

A.

I.	 phyva gsnen gyi theg pa

I I.	 snang gshen gyi theg pa
rgyu'i theg pa

III. srid gshen gyi theg pa

IV. 'phrul gshen gyl theg pa

V. dge bsnyen gyi theg pa

VI. drang srong gi theg pa

VII. a dkar gyi theg pa	 'bras bu'i theg pa

VIII. ye gshen gyi theg pa

IX. bla ned kyl theg pa (= rDzogs chen)

The syst according to the meg pa rim pa mngon du bshad pa' i

mdo rgyud, f. 16-17 (S. G. Kannay, A Catalogue of Bonpo Publications

Tokyo 1977, No.74).

B.

I.	 iha ml gzhan brten theg pa
' theg pa chung ngu

I I.	 rang rtogs gshen rab theg pa)
rgyu'i theg pa

III. thugs rje sis dpa'i theg pa
' theg pa chen p0

IV. g. yung drung sans dpa' I theg pa)

V. bya ba gtsang spyod ye bon theg pa 1
'jphyi'i theg pa

VI. rnam pa kun ldan mngon shes theg pa)

	

	 'bras bu
theg pa

VII. dngos bskyed thugs rje rol ba' I theg pal
nang gi theg pa

VIII. shin tUAldan kun rdzogs theg pa	 J
IX. ye nas rdzogs then yang rtse bla med theg pa) gsang	 'I theg pa
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RDZOGS CHEN THEORIES AND THEIR ORIGINS

As in many religious philosophies, rDzogs chen proposes

first of all to reflect upon the sems, "mind" which

constitutes the central problem in Buddhism. It is the

sems which creates (Kun-byed rgyal-po) 1 the world of

illusion and through its activities it has obscured its own

real nature (sems nyid) from time imemorial. The "real

nature" of the sems (sems kyi rang bzhin) which is immaculate

(dri bral) and luminous ('od gsal ba) is from the beginning

completely pure (yenas dag pa). However, rDzogs chen does

not offer to the sems any means of releasing itself from its

own illusory creation, because to do so it would feed it with

the mental discursiveness (rtog pa) for creating its own

delusion ('khrul ba) still further. However, given a chance

to revert and look to itself directly and eliminate all

conceptualisation, it is then possible for it to recognise

its own reality again (sems kyi chos nyid or rang gi rig pa)

from which it strayed and which it has forgotten for so long.

The "Primordial Basis" (gdod ma'i gzhi).

The real nature of the sems (sems kyi rang bzhin) has been

the leaven for formulating various theories concerning the

spiritual basis (gzhi) in many different schools of Tibetan

Buddhism. In rDzogs chen this spiritual basis is called

gdod ma'i gzhi, the Primordial Basis which has always been in

a state so perfect and complete (rdzogs pa)that nothing more
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is needed, hence the term rdzogs pa chen p0, the Great

Perfection. Various terms are also applied in reference

to its natural fecundity. It is often called the great

"universal grandfathers (spyi mes chen po) 2 or the universal

grandfathex1'of all Buddhas (rgyal ba ru gyi spyi mes).3

4
However, it is also the Primeval grandmother (ye phyl mo)

and so the mother of all Buddhas (rgyal ba ru gyi yum).5

Similarly, it is the mother whilst the serns is her lost child

and when the sems and the sems nyid are reunited, that is when

an adept attains realisation, the situation is sometimes

described as the meeting between the mother and her lost

child (ma bu 'phrad pa). 6 Likewise, the spiritual basis

also called the universal ground (spyi gzhi or spyi sa) 7 or

just simply gzhi ma, the base. Other terms are also applied

from the point of view of its quality: primeval purity (ka dag)

primeval spontaneity (ye nas lhun gyis grub pa)	 the

primeval nature (ye ji bzhin pa) 1 ° or the natural basis

(gzhi ji bzhin pa).' 1 The use of tantric terms such as

Bodhicitta and Rang byung ye shes to designate the same

spiritual basis have already been discussed 12 and here suffice

it to say that this fundamental theory is already discernible

in early works belonging to the ninth century or earlier, such

as the Rig pa'i khu byug 13 and the sBas pa'i rgum chung,'4

but it is in works like SM and ThCh of the tenth and eleventh

centuries respectively that it is developed and so has taken

a more definite form. However, in these works, the structure

of the triple axes, viz, the spiritual basis (gzhi), the process

of spiritual development (lam) and the realisation of the goal

('bras bu),whichisprevalent in Tibetan scholastic works on
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Buddhist philosophy, is not yet known, but later writers

like Kiong-chen Rab-'byams in the fourteenth century adopt

it in writings on rDzogs chen)5

The Primordial Basis is conceived as being devoid of

any conceptualisation (rtog pa). It cannot be modified (ma

bcos pa) and unborn (ma skyes pa). 16 It cannot be expressed

in terms of a state where opposites such as transcendence

and immanence blend or where the non-duality of subject and

object is realised or Samsra and Nirvana are fused, for it

is a pure state where dichotomic thought has never arisen

and has never been conceived. It is pure and infinite from

the very beginning and always perfect in its totality. It

is therefore indescribable either in terms of affirmative

or negative, but in order to give an idea of this fact,

contradictory terms are used, e.g. permanent but impermanent

(rtag la ml rtag pa), impermanent but permanent (mi rtag la

rtag pa), nihilistic but non-nihilistic (chad la ma chad pa),

expressible but inexpressible (brjod du yod la med pa). 17

So we have the following lines: "however profound the words

one says, they cannot be concordant with the principle".'8

Yet this ontological situation should not lead us to think

that it is after all a conception of a merely frozen Absolute.

It differs radically from the ünyat 	 theory of the Madhyamaka.

The unconditioned and non-contingent ünyat 	 is primarily

conceived as an intellectual object (spyod yul), with a

varyingly negative outlook according to different schools,

whereas the Primordial Basis of rDzogs chen is fundamentally
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positive and conceived in the sense of a cognitive being

(yul can).	 It is the transcendental state of the sems

(sems nyid), but at the same time it is also capable of

being a creator through its phenomenal aspect (sems)9

In rDzogs chen the question of the non-existence of self

(bdag med = anatma), the central doctrine of Buddhism, is

rarely evoked, but no examples of non-Buddhist teaching are

found there either, though there is no lack of reference

to it.2°

The conception of Chos sku (Dharmakya) in rDzogs chen.

The Primordial Basis possesses three specific qualities

(gzhi'i yon tan). Its state (ngang) is pure from the

beginning (ka dag) and has a physical form (sku). Its nature

is spontaneous (ihun gyis grub pa) and is luminous ('od gsal

ba). Its self-being (bdag nyid) is the primeval knowledge

(ye nas shes pa = ye shes) which pervades all (kun khyab).21

This is chos sku, the transcendal aspect of the sems and is

given the name of Kun-tu bzang-po. The application of this

symbolical name to the Primordial Basis is already attested

in the Rig pa'i khu byug 22 and the sBas pa'i rgum chung.23

As Kun-tu bzang-po, the Primordial Basis has to be admitted

as having body, face and hands (zhal phyag rdzogs pa). It

therefore acts as a Buddha preaching his doctrines. Thus

we find Kun-tu bzang-po taking the position of a teacher in

many rDzogs chen tantras, but also under different names.24
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We have already noted in this resped the question of Kun-tu

bzang-po being more important than Vajrasattva. 25 In

certain texts, the Primordial Basis is presented as the

Kun-tu bzang-po of the sphere (dbyings), its effulgence as

the Kun-tu bzang-po of the rays (zer) and its activities

(rtsal) as the creative Kun-tu bzang-po (sprul ba). 26 Thus

the implication of the three modes of being (sku gsum)

within the Primordial Basis is discernible. It is Kun-tu

bzang-po when the gzhi is described as the grand-father (spyi

rnes) or Kun-tu bzang-mo for the primeval grand-mother (ye phyi

mo). With the use of the name Kun-tu bzang-po for the gzhi

there developed the theme of a theory and practice termed

kun tu bzang po'i lta spyod. While the theory of Kun-tu

bzang-po here refers to the gzhi, the practice is the

soteriological aspect of the doctrine. Much emphasis is

laid upon the importance of keeping both the theory and

practice to be kept side by side (ita spyod ya ma bral ba).27

The conception of kun-gzhi in rDzogs chen.

The acceptance of the theory of the kun gzhi rnam shes

(ãlayavijna) by the different Buddhist philosophical schools

is a subject of debate among the Tibetan scholastics.

According to the Jo nang pa, not only the Vijnavda, but

also the Madhyamaka school and the tantras admit the kun gzhi

main shes. 28 However the dGe lugs pa holds that the only

school which admits kun gzhi rnam shes is the Vijnavda.29
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However that may be, the term kun gzhi just by itself occurs

in rDzogs chen works referring to the Primordial Basis. In

the introductory note of the sBas pa'i rgum chung of the

Tun-huang document, it is used to designate Boddhicitta and

described as 'pure space' (mkha' dbyings rnam par dag pa). 30

In SM it is mentioned only once, but significantly in

connection with the gzhi appearing as kun gzhi byang chub kyi

sems, "the thought of enlightenment, the basis of all". This

restricted use of the word kun gzhi in these works seems to be

an indication that the term did not have in early times the

full connotation of the theory of aiayavijffna, but was simply

used in the sense of the actual term, kun gzhi, the "basis

of all", for to apply the term kun gzhi rnam shes to the

Primordial Basis would be contradictory to the view according

to which the gzhi is totally pure from the very beginning

(ka dag). Here it must be recalled that the author of SM

seems to have some reservation concerning rDzogs chen's

affinity to the Vijnavda doctrines, for he has tried to

link the Cig car ba tradition to this school somewhat

disparagingly. 30a

In his ThCh, Rong-zom makes an attempt to resolve the

question of whether the Primordial Basis is identical with

kun gzhi rnam shes which further confirms the existence of

the problem from quite early on. He states that in "the

system of the Lower Vehicles, the definition of kun gzhi

is that it is that which remains as the essence of the cause

and effect of all samsric elements like a medicine that can

remain in a "vase of poisons". In the system of the Higher

Vehicles, the definition of kun gzhi is that from the very
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beginning the nature of the essence of Bodhi is undef lied.

'Ihis is called "Bodhicitta, the basis of all". The passions

and the traces (vsna) that cause birth in bad places are

of adventitious obscurity, like a piece of gold covered

with oxide or a precious gem enveloped in mud. It is only

that their qualities are invisible, not their real nature

debased.

(theg pa 'og ma ba'i tshul gyis/ kun gzhi'i mtshan nyid ni

zag pa dang bcas pa'i chos thams cad kyl rgyu dang 'bras

bu'i ngo bor gnas shing smin pa yin pas/ shing thog dang

'dra la/ zag pa med pa rnams kyl rten dang gnas tsam yin tel

dug gi bum pa'i nang na sman gnas pa lta bu'o/ zhes bshad/

theg pa gong ma'i tshul las ni/ kun gzhi'i mtshan nyid gdod

ma nas byang chub kyi sems zhes bya la/ nyon mongs pa dang

gnas ngan len gyi bag chags ni blo(glo) bur gyi dri ma ste

gser g.yas g.yogs pa'am/ nor bu rin p0 che 'dam du bsubs pa

bzhin yon tan cung zad ml snang bar zad de/ rang bzhin nyams

par byas pa med

This explanation of Rong-zom confirms the fact that in

rDzogs chen, the actual conception of kun gzhi rnam shes as

held by the Vijnavda school is not considered to be

identical with the Primordial Basis. As is suggested above,

the term kun gzhi is therefore used in a different sense

from the doctrine of the Vijänavda though there is no doubt

that the term is borrowed from it. 3	A similar view is held

by Dol-bu-pa Shes-rab rgyal-mtshan (1292-1361). The J0 nang pa

according to him holds two different aspect of kun gzhi: one
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is its transcendental aspect (ye shes) whilst the other is its

phenomenal aspect (rnam shes).32

However, discussing the differences between the

conceptions of kun gzhi and chos sku, Klong-chen Rab-'byams

remarks that in certain si5tras and tantras the basis (gzhi)

is given the name of kun gzhi from the viewpoint of it being

a basis and this has been a source of misunderstanding for many.

They therefore say that kun gzhi and chos sku are identical.

If that is so, kun gzhi is the root of Sarnsra and it contains

the sainsiric traces (bag chags) and therefore chos sku would

have to be admitted as having bag chags also (mdo rgyud kha

cig tu gzhi'i cha la kun gzhir ming btags pa dgongs pa ma

long pa kha cig de gnyis gcig tu 'dod pa yod de shin tu nor

sakham p0 che yin pas skyon du ma yod de/ kun gzhi bag chags

dang bcas pa'i phyir chos sku bag chags dang bcas par thai
33ba dang.. .1).

Klong-chen Rab-'byarns further emphatically denies when

speaking of the level of the goal realisation ('bras bu) that

the "Awareness that originates in oneself" (rang byung ye shes)

has anything to do with the "Non-dichotomic intellect"
-	 34(gzung dzin gnyis med kyi ye shes) of the Vijnanavada.

We have therefore two examples of denying that rDzogs chen

has any doctrinal and philosophical affinity to the Vijiiinavãda

school either at the level of starting point (gzhi) or even

at the level of the goal ('bras bu). Nevertheless, there is

ample evidence that the doctrine of kun gzhi established itself

in rDzogs chen from quite early on if it was not the actual

source of the development of the concept of the Primordial Basis.
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The borrowing of the concept of kun gzhi is particularly

marked in the rDzogs chen of the Bonpo. Already in texts

like rTse mo byung rgyal not only the term kun gzhi but

kun gzhi rnam shes itself frequently occurs in the rDzogs

chen context. 35 rDzogs chen's dependence on the Vijinavada

doctrine becomes more marked in later literature. The

Kun tu bzang P0 ye shes kiong gi rgyud by 'Jigs-med gling-pa

(1729-1798) is perhaps the best example of a work on rDzogs

chen philosophy in which the fusion of the doctrine of the

Vijnavada and rDzogs chen reaches its most characteristic

elaboration.

We now come to the question why is it that the rDzogs chen

philosophers like Kiong-chen Rab-'byarns are so reluctant to

admit that the Primordial Basis is identical in nature to

kun gzhi in spite of the early sources which use it to

designate it? The problem may well be illustrated by the

critical question of Mi-bskyod rdo-rje, the Vilith Karma-pa

(1507-1554) and the reply given to it by Sog-zlog-pa Blo-gros

rgyal-mtshan (1552-1624):

"In your system, you say that you would admit the fact

that the 'basis' is pure from the beginning (ka_dag), and

from the beginning it is enlightened (ye_grol). 37 According

to your system, is ka dag identical to kun gzhi or is it

different from kun gzhi? If they are identical to each other,

kun gzhi is the universal basis of both Sazpsra and Nirvia,

because in it innate nescience exists and since that is

the root of all nescience, this kun gzhi carries no sense

of being ka dag, and ye grol. If ka dag and kun gzhi are

not the same and widely different, which one comes first,
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ka dag or kun gzhi? If ka dag is the first, it is inadmissable

to both scripture and reasoning, for kun gzhi is the true exis-

tence of the primordial state which is far from having fallen

partially either into the Sarnsra or Nirva. There is no

other (ontological state) higher than kun gzhi. If kun gzhi

is the first, in that case (as stated before) it cannot be

pure nor enlightened from the beginning, because nescience

is innate in it. Therefore, the so-called ka dag is a name

given to that (conception) of those Bon works according to

which there is first the state of primeval voidness, from

which (the world) comes into existence gradually. You refer

to this as the basis of the errancy of Sarnsra" (khyed

rnams kyi lugs la gzhi ka dag dang ye grol du 'dod zer ba/

khyed rang gi lugs la ka dag dang kun gzhi gcig gam tha dad!

gcig na kun gzhi 'khor 'das nyis kyl spyl gzhi yin pa'i don

gyl(s) ihan cig skyes pa'i ma rig pa yod la/ de ma rig pa

thams cad kyi rtsa ba yin pas ka nas dag pa dang ye grol gyi

don ma tshang/ kun gzhi dang ka dag gnyis ml gcig tha dad na/

ka dag dang kun gzhi thog mar gang snga/ ka dag snga na/ dang

p0 ka dag la rjes zhig nas kun gzhi'i gnas lugs su byung ba

ni lung rig gi ngos nas kyang mi 'thad de/ kun gzhi ni 'khor

'das kyi phyogs su ma ihung ba'i gdod ma'i gnas lugs yin la/

de'i gong na gang med pas so/ kun gzhi snga na ka dag dang

ye grol du ml 'gyur bas/ de bas na ka dag ces pa ni bon gyi

gzhung na/ dang po ye med du 'dod pa ka dag dang de las ye yod

cung zad srid pa la ma rtogs pa 'khor ba'i 'khrul gzhi zhes

ming 'dogs bsgyur ba yin mod!).38

The reply of Sog-ziog-pa:

"The essence of kun gzhi is non-composite, inexpressible,
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self-existent, not leaning towards any side. When we call

it the pure and enlightened basis, we mean the Buddha Kun-tu

bzang-po who on this very basis attained self-realisation.

We do not hold that kun gzhi is pure from the beginning

(ka dag) and enlightened from the beginning (ye_grol).

Ka dag means that which is pure from the beginning and has

never experienced errancy. The definition of Kun-tu bzang-po

is that one who at no time has ever experienced errancy,

hence he is called "Good"	 The statement about the "pure

and enlightened basis" is to be recognised as referring to

the "basis for releasing" (grol gzhi) and not kun gzhi.

Here, kun gzhi is the mind (sems) and the grol gzhi is the

intellection (rig pa). kun gzhi and ka dag are neither the

same nor different" (kun gzhi zhes pa'i ngo bo ni/ 'dus ma

byas brjod du med pa'i rang byung phyogs gang di yang ma lhung

ba yin la/ de la gzhi ka dag dang ye grol ces pa rgyal ba kun

tu bzang P0 gzhi de nyid kyi thog tu rang grol ba la zer ba

yin gyi/ kun gzhi nyid ka dag dang ye grol du 'dod pa ma yin

no! de'i phyir ka nas dag pa zhes bya ba gdod ma nas 'khrul

ma myong ba'i dag pa de la (p.81) zer la/ kun tu bzang p0

zhes pa'i sgra don ni dus kun tu 'khrul pas nam yang gos ma

myong ba de'i phyir bzang p0 zhes bya ba/ 'di'i lugs la

'chad pa yin zhing/ ye grol zhes pa yang de dang don gcig

pa yin pas na gzhan du mi bsam mo/ de'i phyir 'dir gzhi ka

dag dang ye grol zhes gsungs pa grol gzhi la ngos 'dzin pa

yin gyi kun gzhi la 'dod pa ma yin no! 'dir kun gzhi sems yin

la/ grol gzhi rig pa yin pa de'i phyir/ kungzhi dang ka dag

gnyis gcig dang tha dad gang yang ma yin no/).39
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It is apparent from Sog-ziog-pa's reply that he does not

admit the fact that the Primordial Basis is identical to

kun gzhi which for him as for Mi-bskyod rdo-rje, stands for

layavijna, as it does for Kiong-chen Rab-'byams, and is

therefore impure. Sog-zlog-pa's reply illustrates the

dilemma with which the rNying ma pa faces and this is clear

when he says in the same reply that ka dag and kun gzhi

are born together and one does not precede the other, like

an egg and a bird (ka dag dang kun gzhi la snga phyi med de

ihan cig skyes pa yin pas na bya dang sgong nga ita bu ste/

bya med na sgong nga mi 'byung zhing/ sgong nga med na bya

ml 'byung bas rang bzhin gyi lhan cig skyes pa yin no/).40

Sog-ziog-pa's reply amounts to a riddle and does not

actually contribute much in solving the fundamental question

which intrigued the VIlith Karma-pa so much. In short, it

is this: is the kun gzhi ab aeterno pure from the very

beginning? For Mi-bskyod rdo-rje, there is no distinction

whatsoever between the mere kun gzhi and kun gzhi rnam shes

as in all the gSar ma pa schools except the Jo nang pa.

Kun gzhi is therefore inseparable from the conception of

layavijina, the ground where one leaves one's traces (bag

chags). This conception is directly connected with the

Buddhist doctrine according to which Samsra cannot have a

starting point and consequently they cannot admit the

existence of a genetic state, pure and unadultered. Certain

dGe lugs pa masters, for example, dKon-mchog bstan-pa'i sgron-

me, while wholly accepting a certain trend of the rDzogs chen

teaching states politely that "he does not understand" how
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the Great Perfection is proved to be pure from the beginning

41
as the rNying ma pa maintain.	 The question therefore

remains unresolved as far as the rNying ma pa and their

opponents are concerned. However, it is in a Bonpo work

that a plausible solution seems to have been offered to

this ontological problem which has been the focus of debate

for centuries.

"Some people doubt that if kun gzhi is pure from the

beginning, it cannot be accepted as the ground on which one

accumulates one's impressions (bag chags), but if it is

the ground for storing the bag chags, it cannot be pure from

the beginning.

The essence of kun gzhi at no time has ever experienced being

defiled by the bag chags since it is absolutely pure from the

beginning. In that case, one might think that it cannot be

the "ground" for storing the bag chags. 	 However, the

bag chags are stored there only through the "co-ordination"

of all the eight kinds of consciousness. kun gzhi is there-

fore merely the ground for storing the bag chags. It is like

a treasury.

Although in the sphere of space, many a world came into

existence and remains, the essence of space remains undefiled

by the dirt of the world, even a particle of it" (gang zag 'gas

kun gzhi ye nas ka dag yin na/ bag chags sog gzhi yin par mi

'thad snyam nas the tshom za ba la/ kun gzhi ngo bo la dus

gsum su bag chags kyis dri mas gos ma myong bas ka dag yin no!

'o na bag chags sog gzhi ma yin snyam na/ bag chags nirnan

par shes pa tshogs brgyad zung du 'brel ba'i bag la sog pa

yin no/ de yang kun gzhi ni bag chags sog pa'i gzhi tsam yin
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te dper na mdzod khang dang 'dra/.... na.rn mkha'i kiong du

snang srid ji snyad cig chags shing gnas kyang/ nam mkha'i

ngo bo la snang srid kyi dri mas rdul tsam yang ma gos pa

bzhin no/).42

Two points stand out from this argument: first, kun gzhi

remains pure until the storing of the bag chags takes place

and that happens only through "co-ordination" with the eight

kinds of consciousness just as a treasury remains empty until

the treasure is placed in it. Second: kun gzhi remains

pure even though the bag chags is stored just as the space

remains clean even though it contains the world.

For the Bonpo, jcun gzhi is therefore ab aeterno, pure from

the beginning, and can also be the ground for storing the

bag chags. The question of nescience which is innate within

kun gzhi for the Buddhists does not arise for the Bonpo till

the "co-ordination" of all the consciousness begins and once

this begins kun gzhi then becomes kun gzhi rnam shes

(ãlayavij?äna), the veritable sarnsric ground. However, it

goes without saying that the whole theory is borrowed from the

Buddhists, but the borrowing must have taken place in a period

going back to at least the eleventh century since the Bonpo

argument to some degree agrees with the position of the early

philosophers of rDzogs chen who as we have seen seem to make

a distinction between a mere kun gzhi and kun gzhi rnam shes

and so avoid the vicious circle of the argument of the later

rNying ma pa and their critics.
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Moreover, the Bonpo seem to have taken a further step

in developing the conception of kun gzhi. They make

a distinction between the "kun gzhi of the static principle"

(gnas pa don gyi kun gzhi) designating a kind of universal

and genetic state pervading the whole universe and the "kun

gzhi of mentality" (shes rig rgyud kyi kun gzhi) which is

the Primordial Basis existing individually in living beings.43

The first one corresponds to the "universal Mind" (spyi sems)

of the Gab pa dgu skor.44

bDe gshegs snying 45 po in rDzogs chen.

In the early rDzogs chen texts like the Tun-huang documents,

no reference is made to bde gshegs snying po in connection with

the Primordial Basis. However, it is mentioned in SM, but

only once in a quotation from the Srog gi 'khor lo and it is

mentioned in the Byang sems bde ba'i myu gu, both these last

works belong to the group of the eighteen Sems sde texts.46

In his KC, Rong-zom too uses it for designating the gzhi, but

does not mention it in his ThCh. it is attested in a work

of Rog Shes-rab-'od (1166-1244) 	 and later becomes predominant

theme particularly in the works of Klong-chen Rab-'byams

on rDzogs chen. Later the Bonpo too have taken it as a

name of the gzhi 8 Klong-chen Rab-'byarns's stand on the

theory of Tathgatagarbha is as one would expect identical to

that of Dol-bu-pa. 49 He regards the ten stras 5° which treat

the theory as belonging to the Third Cycle of Dharma (chos 'khor).

Moreover, he rejects the criticism made against the doctrine

according to which Tathgatagarbha is present in every living
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being having all the characteristic qualities of a Buddha.51

Here suffice it to say that Klong-chen Rab-'byams differs

however from Dol-bu-pa when he elaborates the rDzogs chen

philosophy within the framework of the three axes, viz.

the ground of the starting point (gzhi), the process of

spiritual development (lam) and the resulting goal ('bras bu

He makes a clear distinction between when bder gshegs snying

is as the gzhi and when it is the 'bras bu. On the other

hand, Dol-bu-pa maintains the doctrine of the "indifferentia-

tion between the basis and the result" (gzhi 'bras dbyer med).53

The Primordial Basis as having a physical presentation.

In the early texts on rDzogs chen no physical presentation

of any kind is made of the Primordial Basis apart from the

symbolical name, Kun-tu bzang-po which we have already

discussed. However, certain rDzogs chen tantras whose

precise dates mostly remain uncertain (but they are of rather

late origin) describe the absolute aspect of the sems

(sems kyi chos nyid, hence chos sku) as if it were an actual

person. The theory of Tathgatagarbha present in living

beings with all the characteristic qualities (mtshan dpe)

of a Buddha and that of Kun-tu bzang-po who expounds the

rDzogs chen tantras presupposes nevertheless the notion of

the gzhi with a physical form. Thus in tantras chiefly

connected with rDzogs chen, the gzhi is conceived as having

a form which resembles a vase and its intellect is likened

to a butter-lamp placed in the vase and its luminosity, the

light of the butter-lamp. The overall presentation of the
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three components, viz, the body, its intellect and light

is in the form of a "light ball" ('od kyi gong bu). The

components are on the top of each other (gsum brtsegs).54

This effulgent body knows no old age, hence its name "The

Young Vase-like Body" (gZhon flu bum sku). 55 We shall return

to this subject below.

As in the case of Tathgatagarbha of the Jo nang pa, this

body too is adorned with all the characteristic marks

(mtshan dpe) of a Buddha. As the garuçla when still in the

egg has already developed its wings and other parts of its

body so is chos sku in us. 56 In rDzogs chen, Dharmakya

is not always presented as absolutely formless and totally

inaccessible.

A sharp distinction is made between the conception of

the semsand that of ye shes. Unlike the other Buddhist schools,

rDzogs chen maintains the sems and ye shes to have different

functions. The sems is characterised as consisting of

different mental components and is basically dualistic in

relation to its perception (gnyis 'dzin gyi rtog pa can), and

above all it is the root of the phenomenal world. 	 The ye shes,

on the other hand, is non-composite, intrinsic, pure from

the beginning and luminous, a cognition that does not perceive

any false object and free from dichotomic diversification

(gnyis snang gi spros pa dang bral ba).	 Here the term has

the connotation of its literal meaning: "primeval intellect"

(ye nas shes pa). The sems dwells in kun gzhi whereas ye shes

in chos sku. Kiong-chen Rab-'byams emphasises that it is as

important in rDzogs chen to grasp the distinction between

57these two as it is in the case of kun gzhi and chos sku.
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Certain late rNying ma pa tantras even go further in

localizing the sems and ye shes in the body. ye shes resides

58
in the heart whereas serns is in the lung.	 This notion

is particularly repugnant to the critics of rDzogs chen.

dBal-mang dKon-mchog rgyal-mtshan remarks that the idea of

a living being (sems can) present in the lung and a Buddha

in the heart of a person is a doctrine worse than the theory

of the "void of others (gzhan stong) of the Jo nang pa".59

He wonders if this idea originates in Bon, because

Thu-kvan Chos-kyi Nyi-ma believed that the doctrines of Eon

and rDzogs chen have an "intimate relationship" (thugs snang

gshin pa yod pa). 6° However, no instance of this particular

idea has been found in the Bonpo rDzogs chen works so far

available although the relationship between the two is very

close. According to other rNying ma pa tantras, 6 ' however,

the sems is not present in the lung but in between the lung

and the heart. Klong-chen Rab-'byams has given this version

•	 .	 .	 62in his Tshig don mdzod.

The notion of the gzhi consisting of different components,

viz. sku, ye shes and 'od is further elaborated by placing

them separately in the following ways: the gZhon nu bum sku

is present in the heart, its intellect is in the brain, the

conch-shell house (dung khang) and its light shines forth

through the eyes. The gZhon flu bum sku is as small as a

mustard seed and is in the middle of lights of five colours

in the form of a closed charm-box in the heart. Its eyes

are as big as a phul thag. 63	To this theory, the practices

of the rDzogs chen neophytes known as the "retreat into the

darkness" (mun mtshams) and the "clear light" ('od gsal)
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are directly connected. When practised, the former involves

shutting oneself up in the darkness for a long period and

the latter watching the sun light in various difficult

postures. Both practices are so to speak aimed at perceiving

the light of one's intellect. The theory of the "Rainbow

Body" ('ja' lus) is very closely related to the notion of

the light of gZhon flu bum sku which will be dealt with below.

Although the notion of the luminous body ('od lus) comes

probably from the theory of the natural luminosity of the
b z..h

mind (sems kyi rang,,'od gsal ba) which goes back a long way in

the history in Buddhist texts and is particularly associated

with the doctrines of the Vijnavda, 64 the rDzogs chen

critics nevertheless express much doubt about the genuineness

of these rDzogs chen thoughts. It is true that in the early

texts, for example, the Tun-huang documents and SM, there are

no instances of detailed discussion containing physical

description of the gzhi. Most of the tantras, which contain

the above accounts are of gter ma origin, belonging to the

"re-discoveries" of lCe-btsun Seng-ge dbang-phyug (second

half of the eleventh century). Other tantras which deal with

the same subject date even lateç, for example, the lTa ba

klong yangs which was "rediscovered" by rDo-rje gling-pa.

Therefore it belongs to the fourteenth century. This gter

ston moreover is very much connected with the Bonpo rDzogs

chen tradition and is often known under his Bonpo name,

Bon-zhig g.Yung-drung gling-pa. There is ample evidence that

the borrowings between the two have been very frequent and

this must be considered as normal practice since both

traditions share the rDzogs chen teaching even though they
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may sometimes be reluctant to acknowledge the borrowings

from each other.G4a

Consequently the rDzogs chen critics invariably suspect

that such practices as those mentioned above and the

question of a luminous microcosmic body present in

living beings originates in a doctrine non-Buddhist, if not

Bon. Thus Mi-bskyod rdo-rje remarks that the rNying ma pa

holds that the "noumenal aspect of the mind" (sems nyid)

resides in the heart in the form of coloured light and so

they contemplate the sun rays. There is hardly any difference

between this doctrine and that of the Eternalist (rTag lta ba)

according to which the tman is present in the heart as a

light as big as an egg or as small as a mustard seed.65

The practice, he continues, of the rNying ma pa is closely

identical to that of the Bonpo who have many precepts for

looking at the lights" (snying nang na sems nyid 'od lnga'i

rnam pa 'dzin pa 'di dang/ rtag lta ba bdag lta ba bza' ba 0

byed pa po rang dbang can gyi sems zhig rnarnpa snying nang na

'od che sgo nga tsarn/ chung ste yung 'bru tsam zhig yod par

'dzin pa ni kyadar kyang ma mchis/ 	 des na 'di dag ni

bon chos rnamsna'od la lta ba'i gdams pa mang p0 zhig....

khyad cung zad kyang ma mchis soj).66

The implications of the notions of grol gzhi and 'khrul

gzhi are discernible in SM in the context of the theory of

the gzhi itself, but the terms as such are not yet used there.
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The term grol gzhi designates the soteriological aspect

of the gzhi: it is to this very basis that one has the

chance to return if one must; in other words, one attains

Enlightenment only if and when one arrives back where one

has been originally and was from the beginning enlightened

(ye_grol). 68 The notion of the Primeval Buddha (thog ma'i

sangs rgyas = adlbuddha) primarily comes out of the grol gzhi

theory. This Buddha attained Enlightenment so to speak without

having laboured for the cause like other Buddhas, but simply

recognised the state of the "self-intellect" (rang rig).

The term rang rig in rDzogs chen refers to ye shes which we

have already met. It is a term borrowed again from

Vijianavda school and is an abridged form of the phrase rang

gis rang rig pa, literally "self seeing onseself". 69 What

is realised is nothing else but experiencing the self within

the grol gzhi.	 This apperception is symbolically called

Adlbuddha. However, if this introversive cognition does not

recognise itself (rang gis rang ma rig pa) and begins to

perceive its own state as something apart, it begins to

create erroneously a dichotomic appearance (gnyis 'dzin gyi

snang ba) for itself which then causes it to stray from its

own primordial purity. This is the conception of the

beginning of the Samsra. The beginning is described as follows:

"The immovable moved slightly,

The unquivering quivered slightly.

Although there is no motion in the Basis,

The motion comes out of the versatility of the Intellect.

This versatility is called the Mind.
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It is also that of spontaneous compassion.

Just like the wind of the breath of a small bird.

Or the movement of the unborn cock.

Or one hundreth part of a hair from a horse's tail

split into a hundred,

Such is the quivering which joins intellect to mind.

This is called the Innate Nescience"

(g.yo ml g.yo bag tsam g.yo/

'gyu mi'gyu bag tsam 'gyu/

gzhi la g.yo 'gul med mod kyang/

rig pa'i rtsal la(s) g.yo 'gui byung/

'gyu ba de la yid ces zen

de yang ihun grub thugs rje'i±Sa/

dpa' bo gser gyi biangs pa'am/7°

bye'u rlung gi kha riangs sam/

bya pho skyed med 'gui ba'am/

rta rnga rgya(brgya) bshags cha tsam gcig/

rig pa nyid kyang yid du 'gyus/

ihan cig skyes pa'i ma rig zer/).71

The notion of the straying from the gzhi or rather 'khrul

gzhi is called yas 'khrul, 72 "Errancy from the above".

This notion is often developed into the idea of birth. In

rDzogs chen of the Bon, it is associated with the theme of

cosmogony. The return of the sems to the Primordial Basis

is termed mas ldog, 73 "Return from the below" and this

state of purity, i.e. the Primordial Basis is the "Rainbow

Body" ('Ja' lus), the ultimate goal of the rDzogs chen doctrine.
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The theory of the "Rainbow Body" ('ja' lus).

The theory of the "Rainbow Body" is related to many a

conception of final achievement gained through the process

of certain spiritual practices, but it is at the same time

basically about what happens to the body of an adept of the

rDzogs chen doctrine when he dies, and especially connected

with the idea that Buddhahood can be attained within one

single life and body (tshe gcig lus gcig). The conception

of Nirvana in general and its implications with regard to

the body are not meant to be discussed here, 74 but it may

be useful to give just an example of an early work on the

question without bothering too much to trace up its origins

in the siltras. Two kinds of Nirvana are generally known and

are explained in GB:75

"The nirvna of an arhat, the one who has radically

abandoned all the passions but some residue of the body has

not been discarded, is called the Passing Away from the

misery accompanied by some residue of the body" (sopadhi-

ea-nirvana, zhes bya ba dgra bcom pa ita bu khams gsum

gyi nyon mongs pa thams cad spangs nas/ phung p0 tsam ma

bor ba'i ming ste/ phung p0 lhag ma dang bcas pa'i mya ngan

las 'das pa zhes bya/).

"The nirvana of those who have radically abandoned all

five aggregates is called the Passing Away from misery

without any residue of the body" (nir-upadhi-ea-nirvaiia,

zhes bya ba nyon mongs pa thains cad spangs la phung P0 lnga'i

sdug bsngal gyi me yang zhi bar byed pa'i ming ste/ ohung 0

ihag ma med pa'i mya ngan las 'das pa zhes bya/).
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The actual sense of this explanation is that while the

first type means passing away without having totally

extinguished the upadhi rendered simply by phung p0, but

which in fact is defined as the "substratum of continued

normal life", the second extinguishes it in its totality.

The word ihag ma here denotes the remaining bit of the

upadhi from the previous life. The phrase phung p0 lhagvna

med pa or ma lus pa therefore means "without the residue

of the upadhi from the previous life" in its original

philosophical meaning. However, it caine to be understood

differently by various authors in later centuries. It is

often taken to mean that in this life one can attain

Enlightenment without leaving the body behind when one dies

(phung p0 lhag ma med par sangs rgyas pa). In this case the

word phung po is taken in its literal sense, the body. The

notion of attaining Enlightenment within one single life was

very intriguing. Thus it needed clarification. This may be

illustrated by a catechetical passage in a Tun-huang document:

"What is the meaning of attaining Enlightenment in one life?

It means that with the "body that is the residue" one can

succeed in becoming a Vidyadhra having mastery over life"

(sangs rgyas sku tshe gcig gis 'grub don ci lta buJ lhag mar

bcas pa'i lus nyid kyis/ tshe la dbang ba'i rigs(rig) 'dzin

76	 .	 .	 .	 -thob/).	 When dealing with the doctrines of Mahayoga tantras,

the author of SM states that one who has rooted out the misery

of the aggregates (phung p0'1 zag pa zad pa) can succeed in

becoming a Vidyadhara within the "residual body" (lhag ma'i lus)
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and then can live as long as he wishes in this world or just

go to heaven without leaving the body behind (lus 'di ma

bral bar). In order to illustrate this explanation, he gives

a list of names of persons who are believed to have

accomplished such a feat. Among the Indians for example,

Vimalamitra showed (tshul bstan pa) that he died in Tibet,

but was alive in India. Padrnasambhava departed to convert

the demons (yaka).	 Among the Tibetans, the Lo-ts-ba rMa

Rin-chen-mchog went to heaven i.e. with his body; Jo-bo

Nam-mkha'i snying-po and mKhan-po gNyan dPal-dbyangs both

passed away escorted by the cIkinI.

The author of SM devotes further discussion to the

question as follows: "It is possible that the body is

abandoned. In that case, one should not consider the

teaching (i.e. of Mahyoga tantras)as inferring a long

distance (to Buddhahood). 	 There are two ways of passing

away mentioned in the Scripture. Even if one passes into

the Nirvia that has no residue of the upadhi, one does it

as soon as the knot or the net of the body is torn like the

garuda and the lion" (gal te phung p0 bor srid na'ang de la

thag ring bar ma lta zhig/ mya ngan las 'das pa'i tshul gnyis

ni bka' nyid las bzhugs pas/ phung p0 lhag ma med pa mya ngan

las 'das na'ang/ khyung dang seng ge dpe ltar lus kyi dra

(drva) ba'am rgya mdud bral ma thag pa la rnal 'byor bas

gdon mi za'o/).77

It is evident from this passage concerning phung 0 ihag

med that the author of SM discusses the question along the

lines of the explanation given in GB. However, the term

upadhi which is translated by phung po as shown above is

taken in the sense of referring to the actual body (rnam
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par smin pa lhag ma'i lus) in the case of the first type of

Nirvana (ihag bcas myang 'das) whereas the author of SM

has kept himself to the original sense of the term upadhi,

the saznsric elements of which attach one to rebirth.

Therefore in the late tenth century the conception of Nirvana

as explained in GB was already undergoing different inter-

pretations. This is confirmed by a similar view of the

phung p0 ihag med attested in a Tun-huang document. It gives

several names of persons who were believed to have accomplished

the feat, but the document differs as to the actual meaning

of the phrase. It explains that as long as there are no

more dichotomic traces in the consciousness it is called

phung p0 ihag ma ma lus pa.78

For the author of SM, an adept of the Mahyogatantra

passes into Nirvana either with the actual body or leaving

it behind, but it must be mentioned that he does not speak

of this in connection with rDzogs chen. The notion of

phung p0 ihag med in rDzogs chen itself is mainly associated

with the tradition of Kiong sde and particularly with that

of Man ngag gi sde. It is in the treatises belonging to the

group of traditions just mentioned mostly going back only to

the eleventh century that the notion takes a form different

in its substance from the previous ones: "As for the meaning

of the term phung p0 lhag med, through the practices in

accordance with this (i.e. Man ngag gi sde), the (internal)

elements vanish into their original place. The attachment

to (one's own) body ceases and the body no longer appears

with the actual flesh and blood. As the five external

elements cease (to exist), the appearance of earth and stone
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is no longer a coarse appearance, so nothing remains. There

is no place it can go to together with the body made of

actual flesh and blood" (phung p0 lhag med ces bya ba'i go

ba ni/ 'di itar nyams su blangs bas 'byung ba inga rang sar

dengs nas/ lus kyi 'dzin pa rang 'gags te sha khrag rang

dgar mi snang/ phyi'i 'byung ba lnga 'gags pas sa rdo'i snang ba

rags pa mi snang ba las lhag ma med pa'o/ sha khrag rang ga

ma'i gzugs dang bcas te song zhing 'gro ba'i sa yod pa ma

yin no/).79

It is manifestly clear from this explanation that in

rDzogs chen the term phung p0 ihag med signifies a process

in which the body gradually dissolves and finally ceases

to exist as a human body, but retains its existence in a

different form. It becomes a "body of light" ('od lus).

This notion has been fairly constant from the eleventh century

on'ards.	 Klong-chen Rab-'byams therefore explains the

noticn in similar terms: "the exhaustion of the elements

after the principle of the primeval purity has been finalised

(by means of) the khregs chod, "cutting off the rigidity" and

the purification of the elements after the spontaneity has

been finalised (by means of) the thod rgal, "passing over

the crest", are identical in their (effectiveness) for

purifying the external and internal substances, but (in the

case of) the khregs chod, when the atoms (of the body) vanish

separately, the (adept) is instantly released to the

primordial purity. (He has no time to have) an appearance

of a luminous body. (In the case of) the thod rgal (the

adept assumes) a luminous body and accomplishes the "Great

Movement". There is a difference between them in having a
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luminous body or not, but not in the way in which they are

released to the primordial purity" (khregs chod ka dag gi

don mthar phyin nas 'byung ba zad pa dang/ thod rgal ihun

grub mthar phyin pas 'byung ba dag pa gnyis/ phyi nang gi

rdos bcas dag par tsam du 'dra yang/ 'di nyid rdul phran

cha med so sor dengs nas skad cig la ka dag tu grol bas 'od

lus ml snang la/ thod rgal 'od lus des 'pho ba chen mo 'grub

pa'i cha tsam ste/ 'od lus yod med kyi khyad yod do! ka

dag gi sar grol lugs la kyad med do!).8°

The dissolution of the body into lights of different

colours probably gave birth to the term of 'ja' lus, "Rainbow

body", but the conception of 'ja' lus itself is by no means

unique to the rDzogs chen doctrine. However, in rDzogs chen

the adept presupposes the attainment of such a body, for it

is a question of returning to the primordial state which is

conceived to be in form of light. The conception of 'ja' lus

of the rDzogs chen corresponds to the sgyu ma'i sku,

"Illusory Body" of the Paicakrama of the Guhyasamja and also

to the sgyu lus of the Six doctrines of Nropa. 81 The notion

of the sGyu ma'i sku as taught in the tantras is a subject of

controversy among the late Tibetan scholastics. According

to Tsong-kha-pa, it refers to gnyug ma'i gzhl lus, the "body

of the natural basis", a phrase, however, considered to have

no Sanskrit origin. He maintains that when this particular

"body" is attained, the adept leaves his body like a snake

changing its skin. 82 This interpretation therefore agrees

in principle with the conception of lhag med myang 'das as

explained in GB and as such is upheld by the dGe lugs pa
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as the correct one. 83 On the other hand, for Pai-chen

Skya mchog-ldan (1428-1507), the great Sa skya pa scholar

who is a keen critic of Tsong-kha-pa's special doctrine,

the empirical reality of conventional truth (kun rdzab tshad

grub), the sgyu lus, is achieved through dissolution of

the body. He believes that those who follow the Mother tantras

hold that as iron is made to turn into gold through the

application of the "fluid" (rtsi), the material elements of

the adept's body are worn down and the body of intellect

is gained. The late scholar (i.e. Tsong-kha-pa), who is so

attached to external things, says that when the adept attains

Enlightenment, the "Body of the natural basis", he leaves

behind his material remains" (ma rgyud pa rnams gser 'gyur

gyi rtsi las lcags la gser bzo ba ltar/ rnal 'byor lus kyi

bern po'i khams] zad nas ye shes sku byed gsungs/ 'di nas

gsar byung chos smra ba/ phyi rol don la zhen chags pas/

gnyug ma gzhi lus sangs rgyas tshe/ bern lus lhag mar bzhag ces

84zer/).

The question of the practice of watching the sun light in

the rDzogs chen teaching raised much criticism which we have

briefly discussed earlier. It is very closely connected with

the conception of the luminous body. Indeed, it is considered

to be the means of its realisation. However, the Vilith

Karma-pa, Mi-bskyod rdo-rje is of the opinion that this

practice and the conception of the luminous body itself

in rDzogs chen are in fact of Bonpo origin: "the Bonpo

have many precepts for watching lights and hold that if one's

body enters into light one attains the "Eternal body"

without leaving any residue. If the light enters into one's
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own body, one attains the "Eternal body that leaves a

residue" (bon chos rnams na 'od la ita ba'i gdams pa mang

P0 zhig dang/ rang lus 'od la phar zhugs na ihag med

g.yung drung gi sku thob la/ 'od rang la tshur zhugs na

ihag bcas g.yung drung gi sku thob par bzhed pa'i lugs

snang ba la khyad cung zad kyang ma mchis so/).85

Here too the terms lhag bcas and lhag med show that the

Bonpo are also following the original explanation given

in GB, but they like their rNying ma pa colleagues have

taken them in the literal sense, phung p0, the physical body

and not the upadhi.	 Although the statement of Mi-bskyod

rdo-rje concerning the Bonpo being rich in their precepts

for watching lights is exact enough, the reference to the

notion of the light entering the body and vice-versa are

not attested in the Bonpo works on rDzogs chen accessible

at present. Nonetheless, it is certain that the conception

of phung p0 lhag med, that is to say the dissolution of the

material body into lights is common to both traditions.86

Other critics of rDzogs chen hold that the notion of

the dissolution of the physical body into lights is totally

extraneous to Buddhism. dal-mang dKon-mchog rgyal-mtshan,

for example, has made the following remark on the question:

"one repeatedly says that the body disappears without

remaining if one takes up the rNying ma pa precepts. It is

said that when the Bon was at its apogee, the Tibetan kings

did not leave their bodies behind since they went to heaven

by means of the "divine dMu-cord". 87 The resemblance of

this to that of transforming the body into the rainbow, the
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disappearance of the body into lights and the vanishing

of the body without residue appears very clear" (rNying

ma' i gdams ngag nyams su blangs na phung p0 ihag med du

yal 'gro ba yang yang bshad do! bon dar dus su bod kyi

rgyal p0 rnams lha'i dmu thag la brten nas gnam du gshegs

pas sku gdung med par bshad pa dang/ 'di dag gis 'ja' lus

su 'phos pa dang/ 'od skur yal ba dang/ phung p0 ihag

med du song bar bshad pa mains cha 'dra bar snang ngo/).

This critic further emphatically states that none of

the Buddhist philosophical schools holds such a doctrine.

They all agree that the body is a karmic product of previous

existence and it is to be abandoned (snga ma'i las nyon

gyis 'phang ba'i phung p0 dor ba). In Father Tantras, it is

said that the "Illusory Body" (sgyu lus) is to enter into

the old body (phung p0 rnying pa la 'jug pa) and in Mother

Tantras, it is stated that one attains the level of

Vidyadhra without abandoning one's body (ma rgyud las lus

ma spangs bar rigs(sic) 'dzin gyi sar gshegs pa) and one is

led to heaven with this very body (lus de nyid kyis mkha'

spyod du 'khrid pa).88

The dGe lugs •pa's stand with regard to this question is

therefore similar to that of SM and both in turn to some

degree have maintained the original interpretation of lhag

bcas myang 'das and ihag med myang 'das given in GB. However,

the interpretation of the sense of phung p0 ihag med as given

in the rNying ma pa and the Bonpo texts in the context of

rDzogs chen which goes back only to the eleventh century

reflects to a large extent the notion of the return to

heaven of the early Tibetan kings, a notion which the Bonpo
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particularly cherish, but as we have noted in the case

of äkya mchog-ldan, certain Sa skya pa scholastics also

maintain a similar conception of the 'ja' lus to that of

rDzogs chen. However, the interpretation of the tantras

of the gSar ma pa with regard to the notion of 'ja' lus

is a subject of debate between the dGe lugs pa and Sa skya

pa schools. It would therefore be convenient for us to leave

aside this hermeneutic problem between the two schools as it

has in fact no direct bearing upon the early development

of the conception of 'ja' lus in rDzogs chen.

rDzogs pa chen po with respect to Phyag rgya chen p0.

sGam-po-pa bSod-nams rin-chen (1079-1153) is considered

to be the chief exponent of the doctrine of Phyag rgya chen

0 (Mahmudr) of the bKa' brgyud pa. It is mainly

expounded in short works like the Tshogs chos legs mdzes ma89

whose primary sources are Indian Buddhist works such as

- -	 _go
Mahayanottara tantra and the Doha songs of Saraha. The

central point of the theory is as in the case of rDzogs

chen and later the gZhan stong theory of the Jo nang pa, to

recognise the "self-being of the luminous mind" (sems kyi

rang bzhin 'od gsal ba) to which sGazn-po-pa gave the name of

Phyag rgya chen p0 (Phyag chen). 9' He maintains that his

theory bears no relation to any of the Buddhist doctrines

then known in Tibet, particularly the "Three Great Ones"

(chen 0 gsum gyis ma reg pa), viz. dBu ma chen p0, considered

to be the most subtle theory of the sütraynic philosophy.
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Phyag rgya chen po of the Sampannakrama, thought to be

the most profound part of the Vajraynic practice, and

rDzogs pa chen po, claimed as the topmost of the nine

different doctrines (theg pa dgu) - all the three according

to sGam-po-pa are in fact object of the conceptual thought

whereas Phyag chen does not constitute an object of any kind

of cognition (blo las 'das pa).92

sGam-po-pa therefore does not admit that his Phyag chen

has any connection with rDzogs chen, not even with Phyag

rgya chen p0 of tantric teaching. This stand however gave

rise to the criticism made by Sapaii Kun-dga' rgyal-mtshan

(1182-1251) who pointed out that if sGam-po-pa's Phyag chen

has got nothing to do with that of the vajraynic practice,

then it has no scriptual basis, because no such doctrine

is taught in sütras. 93 This shows that Sapa does not

accept the question of the Phyag chen according to the

sütras (mdo lugs kyi phyag chen) which later Tibetan writers,

particularly certain dGe lugs pa masters, distinguish from

the Phyag chen of the tantric teaching (sngags lugs kyi

phyags chen).94

The metaphorical name of sGam-po-pa's Phyag chen is dKar-

P0 chig thub, 95 "the white one that has power of itself",

i.e. capable of eliminating nescience, the sarnsric root

without the need of other religious practices, like the

medicinal plant dKar 0 chig thub. This plant is believed

effective in curing a certain disease by itself. 96 If

sGam-po-pa has used it as a name for his theory, it is not

at all surprising since he himself was a renowned physician

and is often known as Dvags-po lha-rje or under his medical
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name lHa-rje 'Tsho-byed gzhon-nu. Consequently the Phyag

chen theory is known as dKar p0 chig thub gi lta ba.

The conception of chig thub already occurs in songs of

Mi-la ras-pa: "As I know one, I am learned in all", (gcig

shes kun la mkhas pa yin/). 97 This conception of "knowing

one thing, understand all" (gcig shes kun grol) is later

adopted to denote a similar idea with regard to rDzogs chen

by certain rNying ma pa masters, e.g. Guru Chos-dbang

(1212-1270) who has composed several treatises on rDzogs

chen entitled gCig shes kun-grol.98

Sapan further asserts that the Phyag chen of sGam-po-pa

is in fact a name disguising the doctrine of Hva-shang

Mahyna. It is, he maintains, therefore a "Chinese

religious system" (rgya nag chos lugs) and furthermore

belongs to the "Chinese system of rDzogs chen" (rgya nag lugs

kyi rdzogs chen). 99	The terms yas 'babs, "descending

downwards" and mas 'dzegs, "climbing upwards" are, he points

out, simply another way of expressing Rim gyis pa, "gradualist"

and Cig car ba, "simultaneist". In short, Sapa considers

that the theory of yas 'babs is identical to the

simultaneist approach of Hva-shang Mahyna.10°

The term yas 'babs denotes "that which comes down from

above" (yas nas 'babs pa), i.e. the practice in meditation

begins from the highest level. It reflects the argument

of the Hva-shang who is, as we shall see, supposed to have

said that his simultaneist approach is like the bird garuda

landing on a tree (khyung nam mkha' las shing rtser 'bab pa

itar). By contrast, the term mas 'dzegs, "that which climbs

up from below" refers to the advocates of the gradualist
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approach, i.e. to take up the Buddhist practice step by

step beginning from the lowest level like a monkey climbing

up a tree (sprel bu shing la 'dzegs pa ltar))° 1 However,

neither term is attested in the works of sGam-po-pa that

are considered to be fundamental on his Phyag chen theory,

such as the Thar rgyan.

The two terms, on the other hand, appear in the Bonpo

works going back at least to the twelfth century, but they

are not used to represent the two diametrically opposed

views. For the Bonpo, they are only two different practices

that can be taken up by one person. The theory of the adept

begins from the top level (lta ba yas 'babs) whereas his

102
practice begins from the low level (spyod pa mas 'dzegs).

Although Sapan's chronic doubt about sGam-po-pa's Phyag

chen had a lasting influence on later Tibetan Buddhist

writers, his criticism has never really been accepted as

valid. On the contrary, his views are refuted even by

103
eminent Sa skya pa scholastics, like Sakya mchog-ldan

not to mention the bKa' brgyud pa themselves. According

to Padma dkar-po (1527-1592), Sapan's criticism of Phyag

chen simply amounts to "a madman's words" (smyon pa'i tshig).

In Padma dkar-po's opinion, Sapan has not really seen the

historical account of the debate which according to him is

to be found at the beginning of the Bhavanakrama written

,,	 1r	 0by the disciples of Kamalasila.

Sapan uses the testament (zhal chems) of Sntarakita as

his evidence to prove that sGam-po-pa's Phyag chen is the

dKar 0 chig thug mentioned in the testament. 105 What
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Santaraksita foresees in his testament is in fact simply

the doctrinal dispute among his Buddhist followers in

Tibet. It refers to the well known Sino-Indian controversy

in Tibet in the eighth century. Sapai's source of the

question dKar p0 chig thub and the two metaphorical terms

is in fact a particular version of the account of the

controversy as we will see.

First of all, in the account of the controversy given

in the French edition of BZh neither the phrase dkar 0

chig thub nor the two terms occur. 106	Similarly, in his

DS, Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub does not use them either, 107 nor

are they used in most of chos 'byung that follow his traditici

On the other hand, in his KhG, dPa'o gTsug-lag Phreng-ba quotes

the dKar p0 chig thub version along with the other versions,

but he makes it clear by stating that it is a particular

version (yang lugs gcig la) and after making an analysis of it,

109
he finally rejects it as a purely apocryphal interpolation.

In the recent Chinese edition of BZh which is based on

several manuscripts and is practically identical to the

French edition except the second part of the French edition

which is not in the Chinese edition, the dKar p0 chig thub

version of the debate is given also with the words yang lugs

gcig la, "in another version",' 10 just as it is quoted in

KhG.	 It is therefore this particular version of the account

of the debate containing the question of dKar 0 chig thub

and the two terms on which Sapan's criticism of Phyag chen,

however misleading it sounds, is based. It is nevertheless

an old version going back to a period earlier than the twelfth
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century, for it is this version only that is given by

Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer (1124 or 1136-1192) in his

the earliest dated chos 'byung up to date. Neither SM nor

the Tun-huang documents concerning rDzogs chen and the

Cig car ba tradition use the terms in question. It seems

therefore that the dKar p0 chig thub version of the debate

came into existence in the eleventh century and most

probably prior to sGarn-po-pa's elaboration of his Phyag chen

theory.
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NOTES

1 This name occurs as that of the Buddha who preaches
rDzogs chen (KG f.6); Rig-pa'i rgval-po (IOL 597);
Rang shes-rig-gi .rgyal-po (ZhNy Nga, p.46). cr. p.59, notes 1+5,48.

2 See p.190.

SM p.332.

ibid.,p.305: ye phyi ma. It is also a title of a Bonpo
rDzogs chen text, but not available at present (BS
pp.251, 256).

See p.190.

6 Cf. ZhNy Ca., p.1'7l, Pha, p.274, Ba, p.323, Ma, p.367.

Kiong chen rab 'byams kyi rgyud (Kaneko No.50), f.200;
Rin chen 'khor lo zhes bya ba'i rgyud, (Kaneko No.57) ff.24,26.

8 Cf. p.323.

SM p.323.

10 ibid., p.309.

' 1 ibid., pp.380, 388.

12See p.2Oo.

13See p. 101.

' 4See p. 13k.

15e.g. Sems dang ye shes kyi dris lan, gSung thor bu (Delhi 1973),
pp.3'7'7, 392, and in all his major works, e.g. Tshig don
rndzod, f.3a et seq.

16	 p.309.

17	 p.381, also Cf. pp.388-89 where the gzhi is shown to be
inexpressible first by seventeen points (tha snyad bcu bdun
las grol ba), and later by fifty points (tha snyad cha inga
bcu las grol ba, pp. 389-91).
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18
See p. l3Li, 11.7-8.

19Cf. n.1.

20Cf p.263 et seq.

21	
seems to be the earliest work mentioning this triple

aspect of the gzhi. It occurs in its prologue (p.2):
gdod nas lhun gyis grub pa'i ngang/ rang bzhin ngang
las ma g.yos kyang/ ma mthong rang bzhin gnyis su snang/
de nyid ngang gyur bdag phyag 'tshal/ Cf. also Tshig don
mdzod, f.lOa et seq.

22See p.101.

See p.13k.

n.1. However, the application of the name varies.
Five different types of Kun-tu bzang-po are mentioned
by Kiong-chen Rab-'byams, Tshig don mdzod, f.4b,6.

25See p.89.

26	 p.121-2-6.

27See pp.93, 251.

ff. 109b,4; llla,5.

29	
f.516: rgya gar grub mtha' bzhi'i nang nas kun gzhi

'dod mkhan sems tsam kho na yin la/ Cf. ShT p.553.

30 See pl22.

30a
Nevertheless, the rDzogs chen doctrine is considered to be
affiliated toittamtra by certain segments of the orthodox
sects, e.g. Sapan Kun-dga' rgyal-mtshan (RS p.83): sems
phyogs phal cher sems tsam gyi/ ita bar 'chad po de dag gis/...

31mCh ff.137b, 6-38a, 4.

31a
The sources of the borrowing are probably si5tras like the
Lankavatra (K Vol.29, No.775, pp.62-2-3 et seq) and the
Ghanavvha (No.778, p.l57-2-l) both identify layavijna
with Tathagatagarbha, but neither of them are acknowledged
as the principal authorities in rDzogs chen. On the other
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hand, in rDzogs chen the theory of Tathagatagarbha is
to some degree accepted, but it is only a later innovation.
For a detailed discussion of this topic see, D. S. Ruegg
1969, p.404 et seq.

32R	 ff. 84b,3, 199b,2: kun gzhi la ye shes dang rnam shes
su 'byed pa.. ./; Pan-chen kya mchog-ldan also maintains
that kun gzhi has two parts: rnam smin kyi cha and ye shes
kyi cha (ShT p.554). According to him, it is the kun gzhi
ye shes which is called rDzogs chen by the rNying ma pa:
'khor ba byed p0 kun gzhi yi/ main shes nyid las gzhan du med/
myang 'das byed p0 kun gzhi yi/ ye shes nyid yin de yi
mtshon/ gab pa mngon pa phyung ba dang/ rdzogs pa chen 0
zhes su btags/ (RS pp. 78, 280). Cf. also Mi-bskyod rdo-rje,
rJe ye bzang rtse ba'i rgyud gsum gsang ba dang pan chen

kya mchog idan gyi sde(bde) mchog rnam bshad gnyis kyi
mthar thug gi 'bras bu gzhi dus kyi gnas lugs/ lam dus kyi
al 'byor rnams la dpyad pa bdud rtsi'idri mchog, rNal 'byor

rgyud kyl main bshad, Vol.3, ff.321, 328. See also gNas
lugs bdud rtsi'i nying khu by the author in the same volume,
f.346.

33Tshig don mdzod, f.52b,3; Theg mchog mdzod, f.299a5 et seq;
Sems nyid bsdus pa'i sgron ma (Bi ma snying thig, Delhi 1971,
Vol.7, Part I, pp.606-7).

34Chos dbyings mdzod, f.76a,5; Grub mtha' mdzod, f.167b,3;
pp.275-76.

35 ff.436 438. This is one of the eighteen Sems sde texts,
see p414.

36Klong chen snying thig, Vol.111 (H.V. Guenther, "Indian
Buddhist thought in Tibetan perspective", History of
Religions, Vol.3, No.1, 1963).

37	 .For this see p..we

38	 pp.79-80.

39 ibid. , pp.80-81.

40 ibid., p.83.

p.582: rdzogs chen zhes pa dm1 ma thains cad dang bral
ba'i sems ma bcos gsal la hrig ge ba 'di yin zhing/ snang
srid 'khor 'das thams cad 'di'i nang du rdzogs pa dang 'di
las gzhan du grol byed kyi thabs med pas na chen 0 bshad
'dug kyang dri ma thains cad dang bral lugs ji itar yin ma
shes/ Cf. also dPal-mang dKon-mchog rgyal-mtshan, Bla
ma mchod pa dangbrel ba'i phyag chen khrid kyi zin bris
drin pa'i gdung sel, The Collected Works, Vol.5, p.284.
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42Kun gzhi zhal shes gsal ba'i sgron ma, ZhNy Tsa, p.427.

43U-ri bSod-nams rgyal-mtshan, sGron ma'i 'grel ba nyi
'od rgyan, ZhNy Ba, p.305.

44 f.76a (Karmay 1977, No.52).

45The usual Sanskrit equivalent is thought to be sugatagarbha.
However, it is known that the term is not attested in
Buddhist works written in Sanskrit (Ruegg 1973, p.6, n.2).

46For this see p.J44.

f.113b,1,2.

48Shar-rdza bKra-shis rgyal-mtshan, dByings rig mdzod,
pp. 11-18.

Ruegg 1969, pp.2-6.

50For references of these sütras, see Ruegg 1969, p.4, n.1.

51Tshig don mdzod, f.40a, 6-44a,6; Grub mtha' mdzod, f.185a,6.

52Sems dang ye shes gyi dris lan, p.390; 	 p.287.

53RCh f.23a,3-4, 113b,4.

54rDo-rje gling-pa, lTa ba kiong yangs,(Kaneko, No.65):
rig pa'i sku ni bum sku 'dra/ ye shes bum nang mar me
'dra/ 'od zer mar me('i) 'od dang 'dra/ gnas tshul 'od
kyi gong bu bzhugs/ sku dang ye shes 'od dang gsum/ gsum
brtsegs su bzhugs/ (f.262).

55Thig le kun gsal chen po'i rgyud (Kaneko, No.81): snyingp
sku inga nang nas gsal bas bum pa'i sku/ bgres pa mi mnga'
bas gzhon nu'o/ (f.133). Cf. also lTa ba kiong yangs, f.191.

56 lTa ba ye shes gting rdzogs kyi rgyud (Kaneko No.43):
sangs rgyas yon tan mtshan dang dpe dpyad steJ .....dus ni
da ita byung ba lus kyi(s) sgribs/ dper na khyung chen
sgong nga'i nang na gshog rgyas kyangJ sgo nga ma chag
' phur mi nus pa bzhin/ (f.52).

57Theg mchog mdzod, f.304b,3; Tshig don mdzod, f.55b,6-59b,i..
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58 lTa ba klong yangs, ff.221, 256-57; Cf. NgD p.324;
GLZ f.25b,3.

59Zab don snyan rgyud kyl gcod gzhung zab mo gcod kyi man
ngag blo gros mig 'byed (p.517).

The theory of gzhan stong was mainly formulated by
Dol-bu-pa Shes-rab rgyal-mtshan (1292-1361) in his RCh
(especially f.96a et seq). According to him, it is the
central doctrine expounded in the Mahynottaratantra
(T Vol. 108, No.5525). The theory is closely related
to that of Tathgataarbha of the Jo nang pa. According
to them, the Tathgatagarbha is "devoid of other elements"
(chos gzhan gyis stong pa), i.e. devoid of all other
heterogeneous elements, but substantial in itself. Cf.
Go-ram-pa bSod-narns seng-ge (1429-1489), iTa ba'i shan 'byed
theg mchog gypd kyi zia zer (Sa skya bka' bum, p.1-4-4);
Ngag-dbang chos-grags (1572-1641), Grub mtha' shan 'byed
(f.117a,4): don darn bden pa'i bde gshegs snying p0 ni
gzhan kun rdzob kyi chos kyis stong gi/ don darn rang gi
ngo bos ml stong ste/.. rgyu metshan 'di la brten nas gzhan
stong pa'i ming 'dogs byung/

The gzhan stong theory is opposed to what is 1,cnown as
rang stong, "devoid of its own existence", the Sunyata
theory of the Prsaftgika Madhyamaka and is considered
to be simply nihilistic by the Jo nang pa and certain
masters of the bKa' gdarns pa, e.g. Phya-pa Chos-kyi
seng-ge (d.1169, BA p.334). However, the gzhan stong theory
came to be regarded as reflecting non-Buddhist influence,
especially the Grangs can pa (Sipkhya) and was the object
of much criticism by many, particularly Red-mda'-ba gZhon-nu
blo-gros (15th cent.) (Skya mchog-ldan, dBu ma'i byung tshul
rnam par bshad pa'i gtam yid bzhin lhun po, pp.234-35) and
his disciple Tsong-kha-pa in Drang nges legs bshad snying 0
(T Vol.153, No.6142). Tsong-kha-pa took up the rang stong
theory as his principal philosophical doctrine. The dGe
lugs pa have consequently been much averse to the gzhan stong
theory. Cf. ShT pp.477 et seq; Longdol Lama Ngag-dbang blo-
bzang (1719-1805), Bod gangs can gyi ita ba'i grub mtha'
rags rim ngo sprod (The Collected Works, SPS Vol.100).
Cf. also D. S. Ruegg 1973, pp.60, 325 et seq.

gros mig 'byed, p.518; Grub mtha' thams cad kyi khung
dang 'dod tshul ston pa shel gyi me long, part Ia, p.265.

61Rig pa rang shar gyi rgyud, Kaneko No.153, f.98; rDo rje
sems dpa' snying gi me long gi rgyud, Kaneko No.156, f.544.

62Tshig don rndzod, f.60b.
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63	 rje sems dpa' snying gi me long gi rgyud, Kaneko No.156,
ff.542-43. The sense of the term phul thag which occurs
in the phrase sku yungs 'bru tsam la spyan phul thag tsam
is not clear. Kiong-chen Rab-'byams rejects a suggestion
according to which it means the "eyes are bigger than the
body and, though the root is narrow, the top is wide"
(sku bas spyan che ste rtsa ba phra yang rtse mo yangs pa).
According to Kiong-chen Rab-'byams himself, it is an old
local dialect word (yul skad rnying pa) and used as
phul thag tsam which means 'tshams pa, "proportional".
Therefore the eyes should be even smaller than the tip
of a hair in proportion to the body which is like a mustard
seed (yungs 'bru la 'tshams pa'i spyan de skra rtse bas
kvang chung dgos), Tshig don mdzod, ff.52a,2, 63a,4-6.

640n this conception in general, see Ruegg 1969, p.411 et seq.

64a
Cf. p. 385.

65 1n fact, not all the rTag lta ba (vatavda) hold the
same view of the tman. The allusion is therefore imprecise.
In his Mu stegs kyi grub mtha' tshar gcod gtan tshigs thigs
pa'i rig pa smra ba'i mdo 'grel mo ngar rig pa'i thog chen,
the Bonpo author sGa-ston Shes-rab 'od-zer (c.l5th) gives
an account of what is known as the "Nine groups of the
Eternalists" (rtag lta sde dgu) and one of them is called
bDag nyid che btsun(?) which holds a similar view of the
tman (f.17b,1): nga'am bdag de gnas gang na yod na/ sems

can thams cad kyi snying gi dkyil na yod do! ming gang yin na/
bdag rtag pa zhes bya'o/ che chung bong tshad ci tsam yod
ce na/ lus che ba len pa'i gnas skabs 'ga' zhig tu che ste/
che bar 'gyur ba'i tshe na theb chung tsam mo/ lus chung ba
len pa'i gnas skabs 'ga' zhig tu chung ste/ chung ba'i this
na yungs kar (dkar) tsam zhig yod del 'di ni che chung gi
tshad bstan to! kha dog bstan pa ni/ kha dog ji lta bu zhig
yod na/ dkar la 'tsher ba zhig yod de/ rang bzhin ji ita
bu zhig yod na/ snum la 'dril ba shel sgong yongs su dag
pa'i rang bzhin lta bu zhig yod do/ - "The place of the
self is the middle of the heart of all living beings, and its
name is the "Eternal self". Its size is large and becomes
like a little finger when the body is big, and is small and
becomes like a white mustard seed when the body is small.
As for the colour, it is white and shining, and its texture
is smooth and round like that of a polished crystal ball."

According to Ngag-dbang chos-grags, it is the gCer bu pa
(Nigrantha) which holds such a view of the ätman: mu stegs
gcer bu pa sems can gyi snying gi dkyil na bdag shes rig
gi skyes bu dkar la 'tshor ('tsher) ba snum la 'dril ba yod par
'dod pa../ (BT f.120b,6). However, according to Klong-chen
rab-'byams, it is the Grangs can pa (Srnkhya) who hold this
view (Grub mtha' mdzod, f.44a,4). The Vedntas and the Jainas
also hold a similar view, cf. 'Jain-dbyangs bzhad-pa
(1648-1722), Grub mtha' chen mo, section Ka, ff.38a,7, 62b,1;
dKon-mchog 'jigs-med dbang-po (1728-1791), Grub mtha'i rnam
bzhag rin chen phreng ba (Mimaki 1977, p.73).
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66	 p.85.

67Tshig don mdzod, f.17a,6.

68 ibid., f.13b,1. Other similar terms are also used:
rang grol, cer grol, mtha' grol and gcig grol. The
use of these terms has been an object of criticism,
cf.Ngag-dbang chos-grub, dBu ma chos kyi dbyings rnam

par 'byed pa'i rab tu byed pa'i 'grel ba smra ba ngan
pa'i tshang tshing 'joms par byed pa'i bstan bcos gnam
icags kyi me char, p.48 et seq.

69On rang rig, see p .190, n.4.

must confess that I failed to make sense of this line
and so it remains untranslated. No other edition of the
text has been available.

71
lTa ba klong yangs, f.201.

72	 f.6; Theg mchog mdzod, f.231b,4 et seq; Tshig don mdzod,
f . 20b , 2.

73Rin p0 che rtsod pa'i 'khor lo, T Vol.144, No.5841, p.118-5-2.
Other similar expressions exist, particularly in the Bonpo
works: lta ba yas 'bub, "theory is constructed downwards
from above"; spyod pa mas 'dzegs, "practice climbs up from
below" (gZer mig, vol.Kha. f.216a, 216b2).

74On Nirvana in general, see Th. Stcherbatsky, The Conception of
Buddhist Nirvaiia, Leningrad 1927, p.45 et seq; T. R. Murti,
The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, London 1980, pp.47,
271-75; D. L. Sneligrove, "Theological reflections on the
Buddhist goal of Perfect Enlightenment", 1971, p.83 et seq;
"Traditional and doctrinal interpretations of Buddhahood",
1970, p.17 et seq.

75p. 86-5-5.

76	 837, lines 117 (identical to IOL 470 and to the rDo rje
sems dpa'i zhus lan, T vol.87, No.5082, p.165-4-6.
See p. 11.	 -

pp.276-77. The garuda and the lions are believed to
have fully developed their constitution as soon as they
are born.

78	 699, f.3a,7: phung p0 lhag ma ma lus pa nil gnubs nam
ki(mkha'i) snying 0 dang/ riang su ga ta go ca(cha) dang/ (3b)
'brom za ti a dangJ mar kong za rin ch	 ggrt	 O de
mains kyañg phiihpi(po) ihag ma ma lus pa yin na/ don gyis
na ci srid rnam par shes pa'i sems la/ gzung 'dzin gi(gyi)
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bag chags myi gnas pa ni/ phung p0 ma lus pa zhes bya ba
yin rio/

79Zangs yig can snang byed sgron ma (Bi ma snying thig, Vol.7,
Part I), p.558.

80gNas lugs mdzod, f.85b,2.

81Cf	 ikya mchog-ldan, sGyu ma'i lain rim gyl gsal byed
nor bu'i them skas, Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad pa, p.342.

82.ibid., 344; Cf. Tsong-kha-pa Blo-bzang grags-pa, Rim inga
gsal ba'i sgron ma (T Vol.158, No.6168), pp.52-4-3; 57-3-7.

'Jam-dbyangs bzhad-pa, Grub mtha' chen mo, Kha, f.15b.

84The passage occurs in an article without a title by the
author, but contained in the collection: Chos tshan brgya
dang brgyad pa (p.285).	 See also sGyu ma'i sku sgrub pa'i
gzhi la log par rtog pa sel byed gong ma rnams kyi rjes
'jug smra ba'i rgyan by the same author and in the same
collection (p.341). The dissolution of the body with a
simile from alchemy is explained more explicitly in another
short work entitled: sKye 'phags snang ba mthun pa la
brtsad pa rdo rje'i gseng lam, also in the same collection,
p.409: dngul chu'i thig(s) pas gser dag nil lcags la zhugs
pa ji bzhin du/ rnam smin bem po'i khams zad nas/ 'ja' tshon
rdo rje'i sku yang 'grub/ - "Just as the drops of quicksilver
transmute the iron into gold so are the elements of the
material body exhausted and the vajra rainbow body is
achieved". This simile is already cited in a similar
context by Rong-zom Pandita in his rGyud spyi'i dngos p0
gsal bar byed pa'i yi ge (Rong zom bka' 'bum, p.510). The
simile is perhaps drawn from texts on alchemy, e.g. the
gSer 'gyur rtsi'i bstan bcos (T Vol.143, No.5803), but
it is not used in rDzogs chen texts.

85	 p.88.

86For the Bonpo however the idea of 'ja' lus is not confined
to the rDzogs chen doctrine either. It is a common notion
found in works, e.g. gZi brjid, Vol.Nga, chapter 17, sKad
'gyur so so'i bon bstan pa, f.427: phung p0 nam mkha' la
phra rab kyis(kyi) rdul du lhags te/ gzha' mtshon(tshon)
gyi 'od du 'phos nas sangs rgyas. . . /
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87Khyung-po Blo-gros rgyal-mtshan (rGyal rabs bon gyi 'byung
gnas, Three sources for a history of Bon, No.1, Delhi 1974,
p.79: spyi gtsug tu 'od kyi dmu thag rgyang thag skya
na re yod pas 'das pa'i dus su sku yi zhabs nas yal te spyi

sug gi dmu thag la thim/ 'od kyi dmu thag kyang dgungs
(dgung la) thim nas 'gro bas. . . / - "(The kings) have a
dMu cord in the form of white light hanging down above
their heads. When they die, they disappear from their feet
upwards dissolving into the dMu cord of light which in turn
vanishes into heaven." Cf. also	 f.181.

88	
pp.293-94.

89Collected Works of sGam-po-pa bSod-nams-rin-chen, Delhi
1975, Vol.1, No.5, p.220.

90Sakya mchog-ldan, Tshangs pa'i 'khor lo (Collected Works
Vol.17), p.335.

91 ibid., p.335; c!c Kha, p.178.

92dBon-po Shes-rab 'byung-gnas (1187-1241), Dam chos dgongs pa
gcig pa'i 'grel chen, Bir 1975, Vol.11, text No.15,
pp.403-4; Tshangs pa'i 'khor lo, pp.347, 364.

93rn pp.309-2-2; 309-3-5.

94Z1iL pp.577-80; Vth Dalai Lama, rTsis dkar nag las brtsams
pa'i dris lan nyin byed dbang po'i snang ba, f.39b.

95Dus gsum mkhyen pa'i zhu lan (No.10, p.376); rJe phag mo
gru pa'i zhu lan (No.11, p.472, Collected Works); Tshangs
pa'i 'khorlo, p.347.

96dkar p0 chig thub dug sdud gnyan srin 'joms/ (The rGyud
bzhi, Dharamsala 1971, Part II (bShad rgyud), chapter 10,
p.209). dKar p0 chig thub is also the name of a stone
used as medicine, ibid. , p.196.

97gTsang-smyon Heruka (1452-1007), rJe btsun ml la ras pa'i
rnam thar rgyas par phye ba mgur 'bum, Varanasi 1971, p.204.

98e.g. brTags pas cig shes kun grol gyi theg mchog yang tig
(for references, see the Bibliography).

99rn pp.309-3-4: da lta'i phyag rgya chen po ni/ phal cher
rgya nag chos lugs yin/
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pp.309-2-5:
nag lugs kyi rdz
gnyis/ rim gyis
ma gtogs pa/ don
1971, p.9.

101 See note 111.

da lta'i phyag rgya chen p0 dang/ rgya
gs chen la/ yas 'bab dang ni mas 'dzegs
a dang cig char ba/ ming 'dogs bsgyur ba
la khvad par dbye ba med/ Cf. also Stein

102gZer mig, Vol. Kha, f.216a,216b; gZi brjid, Vol.Kha,
Chapter 7, rGyal pos bka' khrims bstsal ba, f.521,

103
Tshangs pa'i 'khor lo, pp.333-65.

104Padnia-dkar-po, Phyag rgya chen po'i man ngag gi bshad
sbyar rgyal ba'i gan mdzod, f.162a-65a. Padma dKar-po
quotes the story at length, but it_is not to be found
with the three sGom rim of Karnalaila in the Peking
edition of T Vol.102, Nos.5310-12.

105	 p.309-3-2: rgya nag dg slong byung nas nil dkar p0
chig thub ces bya ba/ cig char pa yi lam ston 'gyur/

106PP 56 62

107	 pp.886-890.

108e.g. bSod-nams rgyal-mtshan (1372-), rGyal rabs gsal ba'i
me long, pp.221-23; Vth Dalai Lama, Bod kyi deb ther dpyid
kyi rgyal mo glu dbyangs, p.66.

f.122a: de dag ni phyis kyi rtog ge pa za don la sdan
ba chos spong la mkhas nyams dang phra dog la khyad nor re
ba rnams kvis bcu	 ar o sla'o/

' 1 °sBa bzhed ces bya ba sba gsal snang gi bzhed pa, Mi rigs
dpe skrun khang, 1980, pp.72-75.

464 470
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THE THREE TRENDS OF THE RDZOGS CHEN TRADITION.

From the tenth century, the word rdzogs chen came to

cover various teachings claimed as belonging to the rDzogs

chen tradition. Some were considered to be very doubtful

so that lHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od did not hesitate to declare

them "perverse doctrine" (chos log) . 	 Others were regarded

as being totally nihilistic, for example, the rDzogs chen

rde'u ma, which, like the Ch'an rejects most of what one

considers to be general Buddhist principles, such as the

conception of "cause and effect" or that of rebirth.

According to Sog-ziog-pa, the rDzogs chen rde'u ma goes back

to Bla-ma Sro-ba who wrote a treatise entitled rDe'u skor

bdun pa2 advocating this doctrine and in the eleventh

century, a disciple of Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-po, lCe-ston

adhered to it.

Sa skya pa polemicists have no hesitation in connecting

it with the teaching of Hva-shang Mahyana. 3 It is certainly

a vestige of the early Cig car ba tradition still lingering

on in the margin of the main rDzogs chen tradition.

The rDzogs chen of the rNying ma pa has more or less three

distinguishable trends, namely the Sems sde, Kiong sde and

Man ngag gi sde. They represent for the rNying ma pa the

authentic teaching of rDzogs chen in contrast to the others,

such as those mentioned above. The differences in philosophy
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of the three are less discernible than the emphasis on

their respective spiritual lineages and original sources.

However, not all the three gained much ground as a teaching

nor have all of them survived as a living tradition. The

first two declined soon after the eleventh century and were

finally extinguished as living religious practices, while

the third which is in fact of relatively late origin,

persisted and further developed all through the centuries

until today. In the following pages, an attempt will be

made to discuss how each of them arose and developed as a

living religious tradition.

I. Sems sde.

The Sems sde, as the term suggests, is mainly concerned

with the "mind"(sems). It is the starting point in the

doctrine with which we shall deal below. Vairocana is

thought of as the principal originator of this trend in Tibet.

Its fundamental treatises are the eighteen texts which we have

already discussed elsewhere. 4 The other major treatise

of this trend is KG. It is a large work with eighty-four chapters

divided into three sections, to a large extent an overlapping

with the eighteen texts. It is presented as a translation

from Sanskrit, hence of Indian origin, but this claim was

questioned and so its authenticity has been much doubted ever

since the eleventh century. It must be said that it does have

a dubious character. 5 Elsewhere, we have studied its thirty-

first chapter. In the light of this study, we came to the

conclusion that the text of the chapter is not a translation
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from another language. 6 The existence of the Tun-huang

manuscript version of this chapter therefore raises further

questions concerning the way in which KG was composed.

However, whether it is composed on the basis of the first

five of the eighteen texts or the latter are extractions

from it remains to be studied. In any case, for the Vth

Dalai Lama, the first five texts of the eighteen texts are

extractions from

The exposition of the Sems sde texts was according to

the tradition transmitted to gNyags j nakumra and g.Yu-sgra

snying-po by Vairocana himself. It then passed through

several masters including gNubs Sangs-rgyas ye-shes. While

little is known of the personages in the succession list,

gNubs lived in the tenth century. As we have shown elsewhere,

he was a great writer and his SM is the most important work on

rDzogs chen in general and particularly on Sems sde.8

The eleventh century saw two great masters of the Sems sde

trend. A-ro Ye-shes 'byung-gnas, whose work, the Theg pa chen

po'i rnal 'byor, is famous, but has not turned up yet. The way

he taught and his tradition became known as the "System of

Kham" (Khams lugs) as he hailed from there. Nothing much

otherwise is known about his life. The other great master is

Rong-zom Pandita Chos-kyi bzang-po. His ThCh is perhaps the

best work on rDzogs chen in the eleventh century. He too

taught and wrote many works. Later his way of teaching became

known as the "System of Rong" (Rong lugs). 9 Many more lines

branched out and many a system evolved from the Sems sde trend,

but after the eleventh century, it declined and finally fell

almost into oblivion as other trends of rDzogs chen came to
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be established, particularly that of the Man ngag gi sde from

about the beginning of the twelfth century. By the

seventeenth, the Sems sde trend became extinct as a separate

living tradition. In this connection, gTer-bdag gling-pa

states that practically nothing much survived of the Sems sde

apart from the transmission of the "permission"(lung) in his

10time.

II. Kiong sde.

Klong sde dwells upon the theme of the "mental sphere"

(klong) rather than mind itself as its doctrinal basis. This

trend is traced back to sBam Mi-pham mgon-po who received

the instructions from Vairocana orally (yra brgyud). This,

according to the tradition, was oral, because sBam was an old

man of eighty-five and illiterate when he met his master in

Kham. The basic text of this trend is accordingly entitled

rNa brgyud rdo rje zam pa and is reputed to be a work of

Vairocana. It is a very short text in only twenty-two lines

and is considered to contain the essential doctrines of the

Kiong sde tantras) 1 The teaching was passed down through a

line of mostly unknown personages finally reaching the famous

ascetic, 'Dzeng Dharmabodhi (b.1052) who lived, it is said,

for one hundred and seventeen years. 12 However, it was his

disciple, the master Kun-bzang rdo-rje who actually codified

all the teachings pertaining to the rDo ne zam pa and wrote

two extensive works on the teaching and its history. 13 This
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author seems to be very fond of narrating a long story in

which he tells that risirnha asked 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen to

give him instructions in the doctrine of the "instant

realisation of the truth" (chos nyid kyi don skad gcig ma

gcig gis rtogs pa, the word gcig car is not used here).14

However, this conception itself is neither discernible in

the tantras belonging to this trend nor is it expounded in

the rDo rje zam pa which is in its contents entirely tantric.

After Kun-bzang rdo-rje, little is known of this trend

and it seems to have declined along with the Sems sde. As the

philosophical standpoint of the Klong sde is practically the

same as that of the Sems sde, Klong-chen rab-'byams was content

to devote only one work, Chos dbyings mdzod, to both trends.

III. Man ngag gi sde.

It was this trend of the Man ngag gi sde or simply called the

"Heart drop" (sNying thig), which became widely practised,

especially after the fourteenth century, among the rNying ma pa.

Numerous works were written about it and different systems of

meditation according to this trend evolved. The trend has

persisted till our time even among the Tibetans in exile in

India and elsewhere. The Zhang zhung snyan brgyud15 of the

Bonpo is philosophically very close to this tradition though

the former has a totally independent lineage.

The origin of this trend goes back, it is said, to

Vimalamitra who expounded the sNying thig teaching to Myang

Ting-nge-'dzin 16 based on the Seventeen Tantras, fundamental
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17
texts of the trend. It is said that Mnyang concealed

the books of the tantras in the temple of Zhva in the time

of the royal period.

While there is a fair amount of uncertainty about

Vimalamitra's historicity and hence his visit to Tibet,

Myang, on the other hand, was certainly a Buddhist monk.

Hbelonged to the clan Myang. In the two inscriptions

(rdo rings) 18 found near the Zhva temple in dBu ru, his

name occurs with the title ban de consistently. It is

stated that he was not on good terms with King Khri Srong-

lde-btsan and the elder brother of Khri lDe-srong-btsan, but

was a tutor to or a guardian of the young prince lDe-srong-

btsan. He later became a minister when the young prince

succeeded to the throne around 800 A.D. The new king later

gave him a landed property where he built a temple (gtsug

lag khang). The king then had the two inscriptions erected

in the vicinity of the temple recording the monk's devoted

service to the kin% and the rewards bestowed on him and his

family. The monk is depicted as affectionate, loyal, and

an able minister.

The name "Temple of the hat" (Zhva'i lha-khang) is not

mentioned in the inscriptions nor is any other name given.

It is therefore of late origin and usually associated with

a story of the protective deity rDo-rje legs-pa (Vajrasadhu)

who, it is said, helped Myang when he began to build the

temple by continuously filling a hat with barley grains)9

The temple was in bad condition in the fourteenth century

and was subsequently restored by Kiong-chen rab-'byarns of

whom we shall have a few more words to say below.
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The rNying ma pa tradition maintains that after a long

period following the departure of Vimalamitra for China

from Tibet, Myang finally gave the exposition of the

Seventeen Tantras to 'Brom Rin-chen-'bar, 2° but he hid

away the books of the tantras in the temple.

However, it is hard to prove that Myang was a disciple

of Vimalamitra and still less that he hid the texts.

Nevertheless, what is certain is that the rNying thig trend

first took shape in the temple of Myang, and this took place

more than two centuries later than the alleged concealment.

Towards the end of the eleventh century, the monk iDang-ma

lhun-rgyal, living in the temple as a caretaker found,

it is said, the hidden texts by Myang and he eventually

showed them to lCe-btsun Seng-ge dbang-phyug who then

reorganised the rNying thig teaching. 21 According to the

critics of rDzogs chen, however, it was lCe-btsun who

actually composed the Seventeen Tantras. 22 However that

may be, there is a certain amount of credulous stories of

his rediscoveries of texts and concealing them again in

different places.

The teaching eventually reached Zhang bKra-shis rdo-rje

(1097-1167). His Lo rgyus chen mo is a detailed account of

the tradition, punctuated with chronological information,

counting from the date of the Nirvana of the Buddha. It is

the earliest work recording how the teaching of rNying thig

was transmitted from dGa'-rab rdo-je to Vimalamitra and up

to himself. It became the source for many of the later works

on the history of the rNying thig trend.23
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The greatest master of the rDzogs chen tradition after Zhang

is, of course, Kiong-chen rab-'byams. He is the codifier

of the general rDzogs chen philosophy. It was in this

connection that he wrote gNas lugs mdzod in an attempt to

bring together the various philosophical views within the

rDzogs chen tradition. However, he is particularly regarded

as the great master of the rNying thig trend. It was, in

fact, he who established it as a coherent and sound doctrine

through the writing of the Theg mchog mdzod, his magisterial

work. It is devoted to the exposition of the Seventeen

Tantras and their one hundred and nineteen minor precepts.

Tshig don mdzod, a lesser work, but more to the point, is

written to further elucidate certain points in the preceding

work. Among his other exegatical work, Bla ma yang tig 24 is

also intended to reveal the contents of the Vima rnying tig,

a collection of five texts attributed to Vimalamitra and

rediscovered by lCe-btsun in mChims-phu.25

The fourteenth century saw the greatest and most prodigious

writers of Tibet, like Bu-ston or Dol-bu-pa. Kiong-chen

rab-'byams was another one. He wrote not only of religion

and philosophy, but also of other subjects such as Sanskrit

grammar and poetry.

He was born in Gra in g.Yu ru, central Tibet in 1308.

At an early age he attended various monasteries regarded

as centres for learning, for example, gSang phu, a bKa'

gdams pa monastery. Unlike most of other rNying ma pa

masters of the period, he tirelessly pursued all Buddhist

learning available in his time and wherever it was. At the
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age of twenty-nine, 1336, he met for the first time Rig-'dzin

Kumarrja (1266-1343), his future rDzogs chen teacher (this

master listened to the exposition of various rDzogs chen texts

including the Lung drug, 26 one of the most important Bonpo

rDzogs chen texts from a Siob-dpon Bon-ston). It was after

this meeting and receiving instructions from him in the

doctrine that he began to write of rDzogs chen what later

came to be considered as the most perspicuous and revelatory

works that have ever been produced among the rNying ma pa.

So numerous were his works that his followers, it seems, have

never been able to make a proper and complete inventory or

collect them together as was the case with the works of his

contemporaries. He had eleven names which he used in

different colophons causing much confusion among his later

followers. 27 He was a truly eminent hermit in his forties,

his favourite hermitage being Gangs-ri thod-dkar of which

he wrote a eulogy and it was here that he wrote most of

his celebrated works on rDzogs chen.

During this period, in 1349 he undertook the restoration

of the dilapidated Zhva5lha khang. His son, Chos-grags

bzang-po, reports that his father took great care to re-erect

the two inscriptions as they were fallen on the ground. One

28of them, Chos-grags bzang-po specifies, was slightly damaged.

Although Kiong-chen rab-'byams himself does not state how

many inscriptions there were in his record of the restoration,

it is interesting enough to note that he uses certain phrases

from them in it and its title, gTsigs kyi yi ge zhib mo29

is obviously in the style of the language of the royal period.
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Icong-chen rab-'byams was also a noted poet of the kävya

style as well as a gter ston. It is said that he took out

the skull of Sntaraksita from the sitiipa which contained

the remains of the latter and which was on mount Has-po.3°

In his later years, however, he was known to be a notorious

monk as he had at least three children by different ladies.

Furthermore, he became quite unjustly the victim of the

political intrigue between Tai Situ Byang-chub rgyal-mtshan

(1302-1364) who was then rising to power as the ruler of

Tibet and the 'Bri-gung principality, then the latter's

political opponent. Kiong-chen Rab-'byams was regarded

as the spiritual master of 'Bri-gung which consequently

incurred the aversion of the assumed ruler of the country.

He miraculously escaped when murderous soldiers surrounded

his dwelling place. 31 He subsequently fled Central Tibet

and exiled himself at Bum thang in modern Bhutan around

1354. After living there for a while, he eventually returned

to Central Tibet and was happily reconciled with the ruler

through the mediation of Sangs-rgyas dpal-rin, 32 a disciple

of his and a friend of the ruler. Shortly after this,

however, he died at mChims phu at the age of fifty-six only

in 1363.

After Kiong-chen rab-'byams's departure, sNying thig was

further developed into various systems. With the Kiong chen

snying thig of 'Jigs-med gling-pa (1730-1798), the sNying thig

doctrine was, however, no longer like the philosophy of the

serene contemplator of the Sems sde or the profound meditation

of the calm ascetic of the Kiong sde, but rather came to be

pervaded with a type of sdhana, hence very ritualistic.
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We have briefly discussed rDzogs chen thought in relation

to general Buddhist doctrines, 33 but have not so far

touched upon particular doctrines within the rDzogs chen

tradition itself. In fact, there is very little that

distinguishes one from another, particularly the Sems sd

and Kiong sde. The central problem in these two trends is

the "mind"(sems). Apart from the sems, nothing else

actually exists and the sems itself is the Primordial Basis

from which the illusory world is created. This ontological

status has two different aspects, phenomenal(sems) and

noumenal (ye_shes).	 These two are further related to the

theories of lay. and Dharmakyp, respectively. This doctrine

as was discussed earlier is very close to that of Vijnavda,

but does not admit the latter as being the source of its

inspiration. 34 In these two trends, there is no particular

soteriological development.

The ying thig, on the other hand, lay a strong emphasis

on the Primordial Purity (ka dag). It is taken to be the

goal so to speak for the adepts, but at the same time it does

not admit having any set goal at all, because one is already

at the state of Buddha if only one realises it. There are

two ways for reaching this goal. If the adept is uncommonly

intelligent, but less diligent, the recommended precept for

him is the "Cutting off the rigidity" (khregs chod), i.e.

the wearing down of the bodily elements. When his body is

extinguished, he is at the same time released back to the

Primordial Purity. This process, which does not allow him

to have a "Rainbow body", is described as "simultaneous"
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(;cig car), because he returns to the Primordial Purity

and his bodily matter disappears simultaneously. On the

other hand, if the adept is less intelligent, but more

diligent the precept for him is the "Passing beyond the

crest" (thod rgal). 35	With this, the adept returns to the

Primordial Purity in a first stage and then achieves the

"Rainbow body" ultimately. This path is therefore called

"gradual" (rim gyis), his achievement is regarded as

superior to the preceding one . 36 This soteriological theme

is much more developed in sNying thig than in the other two

trends where the theoretical basis is allowed to suffice. The

adept of sNying thig in general endeavours through the khregs

chod and thod rgal precepts to attain the state of what one

calls the "Total extinction of the conceptual mind and

the exhaustion of the soteriological precepts" (blo zad chos za3,

thus returning to the Primordial Purity where he was himself

at one time at the very beginning.

G. Tucci states that the rNying ma pa present their

doctrines in three groups: Sems sde, originates in the

Mahyoga tantras; Kiong sde is taught in Anuyoga tantras

which lead to the exercises of khregs chod, and Man ngagi sde

which is the essence of rDzogs chen is taught in Atiyoga

38
tantras leading to the exercises of thod rgal.

No source for this interesting, but rather misleading,

information is given. It is true, however, that the term

rdzogs chen as we have shown elsewhere, is used in MTPh to

designate a particular level of meditation and MTPh is

considered to be a supplementary work elucidating certain
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teaching expounded in	 The term rdzogs chen is therefore

directly connected with Mahyoga tantras. One must, however,

make a distinction between the use of the mere term rdzogs

chen which, as we have seen, covers a variety of teachings

and which originally stems from the teaching contained in

MTPh, 39 and the actual teaching of the Sems sde type, e.g.

that of the Rig pa'i khu byug. 	 As we have indicated, the

Sems sde type of teaching is in fact very close to the doctrine

of the Vijnavda. The teachings of the Kiong sde, moreover,

have little to do with the Anuyoga tantras, for example, the

dGongs 'dus 0 Neither is the precept khregs chod attested

in the Anuyoga tantras. It is not even attested in the

tantras belonging to the Klong sde type. Both khregs chod

and thod rgal, on the other hand, form an important part of

the teachings in the tantras belonging to the category of

the Man ngag gi sde. 4' Moreover, all the three trends are

generally considered to belong to the category of tantras

known as Atiyoga. Therefore, there is no question of Man

ngag gi sde being a supreme teaching originating only in

42Atiyoga.

The sNying thig doctrine is thought by certain authors

to have been based on the Madhyamaka philosophy. G. N. Roerich

informs us that "the Madhyamaka doctrine is the philosophical

background of this (i.e. sNying thig)". 43 It is true that

in explicating the terms and ideas of khregs chod, Kiong-

chen rab-'byams interprets certain points in a language that

reflects the Madhayamaka philosophy. In describing the

Primordial Purity, he uses terms such as "that which appears

is devoid of substantiality" (snang la bden pas stong pa).44

However, Klong-chen rab-'byams states that there are
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parallel ideas (cha tsam mtshungs pa) in both systems.

He cites the sems as an example which in Madhyamaka,

according to him, is the vehicle for attaining Buddhahood

and that in Madhayamaka one makes the distinction between

the sems and sems nyid just as in the sNying thig system. 45

He therefore does not hold the Madhyamaka philosophy as

the basic doctrine on which that of sNying thig is built.

The philosophies of rDzogs chen and Madhyamaka are in fact

diametrically opposed to each other. While rDzogs chen

holds its ontological principle, the Primordial Purity,

as a positive reality, the Madhayarnaka, on the other hand,

negates the existence of any such contingent entity. Very

rarely are the theories of emptiness (nyata) and the non-

self-existence (niI?svabhvat) evoked in rDzogs chen tantras,

if at all.
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NOTES

1 Karmay 1979, p.154.

2.Yid kyi mun sel, f.94b,95a; Cf. TTGL p.157. The word
rde'u is probably connected with ite (Taoism?). Ne'u
pandita Grags-pa smon-lam blo-gros states "that some
believe that it came (to Tibet) after the defeat inflicted
upon the Chinese by the minister Bran-ka" (kha cig na re/
blon bran kas rgya 'khrug(s) 'phan(pham) par byas pas
ite chos byung nas/ Me tog phreng ba, p.116). Minister
Bran-ka dPal-gyl yon-tan is the first signatory of the
821-22 Sino-Tibetan treaty (Richardson 1952, pp.40,74).

BT f.112b.

See p. LL.1

Karmay 1975, pp.148-155; 1980, p.16, n.41.

6 See p.101.

According to GCh (Vol.4, p.167) the sNga 'gyur inga
(Cf.p.45 ) are excerpts from KG (Kaneko No.1) as follows:

KG

Chapter 22, f.73,5-77,6.1. Khyung chen lding ba

Kaneko No.8(1), f.419,4-423,3.

2. sGom pa don drug

(seems to be missing in
and Vairo rgyud 'bum)

3. rTsal chen sprugs pa

(Kaneko No.8(2), f.423,3-424,1).

Chapter 26, f.82,1-84,1.

Chapter 27, f.84,1-85,2.

4. rDo rje smes dpa' nam mkha' che Chapter 3(30), f.90,4-96,6.

Kaneko No.13, f.495,2-499,6,
however, these are not identical
in the Thimphu edition of

5. Rig pa'i khu byug	 Chapter 31, f.96,6-97,3.

Kaneko No.8, f.419,1-4.
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According to Chos-grags bzang-po, Kiong-chen rab-'byams
wrote a commentary on KG entitled Sems 'grel nyi ma'i
'od zer (Kun mkhyen dri med 'od zer gyi rnam thar mthong
ba don idan, from now on referred to as mThong ba don idan,
p.79).

8 Cf. SM. pp. 290-49+.

Cf. p.223.

10 See rGyal ba drug pa'i lan, f.351.

Ngagyur nyingmay sungrab series, Vol.18(na), 1969, p.4.

12 On this master, see ibid., pp.549-560; BA pp.175-191.

13 See Bibliography; also GCh Vol.2, pp.315-319.

14 sNyan brgyud rin p0 che rdo ne zam pa'i gdams ngag gzhung
bshad che ba, Ngagyur nyingmai sungrab series, Vol.18,p.66.

15 See Bibliography.

16 rDzogs pa chen p0 (bi ma) snying thig gi lo rgyus chen mo
(from now on t.o rgyus chen mo), Bi ma snying thig, sNying
thig ya bzhi, Vol.7 (Part III), text No.1, p.165. The
author's name is not given. It is simply stated "by me"
(bdag gis) in an obscure passage where it is a question of
the master lCe-sgom nag-po (p.l'7'7). It is therefore almost
certain that he is Zhang-ston bKra-shis rdo-rje (1097-1167).
On him, see below, p.368.

17 Tshig don mdzod, f.3a1; For the list of the texts, see Grub
mtha' mdzod, ff.179b5; 200b3-204a1; Kaneko Nos. 143-159.

18 Richardson 1952, pp.151-54; 1953, pp.6-7.

19 Lo rgyus chen mo, p.165; Zhva padma dbang chen gyl dkar
chag gtsigs kyi yi ge zhibmo by Kiong-chen rab-'byams
(p.208).	 -- -	 - -	 -

20 This personage seems to be identical with 'Bro iHa-bu
rin-chen mentioned in SM (p.15) in a similar context.

21 Lo rgyus chen mo, pp.165-171; on iDang-ma, see TTGL
pp.122-25 (R. Prats 1982, pp.45-52).

22	 .280.

23 On Zhang-ston, see Bi ma snying thig, Vol.7, Part III,
text No.5; BA p.193, also Cf. n.16.
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24This is one of the collection known as sNying thig ya bzhi.
The others are: Bi ma snying tig (i.e. the Seventeen Tantras)
'mKha' 'gro snying tig (a group of texts rediscovered by
Padma las-'brel-rtsal) and mKha' 'gro yang tig,
(rearrangement of mKha' 'gro snying tig by Klong-chen rab-
'byams).

25Grub mtha' mdzod, f.202a. These five texts make up four
volumes known as Zab pa pod bzhi. According to the critics
of rDzogs chen, they are in fact written by lCe-btsun,
NgD p.280.

26Karmay 1977, No.54,6.

27Here are his other names: Klong-gsal dri-med, rDo-rje
gzi-brjid, rDo-rje sems-dpa' , Dri-med 'od-zer, Blo-gros
mchog-ldan, Tshul-khrims blo-gros, Ngag-gi dbang-po,
Padma las-grol, sNa-tshogs rang-grol, bSam-yas-pa (Grub
mtha' mdzod, f.204b1).

28mThong ba don idan, p.35. It is reported that during the
Chinese Cultural Revolution, one of the inscriptions was
broken into three pieces.

29Zhva padma dbang chen gyi dkar chag gtsigs kyi yi ge zhib
mo, p.205; see also the interesting account of the temple
by 'Jigs-med gling-pa, dBu ru zhva iha khang gi gtam chos
'byung me tog, Collected Works, Vol.IV, gTam tshogs, pp.
232-41. The temple contains among other thingsn image
of Myang Ting-nge-'dzin, Situ Chos-kyi rgya-mtsho (1880-1922),
Gangs ijongs dbus gtsang gnas bskor lam yig nor bu zia shel
gyi se mo do, Palampur 1972, p.63.

30Sog-zlog-pa, Yid kyi mun sel, f.97b.

31mThong ba don ldan, p.39; due to the indiscretion of his
prophecies, O-rgyan gling-pa is also said to have suffered
a similar fate (TTGL pp.175-76).

32	 p.202; NGT Vol.1, f.271a.

33See p.318 et seq.

34Cf. p.322.
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35Cf. p. 31+]. . The term thod rgal, unlike khregs chod, is in
fact a translation of Sanskrit vyutkrantaka or vikandaka;
for a detailed study of this term and references, see
J. May, Hobogirin, Tokyo, 1967, pp.353-360.

36For further details concerning the two precepts, see
Theg mchog mdzod, Vol.11, If. 104b6-138b5, 138b5-160a3;
Tshig don mdzod, f.121a5 et seq.

37C1. Theg mchog mdzod, Vol.1, f.188a3; 	 pp.265,266;
Lungdol Ngag-dbang blo-bzang (1719-1805), Bod gangs can gyi
ita ba'i grub mtha' rags rim, p.437.

38Les religions du Tibet, 1973, p.125.

39See p.267 et seq.

40Kaneko No.160.

41e.g. rDzogs pa rang byung, the first of the Seventeen
Tantras of the Man ngag gi sde. Kaneko No.143; Tshig
don mdzod f.121a6.

42For further details of the three trends of the rDzogs chen
tradition, see Grub mtha' mdzod, f.167a6 et seq.

p.191, n.1.

44Tshig don mdzod, f.121b5.

45Theg mchog mdzod, Vol.1, f.313a1.
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THE RDZOGS CHEN TRADITION AS A LINK BETWEEN
THE RNYING MA PA AND THE BONPO

The rNying ma pa and the Bonpo have a similar historical

background. Both trace their origins back to the royal

period, especially to the eighth century. While tIE r4ying

ma pa acclaim Padmasambhava as their principal patriarch,

the Bonpo treat Dran-pa nam-mkha' likewise. Both traditions

naturally present them as historical masters engaged in

propagating their respective doctrines.

They also share the same kind of tradition according to

which they had been through a process of concealment and

rediscovery of their texts. For the rNying ma pa a great

number were concealed in the royal period, because the

teaching they contained was not appropriate at the time.

For the Bonpo, however, persecution in the same period led

to texts having to be hidden so that they would be saved

from destruction. But neither of them accept the fact that

there was an interruption in Tibetan history after the

assassination of Glang Dar-ma 842 A.D., that the Tibetan

cultural and religious development took a new turn after

this period, and that it was late in the ninth century that

they began to reorganise their doctrines and became what now

are knowhas the rNying ma and Bon.

The Tun-huang documents which we have studied go back to

this period, for example, the Rig pa'i khu byug and sBas pa'i

rgum chung. It was during this period, too, that masters
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like gNyan dPal-dbyangs composed short treatises and that

the term rdzogs chen began to be used to designate what one

can describe as the fusion of certain elements of the Cig

car ba tradition, the Sems sde type teachings and predominantly

tantric doctrines expounded in tantras such as

Although the sBas pa'i rgum chung is not present as an

independent work among the texts collected in Q, it is

in fact the "prototype" of the Sems sde texts, such as KG

and the gSer gyi rus sbal of the bsGrags pa skor gsurn of Bon.

From the eleventh century both the rNying ma pa and the Bonpo

already possessed a number of works that were specifically

regarded as rDzogs chen texts. Moreover, both traditions

then began to have gter ston who "rediscovered" texts and

who were either Buddhist or Bonpo or both. The inter-exchange

of texts between gter ston of both traditions was common and

this practice was continued throughout the centuries.

rDo-rje gling-pa (1286-1345) is the embodiment of this

eclectic tradition. Besides this, he occupies a special

place in the development of the rDzogs chen thought in general.

While Klong-chen rab-'byams's scholastic approach was aiming

at re-structuring and organising the rDzogs chen philosophy,

rDo-rje gling-pa was still producing new materials which

gave a further dimension to the doctrine. The iTa ba kiong

yangs is perhaps the best example among his "rediscoveries".

He fervently believed that he himself was a rebirth

of Vairocana. It was because of this belief that he became

interested in Bon at quite an early age. He had his own way

of telling the life story of Vairocana. He considers that

Vairocana was formerly Yid-kyi khye'u-chung, the disciple
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of gShen-rab mi-bo and later Ananda with kyamuni. He

writes that in the time of Khri Srong-lde-btsan, Vairocana

was first a follower of Bon and was called g.Yung-drung

gtsug-lag, but he was taught Sanskrit and later sent to

India to look for the Atlyoga doctrine. When he returned

to Tibet, he was banished to Tsha-ba-rong by the Bonpo

ministers, because he practised Buddhism. Padrnasambhava

sent him a message telling him to propagate Bon in Tsha-ba-

rong. That is why when he returned to bSam yas he worked so

much for the sake of the Bon doctrine. He paid a visit to

'01-mo lung-ring and there he met Ta-pi hri-tsa and Dran-pa

nam-mkha' from both of whom he received countless teachings.

When the persecution of Bon took place Vairocana joined

the Bonpo in concealing texts in various places and it was

during this time that Vairocana and some other Bonpo priests

went to Pa gro stag tshang (Paro, Bhutan) to conceal the

gSer thur collection of the Bonpo rDzogs chen texts. When

Vairocana was just about to conceal the texts, Dran-pa narn-

mkha' appeared in his vision and gave instruction in the

doctrine contained in the gSer thur.	 At this time, Dran-pa

nam-mkha' prophesied: "in the future there will be one called

Bon-zhig who is your own emanation and who will take out

1
the gSer thur from its hidden place."

It is against this background that rDo-rje gling-pa began

to produce works on Bonpo rDzogs chen. He was at g.Yer stod

chu bo ri when he had signs in a dream in the year earth-bird

(1309). He soon set out on his journey. In the year iron-dog

(1310) when he was twenty-five he "rediscovered" the
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gSer thur at Pa gro. He then left Pa gro and went to

sKu 'bum near bSam gling, the place of the Laina 'Dul-ba

Rin-po-che where in the year iron-pig (1311), he wrote it

down in Tibetan (phab pa)as the manuscript (shog ser) was

in different languages.2

The volume of the gSer •thur contains a number of short

texts, the principal one being the gSer thur theg pa'i rtse

mo with twenty-four chapters. Although it is composed within

the framework of the Bonpo tradition, there is nothing

particularly Bonpo about it doctrinally. The supreme Buddha

who preaches is Kun-tu bzang-po as in all rDzogs chen tantras.

One of the attendants who listenito the exposition is

Rig-pa'i khye'u-chung, i.e. Yid-kyi khye'u-chung and it is

Dran-pa nam-mkha' who has the role of requesting the supreme

Buddha to preach. This function of Dran-pa nam-mkha' is new,

because no Bonpo rDzogs chen works give him this role (f.120).

In the colophon of the "rediscovery" (gter byang) he has

used both the names rDo-rje gling-pa and his Bonpo name

Bon-zhig gling-pa (f.181-82). The gSer thur is in fact a kind

of abridged version of his other major Buddhist work, the iTa

ba kiong yangs, except that it is composed to suit the Bonpo.

It seems to have had immediate impact, for he was soon asked

to give an exposition of the work to a group of eighty-seven

Bonpo monks and hermits when he was residing at the hermitage

of mKhar sna. He relates that "when his discourse was ended,

a feast was organised and the great Bla-ma Nyi-ma of the Bru

family asked him to sing a song during the feast introducing

the new teaching"	 He composed a very interesting mystical
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song. The hermitage of mKhar-sna was an important place

for the Bonpo, because a number of Bonpo masters resided

there at one time or another and it belonged to the old

Bonpo monastery called g.Yas-ru dBen-sa-kha situated on

the east bank of the Brahmaputra near mount sMan-ri.4

The Bru family, whose seat was in the same place, was the

patron of the monastery and rDo-rje gling-pa seemed to have

developed a particular friendship with this holy Bonpo

family who had produced a number of Bonpo scholars and

meditators, 5 but the family was exhausted and eventually

disappeared after giving birth to two Panchen Lamas of

bKra-shis lhun-po.6

Bru bSod-nams blo-gros (1277-1341) who was then the abbot

of the monastery also received the gSer thur teaching from

rDo-rje gling-pa. At the end of a mystical song which

rDo-rje gling-pa obviously composed in the monastery, he

writes: "I sang this song of the 'Nine Ways of Bon (bon theg

pa rim dgu)' at Bagor dBen sa kha when Rin-po-che bSod-blo

(bSod-nams blo-gros) sang his song of the Bon theg pa rim dgu."7

Kun-grol grags-pa (b.1700) followed by Kong-sprul maintained

that rDo-rje gling-pa and Bon-zhig g.Yung-drung gling-pa

were one and the same person. I have had doubts about this

identification because of the dates given in the Bonpo

chronology. It is stated that Bon-zhig g.Yung-drung glin-pa

"rediscovered" the gSer thur in 1250 which is therefore too

early by one sexagenarian cycle. 8 However, in the light of

the publications of the gSer thur itself and other works by

rflo-rje gling-pa, it is now definite that the identification

made by the Bonpo and rNying ma pa historians is correct,

but the date 1250 given in the chronology must therefore be
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corrected to 131O.

Besides this friendly and coreligionist atmosphere as far

as their common interest in rDzogs chen went, other underhand

and less honourable dealings between the two are unfortunately

not unknown. This is typified by the transformation of a

Bonpo text into a Buddhist one or vice-versa. In such eases,

it required no great skill. The method consisted in creating

a Sanskrit title so that it would give the impression of

being of Indic origin and in the text itself the proper names

had to be changed as well as terms like bon for chos or g.yung

drung for rdo rje.	 In the colophon, the name of the person

who concealed the text and that of the gter ston also had to

be appropriately replaced by other names. Consequently for

our research purposes this kind of plagiarism is extremely

interesting if the disguise can be penetrated, for it shows

not only that both the rNying ma pa and Bonpo traditions share

the doctrine without having contradictions at least at the

philosophical level, but also a common source as far as the

rDzogs chen tradition is concerned. The critics of rDzogs

chen have therefore reason to suspect the preponderance of

non-Buddhist teachings in the rDzogs chen of the rNying ma pa,

especially of Bon teachings however vehemently denied by

certain rNying ma pa)0

In order to demonstrate the fact of an entire text being

borrowed from another, and both traditions having a common

source for their cherished rDzogs chen, let us consider first

the rGyud kyl rgyal P0 gser gyi rus sbal rdo rje theg pa rtsa

ba'i rgyud (Kaneko No.18; Bairo rgyud 'bum, Vol.4, No.5) as it

illustrates it well. It is regarded by the rNying ma pa as
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belonging to the Sems sde trend. According to the colophon,

it was obviously meant to have been translated from Sanskrit

by 'Jam-dpal bshes-gnyen and Vairocana. Later it is said

that it was "rediscovered" in Lho brag by a Khyung-grags,

but without mention of where in Lho btag or of who concealed the

text or when. The identification of this obscure gter ston

is at present very uncertain. 11 His name is entirely absent

even in TTGL and this is odd enough to start with. However,

the Vth Dalai Lama gives the full name as Guru Y-shes khyung-

grags and adds another name of a gter ston, sBa riratna.

He further states that "the text was rediscovered by both

the gter ston in Lho-brag Kho-mthing", 12 i.e. the temple of

Kho-mthing which is in Lho-brag. Nothing is known of the

second gter ston whom the Vth Dalal Lama has added and who

is in fact not even mentioned in the colophon of the copy in

the new Thimphu edition of NyG)3

As for the gter ston Guru Ye-shes Khyung-gras, a story

has it that he "rediscovered" what is known as the "water

of longevity" (tshe chu) 14 and gave it to Kublai Khan (Se-chen

rgyal-po) who then could live till he was eighty-four. Even

though one cannot rely on the credibility of such a story, it

nevertheless suggests that Ye-shes khyung-grags lived in or

around the thirteenth century.'5

Now, the parallel Bonpo text is to be found in the collection

of the bsGrags pa skor gsum in which it figures as the first

and one of the principal texts. This Bonpo collection is

believed to have been "rediscovered" by gZhod-ston dNgos-grub

grags-pa also in the same temple of Kho •mthing in Lho brag.

He is said to have made the "rediscovery" in iioo) 6 He
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therefore would seem to belong to a date much earlier than

Guru Y-shes khyung-grags. The Bonpo text is also supposed

to be a translation, but no name of the translator is

given. Li-mu khod-stong which appears to be the name of

the translator's master is mentioned. 17 It begins with a

title supposed to be in the Zhang-zhung language. It has

thirty chapters as in the case of the Buddhist version in

The two texts are asbolutely identical except for

the proper names and certain terms. Here is a short

comparative analysis of certain significant passages from

both texts which will show how the transformation is made.

bsGrags pa skor gsum':8	(Kaneko No.18):

rGyud kyi rgyal P0 gser gyi rus

sbal g.yung drung thigs pa man

ngag rtsa ba'i rgyud/

rGyud kyi rgyal P0 gser gyi rus sbal

rdo rje theg pa rtsa ba'i rgyud/

Chapter I
	

Chapter I

p.4,3
	

f.598,2

nam mkha' ita bu'i bon sku 	 chossku...........

mtshon bral las!

p.4,4
	

f.598,2

ye sangs yul du shes rab blo 	 yesangs gnas su................

rtsal skye!
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p.4,4

'og mm iha gnas 'gro 'dul bon

lung nos/

f.598, 3

'og mm gnas su .....'dus chos.

p.4,4
	

f.598 ,3

phy(v)a'i grong khyer chen por	 sum cu rtsa gsum 'khor rnams

blo yi rtsal	 rnams sbyangs/ kun la bshad/

p.5,1	 f.598,3

'od gsal gnas su shes bya'i	 'od gsal gnas su blo'i rtsal

sgrib pa sbyangs/	 rnams sbyangs/

p.5,1

'dul ba'i dus bab par gzigs sgongs

(dgongs) thugs la bzhag/

f. 598,3

'dul	 'i bab pa thugs kyis rrkhyen/

p.5,3

bon sgo brgyad khri bzhi stong

phye de bstan/

f.598,5

chossgo .......................

p.6,5
	

f.599,4

gab pa yang gter mdo yi(s)
	

ati yo ga'i ...................

phye de bstan/

This chapter requires some comments. In the legend of

gShen-rab mi-bo, gSal-ba, who is in Ye-sangs, makes a decision

to descend to earth in order to help living beings, and then

goes to 'Og-min to ask for permission from gShen-lha 'od-dkar
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sems dpa' rdo rjes zhus pa/

389.

who resides there. He then studies in the city of the

Phyva gods and eventually goes to Bar-lha 'od-gsal where

he purifies himself before descending to earth in order to

take birth as gShen-rab. These four places are known as

gNas rigs chen p0 bzhi, but one also finds different versions

of the names of these places. 19 No similar story in connection

with Dam-pa tog-dkar who is the parallel of gSal-ba in the

Buddhist legend is attested.

The other feature in this chapter, which is even more

curious, is the list of the twelve short treatises, known

as rGyud bu chung bcu gnyis. 	 They are a part of the bsGrags

pa skor gsum collection and so can be found in the same volume,20

but there is certainly no Boddhist version of them among the

works in

Chapter II

p.8,3-4

yab 'phrul gshen snang idan dang/

yum bzang za ring btsun dang/

sras 'chi med gtsug phud dang/

'khor rnams kyis ston pa la zhus pa/

p.9,1
	

f.601,5

g.yung drung bon la rgya 	 chos sgo brgyad khri bzhi stong

che grangs mang yang/	 grangs mang yang/
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p.10,1
	

f.602,4

bsdus pa'i sgo bzhi spyi	 bsdus pas sgo bzhi spyi ti yid

dang lnga/	 dang lnga/

Here the sgo bzhi and the spyi refer to the group of the

tFour Portals and the mDzod", usually known as Bon sgo bzhi

mdzod lnga, a Bonpo classification of their doctrines.21

The existence of this particular classification for Buddhist

doctrines does not seem to be attested.

Chapter III

p.11 , 4
	

f. 604,2

des na bon dang gshen rab med/ 	 des na chos dang sangs rgyas med/

Chapter IV

p.13,7
	

f . 607 , 1

'phen('phan) yul dka' thub
	

thegpa 'og ma'i sdom pa yis/

sdom pa yis/

Here 'Phan yul is one of the Four Portals of Bon.

Chapter VII

p.14,5
	

f.607,7

chab dkar nag gi phyi nang 	 sngags phyi nang gis kyang/

sngags rnams kyis/
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Here while Chab dkar refers to Bonpo tantric teachings

Chab nag covers popular rituals. These are two categories

in the classification of the "Four Portals". For the sNgags

phyl nang of the Buddhists (see p.266 ).

Chapter XVI

p.22,4
	

f.616 ,7

'das pa de don gshen iha
	 'das pa de don sangs rgyas nyid

dkar po'i thugs/
	

kyi thugs/

In the light of this comparative analysis, it is evident

beyond any doubt that it was Guru Ye-shes khyung-gras who

simply copied out the gSer gyl rus sbal of the bsGrags pa

skor gsum and made some changes in a few places without

altering the structure despite the fact that it involved

certain contradictions for the rNying ma pa

1. The story of gShen-rab's former life in four heavens, viz.

Srid pa ye sangs, Phyva'i grong-khyer, 'Od-gsal or Bar-lha

'od-gsal (the usual name of this heaven is Srid-pa gung-sangs)

and 'Og-min hardly fits in, particularly Phyva'i grong-khyer,

the city of the Phyva. The last two heavens, however, do have

Buddhist parallels.

2. The twelve treatises known as rGyud bu chung bcu gnyis, the

list of which is given in the gSer gyi rus sbal, extant in the

bsGrags pa skor gsum just after the gSer gyi rus sbal, have no
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Buddhist parallels in yQ.

3. The classification of the Bon doctrines into five

categories known as Bon sgo bzhi mdzod inga has no

equivalent in the rNying ma pa tradition.

COMMON SOURCE

However, the rNying ma pa and the Bonpo have a common

source for the rDzogs chen tradition, particularly for the

Sems sde type teachings. The sBas pa'i rgum chung is a good

example of this. Although the gSer gyi rus sbal was

presumably compiled by gZhod-ston dNgos-grub grags-pa, it is

nevertheless in turn philosophically based on Buddhist texts

such as the sBas pa'i rgum chung or other similar works.

The following lines of the gSer gyi rus sbal are simple

reproductions taken out of the sBas pa'i rgum chung in order

to explain the philosophical view of meditation:

ml rtog zab mo nyams myongs na/

myong ba nyid kyi bsgom chags nad/ (p.21,7)

ii tsam mo yi(zab mo) tshig brjod pas/
zz

don dang mthun pa yongs mi 'gyur/ (p.22,7).
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NOTE S

1 rDzogs chen gser gyi thur ma('i) lo rgyus spyi ching chen
po go ba 'byed pa'i ide mig (from now on referred to as
gSer thur lo rgyus), f.13-26.

2 rDzogs chen gser thur rmi lam lung bstan, f.420-29. Bla-ma
'Dul-ba Rin-po-che is probably Bru 'Dul-ba rgyai-mtshan
(1239-1293) of the monastery of g.Yas-ru dBen-sa-kha. He
lived for some time in Bum thang(Bhutan), A-tn thun-tsharn
cho-na dang cha-lag, Delhi 1967, rTogs idan nyams rgyud kyi
rnam thar nfl chen phreng ba (from now on referred to as rNam
thar rin chen phreng ba), p.38 (Kvaerne 1973, Part I, p.47;
Karmay 1977, No.60,2).On sKu-"bum and the descendants of
rDo-rje gling-pa, see M. Aris, Bhutan, The early history of
a Himalayan Kingdom, Warminster, England, pp.151-158.

Nyon mongs dug inga 'joms pa thar ba'i rgyun lain, rDo ne
gling pa'i bka' 'bum, Voi.IV, f.234. The Bla-ma Nyi-ma of
Bru is unknown. He is not one and the same as Bru-ston
Nyi-ma rgyai-mtshan who seems to be too early for rDo-rje
gling-pa to meet, see rNam thar rin chen phreng ba, pp.27-29.

Legs bshad mdzod (Karmay 1972, p.l39, n.1).

rNam thar nfl chen phreng ba, pp.35-50 (Kvaerne 1973, Part I,
p.41).

6 Karmay 1975, p.184.

However, in the rNam thar rin chen phreng ba, gTer-ston
g.Yung-drung gling-pa is mentioned (p.43) in connection
with Bru bSod-nams rgyal-mtshan (1268-1321), but not in
the life story of Bru bSod-nams blo-gros. Yet it is the
latter who is mentioned in Nyon mongs dug inga 'joms pa
thar ba'i rgyun lam, p.237.

8 Nyi-ma bstan-'dzin (b.1813), Sangs rgyas kyi bstan rtsis
ngo mtshar nor bu'i phreng ba (Kvaerne 1971, No.109).

The other major "rediscovery" of Bon texts is the collection
of Tshe dbang bod yul ma. The date of this "rediscovery"
seems to be either 1315 or 1339, Cf. Kvaerne 1971, No.114;
Karmay 1977, pp.83-84.

pp.80,88.
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'Cf. Blondeau 1984, pp.112-14.

12GTh Vol.4, p.471.

13Cf. Blondeau 1984, pp.114-15.

14For a story of tshe chu hidden by Padrnasambhava, see
pp.407-il.

15Yid kyi mun sel f.64a. However, a slightly different story
is given in gTer ston brgya rtsa'i mtshan sdom gsol 'debs
chos rgyal bkra shis stobs rgyal gyi mdzad pa'i 'grel ba
lo rgyus gter ston chos 'byung by Karma mi-'gyur dbang-rgyal
(Blondeau 1984, pp.113-i4).

16Karmay 1977, No.54. For a most illuminating study on this
gter ston, see Blondeau 1984, p.89 et seq.

' 7The colophon of this tantra is carefully studied by
A.M. Blondeau who is probably right in suggesting that
the name Li-mu khod-stong constitutes the names of three
different personages: Li-sha, Mu-khod and sTong-rgyung
mthu-chen (1984, pp.112, n.117).

18rDzogs chen bsgrags pa skor gsum (Karmay 1977, No.54,2).

19Cf Karmay 1975, pp.176, 195.

20rDzogs chen bsgrags pa skor gsum (Karmay 1977, No.54, 4).

21 Snellgrove 1967, p.16; Karmay 1975, p.190.

22For these, see p. 13k, 11.3-1+, 7-8.
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'Jam dpal dbyangs kyi dgongs rgyan rig pa'i gzi 'bar gdong
lnga'i sgra dbyangs, ibid., pp.11-140.

Shes idan yid kyi gdung sel rigs lam ga bur chu rgyun, ibid.,
pp.141-261.

Mi-bskyor rdo-rje, V1I1Th Karma-pa (1507-1554),

rJe ye bzang rtse ba'i rgyud gsum gsang ba dang pan chen kya
mchog idan gyi sde(bde) mchog rnam bshad gnyis kyi mthar thug
gi 'bras bu gzhi dus kyi gnas lugs lam dus kyi rnal 'byor
rnams la dpyad pa bdud rtsi'i dri mchog, rNal 'byor rgyud kyi
rnam bshad, Thimphu 1979, Vol.3, pp.249-355.

Rang la nges pa'i tshad ma zhes pa'i 'grel ba gnas lugs bdud
rtsi'i snying khu, ibid., pp.337-408.

Yid la mi byed pa'i zur khra, ibid., pp.409-17.

Ha shangs dang 'dres pa'i don 'dzug gtsugs su bstan pa, ibid.,
419-36.
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Mi-'gyur rdo-rje, rDo-dmar zhabs-drung -,

Phyag rgya chen po las 'phros pa'i rang lan rtsod pa'i mun
sel, The Collected Works of rDo-dmar Zhabs-drung mi-'gyur-
rdo-rje, Delhi 1979, pp.449-577.

Mi-pham rnam-rgyal, 'Ju -,(1846-1912),

Rong zom gsung 'bum dkar chag me tog phreng ba, Rong zom bka'
'bum, pp.1-40.

gZhan gyis rtsad pa'i lan mdor bsdus pa rigs lam rab gsal de
nyid snang byed, Ngagyur nyingmay sungrab Series, Vol.5
(Gangtok 1969), pp.1-244.

Slob dpon chen p0 padrna 'byung gnas kyis mdzad pa'i man ngag
ita ba'i phreng ba mchan 'grel nor bu'i bang mdzod, Derge
edition, 24 folios.

gTsug-lag phreng-ba, dPa'-bo -,(1504-1566),

mKhas pa'i dga' ston, or iHo brag chos 'byung, Part Ja (SPS
Vol.9), New Delhi 1962.

Tshe-dbang nor-bu, Ka-thog Rig-'dzin -,(1698-1755),

iHa rje mnyam med zia 'od gzhon nu'i bka' brgyud phyag chen
gdanis pa ji tsam nod pa'i rtogs brjod legs bshad rin chen
'byung khungs, The Collected Works of Kah-thog Tshe-dbang-
nor-bu, Daihousie 1977, Vol.11, No.14.

rGya nag hva-shang gi byung tshul grub mtha'i phyogs snga
bcas sa bon tsam smos pa yid kyi dri ma dag byed dge ba'i
chu rgyun, ibid., Vol.V, No.158.

gZhon-nu-dpal, 'Gos Lo-tsa-ba -,(1392-1481),

Deb ther sngon p0, dMyal edition (See Roriech, G. N.)

Ye-shes-sde, sNa-nam -,

iTa ba'i khyad par, T Vol.145, No.5847 (PT 814).

Yon-tan rgya-mtsho, Kong-srul -,(1813-1899),

gZhan stong dbu ma chen po'i ita khrid rdo ne zia ba dri ma
med pa'i 'od zer, xyl. edition, 16 folios.
Ris med chos kyi 'byung gnas mdo tsam smos pa blo gsal mgrifl
pa'i mdzes rgyan, xyl. edition, 16 folios.
lTa ba gtan la 'bebs pa las 'phros pa'i gtarn skabs inga pa
lung dang rig pa'i me tog rab tu dgod pa, xyl. edition,
20 folios.
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• .cont'd.

r ston b
	

rts.'i main thar
grub thob ji itar byon pa'i 10 rg
chen baiçlurya'i 'phreng ba, RT Vo

Zab mo'i gter dang gter ston
yus mdor bsdus bkod pa rin

a).

Ratna gling-pa (1403-1478),
Chos 'byung bstan pa'i sgron me or rTsod zlog seng ge'i
nga ro (The Nyingmapa apology of Rinchendpalbzangpo),
Palampur 1972.

Rin-chen-grub, Bu-ston -,(1290-1364),
Yo ga gru gzings, rNal 'byor rgyud kyi rgya mtshor 'jug pa'i
gru gzings, The Collected Works of Bu-ston, Delhi 1971,
Part 11 (SPS Vol.51), pp.1-184.

Bu ston chos 'byung, bDe bar gshegs pa'i bstan pa'i gsal
byed chos kyi 'byung gnas gsun rab nfl p0 che'i mdzod,
ibid., Part 24 (SPS Vol.64), pp.633-1055.
Yld bzhin nor bu, bsTan 'gyur dkar chag yid bzhin nor bu'i
za ma tog, ibid. , Part 28 (SPS Vol.68), pp.343-573.
Chos log sun 'byin, sNgags log sun 'byin skor, Thimphu 1979,
pp. 25-36.

Skya mchog-ldan, gSer-mdog Pan-chen -,(1428-1507),
Shing rta chen po'i srol gnyis kyi rnam par dbye ba bshad
nas nges don gcig tu bsgb pa'i bstan bcos kyi rgyan, The
Collected Works of gSer-mdog pan-chen kya-mchog-1dan,
Thimphu 1978, Vol.2, pp.471-619.
dBu ma'i byung tshul rnam par bshad pa'i yld bzhin lhun p0,
ibid., Vol.4, pp.209-48.
gSer thur, sDom pa gsum gyl rab du dbye ba'i bstan bcos kyl
'bel gtam mnam par nges pa legs bshad gser gyi thur ma,
ibid., Vol.6, pp.439-647 (Rig 'dzin sdom skor, Vol.7, pp.1-229).
sGyu ma'i sku sgrb pa'i gzhi la log par rtog pa sel byed
gong ma rnams kyi rjes 'jug smra ba'i rgyan, ibid., Vol.13
(Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad pa), pp.340-42.
sGyu ma lam rim gyi gsal byed nor bu'i them skas, ibid.,
Vol. 13 (Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad pa), pp.342-45.
sKye 'phags snang ba rnthun pa la brtsad pa rdo rje'i gseng
lam, ibid., Vol.13 (Chos tshan brgya dang brgyad pa),
pp.386-428.
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rNgog lo tsathsa ba chen pos bstan pa ji ltar bskyngs pa'i
tshul mdo tsam du bya ba ngo mtsar gtam gyi rol mo, ibid.,
VO1.lb, pp.

Chos kyi 'khor lo bskor ba'i rnam bzhag ji itar grub pa'i
yl ge gzu bor gans pa'i mdzangs pa dga' byed, ibid.,
Vol.16, pp.457-81.
Tshangs pa'i 'khor lo, Phyag rgya chen p0 gsal bar byed
pa'i bstan bcos tshangs pa'i 'khor lo, ibid., Vol.17,
pp.331-46.
Phyag rgya chen po'i shan 'byed bya ba'i bstan bcos, ibid.,
Vol.17, pp.346-55.
Lung rigs gnyis kyis phyag rgya chen po'i bzhed tshul la
'khrul ba sel ba'i bstan bcos zung gi gru chen, ibid.,
Vol.17, pp.355-79.
Sa skya'i rje btsun sku mched kyi ita ba'i bzhed tshul,
ibid., Vol.19, pp.7-104.
Gangs can gyi chen p0 snga phyir byon pa'i ita sgom spyod
pa'i rnam bzhag rang bzhung gsal ba'i me long, ibid.,
Vol.19, pp.78-99.

Shes-rab rgya-mtsho, A-khu-chen -,(1803-1875),
ciPe rgyun dkon p0 'ga' zhig gi tho yig, Materials for a
history of Tibetan literature, Vol.111, No.79 (SPS Vol.30),
New Delhi 1963.

Shes-rab rgyal-mtshan, Dol-bu-pa - ( 1292-1361),
Ri chos nges don rgya mtsho, signed: rGy-khams-pa.
247 folios. (No indication of place and date of the
publication).

Shes-rab 'byung nas, dBon-po -, (1187-1241),
Dam chos dgongs pa gcig pa'i khog dbub, dGongs gcig yig cha,
Bir 1975, Vol.1, No.3.

Shes-rab-'od, Rog Ban-dhe -, (1166-1244),
bsTan pa'i sgron me, Grub mtha so so'i bzhed gzhung gsal bar
ston pa chos 'byung grub mtha' chen p0 bstan pa'i sgron me,
Leh 1977.

Sangs-rgyas gling-pa (1353-1396),
bKa' thang gser phreng ma, U rgyan gu ru padma 'byung gnas
kyi rnam thar rgyas pa gser gyi phreng ba thar lain gsal
byed (also known as sPu-ru'i bka' thang), Kalimpong 1970.
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Sangs-rgyas rgya-mtsho, sDe-srid -,(1653-1703),
'Byung rtsis khog 'bug;, Phu lugs rtsigs kyl legs bshad
rnkhas pa'i mgul rgyan baiclürya dkar po'i do shal, Zhol
edition, Chapter 20.
gSo rig sman gyl khog 'bugs, dPal idan gso ba rig pa'i khog
'bugs legs bshad baidürya'i me long drang srong dgyes pa'i
dga' ston, Kan su'i mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1982.

Sangs-rgyas ye-shes, gNubs-chen -,
sGom gyi gnad gsal bar phye ba bsarn gtan mig sgron (or
rNal 'byor mig gi bsam gtan), Smanrtsis shesrig spendzod
Series, Vol.74, Leh 1974.

bSod-narns rin-chen, sGam-po-pa -' (1079-1153),
The Collected Works of sGam-po-pa bSod-nains-rin-chen,
Delhi 1975, Vols. I-Il.

bSod-nams seng-ge, Go-rams-pa -, (1429-1489),
lTa ba'i shan 'byed theg mchog gnad kyi zia ser, SK Vol.13,
No.47.

He-ru-ka, gTsang-smyon -, alias Rus-pa'i rgyan-can (1452-1507),
rNal 'byor gyi dbang phyug chen p0 ne btsun ml la ras pa'i
rnam par thar pa dang thams cad mkhyen pa'i lam ston,
Varanasi 1971.

O-rgyan gling-pa (1329-1367),
Padma bka' thang, Gu ru padma 'byung gnas kyl skye rabs
main par thar pa (or bKa' thang shel brag ba), Derge
edition. Blon p0 bka' thang, Zhol edition.

Anonymous Buddhist sources
that have been referred to.

bKra shis pa'i rig pa'i khu byug gi rgyud,	 (Kaneko No.16).
Gangs can gyl ijongs su bka' dang bstan bcos kyi glegs barn spar

gzhi ji itar yod pa mnams nas dkar chag spar tho phyogs
tsam du bkod pa phan bde'i pad tshal 'byed pa'i nyin byed,
Gedan sungrab minyam gyunphel Series, Vol.13, Delhi 1970,
pp.169-243.

dGongs 'dus, K Vol.9, No.452,	 (Kaneko No.160).
rGyud kyi rgyal p0 gser gyi rus sbal rdo ne theg pa rtsa ba'i
rgyud,	 Q (Kaneko No.18).
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Chos nyid byang chub sems bkra shis ml 'gyur gsal ba gnas
pa'i rgyud,	 (Kaneko No.17).

Jo bo ne dpa ldan mar me mdzad ye shes kyi rnam thar rgyas pa,
Varanasi 1970.

bsTan pa yongs kyi snying p0 (or Pan grub rnams kyl thugs bcud
snying gi me long), Bairo rgyud 'bum (Srnanrtsis shesrig
spendzod Series, Vols. 16-23), Leh 1971, Vol.1, No.1
(incomplete).

rDo rje bkod pa'i rgyd = dGongs 'dus, q.v.

rNal 'byor grub pa'i lung = dGongs 'dus, q.v.

Be ro 'dra 'bag, Xyl. editions bsTan-rgyas-gling, Lhasa.

Byang chub sems kyl mdo 'grel chen po bcu, NyG (Kaneko No.2).

Zangs ylg can gyi snang byed sgron ma, BI ma snying thig,
Delhi 1971, Vol.7, Part I, pp.554-58.

Rin p0 che rtsod pa'i 'khor lo, T Vol.144, No.5841.
Sang ba snying p0, Tantra thams cad kyi rtsa bar gyur ba
sgyu 'phrul drva ba dpal gsang ba snying p0 de kho na
nyid nges pa rtsa ba'i rgyud, K Vol.10, No.455, 	 (Kaneko
No.187).
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BONPO SOURCES

(Most of the Bonpo works consulted or referred to are anonymous.

They are therefore arranged in alphabetical order according to

the titles.)

Kun gzhi zhal shes gsal ba'i sgron med, ZhNy (Karmay 1977,
No.50 ,Tsa).
al rabs bon gyi 'byung gnas by Khyung-po Blo-gros rgyal-
mtshan, Three sources for a history of Bon, Delhi 1974,
No.1 (Karmay 1977, No.66,1).

rGyud kyi rgyal p0 gser gyi rus sbal g.yung drung thigs pa
man ngag rtsa ba'i rgyud, rDzogs chen bsgrags pa skor
gsum (Karmay 1977, No.54,2).

rGyud bu chung bcus gnyis, ZhNy (Karmay 1977, No.50,Ca).
sGron ma drug gi dgongs don 'grel ba by Bru-sgom rGyal-ba

g.yung-drung (1242-1290), ZhNy (Karmay 1977, No.50, Ma).

sGron ma drug gi gdams pa, ZhNy (Karmay 1977, No.50, Pha).
sGron ma'i 'grel ba nyi 'od rgyan by U-ri bSod-nazns rgyal-

mtshan, ZhNy (Karmay 1977, No.50, Ba).
Ji bzhin nyid kyi skye mched la rtsod spong smra ba'i seng ge

(Karmay 1977, No.75).
gTan tshigs gal mdo rig pa'i tshad ma, Gal mdo (Karmay 1977,

No.73,3).
bsTan grags brgal lan drang por bshad pa iha ml dgyes pa'i

'bel gtaln, Shar-rdza edition, 53 folios.
bsTan pa'i rnam bshad dar rgyas gsal ba'i sgron me by

sPa bsTan-rgyal bzang-po (composed in 1345), Sources for
a history of Bon, Delhi 1972, Karmay 1977, No.65,22).

Theg pa che chung gong 'og gi rnai par 'byed pa'i gal mdo
nges pa'i gtan tshigs dri med gsal sgron by 'A-zha Blo-
gros rgyal-mtshan (1198-1263), Gal mdo (Karmay 1977, No.73,6).

Theg pa'i rim pa mngon du bshad pa'i mdo rgyud (Karmay 1977,
No. 74 , 1).

Theg pa'i rim pa mngon du bshad pa'i mdo rgyud gyi 'grel ba
'phrul gyl me long dgu skor (Karmay 1977, No.74,2).

sPyi rgyud ye khri mtha' sel gyi lo rgyus chen mo skos kyi
mchong, sPyi rgyud chen 0 nam mkha' dkar po ye khri mtha'
sel gyl rgyud, "Oral tradition" of sPrul-sku lHa-gnyan
alias Lung-bon lHa-gnyan (Karmay 1972, pp.113-iS), (Delhi,
c.1984), pp.759-815.
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Bon sgo gsal byed, bKa' lung spyi yi 'grel ba bon sgo gsal
byed by Tre-ston rGyal-mtshan-dpal, Bonpo grub mtha
material, Delhi 1978, Text No.1.

Bon thams cad kyl yang snying gtan tshigs nges pa'i gal mdo
tan tra nyi ma'i 'khor lo, Gal mdo (Karmay 1977, No.73,2).

Bon thams cad kyi yang mdzod main 'byed 'phrul gyi lde mig,
Gal mdo (Karmay 1977, No.73,1).

Byang sems gab pa dgu bskor gyi dgongs pa bkral ba'i 'grel
bzhi rig pa'i rgya mtsho, Gal mdo (Karmay 1977, No.73,5).

dByings rig mdzod gsang ba nges pa'i rgyan by Shar-rdza bKra-
shis rgyal-mtshan (1859-1935), (Karmay 1977, No.94).

Man ngag lung gi tshad ma, Gal mdo (Karmay 1977, No.73,4).

Mu stes kvi grub mtha' tshar gcod gtan tshigs thigs pa'i
rigs(rig) pa mra ba'i mdo 'grel by sGa-ston Shes-rab
'od-zer (Karmay 1977,No.76).

rDzogs chen gser gyf thur ma('i) lo rgyus spyi ching chen mo
gobyed pa'i ide mig by Bon-zhig gling-pa (alias Bon-zhig
g.Yung-drung gling-pa and rDo-rje gling-pa, see Buddhist
sources), rDzogs chen gser gyi thur ma, Dolanji 1977,
pp.1-44.

rDzogs chen ser thur theg pa'i rtse mo rgyud kyi rgyal p0,
"rediscovered by Bon-zhig gling-pa, ibid. , pp.115-82.

rDzogs chen gser thur rmi lam lung bstan, ibid., pp.419-32.

Zhang zhung snyan brgyud kyi bla ma brgyud pa'i rnam thar
by sPa bsTan-rgyal bzang-po (composed in 1359), ZhNy
(Karmay 1977, No.50, Ka).

gZi brjid, 'Dus pa rin p0 che dri ma med pa gzi brjid rab tu
'bar ba'i mdo, Voi.Ka, Chapt.4 (sKye ba bzhes pa),
pp.555-58; Vol.Kha, Chapt.7 (rGyal bu bka' khrims bstsal
ba), pp.393-572; Vol.Nga, Chapt.17 (sKad 'gyur so so'i
bon bstan pa), pp.319-428, Delhi 1965 (Karmay 1977, No.3).

gZer mig, 'Dus pa nfl po che'i rgyud gzer mig (Karmay 1977,
No.4).

Legs bshad nfl p0 che'i mdzod dpyod ldan dga' ba'i char (see
Karmay 1972).

Sems lung gab pa dgu skor gyl 'grel ba rgya cher bshad pa
(armay 1977, No.53).

Srid rgyid, Srid pa rgyud kyl kha byang chen mo, "rediscovered"
by Khod-po Blo-gros thogs-med alias Gyer thogs-med (b.1280),
Dolanji 1976 (Karmay 1977, No.61).

Sources for a history of Bon, Delhi 1972 (Karmay 1977, No.65).
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WORKS IN WESTERN LANGUAGES

Aris, M., Bhutan, The Early History of a Himalayan Kingdom,
Warminster-England 1979.

Bacot (J.) 1940: Documents de Touen-houang (in J. Bacot,
F.W. Thomas, Ch. Toussaint, Documents de Touen-houang
relatifs	 l'histoire du Tibet, Paris 1940).

LIi
Blondeau (A.-M.) 1971: "LeA-'dre bka'thah", Etudes

tibtaines dedie a la mmoire de Marcelle Lalou, Paris.

- Religions tibtaines (rsum des cours), Annuaire de
l'Ecole Pratigue des Hautes Etudes, Ve section (Sciences
religieuses), Vol.LXXXIV, 1975-76, pp.109-19; Vol.LXXXV,
1976-77, pp.89-96; Vol.LXXXIX, 1980-81, pp.163-69;
Vol.XC, 1981-82, pp .111-14; Vol.XCI, 1982-83, pp.123-31.

- 1984: "Le 'Decouvreur' du Maii bka' 'bum, Etait-il
Bon-po?", Tibetan and Buddhist Studies, commemorating
the 200th anniversary of the birth of Alexander Csoma
de Köris, Bibliotheca Orientalis Hungarica, Vol.XXIX/I
(1984), pp.77-123.

Demiville (P.) 1952: Le Concile de Lhasa, Paris.

- Annuaire du Collage de France, LVI (1956), pp.284-94;
LVII (1957), pp.349-57; LVIII (1958), pp.381-91.

- 1970: "Recents travaux sur Touen-houang", T'oung Pao (56),
pp.1-95.

Dumoulin, H., A History of Zen Buddhism, New York 1963.

Enmerick, R. E., Tibetan texts concerning Khotan, London
Oriental Series, Vol.19, London 1967.

Guenther, H. V., "Indian Buddhist thought in Tibetan
perspective", History of Religions, Vol.3, No.1, 1963,
pp.83-105.

Hoffmann, H., The Religions of Tibet, London 1961.

Hackin (J) 1924: Formulaire Sanskrit-Tibtain du Xe siecle, Paris.
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Imaeda (Y.) 1975: "Documents tibtains de Touen-houang
concernant le concile du Tibet", JA Vol.263, pp.125-46.

Kaneko, E., Ko-Tantora zenshü haidal mohurohu (Catalogue of
rNying-ma rgyud-'bum), Tokyo 1982.

Karmay, H., Sino-Tibetan Arts, Warminster, England 1975.

Karmay (S.G.) 1972: The Treasury of Good Sayings: A Tibetan
History of Bon, London Oriental Series, Vol.26.

- 1973-74: "Problmes historiques et doctrinaux de la
philosophie du rJogs-hen", Annuaire de l'Ecole Pratique
des Hautes Etudes, Vol.82, pp.53-57.

- 1975: "A discussion on the doctrinal position of rDzogs
chen from the 10th to the 13th centuries", JA Vol.263,
pp.147-56.

- 1975a: "A gZer-mig version of the Interview between
Confucius and Phyva Keñ-tse lan-med", Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol.XXXVIII,
Part 3, pp.562-80.

- 1975b: A general Introduction to the History and Doctrine
of Bon, Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo
Bunko, No. 33, Tokyo, pp.171-218.

- 1977: A Catalogue of Bonpo Publications, Tokyo.

- 1979: "The Ordinance of lHa Bla-ma Ye-shes-'od",
Tibetan Studies in honour of H. Richardson, Oxford,
pp.150-62.

- 1980: "An Open letter of Pho-brang Zhi-ba-'od, The
Tibet Journal, Vol.5, No.3, pp.1-28.

- 1981: "King Tsa/Dza and Vajrayna", Tantric and Taoist
Studies in honour of R. A. Stein, Brussels, Vol.One
(Mélanges chinois et bouddhiques, Vol.XX), pp.192-211.

- 1983: "Un t€moignage sur le Bon face au Bouddhisme -
l'poque des rois tibêtains", Contributions on Tibetan
and Buddhist religion and philosophy, proceedings of
the Cosma de Körös symposium, Velm-Vienna, 13-19 September
1981, Vol.2, pp.89-106.

Kimura, R., 'Le Dhyana chinois au Tibet ancien aprs Mahyana",
JA Vol.CCLXIX, pp.183-92.
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Kvaerne(P.) 1971: "A Chronological Table of the Bon po, the
bsTan rcis of Ni ma bstan 'jin", Acta Orientalia, XXXIII,
pp.205-48 (The transcription of the Tibetan text,
pp.249-82).

- 1973: "Bonpo Studies, the A Khrid System of Meditation",
Part I, Kailash, Vol.1, No.1, pp.1-50; Part II, Kailash,
Vol.1, No.4, pp.247-332.

- 1979, "A Preliminary Study of Chapter VI of the gZer-mig",
Tibetan Studies in honour of Hugh Richardson, Oxford,
pp.185-91.

Lalou (M.) 1939: "Document tibêtain sur l'expansion du
Dhyana chinois' JA, pp.503-23.

- 1953: "Les textes bouddhiques au temps du Rois Khri-srofi-
lde-bcan", JA Vol. CCXLI, pp.313-53.

Macdonald (A.) 1971: "Une lecture des Pelliot tibtain, 1286,
1287, 1038, 1047, et 1290, Essai sur la formation et
l'emploi des mythes politiques dans la religion royale
de Sroñ-bcan sgam-po", Etudes tibtaines dedies . la
rn4moire de Marcelle Lalou, Paris, pp.190-389.

Macdonald (A.), Imaeda (Y.) 1978: Choix de documents tibêtains,
Vol.1, Paris. 1979: Vol.11, Paris.

Matsunaga, Y., "A History of Tantric Buddhism in India",
Buddhist Thought and Asian Civilisation, Essays in honour
of H. V. Guenther on his 60th birthday, California 1977,
pp.167-81.

May, J., "Chj", Hobogirin, Tokyo 1967, pp.353-60.

Mimaki (K.) 1977: "Grub mtha'i main bzhag nfl chen phreng ba
de dKon mchog 'jigs med dbang P0 (1728-1791)", Zinbun:
Memoirs of the Research Institute of Humanistic Studies,
Kyoto University, No.14, pp.55-112.

- 1982: Blo gsal grub mtha', University of Kyoto, Kyo.

Murti, T.R., The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, London 1980.

Obermiller, E., History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, Heidelberg 1931.
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Prats, R., Contributo allo studio biographico del primi
gter-ston, Napoli 1982.

Richardson (H.) 1949: "Three ancient inscriptions from Tibet",
JRAS, pp.45-65.

- 1952: Ancient Historical Edicts at Lhasa and The Mu
Tsung/ Khri gTsug ide brtsan treaty of A.D.821-822 from
the inscription at Lhasa, London.

- 1952: "Tibetan inscriptions of Za'i Lha Khañ", JRAS,
Part I, pp.133-54. 1953: Part II, pp.1-12.

- 1977: "The Dharma that Came Down from Heaven: a Tun-
huang fragment", Buddhist Thought and Asian Civilisation,
Essays in honour of H. V. Guenther on his 60th birthday,
California, pp.219-29.

- 1980: "The First Chos-byung", The Tibet Journal, Vol.V,
No.3, pp.62-73.

Roerich, G. N., The Blue Annals, Calcutta 1949.

Ruegg (D. S.) 1969: La thorie du Tathgatagarbha et du gotra,
BEFEO, Vol.LXX, Paris.
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